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Cinemascape: Durango is a portrait of “cinema” from the ethnographic perspective of

Durango, a state in northern Mexico whose identity as Tierra del Cine is based on its

history as a “location” for both Hollywood Westerns and the low-budget, Mexican action

films known as churros. From the globally “marginal” vantage of Durango, it looks at

how “cinema,” as a mobile signifier transects and transforms seemingly disparate topics

and spaces and becomes part of new cultural configurations and flows.  These flows are

both concretely economic, as in the transnational traffic in media products, and

imaginary, as in changing senses of meaning and identity. It addresses cinema’s

manifestations and meanings in a variety of institutions and practices locally regarded as

cinema-related.  It includes chapters on everyday space and imagination; genre and

“authoritarian” visual form; national and regional ideologies; and the specific careers and

artistic production of two Durango filmmakers. Although production has diminished

since the mid 1980s, due to the waning popularity of movie Westerns and the rise of

video, “cinema” remains a powerful presence in Durango, palpable in discourses of
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nostalgia, hope and patrimony, as well as in material artifacts. It “exists” in bumper

stickers that say “Durango, Tierra del Cine” and movie sets of Old West towns in various

states of decay.  One set has become a “real” town, with people living and working

behind facades that say “Saloon” and “General Store.”  Another is now an amusement

park. Others stand as decaying ghost towns. John Wayne had a ranch in Durango, and his

image appears everywhere. The state tourist office is called “The Office of Tourism and

Cinema.” The particularity of Durango’s cinematic terrain is evoked through a

representational strategy of montage, organized by piling up “scenes” from everyday life,

films and film history.  Its aim is to show “cinema” as a point of connection within a

broad social imaginary, working at different levels of specificity, and also “leaking.”  The

dissertation is interdisciplinary in that it links culture to imagination (thus philosophy),

media, art and literature (thus art history, cultural/film studies) and global capitalism

(thus political economy, history, area studies).
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Introduction

This dissertation is about cinema and the cultural imagination of cinema in the

northern Mexican state of Durango, a historic “location” for both Hollywood Westerns

and Mexican films.   It is about cinema as a point of connection within a broad social

imaginary, grounded in Durango, but traveling out—mapping and re-mapping paths to

Mexico City, Hollywood and beyond.  Because subjectivity in Mexico is widely

understood as deeply entwined with region, geographical mapping inevitably calls forth

other kinds of “maps,” which mark paths in and out of Durango with particular cultural

personae. And these figures, in turn, “stand for” and produce other contextual

associations, including to film genres such as the Western.  The “cinemascape” of my

title reflects an attempt to encompass some of the powerful associative meanings that

stick to the category “cinema” in Durango.  It is derived from a vocabulary coined by

Arjun Appadurai proposing that local practice in global modernity is characterized by the

production of imaginary, “pictured” landscapes around particular topics (“ethnoscape,”

“mediascape,” “financescape”), which draw on a variety of cultural “flows,” including

global and local; “commodified” and “traditional.  Taking “scape” as a point of

departure, this dissertation explores how cinema, from the “marginal,” “rural,” Durango

perspective, functions as a particularly seductive link between “traditional,” regional

ideals of subjectivity and a range of “modern” elsewheres and discourses.

“Cinema,” and the cast of characters “it” has spawned (onscreen characters,

movie stars, technicians, artists, businessmen), flow and “appear” in particular cultural

contexts, shaping imagined possibilities and leaving effects.  “It” is a category to which a

wide, and often surprising, range of cultural “matter” adheres.  What is “cinema-related”
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in one freeze-framed moment of life, may not be in another, and these moments “pile up”

--as opposed to being fully reconciled or synthesized.  It is my hypothesis that a “cubist”

or “surreal” ethnographic portrait (a “cinemascape”), made from a disjunctive “pile” of

freeze-frames, “maps” and fragmented narrative vignettes, might be more representative

of experience in this global, “incomplete modernity” than something more smoothly

“representational.”  The disjunctive, or “chunk” approach to representation is an attempt

to account for what many scholars (cf. Jameson 1992) have identified as the inherentally

“irrational” nature of visual (as opposed to linguistic) forms.  Thus, this dissertation is an

attempt to sketch Durango’s “cinemascape” in a way that both makes use of and subverts

the representational/figurative connotation of the suffix “scape.”

In theoretical approach, textual organization and descriptive style, this dissertation

is a response to the paradox of being in a place called Tierra del Cine (“Land of the

Movies”) where there are few movies actually being produced, yet evidence of “cinema”

is everywhere.  There are signs and bumper stickers that say “Durango, Tierra del Cine,”

movie sets of Old West towns in various states of decay, John Wayne’s ranch, and many

stories.  The tourist office is called “The Office of Tourism and Cinema.”  Durango is

marked as a deeply “rural” place, the site of a cattle culture, with real cowboys, and a

local style of cowboy hats and boots. And, the air is thick with a palpable desire that has

something to do with the movies, even if actual movie production peaked in the 1970s

and has since diminished to visits by big productions for a few scenes, TV commercials,

music videos and the occasional telenovela.

Because “cinema” in Durango has, to a great extent, been displaced from actual

spheres of production into other registers, such as history, regional identity, patrimony
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and marketing, the project of writing about “it” presents a particular challenge.  How can

one both capture and present what is so obviously there, yet also so diffuse?  The

slipperiness of the object of inquiry demands an integration of approaches. And, any

invocation of something called “imagination” entails veering into inter-disciplinary

terrain, including the philosophical, in order to define the project and set the stage.  In my

use of Arjun Appadurai’s concept of a cultural “scape,” a “scape” is a model that allows

me to address three main elements, or modes.  These are “map,” “mood,” and

“materiality,” which I elaborate below.  Another angle by which I approach the terrain is

through the specific biographies and artistic efforts of two Durango filmmakers.

Although these two avenues would seem to come from opposite directions-the model

from without (“etic”) and the biographies from within (“emic”)-one of my goals is to

dwell on the resonances and intersections between the depictions and constructions of

ethnography and the practices of the cultural “insiders” it looks at.  That is, how the path

of ethnography, as it chases after a disappearing object (such as Westerns that are no

longer being made), is situationally determined and subject to all sorts of chance

encounters and detours.

The inevitable component of a certain kind of futility, or “extraneous matter,” in

terms of scientific, or even merely “logical,” rigor in the practice of ethnography,

becomes yet another expression of the frustration, desire and hope so palpable throughout

the contemporary “global” atmosphere.  The fact that “futility” and “extraneous matter”

are often disregarded and edited out of ethnography seems to me a loss of important data

since they seem to be such salient, felt elements of everyday experience.  Obviously,

there has to be some editing in the practice of “writing culture,” but why not shape the

terrain according to less contained ideas about what can be connected to what—according
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to links that may arise in practice and are followed before they are analyzed.  Chance is

something that has been under remarked in cultural analysis, probably because of its very

definition as something somehow immune to analysis, something outside reason.  I want

to notice what the salient “objectivated forms”1 that I’m explicitly “tracking” are

randomly next to.  What is in the background of the cultural picture?  I want to save and

acknowledge some of the seemingly extraneous cultural matter that clings to the sides of

things because I think this excess is key to a widespread experience of things being

jarring--familiar but a little bit off.   Thus, I have tried to write in such a way that each

little scene or story could also be rendered as a map, or inventoried as a list of objects.

Every story/map/list is meant also as a potential assemblage of objects, rendered

spatially, in situ, and thus prioritized in terms of foreground and background.  It is a

model in which correspondences between these different potential forms are real, while at

the same time being imperfect and elusive.

The kind of contextual, “co-construction of culture” being proposed here clearly

resonates with recent anthropological innovation in the areas of “practice” and

“performance,” in which the specific instance re-invents a system which is loose and

open to begin with, and where attention to form is paramount.  However, the idea of

“imagination” I am working with privileges a fairly mute, fairly private, visual/spatial

model as opposed to one of textuality, orality or liveness.  Considering how people

imagine themselves and their place in an imagined world of pictures (among other things)

complicates how one thinks about such things as “competence” and “performance,” and

who the audience or addressee is.   These terms have to be reframed because people often

1 The concept of “objectivated forms” comes from Bakhtin and is elaborated by Kathleen Stewart (1991) in
an essay calling for a “contaminated” approach to cultural critique.  Stewart’s definition of “objectivated
forms” includes “things" like “narrative conventions, speech genres, and cultural ‘voices’” (396).
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wind up launching their “performances” into the ether, where the “audience” is some

kind of hoped-for but not counted-on, imagined “global” community (artists,

businessmen, New Age shamans)--“out there” in some distant land(s) or tantalizingly

close, but usually still just out of reach. These sorts of “reaching” performances are done

by people who still, also, perform “live,” in ways that conform to more traditional ideas

of “cultural competence,” where they are judged by real people and according to local

standards.  These two kinds of “performance,” and the tension between them in a place

like Durango, are outgrowths of what many scholars describe as the “double

consciousness” of modernity.  To use Dilip Gaonkar’s beautifully melodramatic and

quotable phrase: “the poisoned gift for all who would be modern.”

In considering the problem of how one might do ethnography amid current global

circumstances, as well as what the point of it might be, I’ve found recent statements by

George Marcus helpful.  He suggests that anthropologists conceive of a “multi-sited

research Imaginary in the pursuit of ethnography” (Marcus 1997, 3) and that we “work

from deeply probed affinities of various sorts” to create ethnographic projects  (1997,

15). He has also written an eloquent essay advocating the use of the cinematic metaphor

of montage in ethnographic writing (1994).  In this dissertation I take up these three

suggestions, although the idea of “deeply probed affinities” is complicated, since part of

what I kept encountering was the illusory status of “common ground.”  What I discovered

in the probing of an affinity for “cinema”-my own and those of the Duranguenses I

met—was that while the category of “cinema” showed itself as increasingly polysemous

and contextual, sometimes to the point of opacity, the emotional “affinity” remained

unmistakable.  It is this stubborn, even passionate, sense of affinity (rather than a pre-

made, bounded topic) that seemed to work as an energy source, provoking the
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conversational and pictured trails by which this project is shaped.  What I try to do in my

writing is to approximate montage, evoke little scenes, and cut from “thing” to “thing,” in

an external performance of how the rhythms and connections of imagination might work.

I try to demonstrate how there are material “signposts” to a “modern” identity such as

“filmmaker,” but also many detours and contradictions, and that the process of

“thingification” is ongoing.

As I noted, my theoretical model of a “cinemascape” is one of map, mood and

materiality—cartographies emerging within (or on the heels of) affects, punctuated and

regulated by objects, including image-objects (“pictures” [Mitchell]). In this loose, three-

part, mobile  “system,” each element works to create the other two, sometimes in

harmony (or seeming harmony) but also in opposition.   We are always in the middle, and

there is a sense of partial “translation” among the forms as well as the related sense of

motion and freeze-frame.  Each pictured or felt element also poses particular questions

about the relationship to language-based narrative and practice.  I am interested in the

way that although narrative and pictured forms circulate together, they both resist and

demand integration.2  I am also interested in exploring the idea that culture resists

interpretation (in terms of symbolic meaning) by constantly moving while all the time

pretending to sit still.   This is related, I think, to the unmistakable allure and paradoxical

inscrutability of “information.”

                                                  
2   WJT Mitchell invokes Michel de Certeau’s term “heterology of representation” to describe the
fundamental (well beyond merely formal), differences between visual and verbal media.  He writes,  “the
interaction of pictures and texts is constitutive of representation as such: all media are mixed media, and all
representations are heterogeneous; there are no ‘purely’ visual or verbal arts, though the impulse to purify
media is one of the central utopian gestures of modernism” (1994,5).
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MAPS

The primary element of my “cinemascape” model is the figure of culture as an

emergent map. This idea draws heavily on the work of Gilles Deleuze as well as its

recasting by Arjun Appadurai and others for anthropological practice.  Reading Deleuze

entails “picturing.”  It is an example of the kind of “pictured” theory WJT Mitchell cites

as necessary to address a world in which pictures, and pictured ways of making sense, are

central (whether we like it or not).3  Deleuze’s conception of culture as primarily

“nomadic,” moving from point to point, with a kind of inertia that exceeds rational

thought, conjures a picture of a map in-the-making.  Before the opening text of John

Rajchman’s book The Deleuze Connections, is printed the following illustration, which

took my breath away when I saw it because it is almost exactly the picture that appeared

in my head when I first read the “Nomadology” chapter of Deleuze and Guattari’s Milles

Plateaux.

3   Anthropologists traditionally don’t like it because of its association with a touristic, stereotyping,
freezing gaze (cf. García Canclini, Clifford).  Lucien Taylor, in his Introduction to Visualizing Theory,
refers to this prejudice as “the scopophobia of the logocratic anthropological academy” (xii).
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PICTURE 1 (used by permission ©MIT Press)

Then, the first sentence of Rajchman’s book: “This book is a map of Deleuze’s

philosophy, made from a particular perspective” (4).  The map, Rajchman says, is a way

to:

. . . approach the larger question of how to do philosophy—of new ways of
‘connecting’ philosophy and connecting with philosophy . . . to work with zones
that are precisely not completely determined or localizing, where things may go
off in unforeseen directions or work in unregulated ways—with a ‘sense’ of logic
rather different from the traditional, philosophical one (5).

At which point it seemed to me that the above statement could usefully be

repeated substituting the words “ethnography” and “ethnographic” for “philosophy” and

“philosophical.”   Thus, my dissertation is an attempt to see a theoretical diagram/picture

(the possibility of the “scape”) in conjunction with the also-pictured perspectives of

various Duranguenses-- including filmmakers, wranglers, marketers and “random”

acquaintances—as well as, inevitably, my own.  I try to demonstrate how small-time,

locally imagined pictures, as well as both “art” and “popular” media images, can function
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like theory since their logics are transportable.  In this, I am in the company of recent

scholarship arguing for “the analytic potential of visual media themselves . . . to further

our understanding of non-linguistic modes of visual analysis” (Taylor, xii). This point,

taken up here using pictures and visual paradigms, is analogous to the argument Kathleen

Stewart (1991) makes about analysis in general when she contrasts Appalachian

storytelling practice with the “explanatory” textual mode common to social science.  She

goes beyond the relativist recognition of two distinct discursive styles to argue that

Appalachian storytelling, with its dialogism and attention to rhythm and form and its

following of culturally salient threads, should itself be considered a superior model for

theory and the production of texts.

My interest in genre, throughout this dissertation, stems from its supreme

exemplification of a “transportable logic” as well as its quality of seeming solid while

actually being in flux.   Rajchman writes: “Deleuze’s basic principle is that society is

always en fuite (leaking, fleeing) and may be understood in terms of the manner in which

it deals with its fuites (leaks, lines of flight)” (12).  Because genre also “leaks” according

to a model similar to the one Deleuze proposes, its workings can be illuminating as a kind

of microcosm (metaphor), which is, at the same time, a part of the bigger picture

(metonym).  Another compelling aspect of genre is its heavy component of

“picturedness,” the way, as various literary scholars and semioticians have noted, it exists

on the frontier of word and image (cf. Marin).  Because genre, illustrative images and

proper names have similar qualities of both specificity and blankness, and seem to

express similar kinds of logic, these are the sorts of forms I found most productive to

follow.  And, last but not least, there is one particular genre--the movie Western—with an

unusually concrete and historical importance in Durango.  The Western is at the heart of
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Durango’s industrial and imagined identity as well as being perhaps the most genre-y of

all genres.   For a project structured around the process of tracking, or mapping,

“objectivated cultural forms,” genre becomes a crucial signpost because it is oriented

toward being recognized, even if the thing that one recognizes as familiar is actually

quite different from the one left behind it on the trail.

Arjun Appadurai, like Deleuze, is concerned with the increased

“deterritorialization” of the modern world. He writes:

The world we live in now seems rhizomic, even schizophrenic, calling for
theories of rootlessness, alienation, and psychological distance between
individuals and groups on the one hand, and fantasies (or nightmares) of
electronic propinquity on the other (29).

His “scapes” address the way people imagine themselves and their “place” in a world

shaped by cultural flows, particularly those of media and migration.  He defines a “scape”

as an imaginary landscape conjured around a particular theme, an “elementary framework

to explore the complex, overlapping, disjunctive order” of the new global cultural

economy. “Scapes” are not objectively given.  They are “deeply perspectival,” and

inflected by the historical, linguistic and political situatedness of different sorts of actors,

assembled in particular moments.  And, Appadurai also says, they are potential building

blocks for “imagined worlds,” expanded and spatialized versions of Benedict Anderson’s

famous “imagined community” idea (33).  Predicated on the central realization that “the

imagination must be considered fundamental to social practice,” “scapes” are

Appadurai’s proposition for making connections between realms that are usually

addressed as distinct, such as imagination, everyday life, history and polished media

forms.  The “scape” idea projects disparate “things” and structures onto the same spatial
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plane and allows the postponement of questions of origin, authenticity and symbolic

meaning.   Instead of answering questions of meaning, they re-articulate the questions

and show what they are connected to, perhaps as momentary illuminations.

 “Scapes” are idiosyncratic pictured cartographies based on location, imagination

and moment, which allow for web-like connections and assume movement (flow) from

point to point.  Appadurai initially proposes five “scapes”: ethnoscapes; mediascapes;

technoscapes; financescapes, and ideoscapes, noting that “the suffix scape points to the

fluid, irregular shape of these landscapes, shapes that characterize international capital as

deeply as they do international clothing styles (33).   “Scapes” have a logic, and are

somewhat predictable in that they follow a heading or topic (evidenced by prefixes such

as “ethno”), yet their definition is situational and contextual—“inherently perspectival”--

rather than omniscient, which allows the designated “topic” a fluidity of its own.  The

“scape” is a stuttering and situational structure--a freeze-framed picture or map/diagram--

that may contain surprising material.   It is like “practice” or “performance” theory

conceived visually.  A key point here is that when replication of structure occurs in

different domains—as in Appadurai’s example of international capital and international

clothing styles--it can result in disjuncture as well as the homogenization so well

remarked by other theories of the global.4  These disjunctures are revealed in cryptic dead

ends and juxtapositions as well as in the “extraneous” matter in freeze-framed pictures.

And, poignantly, in the figure of “starting over” (from scratch or merely stuttering) that

one sees manifested again and again.  Also in the lack of reconciliation or integration

between a grasping (flailing, longing) sense of “affinity” and an alienated “reality” in

which everything is disparate and elusive.

                                                  
4 For a good overview of theories of the global and the local, see Cvetkovich and Kellner.
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Because it is a model that seems particularly suited to the eclectic needs of this

project, “scape” is my structuring metaphor and the goal is to flesh out and project what

Durango’s particular “cinemascape” might look like.  This goal immediately locates this

project in a different place than amidst the well-developed literatures on either the

Western and its cultural implications (cf. Slotkin, Wright), or Mexican cinema (cf. Maciel

[ed.], Mora, Paranguá [ed.], Ramírez Berg).  Neither is it a classic ethnography of a place.

Sketching a “cinemascape” entails following the circulation and apparent replication of

form—including “false cognates”--across various limits.  And it entails crossing

disciplinary boundaries as well.  So although I see this work in conversation with various

areas of scholarship, it is more on their edges than wholly within them.   I am aware that

my way of organizing and my conception of the parameters of the topic mess up

disciplinary piles and I could be accused of rudely foraging on the top layer of other

scholarship.   My answer is that the “scatteredness” and lack of sustained engagement

with many literatures--for instance the extensive literature on Mexican national culture--

was necessary because had I lingered I’d have lost the trail.

I must now briefly address a certain blurring of the distinction between

“map/diagram” and “picture” that has already occurred.  It happened between Deleuze

and Appadurai, or between “map” and “scape.”  The map-like illustration from the

Rajchman book (Picture 1), is an abstract geometric image, it is not figurative—at least

not tightly so.  It connotes math and mapping, perhaps space and constellations, but it

cannot be pinned down as “being” something.  And it is flat.  In distinction, the “scape”

idea departs from the word “landscape” -- an eminently figurative, representational genre

of painting that “draws one in” by the illusion of depth.  The landscape I think of first is
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the English countryside of a John Constable painting, with a foreground and background

and various recognizable “things.”  This kind of “naturalistic,” “figurative” image is a

powerful predecessor to more recent photographic and commercial film images and

conventions.5  A relevant example here would be the influence of Frederic Remington’s

19th-century landscape paintings on the constructing the visual codes of the Western film

genre (Buscombe).

Regarding his use of the suffix “scape,”  Appadurai writes:

It refers, first, to the dilemmas of perspective and representation that all
ethnographers must confront, and it admits that (as with landscapes in visual art)
traditions of perception and perspective, a well as variations in the situation of the
observer, may affect the process and product of representation” (48).

He recognizes that “scapes” represent “traditions” or “conventions” in themselves rather

than pinned-down “truths”—as with the illusion of perspective in a landscape painting.

Yet, although a particular “scape” might adhere to “representational” conventions, it is

also part of a (potential) “pile” of other “scapes,” with which one could assemble

montage or kaleidoscope or an image of surreal imagination.  Thus, even

“representational” images represent different kinds of conditions of possibility.6

Although Appadurai doesn’t explicitly describe what a “scape” might look like,

he does give examples of what (for instance) one might be or project, and there are

definitely recognizable “things” in it, along with a component of mapping.  It is in

Appadurai, that “maps” become pictured “scenes,” a transition which is provocative
                                                  
5   The “other” to this is the avant-garde move to abstraction.  Addressing this history in detail is beyond the
scope of this work but it must at least be acknowledged that “the visual” is not synonymous with
“representational” convention.   See Esther Leslie’s Hollywood Flatlands.
6 Foucault’s  This is Not a Pipe is an illuminating discussion of René Magritte’s use of “representational”
images to surreal effect.
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when one considers the use of landscape and portrait in the Western film genre.  His

essay on global ethnoscapes—“landscapes of group identity”--ends in three

representational vignettes.  The first is an anecdote in which his wife, an American

historian of India, travels to India to talk to a renowned priest at a temple and is told that

the priest is in Houston.  The second is a “magical realist” short story—“Swimming in a

Pool of Gray Grits”-- by Julio Cortazar (an Argentine born in Brussels who lived in

France).  The story is about a Japanese swimmer at the Olympics in Baghdad who

manages to swim and breathe in the semi-solid medium of grits.  Of magical realism,

Appadurai writes: “(it) is interesting not only as a literary genre but also as a

representation of how the world appears to some people who live in it . . . contemporary

literary fantasies tell us something about displacement, disorientation, and agency in the

contemporary world” (58).   His third example is Mira Nair’s documentary film, India

Cabaret, which “shows that the cabaret is not simply a marketplace for desire but also a

place where imagined lives are negotiated” (62).  Here, Appadurai makes the point that

the touchstone/template for the actions of the “real” documentary film’s characters comes

from the “discursive and representational fabrications” of Hindi commercial cinema (62).

Answering the question of why these seemingly disparate “things” (personal

anecdote, short story, film) should be useful together, Appadurai offers two reasons:

One is to suggest the sorts of situations in which the workings of the imagination
in a deterritorialized world can be detected.  The second is to suggest that many
lives are now inextricably linked with representations, and thus we need to
incorporate the complexities of expressive representation (film, novels, travel
accounts) into our ethnographies, not only as technical adjuncts but as primary
material with which to construct and interrogate our own representations (64, my
emphasis).
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The reasons Appadurai offers are mine as well.  And, as I have said, his is the dominant

model by which this project is structured.7   I ask the reader to follow me in and out of

“expressive representations” and to make these leaps without always knowing first what

the point will be.  Although Appadurai’s “scape” is different from Deleuze’s “map,” in

that it includes figurative representations and stories along with diagrams, it remains

focused on the component of mapping and on the essential mobility of cultural forms.  In

both Deleuze and Appadurai, “objectification” is a fact but not the frozen end because

things keep moving and creating new patterns of leakage.  This is expressed in Deleuze’s

idea of “lines of flight” as well as in Appadurai’s statement that “the commodity situation

of a thing is a phase in its longer history or social life” (quoted in Myers, 18).   The same

proposal of mobility works for the symbolic meanings encoded in binary oppositions

(spatial/structural logics), in that they are “true” but not final.  They keep going and are

open to conscious as well as autonomous manipulation.  These flows are not necessarily

transgressive or liberatory (in fact, odds are against them being so), but because they are

not wholly predictable, they remain conditions of possibility.

MATERIALITY

Materiality is the next mode or element associated with my map/materiality/mood

“cinemascape” model.  Pictures have different incarnations here in that they are

sometimes in “map”--when they function (primarily) as logics or diagrams, sometimes in

“material” –when they exist (primarily) as objects, and even in “mood” when they seem

to haunt and produce atmospheres (cf. Gordon, Lepselter). Another way to say this is that

sometimes they are the “scape” and sometimes they’re in the “scape”  (genres and proper

                                                  
7  Although, again, I want to expand his idea of “representation” to address a broader, less “symbolic”
range of images.
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names are like this too).   Certain “objectivated forms” stand out because of their

multifaceted existence as real, material objects and transportable, spatial-structural logics.

“Spatial-structural logics” might range from simple binary oppositions (such as

country/city), to colloquial and official “mappings” of space, to more elaborated

structures, like the Western genre.  The way in which some objects (for instance,

telephones) punctuate space and become spatial-structural logics in particular contexts

(the “phone-related”) and the way spatial-structural logics become objectified, as pictured

things (like hats), points to the cultural process of translation and fallout that concerns me

throughout this project. Transpositions (including partial ones) among these different

modes and registers occur in everyday practice, as well as in “artistic” production and

cultural analysis, and they are always “on the way” to something else.  Map, mood and

material work as mutual triggers as well as fighting against each other.  The concept of a

“cinemascape” points up questions of translatability and residue between different kinds

of forms, such as lists, narratives, piles, pictures, binary oppositions, and genres.  It

displaces the primacy of symbolic analysis and opens the door to actually following trails

of recognition (and misrecognition) across different kinds of boundaries.

Merely invoking the place name “Durango” already begins to demonstrate the

necessity of addressing and tracing the paths between imagination, media depictions and

everyday practice. Yes, Durango is an actual place in northern Mexico with a

documented history as a site for the production of movie Westerns.  Yet, it also provokes

imaginative links, on a global scale, to all sorts of objects and “objectivated forms”

associated with a generic notion of The West.  The particular array of products for which

the word “Durango” serves as a brand name is concretely illustrative of what I mean by
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imaginary links.  “Durango” is presently a brand name for sport utility vehicles,

steakhouses, and leather boots (to name just a few examples).

Those graspable, brand-name “things” provide a good beginning—perhaps as the

most “obvious” signposts into the kind of cultural terrain I am trying to map.  Taken as a

group, it is immediately apparent that the objects are neither random, nor expressions of a

stable system. They can all be seen to have some link to a shared idea of the West

(perhaps being traceable to the expected mise en scène of Western films).  However,

some of the links require more of an imaginative “stretch,” and the “shared idea” is itself

always being modified. The objects are empirically available manifestations of what

multi-national corporations think “Durango” might profitably connote within a particular

context and historical moment.  They express the constructed neutrality, the “nowhere

specific,” perspective of “global capitalism,” derived from looking from “above” (men in

suits in a skyscraper boardroom).  Yet, in their circulation they enter into local

imaginations, sometimes as new elements, sometimes “rhyming” or having iconic

resonance with what is already there, and sometimes only seeming to.  Once there, they

are subject to processes of reinscription, detournment and obsolescence.  And, their paths

continue.

I am less concerned with the question of what those objects have to do with the

“real” Durango than with the idea that the same sort of connotative strategies employed

by brainstorming ad men are also apparent in the tactics of people in everyday practice.

People manipulate ideas of their national, regional and personal identity and

“authenticity” through assemblages of objects and performances of objectified identities.

And, there is also a level of autonomous assemblage and connection that proceeds on its
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own steam.  Deleuze describes these kinds of  “assemblages” as made up of sometimes-

improbable “machinic connections” which may then be taken up by thought” (Rajchman,

7, my emphasis).   Ethnographic practice can look for freeze-framed assemblages of

objects and derive, if not meaning, at least a sense of their importance, or strong

presence, from their recurrence in practice.   The “freezeframe” of a picture, in which

things are arranged in a certain way, pertains to a synchronic, spatial idea of “context,”

whereas the recurring fact of the objects themselves, in particular moments of practice,

pertains to a diachronic, historical “context”—as in a Foucauldian archeology of form.

And the “things” of culture that mark the synchronic “scapes” take on artifactual meaning

as well. Some things, like “horses” in Durango, point (mostly) back in time, others, like

“computers,” are oriented to the future.  And sometimes, they have a luminosity that

attests to something extra.

This dimension of the “something extra” of materiality is best expressed in the

work of Walter Benjamin, whose angle onto the question of space and experience in

modernity is distinct.8 What is both unique and difficult about his work is the recurring

notion of the dialectical optic, a “squint” which “makes strange” and makes objects yield

up their power.  In contrast to movement—the flows, maps and scapes I have been

discussing up to now-- Benjamin addresses the question of life in still life, the possibility

of “awakening congealed life in petrified objects” (Adorno, quoted in Taussig 1997, 1)

the way certain objects make you stop in your tracks.  Unlike the ultimately literary

(metaphorical, textual) approaches of theorists like De Certeau or Barthes, or the critical

use of “fetishism” in its Freudian sense, which is based on substitution, Benjamin is a

                                                  
8 My reading of Benjamin is particularly indebted to the interpretations of Susan Buck-Morss and Esther
Leslie.
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materialist who grants priority to the object itself in a way that seems almost

phenomenological. In the essay on Baudelaire, in the fragments of One-Way Street and

elsewhere, when he invokes the quintessentially Modern figure of the flâneur and

ruminates on the experience of the city, he is not looking for a secret elsewhere or a way

to “hide in the light.” Rather, he offers the concept of the  “dialectical optic” as a way of

looking that extracts the critical properties inherent in the thing itself—not to detourn it

(in a Debordian, situationist way), or “flee,” as in Deleuze, but to explode it through a

kind of excess.  Esther Leslie describes the Benjaminian optic this way:

Reflecting on the optic of surrealism – an ecstatic, romantic and occultist
perspective – Benjamin demurs from its stress on the mysterious side of the
mysterious. Surrealism snatches at something outside itself, outside the world . . .
Benjamin conceives, instead, a ‘dialectical optic’, a method of analysis that is
drawn to but rejects the surrealists’ fuzz of romanticism and their response to
mystical phenomena such as extra-sensory perception or mind reading.
Benjamin’s dialectical optic indeed affirms the attractions of mystery – he too is
drawn to graphology and dream interpretation – but, in opposition to the
surrealists, he insists that, in actual fact, there is nothing more extraordinary than
the processes of thought itself - a mind-warping narcotic if ever there were one -
or the processes of reading - a form of telepathy. What surrounds us - what we do
now - is already remarkable. This returns mystery to life not to the otherworldly.
The ‘dialectical optic’ starts out from this, perceiving ‘the everyday as
impenetrable and the impenetrable as everyday’ (nd., 3).

Throughout Benjamin’s writing there is an association of habit with mechanized

modernity, which both work to dull human experience of the material world in its

(potentially gorgeous) materiality.  This overwhelming drabness can be pierced by an

illumination (“profane illumination”), which can come in different ways--affect of erotic

anticipation, hashish—and, of most interest here, through artifice or “enstagement.”

Exemplary would be the just-a-bit-off atmosphere of the stage set: “The blue distance

that never gives way to foreground or dissolves at our approach, which is not revealed

spread-eagle and long-winded when reached but only looms more compact and
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threatening, is the painted distance of a backdrop” (1978, 78).  This notion of

enstagement is obviously particularly relevant to the practice of ethnography in a place

that is a stage set.  Benjamin’s is a view that is quite different from (although I don’t

think irreconcilable with) Appadurai’s.   In a Benjaminian scenario, habit (while on the

one hand, reviled) is absolutely necessary as the somewhat mechanical thing that

produces the possibility of its piercing, working as a prohibition imposed from “below”

(consciousness, the law) as opposed to from “above.”9    So for Benjamin, it is in the

material that “conditions of possibility” exist more than in the map, although, to some

degree they still construct each other.

MOOD

The third element of “cinemascape” is mood.  By “mood” I refer mostly to the

global atmosphere produced by the dominant force of capitalism.  The force and

pervasiveness of this “mood” attests to the undeniable existence of a certain “singularity”

despite its uneven penetration and the variety in its manifestations.  Mood produces

logics (maps) and effects (material).   And, it is itself a map as it moves like molten lava

and tries to permeate everything.  Jean and John Comaroff’s recent essay on “millennial

capitalism” is an extended discussion and theorization of this “affective dimension” of

global economics.  In it, they address what they see as a new convergence between

economic capitalism and its surface manifestations (again, the model of putting once-

disparate things on the same plane), which leads to both “its” misleading visibility and

widespread embrace.  The paradox is that the more “obvious” and “goes without saying”

global capitalism is, the weirder, murkier and less rational are its effects.  Mystery and

9   This kind of relationship is addressed in Taussig’s 1992 essay “Tactility and Distraction,” in The
Nervous System, 141-148.
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the “obvious” are demonstrated to be in a strange relation.  Rampant reification and

rationalized, marketplace equivalence are experienced as an atmosphere, an anxious

ambience, and a force, which may be related to what I encountered in practice as

passionate affinities launched toward murkily defined objects such as “business” or

“cinema.”

The Comaroff essay points out that the apparent openness of the markets and the

global embrace of neoliberalism have actually resulted in the proliferation of “occult

economies” and a rise in highly “irrational” practices.  Taking as a point of departure a

global atmosphere, in which “regular,” industrial capitalism is refigured and joined by

something akin to what Hardt and Negri (and others, using different words) have called

“informatization” or postmodern capitalism, they analyze the weird, affective dimension

of this emergent economics:

the odd coupling, the binary complementarity, of the legalistic with the
libertarian; constitutionality with deregulation; hyperrationalization with the
exuberant spread of innovative occult practices and money magic, pyramid
schemes and prosperity gospels; the enchantments, that is, of a decidedly
neoliberal economy whose ever more inscrutable speculations seem to call up
fresh specters in their wake (292).

They go on to ask:

Could it be that these characteristics of millenial capitalism—by which we mean
both capitalism at the millenium and capitalism in its messianic, salvific, even
magical manifestations—are connected, by cause or correlation or copresence,
with other, more mundane features of the contemporary historical moment? (293).

I would also ask, to what degree these “fresh spectres” can be interpreted as both

“ghosts” (material/mood hybrids that inhabit/haunt the shells of prior cultural things) and

“bricoleurs” (in that, once animated, they are also productive, scuttling like the hermit

crab or artist of the everyday).  With these questions I mean to add variables of
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resemblance, mimesis, recognition and assumption (of obviousness, of things “speaking

for themselves” [more “channelling,” perhaps than “performance”]) to the equation.  And

desire.

The concept of “millennial capitalism” is useful because it acknowledges a

(Marxian) “singularity” in what’s happening (cf. Jameson 2002, Zizek) while leaving

space for idiosyncratic possibilities.  The idea refuses an easy refuge of happy

multiplicity, though, insisting that what might seem like local or idiosyncratic phenomena

can be direct manifestations of—and responses to--a seeping whole, tailored (like CNN

en español) to local markets:

Appeals to the occult in pursuit of the secrets of capital generally rely on local
cultural technologies: on vernacular modes of divination or oracular consultation,
spirit possession or ancestral invocation, sorcery busting or forensic legal
procedures, witch beliefs or prayer.  But the use of these technologies does not
imply an iteration of, a retreat into, “tradition.” On the contrary, their deployment
in such circumstances is frequently a means of fashioning new techniques to
preserve older values by retooling culturally familiar signs and practices.  As in
cargo cults of old, this typically involves the mimicking of powerful new means
of producing wealth” (317).

And this kind of layering on, the subtle manipulation and marshalling of the familiar,

goes beyond magical practices, being well known as a common practice of both

advertising and everyday tactics.  And because these activities are themselves productive,

they can take surprising detours (despite their original sin).   It’s both source and

evidence of that pervasive dizzy feeling, in which things are familiar but a little off.

Economic models, fixations and spectacles are invading realms formerly set apart

(at least somewhat, at least “for show”) as “culture.” That is, while economic, profit-

making concerns have long been regarded as the underlying truth, they are newly,
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apparently, in the open.10   “Base” and “superstructure” seem to have merged.  The global

triumph of capitalism has brought with it a new shamelessness in which everybody is

invited to think and talk about getting rich--spheres of luxurious speculation, in both

senses.  Starting a business (“poner un negocio”) has become a widespread conversation

topic (if not a reality) among strangers on both airplanes and second-class buses. For

example, I went wide-eyed into Tierra del Cine expecting to talk about Film (at least a

little).  But overwhelmingly, what people wanted to talk about was money.  Old

categories of vulgarity are going by the wayside, and once-suspect activities, like

gambling, are imbued with a mainstream legitimacy.  In fact, the performances of dual

selves, one “traditional” and one “modern,” one “public” one “private,” could itself be

interpreted as a kind of gamble, a way to hedge one’s bets.  If the real-estate speculation

doesn’t work out, a person can always go back to being a mechanic.

A main argument of the Comaroff article is that the common-sense relationship

between mainstream and magic has shifted.  The language of enchantment and magic is

permeating “regular” media, mixing with “psychobabble,” and colonizing zones of the

matter-of-fact, the magic of business and the business of magic moving closer and closer

to each other (317).  The more center-stage money is, the less comprehensible its

movements are, so the formerly “magical” becomes mainstream.  For them, “Magic is . . .

the science of the concrete, aimed at making sense of and acting upon the

world—especially, but not only, among those who feel themselves disempowered,

emasculated, disadvantaged” (318).

                                                  
10   For discussion of the current cultural salience of “the economic” and the transplant of its forms, see
Public Culture 12(2) issue devoted to the concept of “millennial capitalism”.  Also, Urban for how the
entrepreneur has become a central discursive figure in a global imaginary.
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One example offered in the essay—which in a quick, initial reading appeared to

me as overly functionalist and simplistic—is the correlation of fewer jobs with more

zombies in the South African countryside.  Turns out that the deceptive simplicity of the

correlation is the point.  What makes it so perfect a crystallization is that it shows how

(potentially banal) “social scientific” explanations, “human resource” jargon and folk

magic increasingly (enthusiastically) partake of the exact same logic.  The authors make

the great point that the folk themselves are explaining the zombies this way: “the living

dead are commonly said to be killed and raised up by older people, witches of wealth, to

toil for them . . . thereby rendering rural youth jobless.  There are, in this era of flex-time

employment, even part-time zombies  . . . ” (317).  Say no more.

But how much this current, “unholy alliance” differs from earlier versions of

capitalism is debatable since the relationship between the aggressively straightforward

and the magical or bizarre has been a major preoccupation of scholars and artists

throughout modernity.   The Comaroffs themselves point to Balzac and Conrad as earlier

chroniclers of occult economies, acknowledging that it’s not the thing itself that’s new,

but rather the widespread nature of a particular kind of experience.  They cite pyramid

schemes, internet fortune telling, organ smuggling, satanic sacrifices, tarot card “therapy”

and the general dovetailing of the formerly-wacky with the everyday, arguing that “the

fact that the turn to enchantment is not unprecedented, that it has precursors in earlier

times, makes it no less significant to those for whom it has become an integral part of

everyday reality (318).

So, keeping in mind a fluid model which integrates “map” (from Deleuze and

Appadurai), “mood” (from the Comaroffs) and “materiality” (from Benjamin),
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Cinemascape: Durango is arranged according to a logic of ever-tightening focus, enacted

on several levels.  In terms of geographic/spatial influences on cinematic meanings and

subjectivities, it moves from the broad to the particular, examining national (Chapter 3),

then regional (Chapter 4) and finally individual (Chapters 5 and 6) “cinemascapes.”   It

also “zooms” in and out in terms of theoretical structure, although this process is not

chronologically ordered in the same “descending” manner.  The focus oscillates between

tight and wide based on my hypothesis that there is some metonymic relationship among

movements of “culture” in a large and general way, genre, and pictured, tangible forms in

everyday practice.  Working “inward” from a Deleuzian picture of society itself as en

fuite, I look at how genres exemplify how this process works, and how the exemplary

genre is the Western.  Rather than concentrating on the myth-like status of the Western

genre, as many important works have, my orientation to the Western mirrors that of

Durango film producers, taking it as a pragmatic assemblage of recognizable objects and

“objectivated forms,” which are both “marked” and up for grabs—and continue to

circulate and demarcate new paths in their ongoing “life.”

The specific arrangement of chapters is as follows.  Chapter 1 is an ethnographic

evocation of Durango made up of narrative fragments, each of which could be rendered

as an idiosyncratic map, interspersed with some theoretical “picturing.”  The effect is

meant to be one of grounding and re-grounding, of creating a matter-of-fact, yet jarring

“pile” of impressions (spatial and otherwise) that will add up to the reader’s initial

“sense” of Durango and be modified throughout the rest of the dissertation.

Chapter 2 is devoted to images and how they work.  It emerges from the

assumption that “cinema” connects to Durango’s broader sphere of visual culture, which
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includes “didactic” historical images of national and regional identity, global media in

circulation, and everyday “decoration.”  I argue, using pictures, that the most salient type

of image in Durango’s “pictorial vernacular” (Mitchell) is what I call the “bossy

picture”—a picture with an explicit or implicit textual label.   My photographs show the

cultural profusion of these kinds of pictures, as well as their subtle adjustments along a

continuum of recognition.  For example, I look at how “Pancho Villa” lives within a

repertoire of variously specific cowboy images.

The discussion of genre in the wake of the photos departs from what I see as an

extreme closeness between “metapictures” (Mitchell) and genres in discourse.  Both the

pictures and the discussion of genre are meant to illuminate a widespread pleasure in

practices of “authoritarian” categorization.  The discussion of how these rigidly

objectified forms might be differently mobilized in practice serves as a kind of prelude to

my discussion of “outsider” interpretations of the Western genre in Chapter Four.

Chapter 3 is an overview of Mexican national cinema, from its beginnings up

until the industry took hold in Durango in the 1950s.  The nationalistic, prescriptive force

the state exerted on post-Revolutionary cultural production of all kinds was perhaps

strongest in the state-controlled cinema industry. The elaborated discourse of and on

cinema during the first half of the century was fused to the birth of Mexico as a modern

nation. Thus, its influence and the kinds of meanings it produced, particularly about

authenticity, have had to be reckoned with by Mexican filmmakers ever since—even to

the present day.  Meanings that became integral to the cultural definition of “cinema” had

to be creatively negotiated and recast from the Durango perspective, often by recourse to

also-entrenched, although not yet rigid, notions of regional identity.
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Geographic displacement from the center (Mexico City) to the periphery

(Durango) justified certain adjustments in what was acceptable as “authentic” practice.

The spatial move provoked transposition of “nationalist” meanings to “regional” ones.

Durango, as part of the business-oriented North, could be seen as an appropriate site for

producing overtly commercial, “action” films in a way that Mexico City could not.  The

industry’s location fit with, and also cemented the region’s “personality.”  This occurred

even though the actual personalities involved—producers, directors, actors—were

frequently imported from Mexico City and Los Angeles. Because of this unique historical

context, the events I narrate in Chapter 3 are important for understanding enduring

cultural definitions of “cinema.”  This “overview,” then, is not offered to provide a

neutral history of cinema in Mexico, but rather to highlight the emergent discursive

threads of “authenticity” and “pragmatism” which were shaped into the contradictory

ideological armature around which the Durango industry was built.

From Chapter Four on, I dwell on Durango ground, showing how the foundational

contradiction at the center of its cinematic industry continues to shape paths, associations

and possibilities.  I look at Durango’s distinct perspectives onto national and Hollywood

cinema as well as its ”pragmatic” invention and reinvention of “authenticity.”   After

looking at generic and industrial aspects of Durango cinema, I move to a discussion of

the effects of the Durango setting on the works and lives of two Durango filmmakers,

Alberto Tejada (in Chapter 5) and Juan Antonio de la Riva (in Chapter 6).  Both came of

age in the 1970s, a period known in Durango as the “Golden Age of Cine Churro,”

during which popular, commercial cinema--by Hollywood as well as Mexican producers-

-flourished.  Yet, that 1970s moment also coincided with a national explosion of
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experimental, artistic cinema, largely sponsored by the presidency of Luis Echeverría

(1970-1976).  This movement, which included festivals and contests and had a youth-

oriented, left-leaning political flavor, stretched outward from the capital to take root even

in provincial places like Durango. Alberto Tejada and Juan Antonio de la Riva

participated in “both” “artistic” and “commercial” cinematic realms. The “schizophrenia”

engendered by identifying as Duranguense as well as with these overlapping yet

frequently antagonistic cinematic worlds affected the works and lives of both filmmakers.

The point of my discussion of Tejada and de la Riva in the last two chapters is to

show how diffuse notions of cinema, cinematic identity and creative practice are

reconciled (or not) with strongly-felt regional ideologies of identity. I focus on the

specifics of how these filmmakers engage and grapple with pre-existing forms—their

“cards of identity” as they understand them.  Both filmmakers, in constructing their

personas and their artwork, combine elements of “tradition” and regional “authenticity”

with the modern, cosmopolitan identity of “artist.”  Their ways of doing it and their

results are quite different, which, I argue, is in part because de la Riva physically left

Durango and moved to Mexico City and Tejada did not.  De la Riva’s depiction in his

films of the “real” Durango according to the subtle and “authentic” codes of artistic

cinema is linked to the “outsider” perspective he was able to achieve by metaphorically

and physically “leaving home.”  Finally, discussion of these “exemplary” filmmakers

lends a certain circularity to the dissertation’s structure, as I do mean their stories to be

emblematic of the challenges for “modern” cultural producers, or aspiring ones, in

“marginal” places.
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Thus, although the shape of this work might seem unusual, it is motivated.

Having started in “the middle” --the streets, the Office, the public space, the muddled

“present”—it moves to a particular view of history, national culture and residually

powerful discursive forms.  It then follows the trails of these forms into their local,

Duranguense manifestations and their idiosyncratic “applications” in both artistic works

and constructions of self. In my writing, the different “locations,” the juxtapositions of

scenes, and the use of both “wide angle” and “close-up,” are strategies employed in an

attempt to sketch what the “cinemascape” of Durango might look like, and the effects, for

some, of imagination itself being “Tierra del Cine.”

FIELDWORK SETTING

From its very inception this project was structured by encounters born of partially

orchestrated affinities helped along by chance.  Working in the kitchen of Threadgill’s

restaurant in Austin, Texas in 1995 and 1996, my co-workers were mostly recent

immigrants from Mexico.  My other part-time job was at Vulcan Video, an

independently-owned art/cult video store.  Many of my friends in Austin were

filmmakers or aspiring filmmakers.  I myself was in the “aspiring” category although in a

sort of vague and covert way.  And, because I was a graduate student in anthropology

looking for a dissertation topic--something about media and Mexico—I had my antennae

out wherever I went.

At Threadgills, instead of working in the more lucrative “front of the house” I got

a job in the kitchen because it beckoned as a mysterious “little Mexico” –a world of its

own inside a restaurant best known for country music and chicken fried steak.  Many

people in the kitchen were from Durango.  The usual pattern for migrants is to cross the
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border and go somewhere where the ground has been laid, somewhere where friends or

family already work, where there are contacts.  Jorge Chavez had arrived twelve years

ago from Durango, worked hard, learned English and risen to the position of assistant

kitchen manager.  He was in a position to help his friends if they came across in search of

work, and he did.  Thus, as Jorge put it, the kitchen had the “Durango flavor.”

It was by telling my friends in the kitchen I was interested in Mexican cinema that

I heard about Durango’s unique history as a production site for Hollywood Westerns.

They told me John Wayne had a ranch in Durango and that there were movie sets still

there.  They told me that one movie set, built by John Wayne’s production company, had

been turned into a real town.  Also, that Mexican movies were filmed in Durango too, as

well as telenovelas.  They told me I should go there.  I wrote to the tourist office, “The

Office of Cinema and Tourism,” and received a gracious invitation from Alberto Tejada,

the bureaucrat/filmmaker/artist who would become my main informant.  We

corresponded several times and it was agreed that he would help me with my research.  I

could volunteer at the office, visit sets during production, and perhaps even work as a

production assistant.

When I arrived in Durango in the fall of 1996, I rented an apartment in the

“historic center” of town. In addition to spending time at the film and tourism office,

which was my center of operation, more or less, I became friends with my landlord and

his extended family, also with the guy who set up my computer connection and his

extended family.  I also contacted Jorge Chavez’s family in the town of Vicente Guerrero

(about 20 miles from the capital) and spent time with them.  My husband Jack was with

me on and off during the year and we did a lot of socializing as a couple.  All of these
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initial contacts led to others, acting as tentacles into a larger social sphere that reached

beyond the city of Durango to various rural regions around the state.   I had a loose and

fairly randomly derived orbit, ranging from people with an explicit relationship to the

film industry to those whose relationships were vague or nonexistent.  Film remained a

structuring factor however, in that the main thing everyone knew about me is that I was

studying Durango’s history as a film site and its “culture of film.”

I lived in Durango for ten months in 1996-1997, returning for six months (with

my husband and 4 month-old son) in 2000, and again for one month in the summer of

2002.   In keeping with ethnographic convention, I have changed the names of most

people who are not public figures.  Pieces of movie data, such as the name and number of

particular films in which particular actors appear, are mostly from the Internet Movie

Database (imdb.com).  Unless otherwise indicated, I took the photographs and all

translations from the Spanish are my own.
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Chapter 1

Durango: Little Maps and Pictures

PICTURE 2: MAP OF NORTHERN MEXICO
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PICTURE 3: TIERRA DEL CINE BUMPERSTICKER

Durango is a city in the north of Mexico, the capital of the state of the same name.

It’s a city in a very country place--a large, sparsely populated state with varied, named

and labelled terrain (“Espinazo del diablo11,” “ Zona del silencio 12” . . .).  It’s known

(proudly, parodically, nostalgically, relentlessly) for rural things, but it’s an excessive,

badass pastoral of the wild frontier: banditry, Revolutionary battles, mining and drug

traffic.13   It has also been the production site of many Hollywood Westerns, and the

crumbling sets, their facades adorned with Old West-style English

lettering—“Blacksmith” “Lawyer”—still dot the city environs.  Mexican Westerns and

assorted other low-budget productions (churros) were filmed here too, poaching on

Hollywood’s leftovers.  The fanciest hotel in town, El Gobernador, where the movie

people stay, used to be a jail and that’s the thrill of it.  In addition to being “tierra del

cine” Durango is also “tierra de Villa,” “tierra de John Wayne” (he had a ranch here),

and “tierra del alacrán”(scorpion).   But, on the other hand and not unexpectedly, people

are defensive about being considered hicks (“del rancho”).  There’s a University and a

                                                  
11 Devil’s Backbone (mountain ridge between Durango and Sinaloa)
12 Zone of Silence ( a sort of spooky Bermuda Triangle-like area of desert where, among other things,
radios supposedly don’t work, also the title of a made-in-Durango movie (Rodolfo de Anda 1990))
13 Although Durango is neither a border state with the US nor a coastal one, because it is north of the
Tropic of Cancer it is widely considered part of the “North” (Baja California, Sonora, Coahuila, Chihuahua,
Sinaloa, Durango, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas) and is thus treated as part of a barbarous frontier (Alonso
1995, 15)
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Casa de Cultura and a museum.  My second week in Durango I saw Bergman’s Hour of

the Wolf (1968) in an auditorium with five bespectacled men in frayed sweaters.

Entering the city from the east by car, there is a huge equestrian statue of Pancho

Villa in the middle of a busy traffic circle (glorieta).  As in many cities, the entrance

artery is lined with factories, dead and alive, industrial detritus and car dealerships.  Also

the airport and the jail.  A billboard outside one car dealership advertises the Dodge

Durango, an SUV.  Now (as of 2002)14 there’s a Wal Mart and a McDonalds too.  There

are also half-built (seemingly perpetually until they are simultaneously crumbling and

half-built) residential subdivisions (fraccionamientos).  Off to the side of the road, carts

pulled by burros also head into town.

A rotting ferris wheel stands (stood) in the middle of a vacant lot of rocky dirt.

Later, it would become my landmark of where to turn for Jorge’s house.  Still later it

would disappear and I would get lost.  Buses have Marlboro ads on them.  Ads on other

buses say “Durango, Tierra del Cine.”  Both use cowboy silhouettes (one smokes).

The old part of the city, the “centro historico,” has a big Baroque cathedral and

ochre colored colonial buildings with wires on the outside and other patched-on signs of

the modern.  The sky is very blue and cloudless.  The dependable blueness of the sky and

the brightness and quality of the light are what attract the filmmakers, people say.  There

14 Ethnographies often give the impression that the moment of a particular experience “in the field” and the
moment of writing about it are the same or very close (not to mention various visits to “the field”).  By
“interrupting” myself with the use of different tenses I am trying to acknowledge the passage of time and
the inevitable changes that are always occurring.
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are several plazas with green spaces and benches.  Trees in parks are white at the bottom

of their trunks.

Musicians with their instruments frequent the southeast side of one particular

square.  I was advised to stay away from there because of the unsavory bars.

Consequently, that part of town took on a special sheen. It’s easy to idealize musicians as

being able to go anywhere and be accepted through a kind of universal brotherhood.

Their guitar cases are their magical emblems.  The movie El Mariachi (Robert Rodríguez

1992) takes off from the “open sesame” (magical door opening) dimension (gone wrong)

of the visible identity “musician.”   This is an example of how a “thing,” like a musical

instrument, connects to the assumed “identity” of “musician,” and opens doors and

structures actual space as well as symbolic meaning.  Musicians in “uniform” visibly

cluster around certain bars.  The signs on the doors prohibit minors, women and armed

persons (although I’ve been told all of those are inside).

These visible scenes are materializations, evidence of what anthropologists

frequently address in terms of the symbolic closeness of certain activities, substances and

spaces.  For instance, one could write about how, in Durango’s macho and emotionally

repressed ranchero culture, bars are appropriate sites for manly sentiment brought forth

by drinking and music, sanctioned places for tears and singing, away from the pressures

of home.  True as this may be, these kinds of observations are oriented to erase, or at least

ignore, the glamour, mystery and beckoning textures of the things themselves as they

exist in the space of the city, how one can be stopped in one’s tracks by the “apparition”

of itinerant musicians. In terms of a “scape” conceived with a map/mood/materiality

model, a scene like the one in the “unsavory” plaza highlights the potential priority of
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“material” in shaping “conditions of possibility” in modernity.   It is true that the precise

experience of this “draw” would vary according to one’s subject position, both symbolic

and spatial.  It would be different for an outside, female observer like me, standing in the

park, than for the gawking little boy being dragged along the sidewalk by his upstanding

mother, or an “insider” wearing a cowboy hat and walking right in the door.

Durango streets are labelled by old-fashioned-looking metal plaques affixed to the

buildings.  They say “Coca Cola” above Calle 20 noviembre or whatever the street name

is.  The ubiquity of Coke is astonishing.  The logo repeats endlessly from highway

billboards to basketball backboards in remote mountain villages. It’s true that the Coke

plaques didn’t appear in the centro historico until after Vicente Fox became president,

and Fox is the former head of Coca Cola Mexico.  That’s what my reporter friend Hector

told me, shrugging.  Say no more.  Apparently the plaques have recently appeared in

towns all over Mexico.15

Staying for lunch at someone’s house means going to one of the many little corner

stores, returning an empty Coke bottle and getting a new one.  The exchange of the empty

for the full bottle is important.  The deposit is worth more than just its monetary value.

More than one empty-handed shop visit catapults you into the suspicious category.

Trucks, cars and buses emit black smoke.  There are lots of Volkswagen bugs

(until recently they still made them in Mexico).  Taxis are green and white. Young men

15 Although the old-looking plaques are new, Coke has long been a presence not only in Mexico but all
over Latin America.  See Fein for discussion of the link between the spread of  U.S. consumer culture and
pro-U.S. film propaganda during the “Good Neighbor” policies of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs (OCIAA) during WWII: “Coca –Cola exhibited OCIAA films in mobile sound trucks
that travelled to rural areas, promoting the company’s soft drink along with the war” (438-439).
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gracefully deliver 5-gallon, glass water jugs on big tricycles.  I saw one guy take a hand

off his handlebars to make the sign of the cross as he passed the cathedral and his trike

zigged and zagged.

The sidewalks are narrow and medium-full of people, depending upon the hour.

There are boutiques with sexy MTV outfits next to stores selling cheap, rotgut liquor.

You bring your own container and they fill it up.  People wait outside with plastic gallon

jugs.  There are also lots of Alcólicos Anónimos signs, one every few blocks.  In Durango

these are often residential places for single men.  There was one next to my apartment

and I would see police cars dropping men off there in the wee hours.

There is a lot of dust (polvo) and people shield their faces, sometimes very

stylishly—bandit kerchiefs, bright rebozos.  When the wind blows the dust, as happens

especially in the early spring, people say it’s ugly (feo) out.  Mucho aire.16  Women are

forever mopping but the wet mops can only move the dust around, temporarily detaining

it.  Feo weather is a perfectly legitimate excuse to cancel appointments and stay home.

Layers of the past are visibly present in all kinds of ways and mingle with the

new.  Old things, instead of being removed, are left to decay slowly.  Thus, the actual

disappearance of that ferris wheel was an exceptional and disorienting occurrence.

People talk about there being space to spare, another reason the film people like it--

“empty space”17--close to town yet with no electrical wires to mar the picture.  And after

                                                  
16 “Aire” has been written about as a semi-magical folk concept (more than just wind) similar to the way
susto  is more than just fright.  (cf. Kearney).
17 The phrase “Terreno baldío” (empty land) has a particular history in relation to Mexico’s vast North. See
Rukhsana Qamber’s dissertation for discussion of how, during the Porfiriato, the Mexican government sent
surveyors to the “frontier” in northern Mexico, and through these surveys, land previously classified on
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you build a set, you can just leave it there.  It might even be there when you come back.

Whether it should or shouldn’t is a topic of local debate.

The cerro de mercado is a big, brown hill on the northeast side of the city—it was

once a mine and the reason the Spaniards took an interest in founding the town (they

were disappointed when it turned out to be not silver but iron).  Another hill, on the

southwest outskirts is covered with ruins (assorted indigenous groups of different eras,

vaguely identified: “ruinas”) and the hacienda La Ferreria.   The hacienda has frequently

been used as a “location,” starting with the 1954 movie White Feather, the first

Hollywood production to film in Durango.

One day I stood on that hill with Hector, the reporter.  We looked at the city and I

asked if it had changed a lot in his life.  He said it had grown enormously, all that sprawl

on the edges was new--when he was a kid it was “practically a ranchito.”  Then he drove

me through a little neighborhood (formerly a separate village-Lerdo de Tejada) and

pointed out the house he grew up in: one-story cement, robins egg blue, nicely kept, with

an antenna on the roof.  The street was muddy.  His grandparents raised him because his

Dad was away working in Chicago.  As in many of these little neighborhoods, you see

pigs and dogs going around loose, seeming to go about their business with organized

purpose.  Hector smiled with me, sí, andan sueltos (“Yeah, they go around loose”), then

took on a serious tone as he acknowledged the health risks of the loose animals,

particularly the pigs eating human excrement.  He (a married father of four in his mid-

thirties) also told me his favorite band was the Village People.

                                                                                                                                                      
maps as “terreno baldío” (empty lands) was reclassified as “terreno nacional.”   Thanks to DeAnn Pendry
for pointing this out to me.
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In the middle of the centro historico, on Calle Juarez, stands a strikingly hideous

building.  It’s tall, rectangular and windowless and it blocks the sun.  Its greyish blue

paint looks toxic.  Sticking out from the roof are long metal poles with flashing lights on

them.  It’s Telefonos Mexico: “Telmex”-- a decaying modern thing that always has a line

of people outside. The notorious president from the 80s and early 1990s, Carlos Salinas

de Gortari, took a cue from Ronald Reagan and privatized the phone company, greatly

enriching several of his friends.18  Telmex still has a virtual monopoly in Durango but in

some Mexican markets it has to compete with US companies like AT&T.  When I lived

in Durango in 1996, the national TV ad campaign of Telmex (or “Lada”) pitted a

courteous Mexican businessman against an evil, cowboy hat-wearing, American fat cat

named Burton Helms.19 A consistently connected telephone line is an index of solid

middle-class standing.  The Durangueses I wound up knowing best seemed to occupy a

glum position of slippage, being only sporadically connected and with a memory of better

times.

Even a small, provincial city like Durango is full of holes and stories, having what

DeCerteau calls a “sieve-logic.”   Because of the ranchos and villages and ruralness all

around it, you can feel both the exhilaration and the trepidation of being in the city; that

it’s an elsewhere to which many come only rarely, perhaps to file documents or visit

relatives.  One day I saw a young Mennonite gawking in front of a shop window.  This

                                                  
18 For a concise depiction of the rise and scandalous fall of the Salinas administration, see Dillon and
Preston.
19 A reference to the then-recent U.S. law known as the Helms-Burton Act (sponsored by Senators Helms
and Burton), designed to deter foreign investment in Cuba by making any potential investor liable in US
courts by Cuban-Americans who owned property in Cuba pre-Castro. For full text of the law, see
www.soc.qc.edu/procuba/helm_law.html
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apparition, with his incongruous whiteness and strange outfit screamed “hayseed” in an

excessive and thus satisfying way.  He was so rural that he made all the other country

people seem worldly.  Out of place, yet recognizable; somewhat exotic, yet not

threatening, his visible presence made the city a city in that single, crystalline

freezeframe.

The village of Nuevo Ideal, several hours’ drive east from Durango is a

Mennonite community.20  Mezquital, to the south, is where Durango’s relatively small

indigenous population is concentrated (Tepehuanes and Mexicaneros).  The Indian

women in bright clothes seen begging in the streets and outside the churches in Durango,

sometimes carrying children, are not of these local groups but are migrants from the

South. The street attitude toward these performatively abject “professionals” is

complicated—a mix of tolerance, annoyance and wary respect (fear?), based on (at least

including) religion, traditions of paternalism and a national ideology which features the

female, Indian face.21  What my Durango acquaintances stressed to me, though, was that

these people were not from the North since Northern Indians are proud and would sooner

starve than beg.

20 Mennonites migrated to Mexico in the 1930s and 1940s, in part because church elders believed they
would soon run out of space in Canada. William Randolph Hearst donated an enormous parcel of land, and
the Mexican government welcomed them with open arms. See Sawatzky.
21 Be she the Virgin of Guadalupe or La Malinche.  See Franco.
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PICTURE 4: COWBOY SILHOUETTES AT DIRECCIÓN
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PICTURE 5: MEN IN THE PARK

STATE OFFICE OF TOURISM AND CINEMA #1

When I first arrived in Durango, I immediately went to the State Office of

Tourism and Cinema (“the Dirección”) on Hidalgo Street.  The office was (back then) in

an old colonial building with a formidable door (Durango is full of spectacular doors).

Inside, the space was disrespectfully carved up to make offices.  “Durango, Tierra del

Cine” signs were everywhere and a large picture of cowboy silhouettes in the sunset

loomed on the wall facing me.  Two tough-looking old guys in cowboy hats, Western

shirts, jeans and boots sat on a shabby sofa stage right cracking nuts.  In Durango you

could pluck any number of men off the street to play extras in a Western and they would

require only the most minor wardrobe adjustments.
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It turned out the two men in the office were Samuel (el gordo [“fatty”]) and

Lázaro (“el flaco [“skinny”]) and they had in fact been extras in several pictures.  And

they were friendly.  I was just fooled initially because I had yet to figure out that a stern

countenance is part of the regional style in formal situations--like if you don’t know

someone or are posing for a picture.  Even the numerous beauty queens in the newspapers

or at public events don’t grin willy nilly like their US counterparts.  The caption under

pictures of serious-looking brides and quinceañera girls in the paper often says something

like “her expression reflects the solemnity of the event.”  There’s a scene in the film

Pueblo de Madera where a laughing young couple poses for a picture.  As soon as the

photographer gets ready, they stop laughing and freeze with serious faces, after the

picture they laugh again.  It’s the opposite of “cheese.”    This style difference is defined

as one of city versus country in the explanatory portraits I found in an elementary school

textbook about Durango.  The textbook shows a photo of an urban Durango family and

one of a rural Durango family.  The urban family appears relaxed and smiling, whereas

the rural one appears serious.
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PICTURE 6: QUEEN IN NEWSPAPER ©La Voz de Durango. Used by permission.
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PICTURE 7: TEXTBOOK PICTURE, RURAL DURANGUENSES

PICTURE 8: TEXTBOOK PICTURE, URBAN DURANGUENSES
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While I was waiting at the Dirección, a secretary clickity clicked out of one of the

offices giving me a look that made me reassess my studiedly plain outfit of jeans and a

black T-shirt. That was Ermengilda who would never relax from the superformal manner

she greeted me with that first day.  She said Alberto Tejada, “El Licenciado,” with whom

I’d been corresponding, wasn’t to be found but I could talk to someone who works with

him, Jesus (“Chuy”) Saenz (The many Jesuses of Durango are usually nicknamed Chuy).

“Licenciado” means you have a college degree.22

So I met Chuy: early thirties, Oakley shades on his desk, palpable cologne,

impeccably attired in “office casual.” Certainly not del rancho he.  He told me he had

spent a lot of time in Los Angeles and was essentially a businessman, an entrepreneur

                                                  
22 But that is not all.  Sam Quiñones, in his book True Tales From Another Mexico (University of New
Mexico Press, 2001) describes learning about the supplemental meanings of the word “licenciado” in the
course of his job as a US reporter stationed in Mexico. Licenciado is a kind of commonsense keyword,
indexing political power and its culture of corruption.   Exasperated (in a very American way) at being
repeatedly shaken down by the characters he is sent to interview, Quiñones writes: “The Priista/licenciado
culture remains an anchor around the neck of Mexico’s development.  It assumes the superiority of those
with power and thus is fundamentally unfair . . .It is the modern expression of the ossified top-down,
hierarchical tradition left the country by the Aztecs, the Spanish, the Catholic Church, and the dictator
Porfirio Díaz . . . The very term licenciado is supposed to conjure up some kind of innate wisdom . .
.Mexico’s world-famous corruption has its roots here, and so, therefore does Mexicans’ belief that their
society is unjust” (5).   Although Quiñones doesn’t specifically address this, I think he is also hit by the
realization that his ideas of  “fairness” are widely considered naïve by the people around him and that he
has been humored (had, in a way).  He’s been the recipient of the kind of weary, perhaps amused,
indulgence that Mexicans save for gringos (Mexican-American or not, and me too, of course) just like him.
Parallel to the realization that corruption is the system, is the other eventual “lightbulb”: everybody already
knows this!  And what’s more, they’ve honed, over many generations, tactics for operating within it.  Once
Quiñones sees this, he zeroes in on the “other” Mexico of his title--the one he identifies as“behind the
sunglasses”--and the rest of the entertaining and insightful book celebrates the people and spheres
developed “on the margins” of the stultifying official.  But Quiñones never addresses the sunglasses
themselves, or acknowledges the mimesis that exists between the “official” and its other, preferring to
narrate these “other” spheres as congruent with US-approved ideological styles of independence and “go
getterness.”
For an exemplary, poetic, “insider’s” perspective on the existence and meaning of metaphorical and actual
“sunglasses,” see any writings by the essayist Carlos Monsivaís.  His style performatively mobilizes the
supplementary meanings of many key words, including licenciado, often in faux-respectful asides like
“Qué buena memoria tiene usted, licenciado” (what a good memory you have, licenciado), from Escenas
de pudor y liviandad.
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rather than a film historian and was interested in modernizing Durango and attracting

tourists.  In the coming weeks he was planning to open his own restaurant in town, a

Venetian Carnevale-themed bistro (now a ruin). Chuy insisted on loading me down with

a lot of literature: flyers, brochures and the like, most of which I told him Alberto had

already sent me, but he pressed them upon me anyway, graciously saying “it’s nothing,

please.”  But of course his protestation of it being “nothing” meant he thought it was

something and that giving me more pamphlets (“information”) would be helping me out

even if they happened to be all the same thing.

When I stepped out into the sunlight I nearly collided with a man with longish,

plastered down hair, square sideburns, a baby blue windbreaker and aviator sunglasses.

This was Alberto Tejada back from a “scouting.”  I thought he was up-to-the-fashion-

minute in his retro-seventies ensemble, which of course he was, but by accident since he

had been sporting those same clothes and that same style since the actual seventies.  I

would find out as I got to be friends with Alberto that the seventies had been the most

exciting and influential period in his life and had defined his whole aesthetic--in his work

as a filmmaker and painter as well as his personal style.  The seventies were also

Durango’s busiest decade as a site of movie production: “the good old days.”

When he saw me he realized who I must be and remembered he had told me to

come by.  So I went back inside and into his office.  He offered me a cigarette.  “Boots”

are the Mexican knockoffs of Marlboros, and all the guys at the Dirección, including

Alberto, smoke them.  Teenage girls with cosmopolitan aspirations, like my friends

Zintia and Mabel, smoke Marlboro Lights.  Country people smoke Delicados and even
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countrier people smoke Faros.  And the coffee is overwhelmingly Nescafe, whether in

restaurants or private houses, always in beige melamine cups.

Alberto showed the same fondness for official paper as Chuy had and tried to give

me yet another round of the brochures.  But Alberto’s similarity to Chuy ended there.

For him the value of the material was (at least also) in its content, as he was the author of

most of it.  I also saw that if Chuy was “Turismo,” Alberto was surely “Cine,” and self-

consciously an artist.  From that first day I was struck by his enormous reverence for

Cinema with a capital C, and also how much he knew. Having just arrived from Austin,

where such reverence is widespread and where I had worked as a clerk in a video store

and dwelt among aspiring filmmakers, this attitude felt at once familiar and jarringly off.

AUSTIN—DURANGO--DIRECCIÓN

The way things are familiar yet off is the experience of going someplace close

that is still someplace else.  And that slightly dizzy feeling must be everywhere in this

increasingly “global” culture-world.  Why would Hector Rojo like the Village People?23

My ethnographic method: tripping around in the diasporic (Mexican) public spheres of

Philadelphia and Austin, working in low wage kitchen jobs, shopping at Acapulco Video,

then driving south.  It was the guys in the kitchen of Threadgill’s restaurant who first told

me about Durango, about its movie history and John Wayne and the bright blue sky.

Jorge Chavez had worked at Threadgills for twelve years but planned to go back to

Durango to die if he could get his house back from his sister who was “taking care of it”

23 The Village People were a popular disco/club band in the 1970s with a campy, gay connotation.  The
various band members dressed in working man “uniforms”— “people in your neighborhood” such as
construction worker, fireman, etc., and performed synchronized dance steps.  For this reason they enjoyed
crossover success with the kindergarten set..
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with her seven children.  Jorge’s belt buckle said “Durango” and was made out of a big,

dead scorpion (real) suspended in glue.  When I got to Durango I saw those for sale in the

market.

Four hours to the border from Austin, another ten to Durango.  There, semi-surly

teenage boys outside a rotisserie chicken stand speak the truth: the unfairness of my ease

of travel, their experience of being caught and thrown back, penniless and with the hooks

in their mouths, their border versus mine (me, nine miles in: “oh what an outrage that the

army must search my car!”).  The one guy, Luis, who I would wind up chatting with from

time to time (he worked at the chicken stand), was constantly reading the criminales

section of the local paper, where the mugshots and descriptions of crimes are.  At

newstands you also see papers devoted to the pure gore of crime scenes—these are called

nota roja.  I’ve seen solitary men reading them on buses.

An essay by Tom McDonough starts with a citation from Walter Benjamin: “No

matter what trail the flâneur may follow, every one of them will lead him to a crime”

(19).   McDonough’s essay departs from what he identifies as “two opposed possible

readings” of Benjamin’s statement: the flâneur as detective or the flâneur as criminal.

Picturing the flâneur as flâneuse, however, gives rise to a third (and alas most likely)

interpretation: she’s about to become a victim.  How we know this is at least in part from

the movies.24

                                                  
24Janet Leigh, seen through Hitchcock’s lens in Psycho (1960) or Orson Welles’ in Touch of Evil (1958)
seems somehow the exemplary victim, but the convention in which girls who walk around alone meet a bad
end is widespread, particulary in genre films. For some alternative depictions of the flâneuse, see Bruno’s
examination of the films—“street melodramas”-- of the nearly-forgotten Neopolitan director Elvira Notari
precisely for her distinct angle onto street life and women’s place in it. She notes: “As perceptual modes,
flânerie and cinema share the montage of images, the spatio-temporal juxtaposition, the obscuring of the
mode of production, and the “physiognomic” impact—the spectatorial reading of bodily signs.  The dream
web of film reception, with its geographical implantation, embodies flânerie’s mode of watching and its
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When I settled in Durango I latched onto Alberto and made the Dirección my

default place to be.  I could lurk at a table there for hours —“Visiting Scholar”—while

simultaneously paying attention to all the comings and goings.  Sometimes I helped do

little things like translating a letter but mostly it was just checking in and hanging out.

My visible alliance with Alberto and frequent presence at the Dirección would end up

affording me access--to sets as well as the precious “information”--but would also limit

what I could find out from his many enemies (“the hyenas” he called them).

There was definitely a sense in the office of being at a privileged crossroads, of

almost magical contact with faraway glamour and wealth.  Words like “Renault” and

“Folgers” were uttered conspiratorially and with great import25:

 “Is possible Folgers is coming” (Alberto almost always spoke English to me).

“That’s great!”

“But Renault, they are going to do it in Alaska.”

Hanging around Alberto’s office, nobody seemed very sure about anything and I

never knew if they were faking it or not. When will Zorro (big Hollywood movie

production starring Antonio Banderas and Anthony Hopkins) come?  Alberto and Chuy

would make fun of me for wanting to know some dates and times.  Or some dates at least.

Zorro will come soon, they assured me.  They’re shooting at different places all over

Mexico so we don’t know exactly when.  Perhaps I can meet Antonio Banderas.  Perhaps

public dimension” (48).  And she also makes the point that this mode of perception is forbidden to women,
noting “Woman cannot wander” lest she be perceived as a seller, with herself as the commodity--in
distinction to the flâneur, who is considered to be a kind of browser, or potential buyer.
25 For discussion of the emotional resonance of established brand names (and how this is cultivated) see
Coombe.
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he will need an assistant and Alberto can recommend me for the job.  When Sean

Connery was here he needed an extra assistant.  What a pool player he was!  But, who

knows what will happen.  Cigarette?  Zorro ended up coming for only one day and I was

out in the sierra so missed it.

Nowadays, what comes to shoot in Durango might be short scenes in a big movie

like Zorro, commercials (“Pepcid Complete,” intoned seriously), telenovelas or music

videos.   The days of a Western being shot from start to finish on a local set are pretty

much over.  In fact, although the iconography of the Western remains imaginatively

powerful the world over, and elements of it have been variously appropriated, the genre

of the movie Western is virtually dead.  Thus, the bizarre pilgrimages to Durango of a

Swedish rock group, a line-dancing, bare-chested, boot-wearing Spanish “artista”

(musical performer) named “Coyote Dax” and a Coppola nephew making a beer

commercial are very welcome.  Last summer (2001) they had the inscrutably titled

French film Blueberry underway.  All these productions represent victories by Durango

in the global market.   After all, “they could have gone anywhere.”

GLOBAL (POST)MODERNITY AND ITS CHARACTERS

The consensus, whether celebratory or grim26 (and a cliché already), is that we are

in an era of “globalization” in which the importance of nation-states is waning in the face

26 Cvetkovich and Kellner point out that both Adam Smith and Marx and Engels foresaw the process of
globalization, Smith positively embracing it and Marx and Engels having “more critical perceptions”yet
curiously sharing many assumptions (inevitability of the process, injustices of colonialism, use of violance
to subjegate non-western cultures).  Both “see capitalism as a global economic system characterized by a
world market and the imposition of system as the market penetrates the four corners of the earth.  For both
classical liberalism and Marxism, the bourgeoisie constantly revolutionized the instruments of production
and the world market generated immense forces of commerce, navigation and discovery, communications,
and industry . . . (5).
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of world market forces.  There is now unprecedented fluidity of both capital and labor.

Migrant labor forces, while frequently illegal and thus subject to criminal punishment as

well as the deadly perils of avoiding it, keep moving, undeterred.  People take high risks

in ever-greater numbers, and take their cultures with them.27

The concept of space plays a central role in these theoretical discussions, whether

“large” or “small.”  Macro theories of “globalization” trace the new cartographies and

alliances born of expanding transnational capitalism and the way these supplant the

boundaries of the nation-state and reconfigure social life according to a new, post-Fordist

or postmodern“logic” (cf. Harvey, Jameson 1982).    Meanwhile (“elsewhere”), certain

anthropologists and others invested in “the specific,” acknowledge the insights of these

theories yet resist their totalizing potential by invoking concepts like “indigenization”

which would work against “homogenization,” although they result from the same global

forces.

In a similar vein, Avery Gordon writes: “Paying attention to the disjuncture

between identifying a social structure (or declaring its determinate existence) and its

articulation in everyday life and thought. . .  these gaps, the kinds of visions they produce,

and the afflictions they harbor would enable us not to eradicate the gap—it is

inevitable—but to fill in the content differently” (19).  She, too, is positing an “alternative

modernity” in which it is not the modernity which is alternative but the particular form in

which it is dealt out, with particular kinds of gaps between the “cards.”  The gap she

                                                  
27 Among other meanings (practices, attitudes, “logics,” even structures in the head), I retain the use of the
word culture to evoke “belongings,” perhaps wrapped in a handkerchief and tied to the end of a stick.
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invokes seems to correspond to the between-space that makes meaning in montage, that’s

invisible in cartoons, and that is the empty/full locus of what seems “obvious.”

One reason theorists describe the experience of postmodernity as distinct stems

from the simultaneity of different historical forms on the same cultural landscape.

Raymond Williams’ (1977) idea of the coexistence of “residual,” “dominant” and

“emergent” cultures goes with Hardt and Negri’s evocation of premodern, modern and

postmodern capitalism, all still here in tension and convergence at different times, with

each carrying a set of images, pictured characters and assumptions.  Capitalism isn’t new

but there is a new variable (digitized, visible) on the cultural stage, and the stage itself is

more visible and more acknowledged as a stage.

Writing as I am about peoples interactions with the things of culture, their

practices and productions, I like to use the word “business.”  Business is capitalism at its

most intimate--a practice.  And peoples ideas of “doing business” speak to larger

theoretical formations concerning (for example) transnational capitalism, neoliberalism

and modernity, be it “singular” (Jameson 2002, Zizek) or “alternative” (cf. Gaonkar et

al).  And business (“negocios”) is really at the heart of Durango ideology, with the

apparition of the cowboybusinessman accruing mythical status through repetition and by

having a piece of the dominant, residual and (now reified) emergent.

In the introduction to the book Alternative Modernities Dilip Gaonkar calls for a

kind of public acknowledgement of the bond between (reviled) economic (capitalist)

“modernization” and (celebrated) cultural “modernity”—which he conceives

(significantly, I think) as a new menu of possible selves.
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Each of those unforgettable figures of modernity—Marx’s “revolutionary,”
Baudelaire’s “dandy,” Nietzsche’s “superman,” Weber’s “social scientist,”
Simmel’s “stranger,” Musil’s “man without qualities,” and Benjamin’s
“flâneur”—is caught and carried in the intoxicating rush of an epochal change and
yet finds himself fixed and formulated by a disciplinary system of social roles and
functions.  The accumulated tension and pathos of that condition so alluringly
drawn in the psychological profile of those canonical “literary” figures—who are
at once disengaged and embroiled, reflexive and blind, spectators and participants
in every scene of life—finds its contemporary articulation, no longer confined to
the West (nor confined to literature), in the idea/experience of “double
consciousness,” the poisoned gift of modernity for all who would be modern (3).

What strikes me here is that these figures are more than abstract ideas, they take human

shape as visible possibilities, references informing practices of recognition and self

invention.

It’s an ongoing novelty (and epic effort) to maintain a self-consciously modern

identity in the provinces.  That modernity is a frustrated gesture rather than a completed

project, and that it is accepted as such, is what makes it also “post.”  Its frustration is

manifested in scene after visible scene, like the subdivisions that are crumbling as they

are being built, or the computation schools with no computers.

And it’s incarnated, especially, in the experience of double consciousness and its

fallout--that “poisoned gift . . . for all who would be modern.”   When I write, later, about

the “ocheros”--Alberto, who stayed in Durango, Juan Antonio who left, Edgar who died

young, Pepe the consummate norteño—it is in the context of these crazy juxtapositions

and “sets” that I imagine their life stories unfolding.   In Durango now, the project of old-

style modernization still dominates official public display, as in the endless newspaper
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photos of new roads and factories, and the governor administering vaccines to children,

like a priest giving communion.

PICTURE 9: NEWSPAPER PHOTO OF GOVERNOR GIVING VACCINE
©El Sol de Durango. Used by permission.

Nowhere is the frustrated movement toward modernity so visible as in the daily

newspaper documentation of the cyclical appearance and disappearance of potholes. This

documentation is a poignant, deadpan illustration (code? metaphor? crystallization? all

these?) of the futility of Durango’s even trying to “keep up.”  The pictures, devoid of
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human figures and aggressively documentary,28 nonetheless a) interpellate a subject:

upright citizen of the modern state who deserves decent roads, and b) conjure a larger-

than-life naysayer: the bandit cowboy, who shakes with carnivalesque laughter at the

assumptions above--both of this subject’s existence (in rural Mexico!) and the silliness of

aspiring to it. Although both of these figures are (way!) outside the frame of the pothole

pictures--one being the ostensible, modern addressee, the other embodying a cynical,

ever-hovering “authenticity”-- they are both inevitable according to the cultural logic of

the region.  Both figures inform the elusive and ever-salient notion of “business” as

something profoundly duranguese, and both are tactically mobilized in everyday power

relations.

                                                  
28 Somehow nothing seems more real than a pothole.  When the historian of science Bruno Latour was
asked by an exasperated critic whether he believed in the empirical reality of anything, he responded that
he believed in potholes This anecdote used to be included on Bruno Latour’s website under “FAQ’s”--
www.ensmp.fr/~latour/faq-en.html.  However, it is no longer there.
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PICTURE 10: NEWSPAPER PHOTO OF POTHOLE
©El Sol de Durango. Used by permission.
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Various scholars have worked with ideas of space and mapping and seen them as

fundamental to negotiating modern life.  For example, in the “Spatial Stories” chapter of

The Practice of Everyday Life De Certeau distinguishes between two ways of

experiencing the city: looking from above (“mapping”) and walking on the street

(“touring”).  Walking is (like?) narrative, because it’s sequential (in time) yet is also a

path.  The walker is inside, experiencing partial views rather than a totality, so there are

many possibilities.  This narrativizing of space and spatializing of narrative has been

fruitful as a way for theorists of culture to maintain hope for texture (if not resistance) in

the face of an encroaching, pervasive (“panoptic”) visiblility (cf. Bruno, Chambers,

Morris)29.  It also sets up an interesting way to think about ethnography and the figure of

the ethnographer wandering around in one of those (someone else’s) “powerfully

imagined scapes.”  And, since the temporal element is in play, the possibility of the

“glimpse” (versus, say, the “stare”) is introduced.  And, hypothetically, other kinds of

sensual engagement too (wafting smells, for example).  Although when we consider this

possibility in any depth, it becomes clear the extent to which the “human figure” in

deCerteau is precisely that—ultimately textual--so that even “wafting smell” gets

imagined cartoonishly, as a visual trail to follow (perhaps to one’s doom in a rotisserie

chicken stand).

The street and the everyday are places to catch glimpses of shiny things

(seduction, “pssst” interpellation30).  Commodities glow with the power of their own

                                                  
29 Sometimes, as in “Hansel and Gretel,” the birds eat the crumbs.
30 The idea of “Psst interpellation” (man in raincoat surreptitiously selling his wares) is directly opposed to
Althusser’s theory.  However, in Althusser’s explanation of the process (which he insists is not a process
but an always-already) he dramatizes it in fairly elaborate scenes (cop in the street, friend at the door, etc.)
and it is these scenes which fascinate me.  See discussion in Lenin and Philosophy, (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1971) pp. 170-171.  WJT Mitchell (1999) notes and discusses these “scenes of recognition”
in detail ( 27-34).
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transcendence.31  And in Durango, one is constantly reminded, by explicit signs--“ Tierra

del Cine”-- uncannily familiar vistas (“what movie was that in?”); actual “sets;” and Old-

West-themed attractions, of the proximity and hazy overlap of the staged and the

everyday.  Every figure that appears on the horizon and walks toward you seems

important and potentially dangerous.  (Do I look okay?32)

The prevailing global mood, described in an essay by Jean and John Comaroff as

“millenial capitalism,” is characterized by what they see as a new salience and visibility

of money combined with its ever more mysterious and irrational workings.  But its

newness, in Mexico, seems familiar.  It “rhymes” with what’s there already.  People point

out that the money/magic relation and the proliferation of conspiracy theories and other

weirdnesses have been an “integral part of everyday reality” for some time, in fact, they

say, they are profoundly, historically Mexican.   This is one way the general (new global)

and particular (old Mexican) seem to converge.

THE NORTH

The particular situation of Mexico’s North in this equation, however, is even more

notable in its sudden convergence with current global taste. Traditional norteño traits

(narrated disparagingly from a central or southern perspective) have included a kind of

barbaric vulgarity and propensity for business, as well as an (officially un-Mexican)

affinity for the ways of the USA (now these are all the rage).  The norteño, in this

                                                  
31 Though, as in The Wizard of Oz (Victor Fleming, 1929), people still go through the wrong mumbo
jumbo and futile machinations when all along they could just tap their heels together three times.
32 This is a small joke of mine about conventionally gendered characters, and preparing to meet the
unknown.  It is about the gesture not of patting one’s holster to see if one has one’s gun, but of patting
one’s hairdo.
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discourse, is a stereotypical (often rich33) hick (not unlike a “Texan” can be in the

US)—crafty yes, but lacking in culture.  But those were nationalist discourses, and fierce

and pervasive as they still are, they are increasingly mediated by global, “millennial

capitalist” ones.

One factor in the new salience of the North is that the current president, Vicente

Fox, is the first president since the Revolution who is not of the Institutional

Revolutionary Party (the “PRI”) but of the PAN, a party closely allied with the North,

Catholicism and business interests.  Thus, recent public acknowledgement of the North’s

existence within a national context can be seen as a discursive and ideological bridge

from ostensible nationalism to public acknowledgment of global capitalism.  Underlining

the point made throughout the Comaroffs’ essay, it is not economic “globalization”

(movements of people and capital, corporate interests superceding national ones) that is

necessarily new.  It has been a fact (with differing permutions) between the US and

Mexico before, during and since long before the Revolution.  What does seem new is its

widespread acknowledgement--its lack of furtiveness or demand for presentation in

nationalistic terms.  Money seems to be gaining widespread acceptability as reason

enough.

Almost everyone I knew in Durango had a job or a “situation” in the US waiting

for them if they needed it--a mink farm in Idaho, a machine shop in Odessa, Texas, a tire

store in El Paso, this or that restaurant, a son in the LAPD.  These contacts came about

through family members, sometimes generations ago, or were based on peoples’ own

33 One point I explore later in this dissertation is the masking of class (by an excessive focus on gender)
characteristic of ranchero ideology and accomplished, quite often, through the cowboy “uniform.”
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earlier migrations.  What surprised me was the diversity of the class and occupational

backgrounds of the migrants.  Far from being something undertaken by only the poorest

and most desperate, teachers and secretaries and bank clerks did it too.

FAMILY MAP #1: Los Vinters  Doña Carmela, in a precise incarnation of a

fairytale villainess, was always plotting to marry her teenage granddaughter Mabel off to

a rich old man in San Angelo, Texas.  Mabel’s chances were good, apparently, because

she was so light-skinned (“guera”) and such a hard worker (“muy trabajadora”)—both of

these being highly valued norteña attributes.   I wasn’t surprised when I went back two

years later and found out that Mabel had moved, with her half-sister Zintia (dark, vivid,

very funny, and maddeningly, a staunch admirer of Hitler) to Indianapolis (the way her

family pronounced it made it suddenly seem like a magical place).  One much-older sister

was already living there.  The family told me that Zintia had married a Mexican guy she

met working in a restaurant and that Mabel was working too, taking classes and sharing

an apartment with a Puerto Rican girl.

Doña Carmela’s husband (Zintia and Mabel’s grandfather), Don Jorge, was one of

sixteen children of an Englishman named Vinters who came to Durango during the

Porfiriato34 to seek his fortune in the lumber industry. 35    When I visited them, Don

Jorge would inevitably drink too much and show me his old photos yet again (much to

Doña Carmela’s disgust, she being a worshipper only of the brand new).  The picture of

his father, a large white man, with his lovely, tired Mexican wife surrounded by children
                                                  
34 Name used for the period before the Revolution in which the dictator Porfirio Diaz ruled Mexico.
35Sr. Vinters came on the heels of previous English speculators who founded the lumber and mining camp
of El Salto in the sierra of Durango around the turn of the century. The English also built a railway
between El Salto and Mexico City and by the early 1900s Durango had become an important transshipment
point for lumber and minerals taken from the sierra (Cummings).
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and workers at a lumbermill, amid trappings of industrial prosperity, sticks in my mind.

He also showed me his father’s dog-eared identity card that listed all kinds of physical

traits (obviously to do with racial identification) like “shape of nose” -- square.  That’s

how I learned “complexion” is a false cognate.  In Spanish it means body type —so

“complexion: robusto” means “body type: stout.”  During the Revolution, Vinters fled to

El Paso.  The family lost what money they had but still has ties to people in El Paso.

PICTURE 11: DON JORGE
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Don Jorge’s frequent scrutiny of his photographs was, I think, in the hope they

would yield up some kind of revelation, some explanation of how he had gotten from

there to here as well as a validation that “there” had ever existed at all. As mysterious as

the getting of wealth is, so is its loss, as well as loss of youth and health and a grip on

how the world works.  The Vinters’ was a phone line connected about half of the time.

FAMILY MAP #2: Los Ramírez.  My “landlord” Jaime Ramírez didn’t really

own my apartment but he brokered the rental and I paid him every month.  His house (his

parents’ actually) was half a block from mine in the centro historico and he lived there

with his extended family: parents Don Jaime and Doña Concha, wife Gela (Maria de los

Angeles) and three-year old son Jaimito (“el güero”).

He had a sign above the front door--“real estate”--which is how I found him, and

an office in the front of the house, at street level, visible through the cast iron bars and

open shutters--dark, smooth, tidy and cool.  Jaime and Gela dressed up every day and

manned that office—he in a suit, she in heels and a golden chignon.  Snapshots of houses

and land for sale were tacked to the wall behind the desk.  A worn paperback copy (in

Spanish) of How to Win Friends and Influence People was on the desk.  I rarely saw

anybody go in.  It was through Jaime that I met many of the people I’ve introduced so far.

His wife Gela is the daughter of Don Jorge (son of the Englishman Vinters) and Doña

Carmela, sister to Jorge and aunt to Zintia and Mabel.

When I met them Jaime and Gela had recently suffered a terrible experience

trying to be Amway sales people--they had lost all their savings and some borrowed
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money buying the requisite starter products and had gone, at great expense to a

conference in Acapulco, but things did not proceed as promised.  Nonetheless, they were

still determined to make it in business.  Jaime and Gela’s families ridiculed their plans.

Jaime was a fantastic mechanic and that’s what they thought he should do.

Of the family, only Jaime’s father, Don Jaime, spoke respectfully of Jaime’s

ambitions.  He himself was a mechanic, with his shop in a back room from which loud

banging on metal was frequently audible.  Don Jaime was very charming and (not

surprisingly) on the deaf side.  In his youth he had been a truck driver-- “trailero”-- and

had worked for a while in Chicago.  Being a truck driver in the US does not begin to

compare with being a trailero in Mexico.  In Mexico it’s extremely dangerous because of

the roads, the quality of the equipment, everything.  He’d found himself dangling off the

edge of a cliff on that infamous road from Durango to Mazatlán, and when he managed to

make it out alive, he’d quit.  He’d had some amazing times, however.  He even saw a

UFO in the sierra.  That surprised me because he seemed so pragmatic and down-to-earth

a character.  But he insisted that he had seen one and drew it for me.  It was exactly,

precisely, a flying saucer, as if from a 1950s comic book.  Underneath the picture he

labeled it.
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PICTURE 12: DON JAIME IN HIS WORKSHOP

As in the US, where truckers frequently affect a “cowboy” persona, Mexican

truckers affect a norteño style (boots, hats, belts, etc.) no matter where they’re actually

from.  Enrique, a friend I met in Austin (a graduate student in Spanish literature), was

originally from Morelia, a state in southern Mexico best known as tierra de Zapata--land
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of all that is reverentially depicted in nationalist discourse as  puro Mexicano.  Enrique’s

father had become a trailero, and for the rest of the family this was synonymous with

becoming a disgraceful buffoon.  Enrique Senior’s abandonment of his family was

equally linked to his job and the related affectation of a ridiculous cowboy style.  This is

what he degenerated into, after his father (Enrique’s grandfather) had been a man of great

respect who had fought with Zapata.

The trailero discourse is of course linked to the possibility of outlaw pursuits like

drug and gun-running as well as the smuggling of illegal immigrants and these paths have

a sharp presence in the local imagination, as evidenced in corridos and other pop cultural

expressive forms.  The cowboy style blends into the outlaw style just as the north of

Mexico becomes the border of the USA.  The fact that Villa himself dwelt (and still

dwells) in this liminal style zone is undoubtedly one font of his enduring power.  One of

my favorite border-themed churros (one in a series, actually, there are sequels) is Lola La

Trailera (Raúl Fernandez 1984), about the adventures of a sexy trucker babe (Rosa

Gloria Chagoyán).  She drives a truck she inherited from her father who was murdered

because he refused to smuggle cocaine.   She’s upstanding and just trying to make a

living, but the narcos won’t leave her alone.  Acqui viene Lola, Lola La Trailera, la reina

de los hombres y de la carretera (Here comes Lola, Lola the trucker, queen among men

and queen of the highway).36

When I stopped in to chat with Don Jaime after being away from Durango for two

years a lot had changed.  The economy was even worse and things weren’t going well for

36 It’s interesting that anti-Nafta discourse in the US media also focuses on the danger and polluting
influence of the Mexican Trucker (Zilberg).
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Jaime’s perpetually-struggling business ventures.  Don Jaime said the amazing thing

about Jaime was his incredible optimism.  He repeated this several times.  In the

substantial body of literature about the “Mexican Character” (cf. Ramos, Paz) one doesn’t

see the trait “optimism” listed.  Jaime’s optimism was excessive, the kind you get from

motivational speakers and the discourse of sales, a way of being that is very much

associated with the USA--be it Tony Roberts or Willy Loman.

In addition to business being bad, there had been other bad luck.  Jaime’s

marriage to Gela had ended.  She had never liked living with Jaime’s mother and

apparently things had come to a head.  She’d gone off to Monterrey to be in a training

program for one of the big Mexican banks and now she was back in Durango, working as

a teller at the bank on the main plaza.  She was remarried to a mechanic of few words

named Julio and already had a son with him.  Julio’s job was working on the construction

of the new highway being built as an alternative to the treacherous (but gorgeous) one

from Durango to Mazatlán.  I had found out from Jorge that Jaime and his family forbade

Gela from seeing her first son Jaimito any more.  When I visited Gela I told her how

sorry I was.  She said it was very sad but for the best because Jaime refuses to accept the

situation: she’s left him and is now with another man.  She chalked it up to “man’s

pride”—orgullo de hombre.

The bank Gela worked in had adopted US-style (or is that “global?”) “casual

Fridays” and Gela’s T-Shirt had the bank’s slogan “Piensa en Grande” (“think big”)  on

the back.  Slender and perfectly made up, Gela tucked in her T-Shirt and accessorized

heavily, not quite embracing a full-on casual look.   Meanwhile, her husband was getting
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up at four in the morning every day to do hard physical labor on the roads.  And he had to

know somebody to get that job.

Gela and Julio’s house was far from the centro historico, in a brand new

subdivision in which each little house is exactly alike, with a cylindrical cistern on the

roof, and saplings out front.  Gela’s mother, the formidable Doña Carmela, adored it,

gushing over its perfect, just-alikeness (“son igualitas!”).  Gela seemed happy to be away

from her mother-in-law and in charge of her own household.

FAMILY MAP #3: Los Montesinos.  Jack (my husband) met Guillermo

Montesinos getting our internet connection.  Guillermo’s company was (then) one of two

internet providers in Durango.  We became good friends and were often privy to his

laments about the difficulty of bringing the digital future to the provinces and navigating

local corruption and entrenched ways.  Guillermo was around thirty years old, had

studied in the US, spoke perfect English and was extremely hardworking and ambitious.

As I got to find out his story, I became fascinated by the leap, in one generation of his

family, from “old” modernity to new, mining to computers, yet with distinct-yet-

overlapping trappings, places and styles.

One of fifteen children, Guillermo came from a remote hamlet in the sierra of

Durango called Topia.  His father, co-owner of a lead mine there, was not by birth a

wealthy man.  The story of how he came to be one is murky, but its particular kind of

murkiness makes it familiar, almost conventional in its resonance with other locally

circulating stories. In the story, Guillermo’s father somehow progresses from being a

penniless wanderer to becoming a member of Topia’s ruling elite, having once served a
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term as Municipal President (an office similar to a mayor).  Pancho Villa himself had

started out dirt poor and had probably engaged in illegal (yet always with integrity)

pursuits before becoming a Revolutionary leader (Katz).  A particular species of self-

made man, featuring (possible) extralegal activity coupled with exceptional character, is a

regional trope.   The mystery is part of it.

PICTURE 13: TOPIA, PLANE FLYING IN
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PICTURE 14: TOPIA AIRPORT
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PICTURE 15: TOPIA STREET

A breathtaking village high in the Sierra Madre, Topia is situated at the edge of

Durango, close to the bordering states of Sinaloa and Chihuahua.  The mountain

salsipuedes, memorialized in The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (John Huston 1948, from

the novel by B. Traven) is visible in the distance.  Jorge, the pobresor, had been stationed

in Topia as a young teacher37and it was there that he met his future wife, Tere.  Whenever

I heard people speak about Topia (which was surprisingly often for such a small place), it

seemed to crystallize all the extremes associated with the rural North: natural beauty,

riches, remoteness and excessive danger.  A hub of drug traffic now, current smuggling

routes are laid over older ones, leftover from the days of bootlegging and guns.  Articles

                                                  
37 In Mexico, freshman schoolteachers (male) are sent out to remote places.  They are thought to be slightly
namby pamby alongside the rough locals, to drink a lot and to get homesick.
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about Topia in the Durango newspaper invariably deal with bloody crimes.38  Guillermo

and Tere both told me that Topia had become much more dangerous in recent years

because the big silver mine (Penoles) had closed and there was no longer any way for

people to make a living.  When I went home and Googled “Topia,” it took me to the

obituaries of a Las Vegas newspaper (several entries).  Apparently Topienses migrate to

Vegas.

Staying in Topia at Christmastime with Guillermo’s family was fairly exciting.

You need a Jeep or truck to drive there (regular cars can’t make it on the rough dirt road)

or you can fly (there’s a landing strip).  Jack and I rode with Guillermo in an old Jeep

laden with presents for the kids.  After the highway ended it took about six hours on dirt

roads.  We passed trucks hauling huge logs and were stopped often by both the army and

the federal police--apparently looking for guns and drugs.  I saw blond-haired children

playing by the roadside and remembered one of Pobresor Jorge’s frequently-dubious

facts: people of this region are of French ancestry.

Guillermo’s father, Don Epimenio, was an old man, the unmistakable patriarch

among many generations and was treated with respect.  He gave treats to the children,

while his wife, full of life and energy, fussed over his food (I couldn’t help but think of

Marlon Brando in the Godfather).  I occupied the “dazed, tongue-tied foreigner” slot and

he didn’t pay me much notice.  Going out on the street was like being in a movie (it

seemed as real a Wild West as I could imagine) although as far as I know none had

                                                  
38 From my notes 3/6/97: Yesterday (reported in the paper) there was a bloody double murder where one
father and son team killed another father and son over what they said was a longstanding feud. And today a
piece about a working guy who was cutting down some trees and fell on the blades of some kind of
automatic saw and was hacked to bits in front of his coworkers who were unable to help since he died
instantaneously.
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actually been shot there (“too remote”).  A town of armed, squinty-eyed Clint Eastwoods

in a mist.  Colonial architecture mixed with cheap, concrete box houses. Videos, cassettes

(heavy on the narcocorridos39) and candy in the stores. Electricity only on during certain

hours.  Picturesque burros tied up here and there.  Trees lush and heavy with fruit.

Guillermo said that’s how the marijuana plants grow too, fast and healthy. The altitude is

the key.

Don Epimenio and his son Pedro (Guillermo’s brother, the one who stayed in

Topia to help manage the mine) were giving out Christmas bonuses (aguinaldos) to their

workers.  One by one the workers approached the desk (guarded by an armed man in

fringe) to pay their respects and receive a wad of cash.  That night we heard gunshots and

in the morning found out that one worker had to be flown to Culiacán to the hospital after

a drunken fight broke out and he’d been shot.  Don Epimenio had arranged for the flight.

I wondered if he was going to make the guy pay him back but couldn’t ask.  They all

seemed sanguine about it.  I think I detected faint amusement on the part of Don

Epimenio that we were impressed.

The film director Juan Antonio de la Riva comes from a remote village in the

Durango sierra not unlike Topia, called San Miguel de Cruces.  When Guillermo saw de

la Riva’s Pueblo de Madera he couldn’t believe it.  “That’s my town, I know all those

people . . . He got it 100% right.”  When I visited de la Riva in Mexico City I told him

what Guillermo had said.  He said that people approach him all the time, people from the

provinces, to tell him that same thing.

                                                  
39 Traditional songs—corridos—about drug trafficking.  See Wald.
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When I saw Guillermo again in 2002 in Durango, he’d married his childhood

sweetheart from Topia and they had two babies.  His business was growing slowly but he

was under a lot of stress (lo stress—a “global” word).  The family had sold the mine and

no one in his family lived in Topia anymore, too dangerous.  What happened?  Brother

had been kidnapped. They’d paid, and it was okay now, but very traumatic.  They know

who was behind it but what could they do?  The children had to practically pry their

father away from Topia.  He had spent his whole life there and didn’t want to leave.

Finally they’d convinced him of the grave danger and he was now living with one of his

daughters (a lawyer) in Guadalajara.40

“TEMP” TALE: Elliot Lutz. A strange coincidence occurred one summer (1998)

when I was working as a temporary secretary at a bank in Philadelphia.  My boss in

Mergers and Acquisitions was Elliot Lutz.  He liked going to Disney World for vacations

even before he had kids and he would always send me to Barnes and Noble to buy extra

copies of The Art of War by Sun Tzu so he could give them out to clients.  He turned out

to have been to Durango, stayed at the Hotel Gobernador, and engineered the purchase,

by an American corporation, of a large, Mexican paper company (lots of timber in

Durango but it’s going fast).   Lutz wasn’t impressed by the place.  “A lot of people say

the North isn’t the real Mexico anyway.”

ORIGIN MYTH

The Durango Production Guide, published by the State of Durango and available

through the Dirección, narrates the dawn of cinema in Durango this way:
                                                  
40 This real-life storyline about a father reluctant to acknowledge the danger and leave, resonates with de la
Riva’s filmed stories about life in the sierra, in this case especially El gavilán de la sierra (2000), see
Chapter 6.
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In 1954 a production designer named Jack Smith was flying over Durango
scouting for Western locations when he discovered a beautiful landscape.  After a
closer inspection he decided to camp next to the hacienda de Ferreria de Flores.
Soon after, the crew from 20th Century Fox arrived and the shooting of “White
Feather” began.  That day, July 20th, is considered as the beginning of the movie
industry in Durango.41

A beautiful landscape just sitting there like Lana Turner in Schwab’s.  And “Jack

Smith”—could this alleged discoverer have had a more perfectly generic gringo name?

And looking down from a plane?  On top of that, one can’t even think the words “20th

Century Fox” without hearing the music (a recent Mexican Public TV documentary about

Durango uses that familiar theme in its opening frame42).

But I heard two other versions of that origin tale that do make reference to the

existence of local, human participation.  Both pit Durango against the neighboring

northern state of Chihuahua in a contest to become Tierra del Cine for Westerns.   One

has the above-mentioned Mr. Smith stopping first in Chihuahua and being very rudely

treated before coming to Durango where he was won over by the beauty of its landscape

and the friendliness and good character of its people.

The other story comes from Pepe Velásquez, royalty among Durango wranglers

and Alberto Tejada’s best friend since childhood.  Velásquez attributes the history of

filmmaking in Durango entirely to local competence, namely his father Tito’s.   He says

what happened was that his father, a Durango cattleman, was in Mexico City on business.

He was in a hotel bar when he heard a drunken Chihuahuense making promises to Victor

41 Durango Production Guide, (Durango, Fondo de promoción turistica Durango, 2000).
42 Patiño Diaz, Eduardo.  Memoria viva de ciertos días; Durango, escenario del cine; los acontecimientos
que hicieron historia. TV Metropolitana S.A. de C.V. y Procciones Rayuela S.A. de C.V., Canal 22 México
(DF), 1998.
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Moreno, a wrangler from Hollywood.   Moreno needed 1500 cattle to coordinate a

stampede for the film he was working on: Sitting Bull.  The Chihuahuense couldn’t

deliver what he’d promised (hints here of sabotage), so one thing led to another and the

resourceful Velásquez, using his friends and word of mouth, got the 1500 head of cattle

organized and transported.

It was Tito’s competence, cleverness and the respect of his community that made

the project a success.  Not to mention a little something else which Pepe and others

identify as puro durangeño and has to do with being willing to bend the rules a bit and

with being a “natural” businessman.  The impression this feat made on Hollywood was

profound enough to set Durango up as a preferred Mexican location for Hollywood

Westerns.  In 1954 Tito Velásquez worked as head wrangler on both Sitting Bull and the

first “official” Durango Western: White Feather.  Tito’s son Pepe followed in his father’s

footsteps and grew up on Durango movie sets.

Pepe Velásquez’s curriculum vitae is a joint one with his father’s (“our

curriculum”), with a heading that reads “Our Filmography: ‘Tito’ Velásquez and ‘Pepe’

Velásquez.”   The use of nicknames (albeit in quotes) on a formal document bespeaks a

long working relationship with gringos and a difference in style between norteños and

people from other parts of Mexico.  Pepe’s real name is José María, and in a purely

Mexican business context, that is certainly the name he would have used.  It is the

particular combination of the kind of work (wrangler), the style of film (Western or other

popular action film), the regional style (norteño) and the audience for the resume

(transnational producers) that makes the use of “Pepe” appropriate.  The Velásquez

curriculum packs a punch as it lists 254 productions (movies, novelas, videos) from 1952
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to 2000-- essentially spanning the entire history of filmmaking in Durango.43  Pepe told

me that it is only since the 1980s that wranglers and stuntmen have been named in the

credits.

Pepe’s work in film production is an extension of his historical and ideological

place in the community.   His job titles  (and his father’s before him)--“Head Wrangler”

or “Livestock Coordinator,” and sometimes “Stunt Coordinator”--correspond to the

general social position Los Velásquez occupy in Durango as members of a fairly elite

ranchero family.   The work is appropriate to regional ideals of charismatic ranchero

masculinity, which emphasize a natural (unforced, god given) knowledge of the region

(including plants and animals), ability to lead and business acumen. The patron-client

relationship Pepe maintains with the workers on his land (and extended networks of word

of mouth) gets transposed to sites of production.  Pepe (and several others in similar

positions) mediate between the producers (oftentimes foreigners) and the country people

who have no phones.

Pepe puts out the word and the workers—stuntmen, extras, general

laborers—appear as if by magic.  Conjuring the necessary people and locations for a

particular production is considered a talent and a testament to a man’s experience and

good reputation.  Plus, the work itself is a physical test of the concrete skills needed to

actually coordinate stunts and action sequences--which happen to be the same as those

prized in everyday life.  Production offers a chance to show off and sometimes get badly

hurt.  Nerve is very important.

                                                  
43 See Appendix.
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The “origin tale” Pepe tells, then, is also his own origin tale, in which he places

himself (through his father) in a classic norteño role: rich enough to travel to the capital

“on business,” capable of operating in different circles, but an outsider, suspicious of city

ways and proud of it.  And, ultimately he’s able to triumph because of his superior status

as not only norteño, but duranguese, as well as authentically Mexican.  Pepe frequently

comes right out and says he dislikes and distrusts people from the South (“sureños”) and

this is just the natural way of things.44  He counts many famous producers and directors

among his friends and is proud that “they know who to come to when they need to get

something done.”

Alberto Tejada, my main contact from the Dirección, is also “second-generation”

when it comes to movie work in Durango.  His father was a driver and guide for the big

stars in the early days of Durango production.  Both Pepe and Alberto came of age on the

film sets in the 1960s and 1970s and dreamed of becoming filmmakers themselves.  In

the 70s, they and several other young men, including the director Juan Antonio de la Riva

(whose work I will look at closely in Chapter 6), were known as ocheros because they

made eight-millimeter films and achieved a certain amount of recognition by entering

work in the newly-organized experimental film festivals that were springing up all across

the country.  Alberto, the poet/artist, and Pepe, the man of action, remained friends and

made many plans for movies they wanted to put into production.

44 Claudio Lomnitz, writing about the ideology of the elite ranchero families in the Sierra Huasteca,
describes a situation equally applicable in Durango:  The liberal and anticlerical tradition of these families .
. . and the ranchero culture of individual courage and dexterity with guns and horses were combined into a
nationalist revolutionary ideology whose main formal characeristics were an anti-aristrocratic posture;
identification with the mestizo Mexican people . . . and valorization of self-made men and of the
possibilities that Mexico provides for this form of freedom (which is also understood as a freedom to
command, a freedom to create charismatic leadership, a freedom to do whatever one can get away with”
(1992, 191).
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PICTURE 16: ALBERTO’S FATHER IN GLASSES photo: Alberto Tejada

Alberto did finally direct (co-direct, actually) a feature length film—Leyendas de

Amor y Muerte (“Legends of Love and Death, ” 1991)—that was shown in Durango

when I was there (more about that in Chapter 5).  Whereas Alberto’s interest was in

acting and dialogue, Pepe’s obsession was always horses.  Mention a movie to Pepe and

he’ll know the inside scoop on the animals: “Audrey Hepburn is riding my mother’s

horse!” He can also tell you which actors can really ride.  James Caan is an excellent

horseman, apparently, while John Wayne, shockingly, was not.  One of the scripts Pepe

and Alberto had “in development” was a love story between two horses, on different

sides during the Revolution.  When I laughed, they protested: “Horses do fall in love you
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know!” For the film, Pepe said they would have to use two mares.  They use mares

almost exclusively in films because even geldings can cause trouble when “they forget

they’re geldings.”  Pepe, Alberto and their web of associates constitute one of the factions

that historically set the parameters for productions coming in to Durango.  But the

landscape of alliances, the ways of doing business, and the “demands of the market” are

changing.

STRANGE PATRIMONY

The logic of capitalism demands that everything get wrenched onto the plane of

the trading floor (or ebay). In the frenzied atmosphere of millennial capitalism, Durango

merchants scramble to keep up.  Part of this (“what it takes” to be a “businessman”)

entails guessing all the things that can be turned into products and then getting there first.

But it’s not as easy as it sounds. The floor in the back room of the Dirección is littered

with the mistakes of the past in the form of bundled brochures, brand new yet already

obsolete.  The newest frenzy around the office centers on eco-tourism and extreme sports.

What could lure these Mountain Bikers?  The quintessential figure of the brainstorming

ad man (embedded in the chronotope of 1950s America) has been updated and

transplanted--a different version of businessman from the cowboybusinessman--the

ingrained norteño persona.  Both can be found milling warily around the Office.

The Office of Tourism and Cinema is a hub of optimistic commodification.  One

category of “thing” they “have to offer” is “locations.” In a sort of ridiculously

illustrative example of postmodern logic, landscapes and vistas become resources in

themselves (cf. Greenblatt)—distinct from traditional industries like mining or timber in
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which something is actually extracted from the land.45  The first promotional brochure I

got from the Dirección lists (in Spanish and English, with pictures) “rivers, mountains,

plains, waterfalls, overlapped rocks, canyons, deserts, Western towns, World War II

town, high sierra, haciendas, bridge and railroad tunnel, John Wayne ranch . . .”

There is also a chronological list of movies: White Feather, Robber’s Roost, El

Tunel 6, and The Tall Men . . . on through Wagons East, Alondra (a telenovela), First

Knight, and Zorro.  A note at the bottom of the list beckons: “Your movie might be in

this list.” Litanies of names, too: Stella Stevens, Max Von Sydow, Ringo Starr, Robert

Mitchum, Pedro Armendáriz, and, of course, John Wayne, become fiercely guarded,

zealously updated piles of booty.

The lists stand in for normal narrative46 with each proper noun conjuring indexical

associations (rankable perhaps from “standard” to “cultural” and “personal”) as well as

piling up.  Whatever “story” (or picture) one fills in imaginatively is necessarily

fragmented.  The assortment of names and films is international and presented

democratically—that is with no separation between the highbrow and the cheesy.  All

qualify as “Cinema.”  By extension, this trick allows even a commercial for Pepcid

Complete to partake of some of the aura of solemnity and respect bestowed, through long

precedent, on the category Cinema.  The sheer number of films, as well as the incantatory

45 Initially you might think that this phenomenon might be an opportunity for a clever poor man, but as in
Zizek’s critique of the bad uses to which a simplistic reading of Deleuze has been put, “netocracy” is not a
replacement for capitalism, merely a new permutation--he discounts this notion of “freedom” as itself
ideology.  Similarly, the Comaroffs dismiss Carrier and Miller’s (1999) hope that “virtualism” may be a
“replacement for capitalism” by noting that that such a formulation “confuses cause and effect” (304, note
18).
46 Privileging action, as in Aristotle’s poetics, and with a beginning, middle and end, and various other
features (cf. Brooks, Rimmon-Kenan)
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pleasure in their recitation (either voiced or read silently in your head), grant authority

and drive home a history which can seem hard to believe (Paul Newman was here for six

months?).

These lists (of landscapes, movies, people) form the signifying bed of brochures,

websites and even the documentary made by Mexican public TV about Durango.  The

most frequently-repeated narrative nugget is that it was the primary visual power of the

landscapes (paisajes) that made Durango’s movie history inevitable.  That, and the

magical light.  (Durango’s governor, Angel Sergio Guerrero Mier wrote a “Message” (in

English) introducing the 2001 Durango Production Guide: “In Durango the intensity and

brightness of our sunlight, our wonderful blue sky and awesome sunrises and sunsets

make the perfect background for any shoot . . .”)

One activity conducted within the Dirección is to add to its list of productions.

The main way to do this, of course, is through successful marketing and promotion.

Another way is through historical research and recuperation.  They are always on the

lookout for movies that were filmed, even partially, in Durango but are not on their list

because the (darn) producers didn’t go through the proper channels!  Recently, True Grit

was triumphantly scuttled into the chronology.

Eating with Alberto and Jack at La Fogata, a fairly swank steak restaurant

catering to local businessmen, the menu and decor are a symphony of structural elements

of steak and the steak-related.  There are baked potatoes, hot peppers, grilled onions,

pictures of cows, pictures of cowboys, movie posters, guns, tequila, cigars, swinging

doors—practically everything one could sell under the brand name “Durango.”
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An old musician is there, singing corridos from table to table.  One table is

ordering song after song--to the singer’s good fortune since he gets ten pesos per.  The

client is some kind of professor (his friends call him Professor) writing down the words

to the traditional songs of Durango and marvelling performatively at some of the

variations he is finding (“Incredible!”).  He is particularly interested in the corridos from

Santiago Papasquiaro—a town in the mountains known for timber, a bloody

revolutionary history and now drug traffic (also Rita Hayworth).

Once something is made into a thing, it is a short rhetorical leap to “patrimony” or

“culture.” These words are used a lot, and frequently mean the same thing.  And even

though “patrimony” generally refers to the saved-up material and cultural riches of the

nation (oil, murals, corridos, Rita Hayworth, cinema47), it is also, increasingly,

transposed to region, state,48 town, and even family.  A sign above the entrance to a mine

in Topia, Guillermo’s remote village in the Sierra Madre of Durango, reads: Tu Trabajo

es Patrimonio de Tus Familiares (“Your labor is the patrimony of your

family”).“Patrimony” adds an element of righteousness to what might otherwise seem

greedy or empty of meaning.

                                                  
47 Movies have long been equated with nationalism in Mexico and institutionalized as “patrimony.”  This
way of thinking was solidified during the “Golden Age” (late 1930s through early 50s) but persists.  For
example, “El Cine Nacional Patrimonio de México,” in Excelsior, 22 August 1945, p. 13—cited by Seth
Fein and elaborated in chapter 5 of his dissertation.
48 See Lomnitz-Adler (1992) and Alonso (1995) for discussions of the surpassing importance of regional
identity in Mexico, particularly in the North.
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PICTURE 17: MINE ENTRANCE: Tu Trabajo es Patrimonio de tus
Familiares

 “Patrimony” has historically been a charged word in Mexico, with whatever it is

referring to, usually being imperiled by the proximity of the greedy USA.   Perhaps the

use of the word in non-nationalist contexts ushers it gently into the zone of the

residual—an ideological “fade-out.”  In the Dirreccion, the word was used to refer to

“anecdotes” about movie production, thus likening them to gold (and negating the sense

of an “anecdote” as light and fleeting).   One of Alberto’s works-in-progress for as long

as I knew him was a book of anecdotes about moviemaking in Durango.  He guarded his

anecdotes and dealt them out to me (first verbally, then in xerox) like treats for spending

what often felt like interminable hours with him.  He labored over the anecdotes, typing

them over and over (in courier, on a typewriter), editing them slightly, hiding them in
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different drawers.  Since his death there are arguments (among widows, friends and

officials) over who owns the anecdotes.  Although Alberto never published them, he did

publish a book of just data (“datos” [humbly]) a record of the films made in Durango

with lists of cast and crew and pictures. Alberto was very proud of that book and saw it as

a preliminary to the more complete one he had in progress.

It is not considered appropriate nowadays for anthropologists to use the word

“culture” to mean stuff.  Appadurai’s preference for the adjective “cultural” instead of the

noun “culture” sums it up nicely: “[C]ulture is not usefully regarded as a substance but is

better regarded as a dimension of phenomena, a dimension that attends to situated and

embodied difference.  Stressing the dimensionality of culture rather than its substantiality

permits our thinking of culture less as a property of individuals and groups and more as a

heuristic device that we can use to talk about difference” (1996, 13).  Yet, in local

Durango usage, both institutionally and on the street, there is no doubt that culture means

things.  In fact it is often the recognition of something as “culture” which “thingifies” it

as something of value, and this is generally thought of in a positive way (anecdotes

become like ruins).  Every town has its Casa de Cultura where art exhibits, concerts of

indigenous music, readings and lectures take place.  The more culture the better.49

When people use “patrimony” and “culture” almost interchangeably in everyday

conversation, there is frequently a gleeful traffic going on with the most nounish sense of

“culture.” This differs from the also-nounish, droning and dictatorial state usage of the

                                                  
49 Of course this use is not unique to Mexico, it’s probably the colloquial use of “culture” everywhere: “the
wife wants us to go to the ballet and get some culture,” “We’re going to Italy because they’ve got 70% of
the world’s culture,” etc.
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word.50  People know, for example, that “cinema” is a hallowed category in national

discourse, so the tactical, straight-faced use of that category to describe blatantly

commercial trash can be a maneuver.  In a different context, the same people laugh

deprecatingly about the “lowbrow” state of Durango cinema: “puro cine churro aqui en

Durango.”51 That distinction would be lost if we reject the thing “culture” to only talk

about the “cultural.”

Beyond this (and I will explore these ideas more later), there is the common-sense

objectification of people into recognizable categories, through words (drogadicto [“drug

addict”]), pictures (cowboy, businessman, clown), cultural uniforms (artist, intellectual,

clown) or some composite of these.  Mexico is a particularly rich arena for this kind of

categorization, as many authors have noted (cf. García-Canclini, Monsiváis).  The

labelled images in the children’s textbook of “rural family” and “urban family” are an

example of the way matter-of-fact visual stereotyping is widespread.

Once I went to a parade with Jorge—Zintia and Mabel’s uncle, a former

schoolteacher, the one who lived near that now-absent ferris wheel (“pobresor” he called

himself, a play on “profesor” mixed with “pobre” [poor]).  Jorge was my most

information-filled “informant,” supplying all manner of explanations and vocabulary

about regional customs and folkways.  At the parade, different categories of person

marched past behind the appropriate banner-label, punctuated by fierce-looking beauty

50 Bauman and Briggs (1990) discussion of “intertextual gaps” addresses the use of authoritative speech
genres by regular folk in various contexts, also deCerteau’s distinction between “strategies” and “tactics,”
in which tactics are the little manipulations that go on at the level of everyday practice.  A wonderful
example is found in Anna Tsing’s ethnography In the Realm of the Diamond Queen, where the
marginalized spirit medium is fluent in the same language as the loudspeakers mounted on poles in the
village which broadcast messages from the government.
51 Nothing but churros here in Durango.
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queens from different towns.  The categories included disabled kids from a church

orphanage, Alcoholics Anonymous and organized vegetarians.  “Not very anonymous,” I

tried to joke to Jorge about the alcoholics, but as usual he didn’t think I was funny.

Another time we were eating carnitas at a little open-air roadside restaurant.

Jorge, didactic as ever, was showing me the proper way to make a taco—salsa goes on

the tortilla first, then just a few pieces of meat, and voilá!—when two indigenous women

arrived and sat down to eat.  Jorge got excited on my behalf because I was an

Anthropologist and he dragged me over to them to ask what group they pertained to (the

experience must have been so mortifying that I blocked out their response).  Then he

taught me the words jerca and joda, which I dutifully wrote in my notebook, meaning all

their earthly goods: they walk for miles toting their jerca and joda.

Perhaps it is because we have become so wary of the objectifying gaze and of the

danger of stereotyping that there has been a passing over of local fascination and

practices involving images and emblematic (illustrative) characters (in Bakhtinian terms,

a “centripetal” force; clotting).   These logics and practices should not be looked past

simply because they are also what corporations and governments do (and what Marx

predicted would happen in late capitalism—animated things, thingified people).

The figures I became most fascinated by in Durango are cowboy and businessman

because they are (and have historically been) invoked as emblematic of the norteño

personality as well as being key characters in the entwined narratives of modernization

and progress.  They are particularly powerful fused (cowboybusinessman), which

corresponds to the classic ranchero persona, as in the most famous case of Pancho Villa.
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The seemingly “natural” linking of cowboy and businessman is at the core of ranchero

ideology in Mexico (Lomnitz-Adler 1992, Paredes 1977) as well as being a component of

“cattle cultures” generally speaking.  Many writers have addressed tendency of cattle-

centered societies to be relatively egalitarian and prone to capitalist economies.

Christopher Manes, for example, looking at cross-cultural surveys of “cattle cultures”

versus “agrarian cultures” points out that agrarian cultures tend to have myths “which

focus on gratitude for earth’s gifts” while “the cosmology of cattle emphasizes deal

making and the accumulation of wealth” (35).  Manes also notes the common etymology

of the words “chattel,” “capital” and “cattle.”  Several (central Mexican) indigenous

groups picture a particular kind of devil in cowboy garb: a pingo.  Linguists have

speculated that this word derives from finca, which means “ranch” and might also be the

origin of “gringo.”52

It is amid the cultural dominance of the cowboybusinessman and his derivations

that another representative “businessman” also circulates.   This one is less frequently

pictured as a human-shaped icon, although he is seen in hotel and airplane advertisements

as a line drawing carrying a briefcase and cell phone.   He is modern, technologically up-

to-date and wears a business suit, a figure free from notions of regional authenticity who

points outside, to the busy spaces of transnational commerce (Sassen), a figure of desire,

of mobility, of a potential “way out.”  His influence is evident in how people present and

describe themselves as well as in the numerous schools of “computacion” that have

recently sprung up all over Durango.  The cheaper of these schools are purely theoretical

since there are no actual computers there (my teenage friend Zintia was studying at one

of these).

                                                  
52 Brian Stross, personal communication.
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Pictured identities like cowboy and businessman circulate, drawing context-

specific cultural “matter” to them.  They are salient images in a local “pictorial

vernacular” (Mitchell 1994).   Following these man-shaped image-ideologies (be they

crusty, gelatinous or spectral) reveals a cultural configuration in which a chronology from

“backward” to “modern” is repeatedly assumed and then frustrated (rewind, play, rewind

play).  The context of movie production (actual and desired) creates a stage (actual sets

and well beyond), on which these types are frequently incarnated, with various degrees of

self-consciousness.  For example, the two most famoust churro actors in Durango film

history are Mario Almada and Hugo Stiglitz.  Their respective star personas correspond

loosely to these two characterizations of “businessman,” with Almada being the

consummate, regionally authentic cowboybusinessman, and Stiglitz the international

playboy.  As I explore at length in Chapter 4, these contrasting personae are important as

cultural touchstones that circulate and resonate in local imaginations.

The tension between cowboy style and globotechno business style is not only

regional but generational, and fraught with issues of masculinity.  I ask Pepe Velásquez

what he thinks of the younger generation of film directors and he is scathing,  “They

don’t direct.  They hunch over the video monitors.”  For Pepe, movies are action, and

action sequences require stunts and physical staging, as well as timing, courage and

actual life experience.  He cites Sam Peckinpah and Andrew MacLaren (director of later

John Wayne pictures) as well as Mexicans like Mario Almada and various members of

the dynastic de Anda filmmaking family, as examples of men he admires.
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Far and away, the person who Pepe says taught him the most is Chuck Roberson.

When he told me that, I nodded insecurely not having the vaguest clue who he was.

Later, I looked him up and found out he was a stunt man, bit actor and occasional second-

unit director.  He had consistently worked as John Wayne’s stunt double from the 1940s

on, having done stunts in a staggering 98 films.  He also had a fairly extensive acting

resume consisting of generic bit roles such as Miner Who Fights China’s Boyfriend,

Scalphunter, and Armed Guard.  Roberson is the kind of man who, in Pepe’s

constellation of things, looms large because he has nerve and real physical prowess.

Another reason Roberson might be important is a kind of symbolic corresondence

between Durango as a “stand in” “location” for the American West, and Roberson as a

stunt double for John Wayne.  Being an uncredited Old West location means only

insiders know it’s really you.  You don’t need fame or public recognition because you’re

secure in your own intrinsic power.  This conception of self articulates with the “old

school,” ranchero ideology Pepe identifies with as well as upholding the economic status

quo.

Changes in technology have affected the social aspects of production, actually

increasing the gulf between foreign producers and natives.  As in the macho, ranchero

culture, film production has been an arena in which mechanical ability, troubleshooting

and knowledge of horses are valued.   This has permitted a social sphere with some

semblance of mutual respect--again, with gender taking apparent precedence over class

and ethnicity, and admittedly screening a skewed economic reality in which it is the

(frequently foreign) producers who benefit the most.  And, in the olden days people drank

together, a fact that is mentioned so often that it must mean something.  More and more,

people are sober, sequestered, in a greater hurry, and have no clue what it means to work
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together to get a great shot.  As more and more is done with digital “special effects,” old

ways become increasingly the stuff of nostalgic reminiscence.

OFFICE OF TOURISM AND CINEMA #2

From 1996, when I first arrived at the Dirección, to 2002, my last visit, many

changes occurred—in personnel, in physical location and in the way business was

conducted.  The office had moved to a new building done up to resemble an “Old West”

clapboard barn.  In addition to the offices (on the second floor), the building now housed

a “Museum of Cinema,” consisting of old lights and camera equipment, assorted

memorabilia and a collection of “lobby cards” and posters of the movies filmed in

Durango.  The pictures were hung chronologically (with gaps, the collection was

incomplete) cutting a path through the building.  The museum was co-sponsored by the

local university and presented in the language of regional pride, the items displayed as

historic patrimony.  When I wandered in off the dusty street it was the week of the

feria.53  Since the “ turismo” people were busy orchestrating the many attractions of the

feria (an event for which they had worked all year), there was a skeleton staff, just the

deputy director and one office assistant.  The director, Carlos Miraño, would be there the

next day and I could see him then.

The other visitors that day were two young men, handsome college student

entrepreneurs, full of themselves and conferring quietly.  They wanted to borrow some of

the posters for props in a music video they were making.  This desire made perfect sense,

was utterly logical, to both the would-be directors and Juan Leza, the Deputy with whom

53 Many towns have ferias, week-long celebrations of the towns’ founding, with carnvial rides, concerts,
book sales, historical reenactments (Pancho Villa arriving by train, for example) and other attractions.  This
year was a celebration of Durango’s 439th anniversary.
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they were meeting.  The posters a) depicted movies and b) were beautiful and

nostalgically evocative, so of course they should be in the background of a sexy female

teenage singer.  This aesthetic imperative was the same as when teenage girls visiting the

old movie sets struck provocative poses for each other’s cameras on the porches of the

Old West buildings.   And while the old (residual) regional aesthetic continues to dictate

formal, even sternly “authentic” poses (like the rural Durango textbook family), you also

see this other thing cropping up more and more.  The best example was a whole-page

spread in the Sociales, of a local quinceañera girl from a prosperous family, perfectly

turned out like a soap opera actress, looking by turns melancholy (at a faux Old West

“grave” of the comedic actor John Candy who died in Durango) or smoldering--on the

steps of a “Saloon.”

Juan Leza and the young guys struck a deal and shook on it, then we all sat down

to watch a newly-produced promotional video about Durango.  I recognized some of the

same footage from earlier versions, but the Ennio Morricone spaghetti-Western music

had been replaced by a generic, driving rock score, which I suppose was meant to signal

Durango’s up-to-date-ness and state-of-the-art-ness and perhaps appeal to the Youth

Market.  It was ridiculously loud, incongruous and choppy, but when asked, I just said I

liked it.

Leza, the deputy, was friendly and accommodating to me.   He said I could come

in whenever I wanted, so I spent a couple of weeks going in and out.  Usually when I

arrived he’d be playing solitaire on the computer and smoking a Marlboro.  At the old

office they had only typewriters and word processors. Guadalupe, his administrative

assistant, was sweet.  She had just moved to Durango from Guadalajara and was living
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with her aunt. The old atmosphere of secrecy, mystery and “attitude” seemed to have

lifted.  Guadalupe gestured at the bookshelf full of three-ring binders and said I could

xerox anything I wanted.  And she’d answer any questions I had.  This scenario would

have been unthinkable within the old regime.

When I arrived the second day, Juan disappeared for a minute to see if the director

would see me.  He said that he would.  Juan and Guadalupe spoke to Señor Miraño very

deferentially, and although he greeted me cordially, he somehow conveyed that he was

doing me a favor. His striped cotton shirt was of high quality and perfectly pressed.  He

knew I had been close to Alberto Tejada and he expressed sorrow over Alberto’s death.

They had once been good friends but had slowly drifted apart, mainly because of

Alberto’s drinking problem.  So much potential lost.  It reminded him of his brother.

Carlos Miraño’s younger brother Edgar had been a promising filmmaker, also one of

Durango’s ocheros. He died very young, in his twenties.   I knew from other people in

town that the cause was a drug overdose.

Although I had yet to hear the exact circumstances of Alberto’s death, the general

murmuring implied that drugs had been the cause. The secretary from the old days,

Ermengilda, still worked at the Dirección and it was she who had informed me over the

phone that Alberto had died of “vicio” (drugs).  Pepe Velásquez is the person I would

need to see to find out about Alberto, but I hadn’t been able to get a hold of him.  Then I

found out he was in jail for some kind of cattle rustling, believe it or not.  Innocent and

set up by his enemies, apparently.  I visited him at the jail the following week (see

Chapter 5).
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Carlos Miraño professed no knowledge whatsoever about the cinema, only the

humble goal of doing what is best for Durango businesses, promoting tourism and

creating a positive environment for film production.  He is there merely as a facilitator,

he said.  He also told me that he was having trouble with one of Alberto’s widows over

ownership of the anecdotes.  These he was holding on to.  Several months later I talked to

Juan on the phone from Austin.  He told me Miraño had been replaced by a new director,

Teresa Meráz, and things were going very well—“HBO is here.”

I took Guadalupe up on her offer to peruse the three-ring binders.  Back when I

had spent a lot of time at the Dirección, under the old regime things were not so

organized.  The books on the shelves were mostly economic reports on tourism around

the state.   And there were redundant piles of “material” on cinema in Durango—the

familiar lists in different variations, sometimes more or less narrativized, in better or

worse translations, but essentially, the same thing.  In studying the lists, I had noticed that

whole years would pass with few or no films being made in Durango (Tejada 1999, see

Appendix), and I wondered about the day-to-day activities in the office.  The new array

of notebooks on the shelf seemed mysterious and promising.  Left alone in the office

while the staff went out to lunch, I opened them up.

THE BINDERS, OPTIMISM, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

The first information I encountered, taking up several binders, was a day-by-day

diary of the incoming calls and correspondence, what each item pertained to, and its

subsequent disposition. This information was then typed and tabulated, thus becoming

data, which in turn could enter into the commodity drama.  Comparisons were made from

month to month and year to year.  Graphs and charts were produced (a subtext to the
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information itself was a fascination with the possibilities of computer spreadsheet

programs).  Within this logic of production, in which any activity whatsoever is to be

desired, even the most informal phone call got typed into the database. In January 2002,

for example, there were 118 phone inquiries.  The inquiries broke down into the

following topics: feature films (12), commercials (23), TV series (2), TV programs (6),

video clips (6), videos (2), shorts (7), still photos (5), documentaries (7), promotionals

(1), and general information (47). The result being the bulky appearance of “product”

when, in fact, there was frequently nothing actually going on.

The substance of these solicitations varied-- things like a journalist from the

Hollywood Reporter wanting to find out information about the director Alfonso Arau, or

a documentary producer wanting to film the monarch butterflies, or Crossroads Film

Festival of Jackson Mississippi informing the office of their existence.  Mostly it

appeared to be people looking for other people’s names and numbers, with the Dirección

functioning as a clearinghouse, giving out the contacts as it saw fit, perhaps accruing

power from its go-between status.   Very few of these solicitations actually translated into

productions coming to film in Durango, but that crucial point was buried, becoming one

piece of data among many inside the impressive binders.

The audience, or market, for all this data was not global film producers but the

government, with the object being the perpetuation of the Dirección.  In addition to the

lists of films and people who have come to Durango, and to the respect accorded cinema

as a high-culture category and part of Durango’s patrimony, the binders full of statistics

can be spun as auguring a revitalization of cinema in Durango (a frequently cited hope)

and can also be impressively clunked down on a desk as “output” from the office.
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The remaining binders pertained to the activities of the “Durango Film

Commisison.”   This is a bit confusing, but The State Office of Tourism and Cinema (the

Dirección) is also, simultaneously,  “The Durango Film Commission.” The Durango Film

Commission is a branch of the National Film Commission in Mexico City

(CONAFILM).  Film commissions from various Mexican states are in contact and

competition54 with each other and have yearly conferences to share concerns and plan

strategies.55

The goals are the same as the Dirección’s ever were: to attract different kinds of

media business and promote tourism. What is new is the level of professionalization and

rationalization--the codified, high-tech nature of the business and the way the burden of

presentation is now so heavily on the “locations.”  The “locations” are expected to market

themselves and to operate according to set, rationalized rules.  For the first time, the

“exposure” a region gets when it serves as a location is seen to have a calculable pricetag.

International producers  (advertisers for Folgers, or Renault, for example) consult a

globe-spanning menu of film commissions to choose where they want to film.  They

evaluate each potential location in terms of how it “bids” on a job—what it can offer in

terms of free services, cheap labor and other things in exchange for the “exposure” and

“growth” the region will get.

54 On my most recent visit to the Dirección, in July 2002, the Director was smarting over several recent
coups by the state of Guanajuato, the most horrible being the choice by a big budget Pancho Villa biopic to
film in Guanajuato instead of Villa’s home state of Durango (HBO-produced movie, Australian director
(Bruce Beresford) and featuring Banderas, that ubiquitious Spaniard, in the title role).
55 The main shared concern, according the minutes of the 2001 convention, is pressuring the national
government to loosen the rules regarding filming in Mexico.
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This scenario reflects the general impact of internet sales on more traditional ways

of doing business (in which personal networks and human interaction count for much

more).  In the discursive world of the “film commissions” these developments are

narrated as advancements, both in terms of modern technology and in the ability to

“reach broader markets,” but for Durango, a region with fifty years experience as a

location honed through informal channels and maintained by charismatic, locally

powerful individuals like Pepe Velásquez, the new model is not necessarily so great.

The need to finesse a portrayal of Durango as an authentic location with a specific history

while also portraying it as a blank page-- “Your Name Here”-- has always been a part of

the marketing “challenge.”  The proportions of the presentation and its calibrations to

different audiences can be seen in the multiple versions of the brochures and website

copy.

The Mexican Film Commission differs from other film-related entities in the

capital in that its goals are explicitly economic.  It’s openly a lobbying organization

rather than an entity of the national government.  It’s not concerned with fomenting

cinema (“Culture”) from any particular artistic or nationalistic perspective, rather with its

financial potential and wants to “foster economic growth.”  Its language is that of

tourism, of global capitalism.   In 2000, for example, the National Film Commission

submitted a proposal to government officials outlining the economic potential of foreign

film production in Mexico and arguing for the lifting of various restrictions.56  The

proposal highlights a link between movie production and tourism and warns of the new

global competition Mexico faces for this business, saying that if restrictions are not lifted,

                                                  
56 “La Comisión Nacional de Filmaciones y La Industria Del Ausiovisual, Detonantes de Inversión de Gran
Impacto” 2000
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the money will go elsewhere.  Many statistics are invoked, including outrageous

estimates of how much particular productions have helped local economies.  For instance,

the proposal claims that the movie Titanic filmed in Baja California brought an

“estimated” 85 million dollars to the region.57  Left out of the report, of course, are (for

example) the protests by Baja California fishermen who claim practices associated with

production as well as the fact of the huge compound erected by the production virtually

wrecked their livelihood, hardly a positive impact on the local economy (Sekula 2002).

The Mexican Film Commission is, in turn, linked with commissions of other

countries, cities and states.  To be included in a particular network, the entity must pay

some kind of annual fee.  Paying the fee is the sole criterion for membership, so the

actual members can be anyone--cities, countries, states or even neighborhoods from all

over the globe (anyone can now have “patrimony”).   Members are then entitled to

participate in trade fairs (in Los Angeles, for instance) where they can pitch themselves to

potential producers in a global competition.  There are also newsletters, websites,

conventions and myriad other attendant trappings of this newly hot professional specialty.

The Association of Film Commissioners International (AFCI), for example, is one of

several major networks.  Their website (www.afci.org) explains:  “ . . . the AFCI has

expanded into a worldwide network of more than 300 commissions from 30 countries.

All are devoted to the business of facilitating on-location film and television production

activity which generates billions of dollars annually.”

                                                  
57 An exemplary newspaper article in this vein (there are many) is: “Genera industria fîlimica más de 890
millones” in Frontera, May 21, 2001, p. 13.
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A solicitation by the reality-TV series “Survivor,” sent to the Durango film

commission (and presumably to film commissions everywhere), is exemplary of how

business is conducted in this newer climate—its “challenges” in proper business speak.  I

quote the material at some length here.  It begins:

In the past three years SURVIVOR has become one of the most watched
television programs on earth.  It airs in 50 countries around the globe, and has
been called an ‘international phenomenon’.  We have successfully produced four
seasons of SURVIVOR and are constantly looking for possible locations for
future seasons.   Could your country be next?  We have assembled the following
so that you may see how your country can benefit from SURVIVOR taping in
your country . . .  If, after reading the following information, you have any
questions or would like to voice your interest in SURVIVOR coming to your
country, please contact us immediately.

The “Survivor” solicitation continues with descriptions of locations used for past

seasons-- Pulau Tiga, Malaysian Borneo; Queensland, Australia; Kenya Africa.   Their

aim is to show both the variety of places and the exciting “content” of each place.  Every

description lists the scariest flora, fauna and “cultural” life of the area.  For example:

The second installment of SURVIVOR stranded 16 Americans in the Australian
Outback; one of the world’s truly wildest places.  It featured dry and open land,
criss-crossed with deep rock canyons, thundering waterfalls and enormous
eucalyptus forests.  It is home to such wildlife as kangaroos, emus, wild pigs,
giant pythons, venomous snakes, crocodiles, wild horses, enormous spiders, large
goannas (lizards), and exotic bird life.  The environment was tough—deadly
creatures scampering about, scorching heat, little shade.  The Aboriginals have
survived out here for centuries simply by learning to adapt.  These elements
provided a stunningly beautiful and challenging backdrop for SURVIVOR 2: The
Australian Outback . . .

Then, the  “Survivor” solicitation states:

Once a country has determined it has an appropriate location, it can make itself
more attractive by offering the following: 1) Provide SEG, Inc. with cash or in
kind goods and services.  2) Provide some of the following goods and services at
no charge:  full-time location manager, executive surveys, financial incentives,
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customs and immigration exemptions, production office space, warehouse space,
vehicles, security . . . (the list goes on and on).

The material from “Survivor” serves as a concrete example of the changes the

Comaroffs refer to in the article on “millennial capitalism.” And, it stands as a

breathtakingly vulgar and presumptuous document, carrying storied gringo rudeness to a

whole new level.   Formerly tacit business arrangements, such as bribes, are made

explicit (“Provide SEG Inc. with cash .  .”), power relations are completely skewed in

favor of the outside, corporate shopper, while the so-called “rewards” for the “host” have

become much vaguer:  “may include but are not limited to: tourism impact; (utilization of

the) travel/hospitality industry; consumption of local services; (and) local employment.”

These potential benefits are listed even though the production has just asked to be given

all these local services for nothing.  And, as in the general information-sharing sessions

of the film commissions, outrageous statistics are cited, for example: “The Australian

Tourism Commission estimated the promotional value to Australia (of SURVIVOR) to

be in excess of 2.6 billion U.S. dollars.”

Behind closed doors voices are raised.  “Who do these people think we are?”

“John Wayne lived here.”  Another voice argues that this is the way of the future, like it

or not, and just think of the potential from tourism.  In the end, though, the “Survivor”

material gets holes punched in it and is placed in a large three-ring binder, thus becoming

an artifact.

In keeping with the general global trend toward privatization, the Dirección is not

the only game in town when it comes to attracting media business to Durango.  Upstarts,
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mobilizing their own credentials of local knowledge (a huge metacultural discourse with

Pancho Villa foiling General Pershing58 at its center), challenge the official purveyors of

information.  If none of these purveyors actually owns the waterfall (or rocky vista or

whatever it is), why should the state office have a monopoly on marketing it?  Perhaps

we really are in a new “netocracy” (cf. Zizek).  In addition, because the Director of the

Dirección is appointed by the governor, and political fortunes fluctuate, there are all sorts

of dormant, would-be powerbrokers (each with his own posse of underlings) waiting in

the wings.  Thus, the telenovela-like atmosphere in the office makes sense, with its

elaborate performances of secrecy and exclusion.  Of course only the Dirección, as a

government entity, can procure the necessary official services--like closing roads, getting

permits, or getting a prescribed menu of personnel on the set.  So it is to their advantage

to emphasize the many rules (and necessary stamps, seals, and documents), even though

the reality, way up there in Durango, might be rather more fluid.

It is the Mexican television productions, the telenovelas, which demand the most

elaborately “official” staging: from battalions of differently-uniformed emergency

personnel to a government censor.59   If a production is using guns or explosives of any

kind, the army must also be present.  A small, Swedish music video, on the other hand,

could come and go pretty much under the radar and it is the prospect of these smaller

productions, as well as schemes involving eco-tourism and family amusements, that have

pumped new life into the entrepeneurial hopes of local businessmen.

58 After Villa’s raid on Columbus, New Mexico in 1916, in which 17 Americans were killed, the US sent
troops into Mexico, led by General John (“Black Jack”) Pershing, to hunt Villa down (Katz:1998).  The
gringos marched in formation into the desert, unused to the heat and the rought landscape, they got thirsty
and disoriented and failed to find Villa.  Villa became even more of a folk hero in consequence.
59 See www.museum.tv/archives/etv/M/htmlM/mexico/mexico.htm for a comprehensive history of the
evolution of television in Mexico and its close ties with the state.
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UNA VEZ TENDREMOS ALAS (“ONE DAY WE WILL HAVE WINGS”)

They were shooting a telenovela-- Una Vez Tendremos Alas (1997, Televisa)60 at

“El Saltito”, a spectacular waterfall location just outside the city.  Apparently they had

once thrown a Volkswagen over the waterfall for a scene in Romancing The Stone (1983,

Robert Zemeckis).  I missed a spectactular stunt which happened the day before I visited

the set.  They had picked up a horse and rider with a crane and dropped them both into

the cascading waterfall.  At the bottom, the stuntman climbed out.  The horse did not.

They filmed a different horse getting out of the water.

Jack and I showed up the next day and met Chuy the stuntman, now wearing a

neckbrace and impressively cool about what he had done.  He posed for us in his

neckbrace.  Then Jack had the honor of being the first to spot the bloated horse carcass

bobbing along in the river and everyone gathered to look and point.

                                                  
60 Summary from www.almalatina.net/AlgunaVezTendremosAlas/AlgunaVezTendremosAlas.shtml: In a
bad area of Mexico City lives a young girl Ana Velásquez with her mother, sisters and her step-father
Rodolfo "the Cat" Suarez. In spite of living in the misery, of being a witness of the abuse of her mother by
her step-father, and of being herself a victim of the sexual harassment of Rodolfo, Ana is an optimistic,
hard working girl. In a good area very far from Ana lives the rich conductor of orchestra Guillermo Lamas.
Guillermo is married to a beautiful Isabel and has a daughter Alejandra. A lot of tragedies happen in Ana's
and Guillermo's lives. The guy with whom Ana falls in love, Nacho, dies in a plane crash. Suarez The Cat
and his buddies rob a bank. The Cat kills one of his buddies and Ana is a witness. The Cat supposedly dies,
Ana's mother becomes crazy and is locked up in a mental hospital, Ana's sisters are sent to an orphanage.
At the same time, Guillermo's wife is diagnosed with a leukemia and shortly after dies in a car crash. Ana
starts working as a governess of Alejandra, Guillermo's daughter, and falls in love with her patron.”  This is
a very standard plot for a novela, and this one (according to the assistant director and the publicity
materials) is a remake of one originally made in the 1960s in Argentina.
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PICTURE 18: TELENOVELA SHOOT
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PICTURE 19: DEAD HORSE (circled)
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PICTURE 20: STUNTMAN IN NECKBRACE

Televisa, the telenovela production company, has always had close ties with the

government, historically being heavily censored and controlled as a vehicle for cultural

education.  The government must not only approve the scripts but also sends an

emisssary to observe production to make sure no transgressions take place.  The tightness

of the state control has loosened in recent years (Televisa no longer is a complete

monopoly, it has a rival--TV Azteca), but the move to privatize has basically just meant

that Televisa has been“sold” from the public sector to government officials, now turned

investor-citizens.  Televisa remained, scandalously, controlled by the Salinas family,

even as former President Carlos Salinas was exiled to Ireland and his older brother Raúl

was in jail.  During this dramatic political hubbub, Televisa’s rival, TV Azteca, released a
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telenovela Nada Personal ---a thinly disguised saga of Salinas-era corruption (then in

progress) and a watershed moment in the formerly apolitical content of novelas.

Present at the shoot were the requisite variety of officials and emergency

personnel, all recognizable in their particular “uniforms:” young Mexico City Televisa

production people in their yellow jackets and fashionable shoes, "security" people,

consisting of 5 or 6 armed locals--taciturn youngsters, seemingly straight from the

rancho--led by a loquacious and unsavory old codger who spoke a kind of mobster

English and had lived in Chicago, Dallas, Houston, San Antonio and Los Angeles. Then

there were the Red Cross, the Green Angels (a highway rescue group), a sinister blond

Secretario of Culture from Monterrey, a helicopter pilot, Alberto and Chuy from the

Dirección, and an assortment of older, ranchero-looking men commenting on the goings

on and drinking coffee (brewed, for a welcome change).

At one point the Secretario’s assistant approached me and asked for my camera.

He took the film, worried (I assume) over the documentation of the dead horse.  He didn’t

know that I had finished that roll and just put in a new one, so the “dead horse” was still

in my possession.  Later someone told me that Pepe Velásquez had once tried

(unsuccessfully) to extort money from Televisa using a photo he’d taken of a dead horse.

I asked Alberto later about the dead horse incident and he told me they’d purposely used

a horse that was going to die anyway.  I think that was a joke.  During the long day of

production, the crew amused themselves playing cards and catching scorpions from under

the rocks.  One production assistant ended up with an impressive jar full.
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HOTELIER P.O.V.

Five years later . . . In the summer of 2002 I sat with Fidel Saavedra at a table in

the hotel restaurant he managed (a “superfolklorico” colonial Posada,).  I was visiting

Durango after having been gone for two years.  I met him by chance at the restaurant and

we began talking.  He was interested in my project because he had previously worked

doing administration and accounting for several productions in Durango including

Wagons East—very sad, poor John Candy (who died during the shoot).

He told me part of the blame for the decline of film production in Durango must

go to the current Dirección, which abuses its power and doesn’t keep up the sets. They

extort extra money from foreign productions and pilfer doors and fittings (for example)

from the sets that are left, so that when producers return they are shocked at the decay.

The most egregious case is “Los Alamos,” the “World War II Town” built for Fat Man

and Little Boy.  Fidel confided that a prominent (discreetly unnamed) North American

film producer had complained to him explicitly about this problem.

I had visited the “Los Alamos” set two years earlier with Alberto and Chuy and

was struck by its “ghost town” quality--eerie proof that something had once happened

there.  It was precisely the forlorn, semi-ruined status of the place (so lamented by Fidel)

that made it deeply poignant in some way.   The elaborate town had been built by local

labor and just left there by the film’s producers.  “Twenty million dollar budget” Alberto

told me.  So far, it hadn’t been used by any other production and was deserted except for

a caretaker, Don Adolfo, who lived in a house nearby and was in the marginal employ of

the Dirección.  When we visited, he bustled out to greet us and chatted with Alberto

about the snakes, scorpions and bad teenagers he had seen, pointing out their effluvia in
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the shape of graffiti and broken bottles.  Some of the buildings were in dangerously bad

shape, he said (and that was then).

Although they are commonly coveted as potential “tourist destinations,” the

possible “value” of the sets as ruins remains unnoticed by their keepers, steeped as they

are in the aesthetics of the spanking new.  My own imagination/habitus, on the other

hand, well schooled by the codes of only the finest advertising, appreciates the appeal of

broken-in jeans and the exquisite jarring produced by an image of just-so obsolescence.

Fidel, originally from Chihuahua, blamed the crumbling sets on the local

character.  He explained that the people in Durango are gente pila (“scavengers”) and that

ultimately, they have no vision for business possibilities, for the big picture (Coin-biting

Peasants). They want immediate gratification.  Although he’s never been outside Mexico

he thinks it would be an amazing idea to build a Mexican–style hacienda outside Chicago

as a high-end hotel and retreat.  From what he sees on TV and movies, the US doesn’t

have the elegant architecture one finds in Mexico.  We talked for a long time about hotels

and the current vogue for spa services.

Then, using the salt shakers, Fidel diagrammed the mafia-like atmosphere that

prevails in the Durango film world (“you’re in, or you’re out”).    His own place in this

constellation was presently “out” but previously “in.”  He was allied with a prominent,

local businessman, Sr. Uribe (the son of an old lumber family that also had ties to movie

production), who had bought and spruced up one of dilapidated “Old West” towns (sets)

on the outskirts of the city.  Uribe turned “Villa de Oeste” into a kind of family

amusement park, where you can eat, drink, wander and take pictures, while partaking of
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the magic of the Old West.  He’s having some success despite local cynicism.  Gleaming

with fresh paint, it is the opposite of Los Alamos.  I hung out with some hitchhiking

German tourists there one day and we drank beers in the saloon. 61

I had met Uribe before and had visited him at his office in Durango, which was

decorated with black and white pictures of his father and other important people getting

off planes next to factories and lumber camps.  I had asked him how filmmaking differed

from other kinds of business and he said not at all.  Exactly the same: put in the effort,

pay attention to detail, get the job done.  That’s it.

Fidel told me that recently, Uribe had found out that twelve productions might be

coming to Durango.  He closed Villa de Oeste to tourists in anticipation of heavy filming

but not one even visited his location because of the provincial, mafia-like attitude

exhibited by the Dirección.  Here he was, a guy with ambition, trying to do something

positive for the region by bringing it into the 21st century, and these other types

deliberately set out to thwart him.  Progress was being made however.  The amusement

park concept was going well and his website was working.  For example, the Swedish

rock band staying at the hotel would be shooting their video at Villa d’Oeste and had

come to Durango after visiting Uribe’s website.  Later I met the band and they invited me

to their shoot.  The theme of the video was a US-style teenage roadtrip in a souped up

Ford, with old gas pumps imported for the occasion and girls in halter tops.  They didn’t

even use the Old West town.  When I asked him, the lead singer told me he had liked the

pictures on the website and they thought it would be cool to go to Mexico.

61 A recent article by Ruth Ellen Gruber in The New York Times Sunday Travel section addresses the
popularity (and booming business) in Germany of Old West style theme parks, where people dress up and
interact in an appropriately pc approximation of Cowboys and Indians.
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PICTURE 21: SWEDISH MUSIC VIDEO SHOOT

Fidel’s contrast between aboveboard, businesslike Chihuahua and backward

Durango resonates with various historical depictions of the two neighboring northern

states.  It also fits into a widespread practice of accusing other people of being hicks.

While the whole North is considered volatile and barbaric when opposed to the South (in

dominant discourse which comes from Central/South Mexico), within the North, not

surprisingly, there are finer distinctions.  Chihuahua, historically much richer, is known

for its bankers and businessmen, its “law and order” mentality and its ideological and

geographical proximity to the US.  It is the birthplace of the PAN, the party to which

Mexico’s current president Vicente Fox belongs.  Durango, on the other hand, is
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considered less predictable and more radical politically, full of bandits and a particular

kind of rural craftiness.

PANCHO VILLA, DOROTEO ARANGO

Although I address the enduring power of the myth and image of Pancho Villa at

various points throughout this dissertation, a few points should be made now.  First, the

figure of Villa is ubiquitous in Durango.  The interpretation of Villa’s character as

profoundly Duranguese is a major part of an intimately-felt regional identity. The fact

that Villa’s real name was DORoteo ARANGO is spoken of as significant, and candles

with his image on them are sold in the market alongside those with saints. Wherever he

went and whatever he did pertained to Durango.  In Durango, his image means Durango.

Proof:  In the Durango Production Guide from 2000, under the heading “Brief

History of Cinematography in Durango” (before the story about Jack Smith in his

helicopter), there is the following paragraph:

When the Mexican Revolution started in 1910 the filmmaker Raoul Walsh shot
the battles of the General Francisco Villa.  These scenes were included in the
movie “The Life of Villa” produced by D.W. Griffith and Directed by Christy
Cabane in 1912.  Hollywood discovered Durango in the middle of the XX
century” (9).62

This paragraph would make no sense to someone who did not know the extent to

which, according to local meaning, Villa is synonymous with Durango.  If he was

involved in filmmaking, even if it did not occur on Durango soil, it still part of Durango’s

film history, its patrimony.  The fact that this belief slipped itself into a brochure meant to
                                                  
62 Raoul Walsh was an actor back then, and played the role of the young Villa with Villa as himself in the
older role (Orellana).
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attract foreign filmmakers is a happy mistake because it is a moment in which

commonsense/habitual meaning is explicitly articulated.

Second, the Villa myth-image has served as an illustrative battleground for the

longstanding rivalry between Durango and Chihuahua since both states lay claim to being

his home territory (he was born in Durango but spent much of his later life in

Chihuahua).  Villa’s personality was complex, contradictory and notoriously difficult for

the post-revolutionary regime—let alone any one state--to pin down and recuperate

(Katz, O’Malley).  In the context of the states’ rivalry for the Villa legacy, they outline

their distinct visions of regional identity.

Finally, in the nationally disseminated picture of Mexico (for example in the post-

Revolutionary explosion of national art including the murals), the image of Villa serves

as a hieroglyph for an undifferentiated “North.”  Villa was the last of the Revolutionary

heroes to be officially recognized by the state, the last to be inducted (and the least

successfully) into what Ilene O’Malley calls the “hagiography of the regime” (O’Malley,

42).

The chronotope of the Revolution seems never to be far from peoples’

imagination of the region, be they natives or outsiders.  The mise en scène of the

Revolution—guns, horses, trains--can segue into other battles, before or after.  Part of

this has to do with the blurriness behind the labelly obviousness of genre.
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SCOUTING

I was sitting around the Dirección one day with Chuy and Alberto when they got

a call from some US producers who wanted to make a historical drama about the “St.

Patrick’s Battalion”--a group of US Army deserters, the majority of them Irish

immigrants, who fought valiantly as a Mexican Army unit during the Mexican War of

1846.  They deserted after being treated like dirt in the USA and finding common ground

with the also-Catholic Mexicans they were sent to invade.  A great story.63  But the point

here is, they needed a train and they needed one now.64  Alberto said he knew of one in

the lumber-mill town of El Salto, and I could go with him and Chuy to check it out.

Ermengilda, the mean secretary who had (quite rightly) pegged Alberto as an

excessive practitioner of la perruque,65 folded her arms and smirked as we left the office.

Samuel (“el gordo”) puffed out after us, wanting to be dropped off in Vicente Guerrero, a

town along the way.  As we bounced out of town in the pickup, Alberto and Chuy

pointed out the “locations” including a rock formation that looked like a big pipe organ:

“los organos.”

63 See Stevens.  The movie they eventually made was One Man’s Hero (Lance Hool, 1999) starring Tom
Berenger.
64 A recent Uruguayan movie deals directly with Hollywood’s interest in acquiring old trains: El Ultimo
Tren (The Last Train)  (Diego Arsuaga, 2002)  The synopsis on the film’s website reads: “Hollywood
producers decide to purchase an antique locomotive in Uruguay. While the news is welcomed by many
locals, members of the "Friends of the Railroad Association" are not happy and decide to sabotage the sale
by obstructing its transfer to the U.S. They seize the train and embark upon a trip throughout the
countryside. Their action causes a police pursuit and inadvertently brings hope to a community abondoned
when the train stopped running many years ago”
(http://www.maverickentertainment.cc/filmdetail.php?ProductID=68),
65 As explained de Certeau, it’s the everyday tactic (in French “the wig”) of using your job to further your
own projects, including taking pencils, doing errands, xeroxing or simply daydreaming.
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El Salto turned out to be another rough-looking (real life) Old-Westish town, built

on a hillside with alpine-style houses and other wooden structures all emitting curling

smoke from their chimneys.  With virtually no trees (all of them having been cut down),

snaking mud streets and a lot of bustling activity, it reminded me of an anthill.  Chuy told

me El Salto is a business town for the lumber industry and also a hub for drug smugglers.

At the bottom of a muddy gully on a short stretch of track we arrived at two old steam

engines, both rusty-looking and ancient. Don Paco, the “contact person,” hobbled up on a

cane and assured Alberto he could make them run, that he had before.  The problem was

that it would cost something to fix them up and there was little chance either one could

pull the twelve other cars that the producers had specified.  Nonetheless, Alberto took

some video of the very immobile trains, which struck me as funny,66 while Chuy stood

somewhat prissily out of the mud.

                                                  
66 Normally trains would be thought of as moving and tracing maps, Here, we were moving on our
“scouting” journey based on the whereabouts of immobile trains, which, as objects, symbolize “history.”
Walking around the trains, filming them with a video camera rather than a still camera, literalized what
seemed abstractly odd.  This is why I thought it was funny.
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PICTURE 22: SCOUTING FOR TRAIN IN EL SALTO
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PICTURE 23: ALBERTO FILMING IMMOBILE TRAIN IN EL SALTO

I inquired several times over the next few weeks about what the producers

thought of the train, but Alberto never really answered me, perhaps because the producers

never really answered him.  There would be many of these sorts of beginnings whose

outcomes would just trail off . . .  Cigarette?  All over, promising narrative leads pile up.

Doors open to (perhaps the illusion of?) frozen tableaux like Jaime and Gela all dressed

up in their real estate office, waiting for clients that never appear.

The preceding ethnographic ramble attempts to demonstrate how a disappearing

object cuts a path. Whether it is actually disappearing—as in glimpsed in motion as it

disappears around a corner—or truly absent (dead) is a good question.  Or it could be

morphing into something else.  It is difficult to keep focused on one thing—“Cinema in
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Durango”-- because things keep merging with other things that they “naturally” go with.

The figure of the cowboy (often a recognizable cowboy actor, still wearing a hat) makes

the bridge.  For example, the Cine that Durango is Tierra del is  “obviously” the Western.

Yet Westerns are virtually no longer made.  In fact, “real” movies of any kind (as

opposed to shot-on-video rural crime dramas about drug trafficking [videohomes],

commercials or music videos) are virtually no longer being made.

But the fact that there is little to no actual cinema made in the land of cinema

these days doesn’t stop the Dirección from its everyday bustling and optimistic

marketing, oriented both to the future (Mountain Bikers) as well as to the past as it stokes

nostalgia for the old days.  The layers and currents of nostalgia are complicated; global

and local, and the air is thick with them.  Generic leakage into the everyday and back

again makes for an atmosphere both fertile and frustrated.
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Chapter 2

Pictures and Genre

In this brief chapter, I address the broad category of visual culture and its close

relationship to genre—in general as well as in the specific Durango context.  The

discussion here bears upon the question of local understanding of “cinema” since the

kinds of images that circulate in Durango’s “pictorial vernacular” are frequently

understood as metonyms of the Western genre as well as of regional, national and

international history and tradition. The first section is largely pictured.  The photographs I

include are meant as examples of a visual cultural logic I found to be salient in Durango:

what I call the “bossy picture.”  I look here at “simple” images of recognizable things,

things that are “obvious” and “self-evident,” and at the way these are made even more

excessively authoritarian and didactic by the inclusion of a labeled caption. These kinds

of images highlight the jumps that occur across the edges of image and language, and

certain ones seem to “repeat.”  Image-objects such as cowboys, guns, computers and

sunglasses become meaningful through repetition, and along paths more connotative than

denotative.  Yet, as nouns, they masquerade as simple, denotative labels.

Drawing on WJT Mitchell’s idea of “an everyday language of pictures” or

“pictorial vernacular” I focus on two particularly prevalent kinds of images--images with

actual, textual labels (“bossy images); and portraits (for which the proper name label is

implicit).  Both of these belong to a category Mitchell calls “metapictures” since,

although they are images, they are strongly linked with discourse (1994).  It is because
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they are located on the frontier between image and discourse that they illuminate the

differences in the way these different strands move and are understood.

SPECTACULAR VISUAL

It has become old hat to point out that we are now being inundated with more

images than ever before and that the speed and efficiency of their global transmission is

unprecedented.  The diabolical and seductive giant screen in Times Square is a

monument to this particular way of thinking about the power of “the visual” in the

contemporary world.  In this conceptualization, “the image” becomes inextricable from

“the new.”  It’s  always dissolving to make way for the next thing, with the clock ticking

off milliseconds and ratcheting up a generalized anxiety of obsolescence; right down

(from “consumer goods” and “world news”) to the mortality of the viewer on the street.67

But around the corners from these pulsing, homogenizing nerve centers are other,

more rusty and rustic spheres of visual traffic,68 made up of culturally specific pictorial

repertoires and practices.  While these vernacular realms of practice are open to the influx

of the new, and certainly potentially diabolical too, their rhythm, architecture and form

remain idiosyncratic and even mysterious.  That this “mysteriousness” should remain,

and even increase in proportion to the apparent obviousness or mundaneness of the

pictures exemplifies the “mood” of “millennial capitalism” (Comaroff and Comaroff).

                                                  
67 The indoor version of this is that channel on cable that shows what’s about come on . . . it’s probably the
same old thing, but what if it’s something really great?  People stare are made anxious by it.
68 In New York too, in fact in Times Square even.  By “rustic” I just mean super low tech like magazine
pictures scotch taped to walls or a cartload of religious statues pulled to market on a burro.
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Recognizing first that a pictorial sphere exists, and second that it’s important for

structuring the imagination brings us to the question of how to read/experience/sort/

frame/interpret/focus upon images.  This task is further complicated by the plan of

including the images in peoples’ heads, including the to-some-degree collective head

indexed by the word “cultural.”

Obviously, even the word(s) one chooses here are both charged and limiting.

Following Mitchell, I believe that there is a fundamental difference between images and

texts and that metaphors of reading as well as many semiotic approaches fail in the face

of the face.  Also, against the grain of looking for meaning and seeing images as symbols,

I try to postpone/displace that practice. The most important variable in this pursuit, it

seems to me, is time.  Even the most spatialized theories of imagery must reckon with

problem of their being experienced by people in the context of a particular moment (the

paradox of “psst interpellation,” the glittery “draw” of the material).  Other variables to

consider are motion, frame, reproduction, resemblance, and tangibility—whether they are

projected onto a screen or weighing several tons, like an equestrian statue.

BOSSY PICTURES

There is a long tradition in Mexico of a kind of iron-fisted visuality, where word

and image coexist in a frame, bullying each other in a sort of tautology, as well as the

viewer, by forming a statement you’re not supposed to argue with.  The best example of

this is the popular game Lotería, which consists of cards, each with an illustration and an

accompanying label: Mermaid, Umbrella, Drunk.
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PICTURE 24: LOTERÍA CARDS: MERMAID, UMBRELLA, DRUNK
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PICTURE 25: EL APACHE, EL NEGRITO

In the US, I think about the pictures of the alphabet that hang above blackboards

in elementary schools.  They tell you not only that “A” is for Apple, but that this is what

an apple looks like.  As a child I was disturbed by that little curvy squarish thing on the

upper right side of the apple--apparently the right way to denote its shiny roundness.

The most disturbing card in Lotería is the negrito which pictures a stereotypical

thick-lipped dandy.  And it’s true that it’s the logic and ideological power of this mode of

visuality that creates and maintains various categories including racial ones.  The casta

paintings of the colonial era were illustrations of the elaborate taxonomies of “racial”
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mixes defined by the government and subjected to different laws: what is an octaroon ?

Here’s one (Katzew).

The craze to categorize and label, to picture and control, has roots in repressive

authoritarian regimes: colonial, missionary, nationalist, positivist (cf. Hall).  This history

is at the root of why anthropologists have become wary of “the visual” and its metaphors.

For example James Clifford, writes: “Once cultures are no longer prefigured visually—as

objects, theaters, texts—it becomes possible to think of a cultural poetics that is an

interplay of voices, of positioned utterances.  In a discursive rather than a visual

paradigm, the dominant metaphors for ethnbography shift away from the observing eye

and toward expressive speech” (1986, 12).  Nestor García Canclini, too, equates the

“visual” with a particular kind of objectifying, touristic gaze:  “Culture becomes like

nature: a show: sunny beaches and Indian dances are regarded alike.  The past blends

with the present, people or stones—it’s all the same: a day of the Dead ceremony and a

Mayan pyramid are sets in which to be photographed” (1996, vii).

But what does one make of the way these practices are copied and taken up by

people of various levels of officialdom down to the most humble?  Throughout Mexican

popular culture, there is clearly a fascination with taxonomies, lists and rigid definitions.
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PICTURE 26: SHOP WINDOW WITH LIST OF SYMPTOMS
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The list of “locations,” used in the Dirección’s brochures was compiled based on

what had been used or built for past productions.  That set of items, in turn, was based on

the traditions and demands of the Western genre mediated by both the taste/interpretation

of the filmmaker(s) and what was locally available.  That kind of transposing, of shuttling

back and forth between language, objects, film and something like myth (the genre of the

Western in this case) becomes offhand creative practice and characteristic of Durango

cultural style.

Other pictures in this “bossy” lotería category are found in the newspaper; I’m

thinking particularly of the pages of mugshots in the Police (Policiaca) section, framed

faces of hapless guys with captions that read (for example): “For stealing his wife’s car,

Reynaldo Lopez Beltrán was put in Police custody.”  Or, “upon being surprised inhaling

thinner in public, Gerardo Victoria Leyva was remitted to Police custody.”

PICTURE 27: POLICIACA 1  ©La Voz de Durango. Used by permission.
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PICTURE 28: POLICIACA 2  ©El Sol de Durango. Used by permission.
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PICTURE 29: POLICIACA 3 ©El Sol de Durango. Used by permission.
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PICTURE 30: POLICIACA 4  ©La Voz de Durango. Used by permission.

These guys seem to have committed fairly minor crimes and are already caught.

So the pictures could be for humiliation or deterrence.  But they also serve as
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illustrations, in the form of a Lotería card, of what a criminal is (Sekula 1989).  Although

the label “criminal” is specified along with a proper name, this kind of picture invites

extrapolation to categories.  A very different display of crimes and criminals is the nota

roja, sensational crime newspapers devoted to showing the graphic gore of “serious”

crime scenes.  The relationship between these two types of display—mugshot of a face

versus graphic, in situ crime scene—is interesting in that in each case, a version of the

other kind of  picture is (perhaps) produced in the imagination.

These picture meet generic expectations—they are a known component of the

newspaper, as in “let’s check out the Policia page.”  This is a similar impulse to looking

at the Sociales (in which weddings and engagements and quinceañeras are announced).

Partly you’re scanning to see if you know or know of anyone, the other part is seeing who

the people are who are getting married or incarcerated, just to see their names and what

they look like and a vague something else. People like to comment about faces and

affects.  There is pleasure in definition: a debutante, a lesbian69, a burglar.

                                                  
69 One newspaper criminales photo I saw was woman with the caption “criminal lesbian” underneath.
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PICTURE 31: FROM SOCIALES ©El Sol de Durango. Used by permission.
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PORTRAITS

Another historical category and ongoing cultural taste is the portrait.   Stories

demand pictures as both illustrations and talismans.  Discourses and products have

person-shaped front men.  In Durango, nobody is bigger in the portrait department than

Villa  (except, perhaps, the Virgin of Guadalupe who lives most explicitly on the magical

edge of portrait and apparition).

In a later chapter I address the persistence of Villa in Durango culture and his

unique place in local film discourse.  Here, though I want to show his ongoing presence,

as portrait or hieroglyph, in the public spaces of Durango, and how these link, visually, to

centaur, movie cowboy and Marlboro man, as well as everyday cultural style.

PICTURE 32: BUMPER STICKER “TIERRA DE VILLA”
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PICTURE 33: PHOTO OF POLITICAL ORGANIZATION ©El Sol de
Durango. Used by permission.
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PICTURE 34: ORGANIZACIÓN CAMPESINA POPULAR INDEPENDIENTE
CENTAUROS DEL NORTE, WITH GIRLS WALKING BY
UNDERNEATH
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PICTURE 35: VILLA STATUES AND ALACRANES IN THE
MARKET
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PICTURE 36: VILLA SOAP
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PICTURE 37: FILM STILL FRAMED IN MUSEUM
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PICTURE 38: TRASH CAN OUTSIDE MUSEUM
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PICTURE 39: MURAL IN PALACIO DEL GOBIERNO OF VILLA, WITH
CARETAKER
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PICTURE 40:  MODERN MURAL IN HOTEL
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PICTURE 41: EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF VILLA IN GLORIETA AT
ENTRANCE TO THE CITY.70

                                                  
70 Its heaviness and hugeness didn’t keep it from actually being moved, from the middle of the road, where
it is here, to the side, where it was when I returned to Durango in 2002.  This, too, was “movement of an
image” – but of a far different order than the screen in Times Square.
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PICTURE 42: EQUESTRIAN STATUE BEHIND FENCE
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PICTURE 43: PANCHO VILLA HARDWARE STORE
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PICTURE 44: PANCHO VILLA GARAGE
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TRANSITIONAL IMAGES (PART VILLA, PART SOMETHING ELSE):

PICTURE 45: CENTAURO PAPELERÍA, WITH GIRL WALKING
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PICTURE 46: WYOMING STICKER WITH REARING COWBOY IN
MEXICO
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PICTURE 47: COWBOY SILHOUETTES AT THE DIRECCIÓN
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PICTURE 48: AEROLINEAS CENTAURO, S.A.

There are some words, particularly proper names, which lend themselves to

image-like (map-like) scrutiny and interpretation.  The image of the Virgin of Guadalupe

is an extreme case, meant, according to many scholars, to be intrepreted through what the

historian Jacques Lafaye refers to as "indigenista hermeneutics."   This trend in

historiography, conducted largely by priests, sees Guadalupe's image as a divinely-

produced constellation of signs—an image-text--sent to instigate conversion of the Nahua

people.71  But this way of looking can be directed at a variety of cultural characters.

Pancho Villa’s real name was Doroteo Arango--Dor Ango--this is widely spoken of as

the ultimate proof that he belongs to the region—that he is Durango.  Claudio Lomnitz

71 Marin’s analysis the veil of Veronica and the special properties of the “miraculous portrait” is
illuminating.
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writes about the word secretario being interpreted in an analogous way:  “the people of

Tepoztlán insisted on linking the nature of the office of secretario with what they

considered the etymology of the word: he who keeps secrets” (1992, 25). Daniel Nugent,

as well, reports that in the Chihuahuan pueblo of Namiquipa, one of the elder statesmen

told him that the reason Mexico’s national politics are messed up is because there is a

Spaniard in charge—former Mexican president Miguel de la Madrid (33).   And Jorge,

my ex-schoolteacher friend, told me that the word gringo came about when Mexicans

wanted the green-uniformed US army to leave: “Green Go.”  In all these examples,

mysteries are solved on the material surface of the word.
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OTHER LABELS (BOSSY IMAGES)

PICTURE 49: ¿QUIERES ESTUDIAR COMPUTACIÓN?
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PICTURE 50: LA CASA DEL TE, WITH TEACUP PAINTING
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PICTURE 51: DR. SALVADOR MIJARES CARRASCO, OFTALMOLOGÍA Y
CIRUGÍA OCULAR, WITH EYE PAINTING
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PICTURE 52: DENTISTA WITH TOOTH
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PICTURE 53: RENTA DE MAQUINARIA PESADA
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PICTURE 54: HOSPITAL DE ANTEOJOS, WITH PAINTING

Some Mexican scholars with whom I discussed the prevalence of illustrative

“bossy images” reminded me of the still-high rate of illiteracy in Mexico, and said that

the pictures should be understood in that context.  However, even if they can be traced to

a utilitarian impulse, they cannot be reduced only to that.  For example, the beautiful

painting of the eye outside Dr. Salvador Mijares Carrasco’s office (see photo on page

151) might even be too anatomically correct to be easily recognizable as an “eye” to an

uneducated person.
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GENRE

The following meditation on the topic of genre is offered in the context of

Durango to show the potential power of genre and its relevance to understanding how

visual forms might travel in a cultural imagination—how it makes maps.  I am also

concerned with the inherent redundancy of the concept of “hybridity.”  If a certain level

of hybridity is a given, what becomes interesting next are questions of which parts of the

broad filmmaking enterprise are hybridized and, with what.  These questions pop out in

particularly vivid relief, partially because of an ingrained (“traditional”) cultural

ambience obsessed with authenticity and the pleasure of definition.   Illustrative pictures

(labels) have taken on a life of their own and become part of a cultural style.  Deployed

on the cultural stage, they are like genres in discourse—relay points on a map.  Genre is

particularly important in Durango because of the kinds of films for which it is known are

genre films—Westerns and churros.

Raising the question of genre immediately provokes more questions: genres of

what?  What is meant by genre (since theories of genre are intimately bound to differing,

larger theorizations of language, discourse or culture)?  Why bring up genre anyway?

What use is it as a point of departure for anything?  It is an irritating topic because it has

no meaning in itself--without (for example) the answers to the questions above--yet there

is an urgency about resolving it explicitly (as in academic discourse) or implicitly, within

the experience of that something.  This is so for makers/producers as well as for

readers/audiences and depends on the untenability of those two categories in practice

(Barthes). The projects of doing and defining are parallel yet also entwined.
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Genre becomes visible in stories of funny mistakes, like the guy who went to an

avant-garde art show and stared seriously at a toppled-over trashcan as if it were art and

then wanted to buy it, when it was really a toppled over trashcan!  Or, generic

manipulations can be more studied, as in feminist readings of Beloved  as "theory" rather

than as a "novel."  What seems like a clean path into a definition of genre is to look at

jokes--jokes themselves as well as how they are theorized--because these are forms that

highlight the frames. The relationship between form and frame in a joke seems to parallel

the relation of genre to discourse and the inherent problems of any rules for

foreground/background or text/context divisions since they bleed into one another.  Jokes

seem clean here because they have beginnings and ends and are linked to cartoons, which

are nicely bounded in sequential squares. The objectification of forms in discourse, what

Bauman and Briggs call "entextualization" (1990, 73) corresponds to this

reflexive/metalinguistic property of genre—its inherent “picturedness.”  In Jakobson's

terms this corresponds to both the metalingual function of language, which makes

discourse its own topic; and also the poetic function, which draws attention to formal

composition (Briggs and Bauman 1990, 73).

But it is easy to see how this definition of genre has already slipped, into

understanding it as frame  or form, and how easily form slips into the idea of structure in

general (the existence of a system), or else the whole menu of structures (that is the

possible range of genres). This is transgressing the boundaries of genre   (or else building

it up into "super genre")  before even beginning the initial definitions and distinctions.

The invocation of anything specific puts that thing in the position of example  and thus

calls to mind the static classificatory structures associated with natural science.  Now
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genre is bleeding into culture, and style , and context  and a variety of other negotiated

(and often opposing) terms.  It is very difficult to keep in its box.

This very desire for containment, for clean entities to compare is the logic of

genre, its inherent ideology of purity.  It is the tension between an urgency about

finalization and an essential emptiness that drives both the ideology of genre and attempts

to theorize it—obviousness and its derailment.  Jokes and "their logic" slip into each

other as well as into other kinds of stories, poetic performances, artworks, and sadistic

trickeries, they are not "clean" at all, even as tidy black and white cartoons.  Just like the

guy who wanted to buy the trashcan, which is a situation based on mixing up art (gallery

display),  real life (trash), and joking(the humorous telling).

Discussions of genre always begin by differentiating between genres of genre,

which they then proceed to problematize. Todorov simultaneously acknowledges and

introduces his participation in this tradition when he writes: "Every theory of genres is

based on a hypothesis concerning the nature of literary works.  We must therefore begin

by presenting our own point of departure, even if subsequent efforts lead us to abandon

it" (19-my italics).  Todorov's statement illustrates how the problem of conceiving of

genre--of theorizing it--is tied to the question of how genres operate in practice or

discourse. Just as no work completely (and exclusively) embodies a generic ideal, no

theory of genre can wholly account for or predict the system, which is necessarily open.

Todorov sees the enterprise of defining genres as doomed to a certain amount of failure,

due to the "continual oscillation between the description of phenomena and abstract

theory"(7).
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One needs a beginning, even while knowing it will be negated, which reminds me

of an episode of NOVA (which I’m sure inspired the later film Memento [Christopher

Nolan, 2001] and the character of Dory in the kids’ movie Finding Nemo[Andrew

Stanton, Lee Unkrich, 2003]), which was about the brain and featured a person whose

memory was only five seconds long:  All the scientists were marveling over a diary they

had made the person keep, in which was written: "now . . . okay now is the beginning,

this is the first thing I can remem....now . . ." for pages and pages.   Beginning with genre

is beginning in the middle while pretending it is the beginning.72 And time becomes a key

element in the theorization of genres in discourse.

So, going back to the question of why to theorize genre.  The first reason is it's

unavoidable.  Todorov asserts that there can be no question of rejecting the notion of

genre, that any inquiry already begins in its midst: "It is the nature of language to move

within abstraction and within the 'generic.' . . . Any description of a text, by the very fact

that it is made by means of words, is a description of genre."  For Todorov, the

imperfection, openness  and contingency of genre (as a system) actually  guarantees its

survival (Todorov, 19).  Bauman and Briggs have noted that genre's close association

with order has prompted challenges not only to specific genres but to the whole

enterprise.  Romantics, linking genre to convention; feminists, linking genre to masculine

discourse; and scholars, having discovered "fake" genres which have entered into the

realm of the "traditional," have all sought, to various degrees to dispense with the notion

entirely.  But to paraphrase what Barthes said about narrative, genres are simply there,

like life itself.

72 See Leguin for discussion of how we live in the “middle.”
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Another use of genre, in the context of a discourse-centered approach to culture

(Hanks, Sherzer, Urban), would be that genres are mini-systems in the flow of discourse,

little rule-bound traffic controllers (cops, as Derrida says), material emissaries from an

abstract realm made accessible for empirical study.  They are bigger than words and

narratives but smaller than language.  Todorov posits genres as "those relay points by

which the work assumes a relation with the universe of literature" (8).  And, in addition

to being relay points linking a work with Todorov's synchronous idea of a "universe of

literature," they are, in a Bakhtinian formulation, relay points linking the present with the

past.73 As Bakhtin writes:

 "A genre is always the same and yet not the same, always old and new
simultaneously.  Genre is reborn and renewed at every new stage in the
development of literature and in every individual work of a given genre… A
genre lives in the present, but always remembers  its past, its beginning." (1984,
106)

In both formulations, genre is again in the middle, regulating the flow between

word and consciousness: the physical process of reading engenders dialogue between

voices, reading and answering.  Both the new and the already-there are amalgams of

voices themselves, "bringing to bear all past experience of the word to bear on the present

situation" (S. Stewart, 271).

One of Bakhtin's several definitions of genre is "an aggregate of the means for

seeing and conceptualizing reality" (quoted in Hanks, 676).  They are seen as both

authoritative prescriptions coming from without, and framing and ordering principles

coming from within--forms and frames.  Genres thus instantiate the tension which runs

                                                  
73 See Abrahams for a discussion of how the concept of genre is replacing the problematized notion of
"tradition" in folkloristics.
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through all Bakhtin's theory between centrifugal and centripetal forces (1983, 272).  In

his theorization of primary and secondary genres he theorizes the multi-layeredness of

genres, allowing for complex forms to contain many genres within them.  These genres

would be in dialogue and tension with each other but ultimately most in the service of the

most complex one; which, in his discussion is the novel  (1983, xxxii), but could also

work in the case of film.

Another key Bakhtinian concept which speaks to the relationship between

pictured worlds and words is chronotope, a theoretical construction for understanding the

inseparability of temporality and spatiality, the "intrinsic connectedness of temporal and

spatial relationships in literature" (1981, 84).  Both the primacy of the verbal and the

interconnectedness of chronotope with genre and utterance as well as with other

theoretical constructs are seen in the following definition: Chronotopes are the spatio-

temporal worlds projected by stories and which determine generic distinctions  (l981,

100, my emphasis). These are imaginary worlds, never collapsible with actual "reality

"(1983, 256), and like primary and secondary genres, they function both dialogically and

somewhat cannibalistically, in that there can be multiple chronotopes in a work which are

dialogically yet hierarchically related (1983, 252).

And further:

 Meanings . . . in order to enter our experience (which is social experience) . . .
must take on the form of a sign that is audible and visible for us (a hieroglyph, a
mathematical formula, a verbal or linguistic expression, a sketch, etc.).  Without
such temporal-spatial expression, even abstract thought is impossible.
Consequently, every entry into the sphere of meaning is accomplished only
through the gates of the chronotope. (1983, 258)
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Here arises a potential problem with a Bakhtinian approach to a (mostly) visual

form such as film.  It is apparent in the statement above that while there may be openings

in to pursue the differences between "a hieroglyph, a mathematical formula, a verbal or

linguistic expression, a sketch . ."  for him they are mutually translatable (there is no

remainder, no différance).

Following Bakhtin, Briggs and Bauman (l992) argue that genre is similar to

reported speech in that it is "quintessentially intertextual" (147).  This generic

intertextuality is central to negotiations of power since generic features foreground the

status of utterances as contextualizations of prior discourse.  Generic intertextuality is

also crucial for its ability to naturalize both texts and their represented worlds (148).  This

brings them to the notion of gaps: since the fit between a genre and a particular text is

never perfect and no two texts "of" the same genre are identical, there are, inevitably,

gaps; and their relative suppression or foregrounding has important effects.  They write:

texts framed in some genres attempt to achieve generic transparency by
minimizing the distance between texts and genres, thus rendering the discourse
maximally interpretable through the use of generic precedents.  This approach
sustains highly conservative, traditionalizing modes of creating textual authority.
On the other hand, maximizing and highlighting these intertextual gaps underlies
strategies for building authority through claims of individual creativity and
innovation . . . resistance to the hegemonic structures associated with established
genres, and other motives for distancing oneself from textual precedents" (149).

This formulation sets up possibilities for the complexities of transport and local

use of entextualized expressive forms in both the production and contestation of such key

categories as "tradition," "authenticity" and "identity."

In the essay "The Law of Genre," Derrida also shows how genre only seems like a

good beginning: "As soon as the word "genre" is sounded, as soon as it is heard, as soon
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as one attempts to conceive it, a limit is drawn.  And when a limit is established, norms

and interdictions are not far behind: "Do," "Do not" says "genre," the word "genre," the

figure, the voice, or the law  of genre" (52 [my italics]).

Genre, then, for Derrida, must be a policeman; a kind of idealized policeman. But

then comes his idea of the "figure": a strange line-drawing "illustrating" the concept of

"invagination" which is an explanation of how one might thwart the law of genre (show

its hidden madness).  Still later in the essay, the figure of the policeman morphs into a

beautiful policewoman --well, actually not a "woman," but "a figure, a 'silhouette,' and

not a representative" but the law herself, who is suddenly not only beautiful but

seemingly helpless [73].  This paradox of genre being at once rational and mad is also

noted by Bauman and Briggs, who write: "just as genre can create order and sense in a

text, it can render texts chaotic, fragmented and nonsensical" (1992, 149).  It is genre’s

link to the “nonsensical” that makes it most like a visual form (cf. Jameson, 1992).  Genre

can be spatial, voiced and figurative all at once, yet not wholly metaphoric or complete

ever.

Genre has a situational power based on its relentless in-the-middleness.  Invoking

genre allows the possibility of transgression in the guise of obedience. Looking at genre

is playing with fire, because looking is participating and genres are potent points of

ideology and power.  As Derrida says (I’m fairly sure), invoking it is to be sucked in, but

in snubbing genre you are sucked in all the same.
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HASTA EN LAS MEJORES FAMILIAS

As an example of what I saw as a widespread popular pleasure in genre in

general, in categorization and disruption, I turn to the television show, Hasta en las

mejores familias (“even in the best families”) starring Carmen Salinas.  I used to watch

the show in Texas before I went to Mexico.   Later, when I asked my friends in Mexico

about it, they couldn’t believe such an old show was still playing on Univision (the

Spanish language channel) in the US.  That chain of events is an inversion of the usual

narrative of obsolescence, in which the US is at the center of production, and countries

far afield have to make do with old re-runs of (for example) The Incredible Hulk.  As

Appadurai (among others) has noted, the cultural movements in a global world can be

complicated.

Hasta en las mejores familias is interesting for several aspects of its form and

content, so I will briefly discuss it here.  Before doing so, however I stress that I know

that the program is the staged brainchild of cynical programmers and well beyond

reactionary politically (much like its US counterparts in the daytime talk genre).  Thus, it

is in no way a transparent window into “culture.”  Nonetheless, it pulls to the surface

some implicit aspects of norteño ideology that I think bear upon the themes at hand.

The hostess of Hasta en las mejores familias is Carmen Salinas, a grandmotherly

norteña from Torreón who speaks in a salty yet not too vulgar street vernacular and

lectures the wayward contestant/guests on how they can improve themselves.  She is

familiar to audiences from her many appearances as a telenovela actress, often playing a

role similar to her hostess persona (she plays “herself”).  Her speech is full of diminutives

and mock sympathy for her targets (“Ay, Fernandito”).  Each show is choreographed
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around a different theme, such as “¡Agarra la honda y ponte a trabajar!” (“seize the

moment and get to work!”), an episode featuring two hardworking mothers saddled with

grown children who would rather study French or computers than work. ¡Agarra la

honda y ponte a trabajar! appears as a caption across the bottom of the screen as the

characters face the audience to tell their sides of the story.

That theme in particular highlights the overwhelming importance (in norteño

capitalist ideology) of being trabajadora (hard working) as opposed to flojote (lazy), and

the audience’s mob reaction is testament to the fun that gets made of someone who

presumes to do something as absurd—and inauthentic--as learn French.  Then the fact

that the same “bad” daughter did have a part-time job, as a receptionist, elicits even more

derisive laughter because that is not even real work.  What is bad in this scenario is not

speaking French or knowing computers, but trying (and failing), as gente trabajadora, to

step out of your box, to go beyond your place in society.

In “real life” Durango . . .  the same hegemonic voice used by the Carmen

Salinas character could be heard in many places, notably in the discourse of Doña

Carmela, who wanted her granddaughter Mabel to marry the old Texan (see Chapter 1).

In family discourse, Mabel, who was güera (fair), trabajadora (hardworking), and

melancholy was always contrasted favorably with the other granddaughter, Zintia, who

was morena (dark), floja (lazy), and gregarious.  Both girls lived in some dread of their

grandmother.  Doña Carmela was also very critical of the people on TV, always pointing

out how the actresses were getting old, and who did this or that person think they were?

She was also merciless to her son-in-law Jaime, the perfectly good mechanic who wanted

to be a real estate wheeler dealer.  Of course Amway was a scam.  What did he expect?
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My friend Alberto, the “artistic” (as opposed to “commercial”) filmmaker who

worked at the Direccíon, felt the melodramatic proliferation and amplification of this

particular voice in a horror movie kind of way, and his drinking made him even more

paranoid (“The hyenas!”).  He would withdraw from work and humanity in general,

sometimes for weeks on end.  Carlos Miraño, the director of the Dirección, because of his

long relationship with Alberto and because his late brother had also been an ochero,

didn’t fire Alberto.  Rather, he kept placing him on “probation” and giving him

ultimatums about seeking treatment, “or else.”

But back for a moment to the TV show.  Aside from the message, or

ideological “content” of Hasta en las mejores familias, the program is notable for its

form, for its insistence on an excessive, generic-yet-strange depiction of ordinary folk

that is authoritative, visual, and taxonomic, all at once.  Allow me to catalog some of the

show’s formal aspects.  As in US talk shows, there are the usual three elements: “guests”

onstage, the studio audience, and the hostess, Carmen Salinas.  And, there are some extra

features.  On the stage, behind the seated guests, a row of beefy “bodyguards,” clad in

tight black T-shirts emblazoned with their names (“JULIO”) and wearing aviator glasses

are displayed.  They resemble the federal drug police that drive around in SUVs.  They

are mute and always visible.  (Perhaps this is a theatrical reflection of the constant

visibility of the law [soldiers, police] in everyday contexts.)

The studio audience is visible behind Carmen Salinas.  She is positioned as their

leader, talking to the camera, rather than sitting with the “guests” onstage.  Several

audience members, scattered throughout the first several rows, have outsized,
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performative deformities.  For instance there is always a guy, wearing a regular sweater,

with a huge fake nose.  Another character has an outrageous chin.  Sometimes there is an

“Alien” sitting meekly and normally in his chair among the average folk.  It is a very

inclusive visualization of the “people in the neighborhood” who also incarnate the

potential “pitchfork wielding mob.”

Finally, there are the “metiches implacables” (“implacable busybodies”), a three-

person panel consisting of a male giant in stylish, urban regalia who may be meant to be

gay, a tiny woman with crazy teeth, and a chubby woman with frizzy blond hair and

outlandish clothes.  At various points during the show, the hostess turns to the metiches

for their opinions, which are funny and mean, and provoke the audience into loud cheers

or boos.  The whole thing is a very tightly choreographed carnivalesque, in which all

these manifestations of humanity are accepted as long as they stay in their designated

box.

As a vehicle for official ideology the spectacle of the show is strikingly similar to

other official spectacles in which each element of society appears in his appropriate

costume and speaks (or does not).  The parades, with their beauty queens, alcoholics,

vegetarians, police and retarded children, all lined up in a semi-orderly way behind a

banner, are an example.  The fiestas on the weekend in the plaza devoted to one group or

another, in which everyone turns out with his group, is another.  Even the film shoots

have these contingents of uniformed personnel: emergency medical people, police,

fireman, technicians.
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This already “costumed” aspect of the everyday is a cultural current that is

heightened in a place called “Tierra del Cine” where people also, really do, dress like

cowboys.  The people who don’t dress like cowboys, then, according to structuralist

principles, are in costume by default: the “not-cowboys.” Among these were the

bespectacled men in sweaters with whom I watched Ingmar Bergman’s Hour of the Wolf

on my first visit to Durango.
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Chapter 3

Cinematic Displacements: Mexico City to Durango, “Truth” to
“Authenticity,” “Art” to “Business”

 “Cinema” arrived in Durango largely from two places:  Hollywood and Mexico

City.  Durango’s location between these two places is both geographic and ideological.

This chapter concentrates on the path of cinema from Mexico City to Durango in order to

show the “regionalization” in Durango of what had been a powerful national culture

industry.  It sketches historical events that led to the bifurcation of the Mexican film

industry--stylistically, economically and geographically—a process that was happened

when, in the 1950s, producers of commercial, privately-funded “popular” movies

(churros) relocated to Durango and other northern locales, leaving Mexico City the

ravaged territory of what remained of the state-funded, serious-minded industry.

 The history of the national film industry in this chapter sets the stage for

interpreting the specific Durango milieu of film production as well as its impact on the

works and career trajectories of filmmakers Alberto Tejada and Juan Antonio de la Riva

(Chapters 5 and 6) who grew up within it.  I draw selectively on the work of various film

scholars and historians to illustrate what I see as significant transformations around the

themes of authenticity and pragmatism, themes that become central to Durango film

identity.  Moments from “history” mark pivotal discursive/geographic paths.  Thus, I do

not claim to offer a comprehensive or objective overview of Mexican film.  I stick with

the most conventional, official, “nationalist” manifestations of national cinema rather

than dwelling on the complicated range of innovative work that also emerged in the

Golden Age—such as the comedies of Cantinflas and Tin Tan, the “fallen woman”

(Caberetera) films or, later, the entire Mexican oeuvre of Luis Buñuel.  By picking the

films that became emblematic, the most “obvious,” I am trying to get at the culturally
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salient logic of the emblem itself, a logic in which rigidity and flux work to create

conditions of possibility that are seized and set adrift.

The Durango cinema, the particular meanings attached to it, and the local

imagination of it (its “cinemascape”) were predicated, from the start, on a

spatial/geographic linking of the central concepts of authenticity and pragmatism. The

move from national center to regional margin allowed for the ideological transformation

of the meaning of “cinema,” cementing a binary opposition between “business”

pragmatism and “art,” as well as Durango’s position on the “business” side of it.

However, although this distinction was well established as “common sense,” it was never

as rigid as it appeared.  Durango cinema needed the “straw man” of a certain version

(emblem) of national cinema (state funded, authoritarian, snooty) as a backdrop it could

construct itself against  while at the same time partaking of its bounty (both symbolic

and economic) when it was expedient.

Two factors in the discursive transformation linking “cinema” to the new ground

of its production were Durango’s pre-existing “natural,” ranchero propensity for

commerce, and its geographic proximity to the United States, which, in the symbolics of

Mexican national ideology, represents unfettered capitalism unapologetically triumphing

over art or social responsibility.  Once the Durango movie industry took root, “regional”

meanings attached to the “national” category of cinema in turn affected local filmmakers’

imagination of their own creative possibilities.  The new ideological configuration

influenced which aesthetic practices and themes Durango filmmakers felt they could

address and still be “authentic”-- a consideration that has remained paramount for

Mexican cultural producers.

The industrial, generic and ideological situation of the early Durango film

industry is conceived here as a not-quite-synchronized layering of not-wholly separable

maps. Describing the place and meaning of the movie industry in a Durangeño imaginary
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necessitates drawing lines leading to Mexico City, across the U.S. border, to Hollywood,

Europe and even Japan.  These lines represent concrete economic trade routes for

production personnel, equipment, money, and finished films, as well as less tangible

flows of ideas, power and glamour.  Though much of this "data" is incoming, at least

initially, it mixes and coheres with currents already there, giving rise and adhering to

other kinds of maps.

For example, there is also a generic map, associated with the geographies above

but not wholly understandable within those terms.  The encounter between Mexican film

genres such as the Revolutionary adventure, the comedia ranchera or the family

melodrama, and various incarnations of the U.S. Western (and later European spaghetti

Westerns) is enacted on this terrain.  Geographic origins and associations are implicated

in, but not wholly responsible for, how genres are born.  These genres in turn, continue to

“leak,” bleeding into later forms.  Contemporary genres such as the (often straight-to-

video) narcodrama or border adventure are examples of this kind of Western “spillover.”

In addition to new genres, genres also produce circulating picture/images, as stock

characters and material born in particular forms become unmoored and “leak” —working

as familiar yet sometimes inscrutable hieroglyphs, available for cultural appropriation in

“art” and “life”  and potentially part of a spectral carnivalesque.74

Of course both industrial and generic events emerged in particular historical

moments and “belong” to them, but by using the “map” construction, I mean to

emphasize the way both fictional and non-fictional forms persist and mingle.  Given the

74 Along the lines of the studio audience for the Hasta en las mejores familias, described in Chapter 2.  See
Comaroff and Comaroff, Gordon, Hardt and Negri and Lepselter for discussion of the resurgence of
“spectral,” “ghostly” and “uncanny” elements in the current cultural moment.
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propensity, very strong in the Mexican culture industries and mass media, to keep old

forms alive in visualized “perpetual presents,” the notion of a spatialized, rather than a

strictly chronological history makes sense.  The past, often in the form of faces like that

of the famous “Golden Age” actor Pedro Armendaríz, is displayed newsstands, video

stores, and in the eclectic range of TV programming.  Old forms also live in repeated pop

cultural allusions, particularly, in the poetics of title, or label. 75 Another way that the past

is literally alive is that it’s incarnated in the figures who defined the Mexican industry

and continue to make films.  It lives in their powerful, human-shaped images.

Another kind of map--the one that it is the overall goal of this dissertation to

sketch--is the “cinemascape.”  Any projection of a “cinemascape” includes some

perspectival amalgam of the elements of the economic and generic maps described

above, which are full of meaningful building blocks to be assembled and disassembled in

particular moments and contexts, potentially mixed with all manner of idiosyncratic,

“irrational,” imaginative material.  However, it is important to point out that the “maps”

as I have been explaining them here imply a false chronology: 1, 2, 3, when it is actually

only from the tangled ground of this third “place” that the appropriate particulars of the

first and second can be conceived.  Thus, this “historical” chapter is “ethnographic.”

These are the industrial, generic and character-driven transformations I saw from the

(my) vantage of the  Durango “scape.”

                                                  
75 Although I seem to be talking about what is by now a classical definition of  the “postmodern” (Jameson,
1982), there is a different flavor to the “perpetual present” of Mexico, more authoritarian, more
nationalistic, more “serious,” heavier, entrenched rather than new—more “modern” than “post.”  This
“heaviness” displaces “the ironic” from the form itself to its “conditions of possibility,” in practice.  This is
a key element of what seems a typically Mexican tactical style in relation to authority, linked to the love of
slapstick and double entendre, explored critically in the notion of relajo (cf. Kraniauskas).
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Here is an example of how the maps overlap:  Map 1: Mexican cinema began

under the sign of positivist science which was an obsession of the Porfirian state and its

ruling elite.  The prevailing mood was very much against cinema in the service of

artifice, part of the reason that studios were not immediately constructed in Mexico.  Map

2: The documentary genre was favored at the outset and evolved throughout the

Revolution.  After the Revolution a large number of non-fiction, historical subjects were

produced.  Even during the Golden Age of the 1940s, productions with historical themes

were favored (particularly by state-sponsored producers).  A generic precedent had been

set in motion and continued to spawn effects.   Map 3, “Cinemascape”: To this day, film

and photography have about them the discursive residue of the obsession with empiricism

and evidence, and are spoken about in the black and white terms of truth and deception.

Certain objects associated with the Revolution, such as trains, are also indelibly

associated with cinema (and the Revolution and cinema are linked).  Early industry

underpinnings in “truth” have made stakes higher.  An effect of this is a heightened

exilharation that comes with transgression of “facts.”  This comes into play in the

popular taste for fantasy horror genres, for example, and the glee with which

Durangueses talk about cinematic “engaño” (deception) and the way Northerners

distinguish themselves from “Chilangos” (Mexico City folk).

The most persistent (figurative) disruption to Durango’s “cinemascape” as an

emergent (diagrammatic) “map” is the relentless cultural obsession for the human shape.

In generic terms, human shape means biography, portrait and perhaps even apparition.  In

terms of the tri-partite (map, mood, materiality) model for “cinemascape” (described in

the Introduction) the human figure acts as “material,” an “incarnation,” freeze-framing

and redirecting the flow and inverting the relationship between foreground and

background in the “scape.”  The pictured human figure pulls discourse and messy matter
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to it like a magnet and presents it under the clean caption of a proper name.  This is

probably why the first “scape” I imagined was based on Mount Rushmore.  The

apparition of the human figure on the map overpowers and redirects diagrammatic

“mapping,” revealing the maps as sets or backdrops for monumental human drama—as

painted canvases that thud down in between the acts of (for example) “The Life of Raúl

de Anda.”

Thus, what I am attempting here is to oscillate between 1) showing how particular

historical events are correlated with regional ideologies as binary oppositions are

refigured along the path from Mexico City to Durango, and 2) tracing the appearance and

spatial-biographic movement of larger-than-life cinematic figures such as Raúl de Anda

and Emilio Fernández—figures who are “carriers” of cinema, both actually (man walking

with camera) and in the local imagination.   This mode of storytelling resonates with how

Westerns work to create meaning--through visual juxtaposition and relational rendering

of portrait and landscape--both of which are conceived on an epic scale.
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National Cinema                                                                                           Regional Cinema
Mexico City Durango
1896- 1954-

Authentic (remains constant) Authentic
False False

Science (inverted, ideologically adjusted, Fantasy
Fantasy “science” displaced to technology

mechanics of creating fantasy)

Truth (inverted with recourse to the Lies
Lies transgressive pleasure of engaño Truth

[deception] achieved by ingenious
trickery and mechanical prowess,
and the related concept of
“outsider” solidarity, expressed
as convivencia [conviviality]).
Engaño and Convivencia are
key to Durango’s self-definition
as a production site. See
Chapter 4.

Documentary         (inverted & adjusted, see above) Fiction                   
Fiction Documentary

Mexican (slippery adjustments, not rigid) Durango, U.S.
Foreign Mexico, France

Didactic (inverted, ideologically adjusted) Popular                  
Decadent High Falutin’ (“false”)

Entertaining
Boring

High quality films (inverted, ideologically adjusted) Churros
Churros High “Quality” Films

Art            (inverted, ideologically adjusted) Business
Business Art

Pragmatic
Self Indulgent

Good Business
Bad Business

State funded             Capitalist
Privately funded Communist
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TRUTH AND DOCUMENTARY, PORFIRIATO BEGINNINGS
Tomás Pérez Turrent writes: “Mexican film was born under the sign of the

documentary with the ‘views’ taken by the Lumière brothers’ camera operators Bon

Bernard and Veyre in 1896” (1995, 133).  Early films, with their label-titles, include

Arrival of a Train, The Groundskeeper, The Gardener and the Boy, The Bathers, The

Child’s Lunch, The Magic Hat, and The Card Players (García: 5).   The documentary

impulse continued during the Revolution, a decade later, adding “action” to “science”

with the exciting “you are there” footage of battles and thereby expanding the definition

of “truth.”  The post-Revolutionary cinema moved from documentary to a preference for

historical drama, dwelling on subjects deemed “authentically Mexican,” in keeping with

the nationalist character of Mexican culture industries in general during this period.  The

three-stage slip from “scientific truth” to “action as truth” to “being true to” is important

and has been continually restaged into the present. It is a stuttering structure that still

shapes how cinema, filmmakers and other cultural producers are judged and understood,

most explicitly in the inevitable discussions of how real or true something (or someone)

is as well as how Mexican.

Anxiety about cinema’s ability to both reveal and manipulate reality permeated its

production and reception from the very start.  Many early Mexican films amounted to

propaganda pieces glorifying the dictator Porfirio Diaz.  Diaz had been quick to

recognize the public relations potential of a new medium in which “respectful portrayal”

was glorification, in part because of the wonder attached to technology.  After watching a

pleasing portrayal of himself and his family in General Díaz Strolling through

Chapultepec Park, he had the filmmakers place an ad in the newspaper “inviting the

upper class to stroll along the Paseo de la Reforma between three and four o’clock in the

afternoon so that they could film some vistas when the light was favorable” (García, 6).
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At the same time that Diaz was staging his strolls, members of his enthusiastically

positivist coterie (a group of whom called themselves ‘the scientists’) were promoting the

new medium of film as strictly a tool of science.  Tomás Pérez-Turrent describes how, for

many of these Porfiriato elites, any reconstruction of events for the sake of storytelling

was to be resisted.  For instance, several of them spoke out against a 1896 film by Bon

Bernard and Veyre entitled Duelo de pistola en el bosque de Chapultepec (“Duel in

Chapultepec Forest”).  Here is one characteristically sputtering response:

To simulate a duel, to feature individuals ‘costumed’ in the uniform of the
respectable ranks of the police, and to do all this in order to take photographs that
might be exhibited later . . . is a mockery of the police and the law, a mockery of
the most offensive kind, because those who see the show in theatres might be
foreigners and people unfamiliar with the country who are under no obligation to
know whether it is a simulation or a genuine duel” (Pérez Turrent, 133)76

The two grounds for protest in the above response are: scientific accuracy and national

honor.  It is both the centrality of these two variables and the difficulty of reconciling

them that has consistently imbued the production and reception of Mexican film and

which resulted in the (incomplete) synthesis offered by the concept of  “authenticity.”

To the way of thinking expressed by turn-of-the-century Porfiriato elites, the

creation of studios especially designed to facilitate the production of illusion (or lie),

would be unthinkable.  Aurelio de los Reyes writes that “from the moment cinema

arrived in Mexico, intellectuals linked it to the illustrated press and, following the

positivist spirit of the era, to science.  In that context, fiction cinema was strongly rejected

because of its potential to dupe the public: cinema was a science and as such should show

truths (65).  This hard-line attitude set Mexico apart from much of the rest of the world,

where producers were rushing to experiment with controlling every aspect of the new

technology in order to make lavish spectacles, including building studios and using glass

                                                  
76 Pérez Turrent is quoting a passage from Aurelio de los Reyes, ‘Origenes del cine en México (1896-
1900)’, cuadernos de cine, no. 21 (Mexico City: Dirección de Difusión Cultural, UNAM, 1973) p. 72
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walls.77  Although cinema had come early to Mexico, the first rudimentary studio

(reportedly little more than a warehouse) wasn’t built there until 1907 (Pérez Turrent,

133).  Even after studio production began, there remained a strong propensity for

historical, “non-fiction” material (now modified and structured around a plot).  For

example, early features included El Grito de Dolores (1908), which told the story of

Father Hidalgo’s cry that set off the war for independence from Spain.

Overall, early Mexican filmmakers were scientists and engineers, excited by the

potential for technology to document reality.  An exemplary cinematic pioneer was

Salvador Toscano, an engineer from Jalisco, who made documentary shorts such as Norte

en Veracruz, El Zócalo, La Alameda, and Corridas de toros en plazas mexicanas.78

(García-Riera 1998, 23).   In addition to filmmaking, Toscano and others of his

generation were also instrumental as early exhibitors.  They made use of the new railroad

system to travel the country, competing with each other as “itinerant illuminators,”

bringing images of (for instance) “President Porfirio Diaz and Czar Nicholas” to far flung

pueblos and ranchos.  The technology and the new images went hand in hand, along with

a general mood of exhilaration over the possibilities of the medium.  A decade later the

Revolution began, and the same railroad network (the pride of the Porfirian project of

progress and modernization) facilitated the movement of troops, artillery, and cameramen

like Salvador Toscano, as they documented the battles (García).  Another route through

which cinema was disseminated was through mail order: “cinema only really began to

spread when curious individuals from provincial cities ordered projectors from

manufacturers through advertisements in La Nature (France) and Scientific American

(USA)” (de los Reyes, 63).

77 The anxiety resulted from the powerful possibilities of film.  As Esther Leslie puts it: Film had the virtue
of diversity.  It could be real.  It could be fake.  It could imprint the world outside the window or the world
in the studio” (2002:4).  The “scientists” lobbied vigorously for the former.
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REVOLUTION

The Revolution continued the cultural conception of film as record rather than as

a medium for fantasy.  Now, however, the stakes were much higher.  Instead of being

motivated by the relatively static impulses of experimental curiosity, national prestige

and technology as spectacle, it was driven by the urgent vitality of the Revolution and

linked to matters of life, death and nation building.  Mexico’s cinema during this period

could claim to be the most action-packed (and hence the most authentically cinematic, in

the sense of moving pictures) as well as the most real—both because the events were

really taking place, and also because they were historically momentous.  Guns, cameras

and trains, all metonyms and metaphors for modernity and linked to new techniques of

vision, literally spilled out in a wave over the “traditional” countryside enacting a

transformation on all they touched.  The formal arrangement of these elements was

dynamic, spectacular and potent, creating associations for both “cinema” and “nation”

that would endure.  For example, the narrative re-staging of the encounter between

“traditional” and “modern,” increasingly built around the now-fetishized (masculine)

objects of modernity (trains, guns, cameras) and set against an idealized, natural

(feminine) Mexican landscape, would become an obsession of internationally-acclaimed

“Golden Age” Mexican cinema—roughly from the late 1930s to the late 1940s.  The

proliferation of these objects, in both “reality” and imagination, contributed to the

accelerating modernization of Mexico, in concert with many other elements, including

the transplanted images from foreign silent films with which the documentaries

competed.

Many documentary filmmakers trained during the Porfiriato continued and

thrived during the Revolution.  For example, Salvador Toscano filmed the early

movements of Francisco I. Madero and, the day after the uprising of the Serdán family in

Puebla, filmed bullet-riddled Serdán house and (to close the narrative decisively) even

78 These shorts would be re-edited half a century later by Toscano’s daughter Carmen Toscano de Moreno
Sánchez and incorporated into a feature-length documentary called Memories of a Mexican (García-Riera,
1998:23).
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the corpse of Aquiles Serdán. Toscano’s image of Serdán’s bullet-riddled corpse was an

early manifestation of what has been an ongoing and powerful photographic trope in

Mexico—a picture as the ultimate evidence, around which there are still murmurings of

conspiracy and staging.  Examples of the dead body trope include images of Pancho

Villa’s corpse as well as the lurid photographs that structure the genre of the nota roja,

popular contemporary tabloids devoted to bloody crimes.  Another prominent

documentarian of the Porfiriato who distinguished himself filming the Revolution was

Enrique Rosas.  Both Toscano and Rosas experimented with montage and other

techniques for showing different events happening simultaneously--innovations that

became the basis of the Mexican documentary style and influenced the emerging genre of

the newsreel (García,  8).
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PICTURE 55: VILLA’S BULLET-RIDDLED CORPSE

Wherever the action was during the Revolution, cameras followed.  “Each faction

and almost every general had a more or less permanent cinematographer” (García, 9).

These images were popular on international screens and gave Mexico an unprecedented

presence on the world stage.  Competition among camera crews, both for the best footage

and to have their footage shown, was fierce.  These were battles of a different sort,

simultaneous with, dependant on (and occasionally defining of) the military ones.  Giving

voice to what is frequently an implicit correlation between pragmatic necessity and truth

(“the bottom-line”), García notes that the early documentaries were “the closest to a

complete record of reality” because documentary filmmakers were driven by the logic of

the market and thus compelled to outdo each other in what they were able to film.  In this

formulation, authenticity results from pragmatism.  This ideal of the purity of the

“working craftsman” driven by “the market” (as opposed to being tarnished by it, as in

the ideology of high art), along with the correlation of action with truth that surfaced
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during the Revolution, would come to inform the particular, durangeño ideology of

cinema which emerged much later.

Here, it’s important to note that the Revolutionary correlation of action with

”truth” turns on yet another split in the notion of ”truth,” this time between technical

cinematic accomplishment and real-life occurrence.  This split, eventually skewed in

favor of “cinematic” truth and combined with the idea of pragmatism as truth, could then

overshadow the notion of “real-life” truth and nudge it toward one of a kind of

“authenticity” that was built, paradoxically, around successful engaño (deception).  This

is what occurred in Durango film ideology—a move that perfectly complemented the

production of Mexican Westerns.

CARRIER OF CINEMA #1: PANCHO VILLA

Regarding the use of the media and film in particular during the Revolution, no

story is more remarkable than that of General Francisco “Pancho” Villa. 79  As the

historian Friedrich Katz puts it, “Like everything else related to Villa, the story of his

relations with the film industry became an inextricable mix of myth and reality” (Katz,

1998, 325).   In 1914 Villa made a deal with Hollywood, granting the Mutual Film

Company (D.W. Griffith’s production company) exclusive rights to film his battles in

return for much-needed finances--a reported $25,000 (de Orellana, Katz).  By directly

brokering his appearance in the U.S. media, he effectively transgressed the boundaries of

nation, genre and amateur/professional in one fell swoop.

The transition, in the ongoing process of producing the Villa movie, from

documentary to fiction was incremental, with Villa being persuaded to each new

                                                  
79 See Orellana and the film based on her research: And Starring Pancho Villa as Himself, starring Antonio
Banderas and directed by Bruce Beresford. That film was the cause of much tooth-gnashing at the
Dirección because it ended up being shot in Guanajuato instead of Durango, apparently due to Banderas’
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development by the promise of funds for his army.  Each progressive deviation from “the

truth” had its price tag, as minor issues of “staging” gave way to utter invention.  He

agreed to fight only during daylight hours and to have his troops wear special costume

uniforms (reportedly Filipino army uniforms) supplied by the production company.  He

also began consciously to stage (real) battles with an eye to the best camera angles.

Cinematic considerations became part of his habit (de Orellana).  This example of life (at

perhaps its most “real”) conforming to the demands of art and economics was probably

repeated to some degree in the cases of other Revolutionary generals who were also

accompanied by cameras.  Thus, cinematic concerns likely exerted a powerful and

relatively unremarked influence on military history.

                                                                                                                                                      
wife Melanie Griffith’s preference for the more cosmopolitan town of San Miguel de Allende over
Durango.
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PICTURE 56: VILLA IN A SWEATER

Eventually, the producers at Mutual decided to combine these “newsreels”

(already somewhat tarnished by issues of “staging”) with overtly fictional material and

release it as The Life of General Villa.  For the film, Raoul Walsh (later a prominent

Hollywood producer and director) plays the young Villa, and Villa plays his older self
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himself.  Corny Hollywood invention (Walsh as Villa bidding his mother and sweetheart

goodbye) is intercut with film of actual battle scenes.  Among the many liberties taken

with the facts of Villa’s historical life are the portrayal of his family as middle class

instead of poor, and the villain who raped his sister being not an hacendado but a Federal

officer (Katz 1998, 325).  Also, the fictional film ends with scenes depicting Villa taking

over the presidency of the Republic (which, alas, never occurred).  All these changes cast

the whole Revolution more as a personal battle of honor than a political campaign and

thus made the events more palatable to U.S. audience taste.80  In a further twist, the

footage was later re-edited again to suit the prevailing North American attitudes toward

Villa, which took a turn for the worse at the time of the film’s scheduled release (in the

early version Villa was portrayed as a decent, Robin Hood type, in later versions, a

bloodthirsty villain).81

  Regarding Villa’s attitude toward the escalating fictionalizations, Katz writes:

Villa had no objection to this embellishment and ‘gentrification’ of his early
career.  He was willing to accommodate Mutual Films in other ways as well.
When the producers felt that his regular dress, a slouch hat and a sweater,
detracted from his prestige as a military man, he was ready to wear a uniform . . .
which continued to be the property of the filmmakers (1998, 325).

Villa’s willingness to pose for the cameras and his agreeing to these alterations has since

been depicted as excessively vain and indicative of a pathological propensity for self-

glorification.  Alternately, he has been seen as an extremely savvy manipulator.  In

distinction to both these views, Margarita de Orellana argues that from Villa’s

perspective, his actions were purely pragmatic.  Rather than choosing to depict himself

                                                  
80The change in focus from political struggle to psychological drama was also part of the
“Hollywoodization” of the life of Zapata in the much later biopic Viva Zapata! (Elia Kazan, 1952), starring
Marlon Brando, which downplayed Zapata’s primary concern with land redistribution.
81 Katz notes that “Villa broke with the U.S. only a short time after the film was produced and Hollywood
would drastically alter its image of the Mexican revolutionary.  In April 1916, after Villa had attacked the
town of Columbus, New Mexico, a film titled Villa Dead or Alive was released by the Eagle Films
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this way or that, he acquiesced to the producers simply for the money. And the money

was necessary for the cause. In popular Mexican discourse, Villa’s pragmatism is seen as

a natural aspect of his character as a norteño.  In addition, he was mobilizing his

pragmatism to further a noble cause: saving the Mexican nation.  These truths override

the fact that the film story changed from true to false.  Concern about truth didn’t

disappear, but rather was displaced onto the figure of the man himself—to his

authenticity and masculine coherence.

According to de Orellana, Villa’s narrative portrayal in the Hollywood film was

of minor consequence to him and any benefit he gained was accidental rather than

foreseen.  Most commentators agree, though, that overall Villa’s onscreen appearances

boosted his image and contributed to his military success.  The downside to his inflated

public image, however, was that he also became a target, and was disproportionately

vilified through the same means as he was previously built up.

The favorable treatment Villa received in films and other media in 1914 was of
great importance to his standing both in Mexico and the United States.  By
treating him as a national leader long before there was a basis for this, the media
facilitated his rise to national and international prominence.  The widespread
approval of his movement that Villa had achieved by early 1914 in the United
States was threatened, however, by what has come to be known as the Benton
affair (Katz,326).82

In terms of Durango’s “own” story as tierra del cine—its cinematic patrimony--

these early adventures of Villa’s with Hollywood count.  They constitute a foundational

part of its film history no matter where they took place because Villa himself is

                                                                                                                                                      
Manufacturing and Producing Company . . .” (1998: 325).  For an overview of Mexico’s role as
entertainment and spectacle for a U.S. audience during the Revolution and afterwards, see Tuleja.
82 Katz is referring here to William S. Benton, the British owner of a hacienda in the northern state of
Chihuahua near the U.S. Border.  Up to that time, Villa had observed his promise not to confiscate land
held by foreigners (except Spaniards, and, for some reason, Chinese).  Benton, a vociferous supporter of
Porfirio Díaz and opponent of the Revolution apparently provoked Villa repeatedly and ended up dead.
Although there were competing versions of the circumstances leading to Benton’s death, Villa was blamed
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considered to incarnate the essence of Durango: Doroteo Arango, a walking extension of

his tierra natal (see Chapter 1).  His story is Durango’s story, and its logic continues to

structure Durango’s “cinemascape.”  It also shows this figure of “leakage,” how

“cinemascape” partakes of and overlaps other topical “scapes.”

POST-REVOLUTION, EL AUTOMÓVIL GRIS

In the post-Revolutionary silent era, despite the production of fiction films, some

of the most prominent work continued the non-fiction trend, again amid discussion of

exactly how “non-fiction” it was.  Perhaps the most famous silent film was the twelve-

episode serial El Automóvil Gris (“The Grey Car,”1919, Enrique Rosas), described by

Aurelio de los Reyes as the culmination of the Mexican documentary style (65).  This

police procedural told the story, prominently reported in the news at the time, of a

criminal gang that robbed the houses of rich people while dressed in the uniforms of the

constitutionalist army, then made their getaway in a grey car.   The film is notable for

many reasons, among them the now-infamous political machinations surrounding its

production.  As Emilio García Riera tells it, Enrique Rosas produced and directed the

film with the secret financial support of General Pablo González, an aspirant to the

Mexican presidency and the suspected ringleader of the gang.  Gonzalez sought to

exonerate himself in the public’s mind by circulating a particular, “non-fiction” version

of events (García Riera 1998, 44).    According to de Los Reyes, several of the gang

members were arrested and executed to appease the public and “Rosas included footage

showing the actual execution to underline what he understood as cine-truth” (74), another

literalization, by display of dead bodies, of “narrative closure,” and a continuation of the

photographic trope of the bullet-riddled corpse.

and the event had serious political consequences for Villa’s relations with the U.S. that deteriorated from
this point (Katz 328-330).
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This scandal is important for revealing how the film enacted its manipulation on

the level of category as opposed to content, using both genre (“non fiction”) and image

(dead bodies), truth and cine-truth, to achieve political ends.  In 1933 El Automóvil Gris

was re-edited and released as a feature-length film with added sound by Enrique Rosas’

descendants, the Rosas-Priego family, who went on to become powerful producers in the

industry (García Riera 1998, 45).   The Rosas-Priego credits extend into the present and

include production of several Durango “chili Westerns” in the 1960s and 70s (Tejada,

Wilt).

El Automóvil Gris lingers even now as a touchstone of popular culture--for its

documentary style, its seamy background of politics and crime as well as for its title.  The

title, a simple noun and adjective, exemplifies the apparent transparency of a title-as-label

in a similar way to the earlier, natural-science-inspired “views.”  However, here the noun

in question is a metonym for the story, and the fact that it’s a car that’s the centerpiece

bespeaks the emergent fetishism for (and formal interest in) the stuff of modernity.  The

grey car is a deceptively simple front for a messy and contested tale--another

manifestation of the kind of discursive figure that seems to be everywhere.  And, it

“leaks” as well.  Years later, in the 1970s, the norteño band Los Tigres del Norte had a

huge hit with a song that makes reference to the film as well as the corruption and crime

therein through the poetics of title.  The song is a narcocorrido written by Paulino

Vargas, La banda del carro rojo, which was later made into a movie with several sequels

(Wald, 34).  Still later, the film La camioneta gris (“The grey pickup truck,” 1990, José

Luis Urquieta) appeared, based on another narcocorrido performed by Los Tigres del

Norte.

The later silent era of 1920s production was dominated by the nationalist trends

that increasingly permeated all cultural production of the period (García Canclini,

Paranguá).  Many films were made in response to calls by journalists and intellectuals for

a cinematic expression of lo mexicano, “a cinema that would reflect the country’s history,
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traditions and landscape” (Dávalos Orozco, 17).  Eisenstein’s never-completed ¡Que Viva

México! (1932) was influential both for its style and for its choice of the items most

representative of Mexico’s unique patrimony, including elements of its landscape.

Eisenstein elegantly codified the Mexican landscape, making of it “an allegory that

would . . . prevail in national production . . .a trait that outside the country would come to

be regarded as characteristic of Mexican cinema” (de los Reyes, 73). The most obvious

heirs to Eisenstein’s style and image vocabulary were Emilio Fernández and his

cinematographer Gabriel Figueroa, acclaimed filmmakers of the coming “Golden Age”

of cinema that reached its height in the 40s. Visual artists, particularly the muralists

Rivera, Orozco and Siquieros were also a major influence on Golden Age cinematic

style.   The idea of landscape as patrimony and truth, strongly present in contemporary

duranguense metadiscourse about cinema, has seeds in these early Mexican depictions.

In addition, its history of portraying (standing in for) the glorified landscape of the

American West is locally meaningful.  Generic and economic antecedents as well as

regional, “rural” everyday practice work together to make “location” accrue considerably

more meaning in the local vernacular than it does to the Hollywood filmmakers who

show up to film.

But the escalating nationalistic tendencies of Mexican film were not just a logical

progression from the Revolution.  All understanding of the development of Mexican

cinema as well as the idea of cinema in Mexico must take into account the omnipresence

of Hollywood--both its threat and its allure (with money at the center of both).  In every

period of its development, Mexican cinema had to maintain a defensive attitude while at

the same time being, to varying extents, reliant on its northern neighbor (Fein).  Mexico’s

position of dependency and defense was necessarily multi-leveled, echoing the peculiar

nature of the cinema industry itself.  In addition to economic, technical and stylistic

concerns, Hollywood’s encroachment was ideologically threatening to Mexican culture in

general.  De Los Reyes writes:
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Perhaps this (expansion) would have been acceptable had the US cinema
transmitted only technological and syntactical innovations, but the film business
also disseminated other ways of life and social organization.  The trade in films
went hand in hand with an unavoidable promotion of consumption and of
products such as cosmetics, silk stockings, plastic surgery, fashion, hair styles,
toothpaste, and so on.  Mexico exchanged Europeanization for Americanization”
(75).

As early as 1922 there were condemnations by Mexican government officials protesting

the way Mexicans were portrayed in North American films (“wild men, drunkards,

grotesquely attired bandits”).  But vocal condemnations frequently masked economic

complicity.  Paramount and United Artists quietly set up agencies in Mexico City

virtually unchallenged.  This problem would persist throughout the development of

Mexican cinema: because of the economic alliances forged by U.S. capitalists early on,

particularly in the arenas of distribution and exhibition, their influence was very difficult

for government authorities to contain.  In addition, many of them secretly didn’t want to

because although they protested the content of particular films, they maintained

clandestine financial relations with Americans themselves.  This was a pattern of

corruption that began early and, according to most chroniclers of Mexican cinema,

proliferated and eventually sank the industry in the 1950s  (cf. de la Vega, Fein, Ramírez

Berg).

By 1924, Hollywood controlled ninety percent of Mexico’s flourishing film

market (Paranguá, 25).  Later, very few Mexican producers were able to survive the

advent of sound. The overwhelming reason for this had to do with the new equipment and

Hollywood’s control of a vertically integrated market.  They (with the collaboration of

RCA and Western Electric) supplied exhibitors with the new equipment (the technology

was changing fast) for which only they were producing product (Fein, 54).  U.S.

producers were also financially invested in exhibition.  For example, Paramount had

direct ownership of one of Mexico City’s largest downtown movie palaces, “the 3,342-

seat Cine Olimpia, in which it showcased its new sound-on-film product” (Fein, 44).
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When it became apparent that Mexican and other Latin American markets wanted to hear

dialogue spoken in Spanish rather than having to read subtitles (which huge portions of

the population couldn’t do anyway), Hollywood began a doomed but important

experiment: the production of “Spanish language cinema.”

SPANISH LANGUAGE CINEMA IN HOLLYWOOD

Production of Spanish language cinema in Hollywood began in 1929 with six

films and peaked in 1931, a year in which 110 films were produced. Spanish language

cinema was produced in several ways and the results reportedly ranged from the

laughably horrible to the decent (“reportedly,” because virtually none of it survives).  The

most ridiculous productions had English-speaking actors re-shoot their lines in Spanish,

thus making two movies at once.  Laurel and Hardy made these regularly and their films,

despite the language problems, were among the most successful of these productions.  A

better-received method was to re-shoot previously made films using Spanish-speaking

actors, as in the case of Dracula, made by Universal in 1931. There were also some

original films made using Latin American and Spanish talent, a very few of which, such

as La Vida Bohemia, were critically praised (Fein, 56). After 1932, production

plummeted and ended completely in 1935, with the experiment widely deemed a failure

(Paranguá, 30).  Among the reasons were: uneven quality, bad Spanish--which

inappropriately mixed the dialects of different regions--and a general inattention to

nuances of taste across national boundaries (Fein).83

Although the period of production of Spanish language cinema in Hollywood was

short-lived, it was enormously influential for the cinemas of all of Latin America and

                                                  
83 Here, I think it is fascinating that these films were said to fail because of their cultural inauthenticity.
Later Mexican films such as the comedias rancheras were also widely criticized as inauthentic, yet they
were hugely successful.  The question then becomes one of acceptable versus unacceptable deviation from
“reality.”  These shadowy parameters lead to the cultural secrets sought by anthropologists, businessmen,
artists and spies.  I would also wonder about sabotage by Latinos in the industry, whether they purposely
led the credulous gringos down the garden path.
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even Spain.  It served as a meeting place and training ground for artists and technicians

who were later “repatriated” back into their respective national cinemas (Dávalos Orozco,

21).  In addition to the native Spanish speakers, the production mix also included some

loose foreigners, like Arcady Boytler, a Russian who had appeared briefly in Eisenstein’s

¡Que Viva México! and would go on to direct many films in Mexico, and the Canadian

cinematographer Alex Phillips, also a future Mexican (Dávalos Orozco, 22).

Descriptions of the international, commercially focused atmosphere of Spanish

language cinema in Hollywood conjure a very similar scene to the one evoked by

nostalgic duranguenses remembering their particular “Golden Age” of the 1970s and 80s.

Even now, a similar high/low, tipsy mélange of elements materializes around production

in Durango.  This, I think, encapsulates what people are referring to when they invoke the

much-missed convivencia of production (cf. Tejada).  And, in addition to the resonance in

style and tone shared by these two “happy go lucky” spheres of production, there are

direct genealogical links.

CARRIER OF CINEMA #2: RENÉ CARDONA
Among the six “Spanish Language” films released in 1929 was Cliff Wheeler’s

Sombras Habaneras, starring the Cuban René Cardona.  Much later, Cardona would go

on to become one of the most prolific producer/directors in Mexico, known for churros

of all genres.  Eventually, in his later years, he would become famous as a kingpin of

horror and gore.  Cardona was present at Durango’s birth as a cinematic location, having

worked, as second unit director, on White Feather in 1954--Hollywood’s first production

in Durango.  His descendants, the René Cardonas II and III, continue producing, directing

and acting into the present and are well beloved in Durango.

Cardona’s biography draws a geographic map from Cuba to Hollywood to

Mexico City to a variety of “elsewheres” including Durango and Florida, and then back
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to a different kind of (fragmented, privatized) Mexico City production sphere.

Generically he was associated with Spanish Language Hollywood, quality “Golden Age”

films, Rancheras, Revolutionary Adventures, masked wrestling pictures and horror and

disaster films.  It is in part because of his resilience, longevity and business acumen that

he is admired in Durango.  If anything, the disdain of critics and “serious” filmmakers

augments rather than detracts from Cardona’s status in the Durango film world where

manly authenticity, business shrewdness and crowd-pleasing special effects all seem to

have something to do with each other.  And now, in a new twist, Cardona has been

“recuperated” by a global “cult” audience.  His films are shown in dance clubs and are

newly available on DVD.  Younger, university-trained directors in Mexico find his work

inspirational and fresh.84

In addition to René Cardona, other important names in Mexican cinema surfaced

for the first time in the 1930s.  Many were also trained in Hollywood and were

geographic, generic (from “art” to“schlock” and back again) and even occupational

(producing, directing and acting) nomads.  These include Emilio “El Indio” Fernández,

Alejandro Galindo, and Raúl de Anda.

CARRIER OF CINEMA #3: RAÚL DE ANDA

Raúl de Anda was perhaps the pivotal figure in moving Mexican-produced

cinema to Durango.  As with René Cardona, de Anda’s sons and grandsons continue the

film dynasty he started.  The houses of Cardona and de Anda both turn out a lot of “bad”

films (including some good “bad” films) but in comparing the two, the Cardona films

tend to be somewhat sillier (Wrestling Women vs. the Aztec Mummy [1965]), whereas the

de Anda films tend more toward straightfaced acción (Follow Them and Get Them

[1967]).   Of all these figures, it is De Anda who is most regarded by duranguenses as

84 For example, Guillermo del Toro, acclaimed director of Cronos (1992) and Hellboy (2004), cites the
“cinema of genre” as profoundly inspirational.  Mobilizing a similar aesthetic populism to Robert
Rodríguez and Quentin Tarantino, del Toro embraces and transforms the genres he grew up with while
adding a commitment to technological innovation and overall quality.
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one of “our own,” and discourse about him also stresses personal history--longevity and

“weathering the storms” (economic, political, personal)--over discussion of how good or

bad certain films might be.   The entanglement of the notion of “cinema” with ideas of

charisma and a regional authenticity that includes generic appropriateness and a low

budget, is distilled in the cowboy image, an image from which de Anda has never strayed

too far.

The question of where Raúl de Anda (1908-1997) was during various stages of

the development of the national cinema is interesting, since he was involved virtually

from the beginning and still working in the 1990s.   His trajectory led him from Mexico

City, where he was born, to Hollywood where he worked in the Tom Mix show, back to

Mexico City where he became one of the most powerful figures in Mexican cinema

throughout the Golden Age and beyond (García Riera).  He re-invented the classic figure

of the charro along more comic-book, Zorro-ish lines in 1940 when he directed and

starred in El Charro Negro (1940).  He reprised the role (exhibiting the business acumen

for which he is known by making sure he was now producing as well as acting) in the

sequels La Vuelta del Charro Negro (1941), La Venganza del Charro Negro (1942) and

(foreshadowing his real-life move) El Charro Negro en el Norte (1949).  His son

Rodolfo, continuing along in characteristically literal fashion, made El Hijo del Charro

Negro in 1960 (imdb.com).

On a certain level, de Anda’s whole career can be seen as serial reinvention of the

charro based on political and economic expedience.  Unlike filmmaking contemporaries

like Emilio Fernández or Alejandro Galindo, de Anda was not known for artistic

ambitions.  His roles seldom took him far from his horse, and the construction of his

persona was predicated on the ranchero ideals of simplicity, practicality and business

smarts.  He presented himself this way and others narrate him along the same lines.

According to the reminiscences of Golden Age director Alejandro Galindo:
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Raúl de Anda was a movie buff.  He had a stable with forty-two cows.  I
remember very well because he pawned those animals to finance the film.  Raúl
de Anda had also been in one of Tom Mix’s shows . . . a troupe that toured the
United States.  It was called ‘Tom Mix and his Three Hundred Cossacks.’ There
were riders from Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming—from everywhere except Russia.
Among them were about two hundred charros from here, from Mexico (in Reyes
Nevares, 23).

Emilio Fernández also gives voice to de Anda’s invaluable, “country” kind of

intelligence when he recounts de Anda’s advice to him when he sought financing for his

directorial debut, La isla de la pasión (1942).

We went to see General Azcárate85 . . . Raúl de Anda advised me not to come on
with a song and dance but to limit myself to telling him that the movie would cost
eighty thousand pesos and that he would make a million.  The language of figures
would have to be the most convincing.  We all came out ahead because the
general signed up; he made a million, David (Silva) became an actor, and I
became a film director (in Reyes Nevares, 15).

In these stories, de Anda is the one who cuts to the chase, who gambles cows to

make a film and who succeeds based on his lack of pretension.  Although he was

originally from Mexico City, de Anda fulfills the narrative function of the consummate

norteño he would eventually “become” as the charro got reinvented yet again (in his later

years), from a distinctly Northern perspective: El Charro Negro en el Norte became both

a biographical and a generic fact.  From the fifties onward, de Anda’s “second home”

was in Durango where he and his sons, grandsons and other family members have

continued to produce films--mainly of the churro variety—as well as, more recently, the

                                                  
85 General Juan Azcárate was a powerful figure in Mexican politics as well as a player in the film industry
since its early days.   A veteran of the (victorious) Carrancista faction of the Revolution, he had also been a
producer of Revolutionary newsreels.  In the 1920s, he was in charge of developing Mexico’s air force (in
which Emilio Fernández supposedly served [Taibo]), and in the late 1930s, was Mexico’s minister to Berlin
(until 1941 when Mexico broke relations with Germany).  In the 1940s, he continued to produce films,
predominantly newsreels although he did produce some features as well.  He was the president of the
Mexican newsreel company “Noticiero Mexicano” which produced a weekly newsreel for EMA Films
(España Mexico Argentina), a company formed out of wartime (and prior) support from the U.S. but was
later antagonistc to its agenda. Azcárate became a target for competing U.S. interests and they accused him
of being a fascist.  For a full discussion, see Fein, 476-488.
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straight-to-video action pictures called videohomes.   De Anda’s move from Mexico City

to Durango coupled with John Wayne’s purchase of a Durango ranch were probably two

of the most pivotal events in Durango’s nascent status as “Tierra del Cine.”

NATIONALISM, “CONVENTIONALISM,” ALLÁ EN EL RANCHO GRANDE

I got ahead of myself with de Anda, and now backtrack to the selective

chronology of Mexican cinema.  The 1930s were the years of early sound production in

Mexico.  The “official aesthetics” were nationalistic but not yet rigid, and included gritty

narratives of the Revolution, such as Fernando de Fuentes’ much acclaimed El Compadre

Mendoza, and the artistically experimental, Eisenstein86-inspired indigenismo87 of Redes

(Fred Zinnemann and Emilio Gómez Muriel, shot by Paul Strand, music by Silvestre

Revueltas) and Janitizio (Carlos Novarro, starring Emilio El Indio Fernández), both made

in 1934.  Of all the directors of the time, Fernando De Fuentes generated the most critical

enthusiasm.  His 1935 film ¡Vámonos with Pancho Villa! was made in the newly-built

(state-subsidized) CLASA  (Cinematográfica Latinoamericana S.A.) studios and was

especially acclaimed as “an acute analysis of the Revolution, despite its censored ending”

(Paranguá: 30).  Overall, this period is regarded as a time of experiment and promise

before genres became set, before power was consolidated in a few people, and before the

rise of the kind of “superficial, folkloric nationalism” exemplified, above all, by the

comedia ranchera.

86 Subsidized by the American writer Upton Sinclair, Eisenstein began shooting his never-to-be-finished
¡Que Viva México! in 1931.  After encountering many obstacles, Eisenstein abandoned the project and
Sinclair, with no regard for Eisenstein’s aesthetic intentions, allowed the rushes to be sold and edited in
various forms.  Eisenstein’s subsequent influence on Mexican cinema is undeniable, some blame him for
the “hieraticism and folkloricism” that defined “art cinema” in his wake, others see him as the authentic
father of Mexican cinematic art, the one who “enabled the development of a national aesthetic” (de la Vega
1995, 81).  He developed cinematic versions of the muralist, engraving and photo movements that were
cultiviated in the 20s as part of the “national culture’ project in Mexico and by which he had been
profoundly influenced (de la Vega 1995, 81, Garcia Canclini 1995, 12-13).
87 The post Revoluationary period in Mexico was characterized by cultural expressions of Mexicanidad,
and indigenismo, in which artists and intellectuals distanced themselves from the Euro-centric Porfirian
positivists by exploring and defining lo mexicano—the truly mexican.  The most famous proponents of this
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Virtually every account of Mexican cinema history recounts with some horror the

advent, in 1936, and subsequent influence of Fernando de Fuentes’ film Allá en el

Rancho Grande.  At the center of the horror is the Faustian tale of a director who sold

out.  How could the talented, politically charged de Fuentes who made those acutely

critical films about the Revolution have produced such a phony, ridiculous version of

Mexico and imbued it with the most reactionary politics imaginable?   And how could it

be so popular?  Dávalos Orozco phrases it starkly, voicing a binary very relevant to the

later situation in Durango: “After the box-office success of Allá en el Rancho Grande, de

Fuentes transformed himself from a filmmaker into an entrepreneur” (25).  The figure of

the filmmaker is always entangled in both the product and the general category of

“cinema.”

Allá en el Rancho Grande initiated the genre of the comedia ranchera, a kind of

folkloric Western built around the figure of the Charro--the Mexican cowboy.  Charros,

already symbols of Mexican nationalism, were exaggerated and reified through the

proliferation of the ranchera genre.88  The emergence of the “stock” Charro character

made a visible shorthand of what had previously been an amorphous idea about national

character: the Mexican macho.89   Ramírez-Berg finds the nearest Hollywood counterpart

to the comedia ranchera in the singing Westerns of the 1930s and 1940s, in which “the

                                                                                                                                                      
movement were the muralists Rivera, Orozco and Siquieros and in literature Miguel Covarrubias, Jose
Vasconcelos (also the minsiter of Education) and others
88 See Nájera-Ramírez for discussion of the charro as national symbol, also Charles Ramírez Berg’s
chapter on “The Male Image” in Cinema of Solitude, and Américo Paredes’s (1993) discussion of  the
stereotyping and commodification of the charro image that occurred when it moved from the corrido to the
screen.
89 For example in Octavio Paz’s seminal discussion of machismo in The Labyrinth of Solitude, and Samuel
Ramos’ Profile of Man and Culture in Mexico.  Charles Ramírez Berg also makes the point about the figure
of the movie Charro producing rather than merely reflecting the macho character (98).
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narrative problem . . . was not surviving the vagaries of life on the frontier but rather

maintaining a well-ordered status quo  (Ramírez Berg 1992, 98).

The paradox of the comedia ranchera is that it is a distinctly and exclusively

Mexican genre while at the same time derided as being supremely inauthentic.  To this

day, film scholars in Mexico puzzle over the genre’s appeal.  Emilio García Riera

interprets the popularity of rancheras as being a matter of inventory.  Mexican audiences

love to see “humble origins, big peasant-style skirts, hairbows and virile field workers”

while international audiences appreciate a vision of Mexico exactly along the lines of

what they had already imagined (92).   Joanne Hershfield analyzes the ranchera genre as

an expression of hispanismo, the conservative counter-discourse to indigenismo, in which

Mexico’s Catholic, Spanish legacy is emphasized.  She writes: “Comedias rancheras take

place in the mythical center of hispanismo, the mountains of Jalisco, populated by

devout, horseriding people who are happy with their place in the social hierarchy, marry

their own kind and play mariachi music” (Hershfield, 90).   Another explanation, put

forth by Carlos Monsivaís, among others, is of the “invention of tradition” variety. People

like to see “themselves” depicted, and embrace the depiction, even if it’s a fake version

of themselves (1995).  Beatríz Reyes Nevares speaks to this slippage from the invented

cinema conventions of the ranchera genre in particular, into everyday life:

When the reality presented on the screen does not faithfully coincide with that
experienced daily by people, a strange and disturbing phenomenon tends to spring
forth: men confuse reality with fiction and think that they are really like the
conventionalized characters of the screen.  Cinematic conventionalism descends
from screen to audience, settles in it, and later accompanies it to the street . . . The
cinema invents its fables with materials it extracts from the real universe, which
ends up by believing in the fiction and, having done so, makes it a part of itself.
A study of the cinema’s influence over rural life in Mexico after Allá en el
Rancho Grande would be most interesting (2).
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Paranguá sums up the film’s legacy this way: “Henceforth, local color will be

unabashedly displayed as part of a new formula combining folkloric nationalism and

narrative mimeticism within the codes established by Hollywood” (31).   Allá en el

Rancho Grande’s popularity and influence, domestically and internationally, in addition

to inaugurating a genre, served to ward off the financial crisis that was brewing in the

Mexican industry and catapulted Mexico to its role as the leading producer of “safe”

(meaning US-approved) Spanish language cinema.

Many comedias rancheras were made after Allá en el Rancho Grande including

two sequels a year later, also directed by de Fuentes: Bajo del cielo de México and La

Zandunga.   Among the weirder spawn of Allá en el Rancho Grande was Allá en el

Rancho Pepe, starring children and directed by René Cardona.  Also notable in this

period is the parody of Eisensteinian aesthetics directed by fellow-Russian Arcady

Boytler ¡Asi es mi tierra! (That’s How my Country Is!, 1937), which marked the film

debut of Mario Moreno “Cantinflas” (de la Vega 2000, 84).  Both are differently oriented

(politically, artistically) examples of “generic dialogue.” No sooner is something defined

than it is adapted and potentially, at least, redefined.  Another possible reason for the

genre’s popularity is might be its very generic-ness, the way it sets up a firm (if fake)

vocabulary of images whose very rigidity makes them ripe for cultural manipulation

along culturally embraced, double-entendre lines.90

In the rancheras, the figure of the charro effectively linked “country” (as in rural)

with both maleness and country (nation).  A similar kind of imaginary linking was

accomplished in another genre—that of Revolutionary adventure films.  If the comedias

rancheras, with their spotlessly and elaborately attired charros, were like the singing

cowboy films of the U.S., the Revolutionary adventures had more in common with the

                                                  
90 Much has been written about (pro and con) the concept of relajo  in Mexican culture, as an attitude of
“play” used in response to authority, and that I argue can be seen in the public enjoyment and manipulation
of  “authoritarian” visual forms.  For the outlines of this debate see  Lomnitz (1992) and Bartra.  Also,
Krakiauskas on Carlos Monsivaís as a literary practitioner of relajo.
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non-singing U.S. Westerns: grit, violence and an uncertain “frontier” setting.  Ironically,

these latter films were what Fernando de Fuentes had been acclaimed for making before

he turned from “filmmaker to entrepreneur.”  His change, from politically engaged

“artist” to pragmatic “businessman,” was evidenced by which kind of imagined pastoral

he chose to represent the Mexican nation.

In present-day Durango, the wrangler and stunt coordinator Pepe Velásquez hates

the idea that comedias rancheras are regarded as the Mexican counterparts to Westerns.

“They have nothing to do with us,” he says, and when he says “us” he means both his

family and the North.  He explains it to me by recourse to the hat.  Charros have big hats

and are from the South.  Norteño hats are like U.S. cowboy hats.  The North of Mexico is

like the Western US.  Pepe told me that when he was in jail, a fellow inmate wrote a

corrido about him entitled “Tough Guys Don’t Dance.”  Implicit: neither do they sing.

Although Pepe describes the difference between the singing charro and the northern

pistolero as deep and authentic, stemming from profound differences in the cultures of

different regions, movie history shows the way genres build upon each other and produce

felt truths in much the way Reyes Nevares describes (“conventionalism descends from

the screens”) as well as hybridizing with each other.

What happened was that the violent depictions of rural life that characterized the

Revolutionary adventures did not go away, but were sidelined—regionalized--as

belonging to the folklore of norteños and pistoleros.  The mainstream dominance of the

comedia ranchera set the stage for a resurgence of Revolutionary adventures that were

generic hybrids, with U.S. Westerns and beyond.  These films were frequently made in

the North.  Generic association of the North with the US (in hybrid Westerns); economic

collaboration (on co-productions; and geographic proximity all affected people’s real life

practices of identification.
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And, in terms of  “business,” the same producers are associated, serially, with

whatever genres are currently most expedient.  Recently I watched Zona Del Silencio, a

1990 Chihuahua-made churro directed by (and starring) Rodolfo de Anda, son of Raúl.

Who was a producer on the picture?  None other than Fernando de Fuentes, aged director

of Allá en el rancho grande.  The point is that these industry players who emerged almost

a century ago are still actively re-inventing themselves, in front and in back of the

cameras, as well as behind these seemingly-rigid personas.  And, they are allowed to stay

around because of institutionalized practices that favor insiders—a nice way of

describing what many frustrated filmmakers refer to as a sort of “mafia” (cf. de la Vega

1995).

Conventionalism does “descend from the screens,” but it also keeps going.  For

example, if one backs up from the charro figure of the comedia ranchera and sees

instead a man on a rearing horse, the generic landscape opens wide.  This is how pictures

can mark and give way to new “maps.”91  The Revolutionary adventures, U.S. Westerns,

and comic-book heroes like Zorro or El Charro Negro seem only a step away (also

Marlboro).  This path leads also into the everyday, where people live ranchero lives and

are looking to see themselves portrayed--willing to grant even the fakest portrayal the

benefit of the doubt--providing that the representation stays within certain, culturally

accepted bounds.  The secret borderlines projected by the “benefit of the doubt” partake

of that ever-elusive realm “local knowledge,” and change as well.  They become explicit

when they are transgressed, as when the Mexico City director Mitl Valdez screened his

film about the Duranguense writer José Revueltas to an outraged audience in Durango

(discussed in Chapter 4).

In Mexican national history, the vast region of the North resonates with the

mythic West of the US Western.  The particular history and social organization of the

North, with it’s smaller ranchos instead of large haciendas, its vast areas of open space
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and its cattle-centered culture, gave rise to an ideology centered around a kind of populist

idea of the horseman (Alonso 1995, Lomnitz 1992, Nugent).  In this (ideological) world,

it is gendered competence, including an exaltation of horsemanship, which matters more

than class or even race.92  During the early Colonial era, the Spaniards attempted to

enforce a law that forbade Indians and the lower classes to ride horseback—hence the

literal meaning of the term peon (a person on foot).  That law was ignored early on in the

North because of the need for cowboys (Nájera-Ramírez) and was one of several ways in

which Northern peasants were privileged compared to the villagers of central and

southern Mexico.

 (T)hey were not wards of the crown during the colonial period but enjoyed rights
generally reserved for Spaniards and their descendants, the criollos.  They owned
their land individually and were allowed to sell it, or buy additional land.  They
usually owned more land and more cattle than the free peasants of Mexico’’s
other areas.  Their communities were entitled to greater internal autonomy, and
the military colonists had not only the right but the duty to bear arms (quoted in
Nugent, 5).

In general, Northern society evolved around more individualistic, egalitarian lines

than in central and southern Mexico and traditionally placed high value on bravado and

“self-madeness.”  This “differentness” of the North is part of why the word “peasant” has

been problematic for scholars and why historians have used the word serrano (literally

person from the sierra) to describe a particular kind Northern peasant (Nugent, 33).

Historian Alan Knight, for example, invokes the word serrano to describe a peasantry

distinct from the that of peones working on the haciendas, a peasantry “peripheral” both

geographically--situated in mountainous, “frontier” terrain--and politically--less

integrated into broader, national society (in Nugent, 34).  The mythologized biography of

Pancho Villa-- “The Centaur of the North”—exemplifies the difference of the northern

                                                                                                                                                      
91 See “transitional images” of Pancho Villa in Chapter 2.
92 Comments by Emilio Fernández are to the point here: “Horses also adore a God: the rider.” Fernández
considered the man/horse relationship to be a vehicle for magic forces: “two beings joined in a shared
destiny, a spirit divided into two bodies of different species, one heart for both and two intelligences in
perfect complicity,” he felt that “a man with a horse is a superior being”  (Fernández 104-105).
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world, and his late and problematic incorporation into the pantheon of national heroes is a

metaphor for the position of the North relative to the nation (Katz, O’Malley).

The particular ideology of the North also manifests in discourse about Indians.

Northern Indians--Apaches, Tarahumaras and other “undomesticated” groups--are

embraced as “ours” while indigenous people from the center and south are dismissed as

“not from here” and subject to various paternalistic or racist pronouncements.

Displacement of U.S. racism toward Mexicans is accomplished in a similar way, for

example, with racist depictions in U.S  films being explained away by saying “that isn’t

us.”  What happens is that instead of a full-fledged refutation, a fuzzy displacement is

enacted.  The question is left open as to whether the kind of submissive Mexican village

depicted in The Magnificent Seven (John Sturges, 1960), for instance, might be true but in

some other place (“the South”).  Again, regional discourse is invoked to counter the

singularity of the national.  It’s a mistake, though, to think that this seeming “alliance” of

Norteños with gringos is stable.  Regionalized discourse is invoked situationally.

Identity, while seeming so strong, in part because of the distinctness and “indisputability”

of images, remains fluid.  The very same people, in different moments, criticize the U.S.

as much as anyone and identify with Mexico, patriotically assuming all its centrally-

storied personality traits.

THE GOLDEN AGE (POLITICAL ECONOMY)
The Golden Age of Mexican cinema, generally identified as beginning in the late

1930s, followed in the wake of the international success of Allá en el Rancho Grande and

lasted to about 1950.  This was the most illustrious period of Mexican film history, in

which the Mexican genre and star systems were cemented, technological and aesthetic

standards were high and production money plentiful.  It was this period that

overwhelmingly defined the canon of classic film in Mexico, in which the nationalistic

current joined with high culture modernist aesthetics, reaching its summit in the
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internationally-celebrated, pristine collaborations between the director Emilio “El Indio”

Fernández and his cinematographer Gabriel Figueroa (de la Vega 1995, Ramírez Berg

1992).

The extent to which Golden Age cinema was deeply entangled politically and

economically with the United States is the subject of Seth Fein’s dissertation, U.S.

Mexico Relations During the Golden Age of Mexican Cinema, and my summary here is

largely based on his research.  The Golden Age coincided with the very beginning of the

so-called Mexican Miracle, a long period from about 1940 to1968, in which Mexico was

supposedly transformed into a modern, free-market society.93  The “miracle” was the

result of an economic strategy, sponsored to a great extent by the US, designed to

stabilize development, prevent the devaluation of Mexican currency and halt inflation

(Cockcroft, 150, de la Vega, 88).  The film industry, as an industry, was just one element

of the huge push to modernize and industrialize Mexico.  Another crucial aspect of

US/Mexico relations was Mexico’s (admittedly reluctant and hard won) partnership with

the Allied forces during World War II. The economic project and the ideological one

(pushing a pro-Allies message and incorporating Mexico and other Latin American

nations into the internationalist cause) were complementary and played out on the ground

of the film industry. Fein argues that, rather than being “nationalist” in any anti-

imperialist sense, the folkloric images of Golden Age films masked a multi-leveled

atmosphere of collaboration.

Fein’s argument is quite different from the generally-accepted view put forth by

most scholars of Mexican film, namely that Golden Age Mexican cinema was a fairly

obvious aesthetic extension of the concerns of nationalist indigenismo, prevalent in all the

                                                  
93 “From 1940 to 1960 . . . there was a 120% jump in industrial production and a 100% increase in
agricultural output.  Stimulated initially by increased U.S. demands for food and raw materials during
World War II and the Korean War, and aided by an abundant labor supply made possile by rapid
populations growth—from 19.6 million people in 1940 to 35 million in 1960 to an estimated 72 million
people in 1982—the Mexican econoy showed substantial GNP growth rates . . .” (Cockcroft: 150).
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arts during the post-Revolutionary Cárdenas administration and beyond, and as such was

nationalistic and implicitly anti-American.  He shows the extent of Hollywood’s

involvement including how films of this period were actually derivative of Hollywood

genres and production styles.   Even the seemingly nationalist films, “were produced by

an industry that developed in a transnational framework, one dependent upon

internationalist collaboration (not nationalist confrontation) with Hollywood and U.S.

foreign policy.  Further, that framework served to support the Mexican state’s general

pro-U.S. economic and political orientation during World War II (and beyond, into the

cold war)” (Fein, 298).   Fein says Golden Age films produced a national discourse (and

had lasting effects) but were not really nationalist.  Rather, they served to further the

government’s broader aims at the time, namely political incorporation and capitalist

accumulation.

Mexico’s film industry boomed from 1942 through World War II, in large part

because the US virtually anointed Mexico as an “imperialist industry” by making it the

number one source of Spanish-language films in the world.94  During the war years, the

US provided Mexico with film stock, a very scarce commodity whose distribution it

controlled and withheld from less compliant nations.  Mexico accepted the precious raw

film stock in exchange for submission to U.S. control: “Mexico, in exchange for growth,

became a junior partner in its own industry that was supplied, trained and controlled by

Hollywood” (Fein 326).   The “failure” of the earlier, made-in-Hollywood “Spanish

Language Cinema” was redeemed, in a certain way, by making it in Mexico City instead.

94 See Fein for a detailed elaboration of how this was enacted by engineering the decline of Argentina’s
film industry, which had been prolific until that time.  The reason for this was Mexico’s collaborative
relationship, versus Argentina’s conflictual one, with United States foreign policy:  “U.S. policies aimed to
marginalize the South American nation’s film industry . . . U.S. foreign policy crippled it by denying access
to raw film stock”  (Fein 306).
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In addition to US interest, involvement of the Mexican state in matters cinematic

was at a high during the Golden Age.95  Its agenda of capitalist expansion and

“development” was congruent with US goals.  In order to be able to make films in this

period, potential Mexican filmmakers had to contend with the controlling arm of the

United States as well as censorship and meddling by their own government.  They also

had to navigate funding organizations and unions that were rife with corruption.   The

government’s favoritism, the special cinematographic bank (formed with the alleged

intention of fostering more production) and the unions in Mexico all conspired to reward

and extend the power of the already-powerful.  These institutionalized practices

prevented the formation of a healthy industry in which new talent and technicians could

constantly be admitted and trained (Fein, 324, Ramírez Berg).  This also explains why

many of the same names from the Mexican cinema of the 1980s and 1990s were there

first the 1930s.

The presidential sexenios of Manuel Avila Camacho (1940-1946) and Miguel

Alemán (1946-1952) were instrumental for advancing the US-friendly economic policies

necessary to facilitate the so-called Mexican “miracle.”  Avila Camacho began an

“opening” of Mexican markets that would reach unprecedented heights in Alemán’s

administration, eroding, bit-by-bit, the policies of reform established in post-

Revolutionary Mexico.96 The political and economic alliances forged in the Avila

Camacho and Alemán years did result in high profits and many quality films during the

flush wartime economy.  However, when the U.S. withdrew its heavy support after the

war, the Mexican system was left with its corrupt infrastructure.  Cynical producers had

                                                  
95 See Maciel for an overview of the complicated and ongoing role of the Mexican state in the national film
industry.
96 See Cockcroft for full discussion of US/Mexico economic ties during this period including entrenched
patterns of corruption by those in official posts: The longstanding unwritten rule that those in top
government posts may filch public money without risk of serious reprisal was reaffirmed in the most
blatant ways.  Where before bureaucrats on the lower rungs had to be careful, under Alemán everyone used
the same excuse: ‘President Alemán leads and I follow.’ Alemán himself, having made a fortune from graft
and deals with U.S. capitalists including partnerships with hotel magnate Conrad Hilton left office in 1952
a millionaire . . . In 1981, Alemán was still the major official in the nation’s tourism industry (152).
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been more concerned with short-term profit than with laying the groundwork for the

industry’s survival.  They took the money and ran.  As Charles Ramírez Berg writes:

(I)t is likely that Mexican cinema could have maintained a decent share of the
market if the industry had been structured differently.  Had it been organized to
reinvest Golden Age profits and keep its facilities modern and efficient and had
there been a mechanism to integrate new talent regularly and systematically, the
downfall . . . might have been avoided altogether” (39).

For the purposes of this dissertation, it is important to note that the “sell out” villains in

this oft-told tale by scholars of Mexican cinema, include precisely the same producers

who left Mexico City in the 1950s to set up their churro shops in Northern states like

Durango.  And, the first Hollywood film shot in Durango--White Feather in 1954--had

none other than ex-President Alemán’s son  “Miguelito” as one of the producers—as well

as René Cardona as second-unit director.

As has been noted, US involvement in the Mexican film industry was driven by

more than economic concerns--it was an integral part of a foreign policy initiative.

During World War II, Nelson Rockerfeller’s Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American

Affairs (the OCIAA) was responsible for U.S. cultural and economic relations with Latin

America.   It masterminded an ambitious project in which cinema played a central role.

The OCIAA devised an internationalist system intended to derail pro-Axis or “neutralist”

(Argentine, especially) films and “provide a transnational mass-culture infrastructure

with which to meld the reciprocal ideological needs of U.S. foreign policy and that of

allied Latin American Governments.  Mexico was to be just the first of several

(undefined and never realized) projects at developing national cinemas.  Nevertheless, the

Mexican industry’s aim would be region-wide, not just the Mexican audience” (Fein,

427).

Its centerpiece was the “Good Neighbor Policy,” a propaganda campaign that

manifested differently in films made both in the US and Mexico.  U.S. films rejected
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earlier (masculine) Mexican stereotypes (the aforementioned “wild men, drunkards,

grotesquely attired bandits”) and portrayed instead its (and this extended to “Latin

America” in general) exotic beauty, usually in the shape of a woman (the films of

Carmen Miranda are exemplary).  Films made in Mexico, in contrast, reversed the

gendered narrative.  They used romance to ease the taste of U.S. propaganda by having

girls of all persuasions choosing the Mexican hero over the gringo.  This romance

accompanied a message that was pro Allies and anti Axis.97   Romance was one of

several strategies devised to “sell” a war that many Mexicans were, at best, ambivalent

about.  Another was the layering of new stories over traditional touchstones of Mexican

nationalism, promulgating the idea of internationalism as nationalism.  Fein cites several

examples of paradoxical textual “turnarounds” in films of the period, including a Niños

Heroes98-like narrative in ¡Mexicanos al grito de guerra!  (1943) as well as echoes of El

Grito de Dolores99 in Espionaje en el Golfo (1942).

Many fortunes were made and reputations solidified by participating in this flush

period of production.  For example, Raúl de Anda’s fortune dates from his production of

Soy Puro Mexicano (I Am Pure Mexican, 1942), directed by Emilio Fernández and

starring the iconic Mexican actor Pedro Armendáriz (Fernández, quoted in Reyes

Nevares: 23).  In this classic, OCIAA-friendly film Armendáriz plays an “authentic”

charro/bandit (of the Robin Hood type) who fights and prevails over three axis agents

(one Japanese, one German and one Italian). The story is built around a puro Mexicano

character who is “naturally” suspicious of gringos, yet comes to work side by side with

                                                  
97 Fein cites Escuadrón (1945) as exemplary.  Here, a Mexican pilot stationed in Texas becomes engaged
to a Spanish-speaking blonde gringa.  A portrait of the Mexican president Avila Camacho  hangs next to
that of Roosevelt in the dance hall “ emphasizing  the partnership . . . of the nations”  . . .“The film could
dare to demonstrate the depth of the alliance because it did so by asserting Mexico’s military participation
and sexual power.  Manuel, the pilot  gives his life for the Allied cause . . . but Mexican national identity is
masculinzied through the romantic conquest of a gringa” (448)
98 Ironically, the patriotic legend of the Niños Heroes tells the tale of six young cadets who, in September
1847, chose to die rather than let the invading US army seize the Castle of Chapultepec in Mexico City.
99 Shout (generally rendered “¡Que Viva México!”), in the town of Dolores, by the priest Miguel Hidalgo,
that inaugurated the war for independence from Spain.
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them against a common enemy.  It is a case of de Anda putting the charro shorthand to

use—yet again. And, on a larger scale, it is an exemplary instance of the kind of re-

presentation of familiar, national symbols as international—something Fein

demonstrates is characteristic of Golden Age films.

Even though the first goal of the OCIAA program was ideological, there was

never doubt (by businessmen on either side) that there was money to be made (Fein

437).100 In addition, as Fein clearly demonstrates, to understand the productions of the

Golden Age purely in the context of U.S. cultural imperialism is a mistake. The OCIAA

agenda also served the goals of a Mexican state increasingly oriented toward capitalist

accumulation and foreign investment.  The “positive,” “modern” depictions of Mexico

were highly useful to both nations.  It’s not surprising that this is the period in which the

Turismo and Cinematografîa projects were definitively grouped together, a grouping that

represents the kind of convergent (but separate) ideological and economic goals of the

two states during that period and that persists today.  Both states benefited from

cooperative production and distribution (Fein, 31).  The link between tourism and cinema

today is firmly in the realm of common sense, exemplified by the name of the state office

in Durango: Dirección Estatal de Turismo y Cinematografía.

After the war, the US government was no longer invested in Mexican production.

However, American capitalists continued to control distribution and exhibition.  The

monopoly in the exhibition sector by William Jenkins is narrated unanimously by

historians as the emblematic nail in the coffin of Golden Age cinema (cf. de la Vega,

Maciel).  The monopoly was symptomatic of Hollywood’s imperialism and the

profitability, for some, of collaboration.  Although it was noticed that Mexico’s federal

cinematographic law (Ley Cinematográfica) prohibited monopolies, the law’s existence

had done nothing to prevent a flourishing monopoly in the exhibition sector by US

100 One of many examples would be the Churubusco studios, built in Mexico City in 1944 with RKO
owning a 50% share (Paranguá, 85).
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magnate William Jenkins who had associates in Mexico that included ex-president Avila

Camacho’s brother, Maximino and other well-connected businessmen.  This group

controlled eighty percent of the national exhibition sector.  The participation of the ex-

president’s brother points to another recurrence of what was a common official strategy:

the enacting of the toothless law.  Historians have noted a pattern of this strategy, dating

back to the poignant example of the Revolutionary-era Madero-written Constitution (cf.

Cockcroft, Krauze).

The Jenkins monopoly was cemented in 1952 with the help of successful Mexican

producers--Raúl de Anda, Gregorio Wallerstein and others--who provided Jenkins and

his group with “product” for the domestic market.  This led to a situation in which:

by far the largest part of Mexican cinema produced in the 1950s and early 60s
was financed by a few companies and filmed by a few directors.  Then the sons of
these producers, including René Cardona, Raúl de Anda and others, took over and
the film industry began to revolve exclusively around a number of family-based
companies . . . (These producers), satisfied with their privileges and indifferent to
the crisis . . . limited themselves to production of genre films that could recoup
their low budgets in the popular domestic market  (de la Vega 2000, 91-92).

Films produced included ranchero dramas, masked wrestler movies, urban

comedies, fantasy/horror films and “Westerns of the lowest possible quality” (de la Vega,

2000, 92).  The Golden Age was officially over and Mexico’s position as a producer of

quality art films for an international audience receded (almost) into the realm of nostalgia

until the 1970s.

THE GOLDEN AGE (GENRE, STYLE, PEOPLE)
During the Golden Age, Comedias rancheras continued to be produced, as did

Revolutionary adventure films.  And a wide variety of new genres emerged in this period

as well.  Among them, the sophisticated films of Julio Bracho, the urban street comedies

of Cantinflas, the family melodrama, and a bit later the “fallen woman” caberetera films,
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amidst which Luis Buñuel made his debut (as a Mexican filmmaker) in 1949 with Gran

Casino.  However, it was the resurgence of indigenismo, lyrically rendered by the

director Emilio “El Indio” Fernández and his cameraman Gabriel Figueroa which became

the internationally celebrated representation of the Golden Age.  When Fernández and

Figueroa won the Cannes film festival with their María Candelaria in 1946, they

definitively put Mexico on the art film map.  Despite the wide range of films being made

and the popularity of other genres, it was the Fernández/Figueroa modernist, nationalist

aesthetic that was the most official, internationally known facet of Golden Age cinema.

And no single film was more influential than María Candelaria.

María Candelaria.  A lot can be learned from María Candelaria, both as a

cinematic text and a cultural phenomenon.  It was enormously influential on many levels

and still probably counts as the emblematic artifact of Mexican cinema.  First, the stars of

the film, Pedro Armendáriz and Dolores Del Rio became legends, not only internationally

famous, but embodiments of lo mexicano, living national symbols, the sight of whom

engendered powerful sentiment.  Carlos Monsivaís recounts that when Armendáriz died

in 1957 it “caused the largest outpouring of sentimentality given by any country or by

Mexico to any one person” (1995:50).  The filmmaking team of Fernández and Figueroa

were largely responsible for this mythologization as well as becoming legends in their

own right.

The story of María Candelaria is more or less a retelling of an earlier film,

Janitzio, the indigenismo fable of 1936 in which Emilio Fernández had starred.  Its

central theme recurs throughout Fernández’s oeuvre: the tragic encounter of tradition and

modernity.  Dolores del Rio plays the title role, a beautiful, Indian flower seller moving

in her graceful boat amid the chinampas (floating gardens) of Xochimilco.  She is

shunned by the rest of the village because her mother was a prostitute.  Her protector is

Lorenzo Rafael, played by Pedro Armendáriz, who must visit her in secret at her home on

the margins of the village.  One day in the market, she is approached by a painter from
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the city who is hypnotized by her beauty and wants to paint her.  She flees.  Later,

though, ill with malaria and desperate for money, she lets him paint her picture.   The

painter depicts her nude, although she didn’t pose that way.  The villagers stone her to

death and Lorenzo Rafael goes to jail.  He breaks out in time to have María die in his

arms.

The film is framed as a flashback, beginning years later in the painter’s studio at

the university, where a reporter is asking him about the mysterious woman in a hidden

painting.  This scene follows the film’s opening shots: statues of mesoamerican figures.

The camera lingers on the planes of the statues’ faces and then cuts to the face of Dolores

del Rio (alive, in flashback), then to the unveiling of the draped painting, which is not

actually shown, of del Rio--“una india de pura raza Mexicana.” This sequence is

interesting for the mediating (yet absent) image of the painting, which implies that the

artist, as well as the model, proceeds from “time immemorial.”  Beauty is timeless and

summons the artist to it, in whatever age.  Of course this can also be seen as an allegory

for the filmmaker himself, particularly since he is Fernández, the self-described “fourth

muralist” –following in the footsteps of Rivera, Orozco and Siquieros (Acevedo-Muñoz,

22).  The style of the film itself closely follows the same impulse as the artist character.

It is an aestheticization that defines and elevates images of the “purely Mexican,” with

special attention to the faces, both as wholes and as fetishized separate parts.  One comes

away stamped with the jumbled-yet-pristine (cubist, in a way) impression of del Rio’s

eyelashes, Armendáriz’s eyes and lips, the texture of the baskets, and various images of

the exotic landscape.
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PICTURE 57: PEDRO ARMENDÁRIZ AND DOLORES DEL RIO IN
MARÍA CANDELARIA

Gabriel Figueroa, the cinematographer, was internationally known.  He had

trained in Hollywood with Gregg Toland (who shot Citizen Kane) and would work on

both sides of the border throughout his career (which stretched into the 1980s), including

with John Ford and John Huston.  Figueroa’s distinctive photographic style plays a huge

role in the aesthetic, not only of María Candelaria, but of the most famous films of

Mexican cinema, from Allá en el Rancho Grande (de Fuentes, 1936) to Los Olvidados

(1950) and Nazarín (1959), both made with Luis Buñuel.  In María Candelaria, Figueroa

photographs the principals repeatedly from below, making them seem monumental.  This

photographic elevation is the counterpoint to the social degradation the characters

experience in the story, as Indians at the mercy of the greedy mestizo boss and of society

in general.  A sense of meticulousness imbues every frame, which gives a kind of stately,

slowed down rhythm to the whole. The purifying, beautifying project of Figueroa’s
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camera has been much remarked—not least in a compilation of interviews illustratively

entitled La Mirada que limpia (the gaze that cleans).

PICTURE 58: LA MIRADA QUE LIMPIA
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There is one “chaotic” scene in María Candelaria in which María and Lorenzo

Rafael take their beloved little pig to get blessed on the day the town priest is blessing all

the animals.  Although the priest has expressly invited them, the townspeople object and

all hell breaks loose.  Even this chaos is lyrically choreographed.  The lyricism is

mediated by humor, however, as one character soothingly remarks “of course the little

pig was scared, here among so many Christians.”  Twenty years later, there is a

memorable scene in Night of the Iguana (John Huston, 1964), also shot by Figueroa.

Two young men engage in a fistfight (over a girl, played by Sue Lyon) to the tune of a

“typical” Mexican dance, while Emilio Fernández looks on in the bit role of the

bartender.  The “chaos” of the fight is humorously subjugated to the rhythm of the

dance—undoubtedly a contribution of the Fernández/Figueroa team.

I have been arguing that a repeating discursive figure, the logic of the emblem, is

apparent at different levels of popular and official culture—the lotería cards, the fondness

of generic “types,” implicit in the concept of relajo and double entendre slang.  There are

many instances in which a situation of flux and indeterminacy is “fronted”  (and

displaced onto) an easily apprehended, rigidly drawn image (frequently of a person).

This chain of displacement in the category “cinema” during the Golden Age made

national and cinematic symbols of Fernández, Del Rio and Armendáriz, as well as

particular films like María Candelaria.   By making them symbols of both nation and

cinema, these categories (nation and cinema) became even more strongly related to each

other, and, by extension, the “truth” of each also became related.  This sort of discursive

operation is most frequently associated with authoritarian, official strategy. In Bauman

and Briggs’ terms, it seeks to “minimize intertextual gaps,” through recourse to a strong

image. Lomnitz presents an apt example of this in an essay addressing the historical

development of the public persona of the Mexican president.  He shows how the

president’s body, as a symbol of power, becomes a model of how sovereignty is

achieved.
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Such models were used to tie the state to ‘the people,’ and successful presidential
images were turned into state patrimony: “part of the material inventory that could
be deployed to uphold one of the principal claims of the modern state: that is itself
the inalienable possession of the nation, and not the instrument of special
interests” (1996, 119).

The general structure sketched here: the weakness of the thing itself, being

adorned (fronted) and exemplified by a powerful figure (the president, Fernández), to

which the meaning of the thing (nation, film/nation) gets displaced, and from which the

(original) thing draws power, is appropriate.  Fernández did come to be the unmistakable

symbol for Mexican Cinema and even, at times, for Mexico itself.  The international

acclaim received by María Candelaria made Mexico seem, in the eyes of the

international film community, to be a “player” with an organized industry and established

film culture.  As Eduardo de la Vega Alfaro and others have pointed out, however, this

conception was premature and endowed Fernández with enormous power.  His “real life”

industrial power emerged from his symbolic power.  His skewed importance

internationally gave him clout at home where he had previously not been considered the

single most important force in cinema. Fernández himself recounts the initial, negative

reaction to his prize-winning film:  “ In Mexico, the night it premiered, it was booed”

(Fernández, 135).

Acevedo Muñoz writes: “it was the historical epic, with Revolutionary and

‘indigenist’ themes that became inscribed with the ‘official’ label of ‘national’ cinema

and that was privileged to be shown at the European film festivals of the late forties”

(16). Meanwhile, the moviegoing publics of Mexico and the rest of Latin America vastly

preferred the comedies (17). Nonetheless, Fernández and his image became synonymous

with Cinema and even with Mexico in much the same way Durangueses see Villa as

synonymous with Durango or the way, according to Lomnitz, the body of the Mexican

president is made synonymous with the nation itself.
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CARRIER OF CINEMA #4: EMILIO “EL INDIO” FERNÁNDEZ

The rise of el Indio, his reign during the Golden Age of Mexican Cinema, his

subsequent decline in the early 50s and later (apparent) fall from grace as an actor in the

Westerns and churros of the 60s and 70s (his Durango moment) continues as a metaphor

of Mexican cinema itself.101   And yet it’s not so easy.  It doesn’t ultimately mean in the

ways one might think.  El Indio, like Pancho Villa and other manipulators of myth and

media, told many stories about himself in many different ways, and these stories take on

discursive lives of their own (they leak). Thus, the reduction of El Indio to a simple,

linear rise and fall narrative is impossible.  His contradictions, such as his vocal

nationalism--“instead of a heart I have an eagle devouring a serpent” (Fernández, 61), on

the one hand, and his gringo collaborations and stereotypical portrayals (in art and life) of

a volatile Mexican bandit, on the other, are so excessive that his myth, ultimately, is

inflated and endlessly revivified rather than collapsed and co-opted.   The fact that he

went to jail for killing a man (accidentally, in a fight) was perhaps the decisive element

catapulting him into the kind mythic territory most narrated in corridos.  Mere longevity

is celebrated, and the more dramatic the ups and downs are, the better.  Imaginative

evaluation is displaced from product to biography to potentially other things, in a

shifting, unfinalized way.

Behind the seeming coherence of El Indio’s image are layers of contradictions

and piles of anecdotes.  His daughter’s book—titled Emilio Fernández, vida y mito-- is a

juxtaposition of pictures and anecdotes whose twofold purpose seems to be therapeutic (it

was clearly traumatic to be his daughter and she’s trying to work through it) and an

attempt to defend his reputation to the world.  The anecdotes here have the same kind of

heaviness I felt in the Durango anecdotes from Alberto Tejada’s manuscript (discussed in

Chapter 5).  They are inscrutable proofs of something, but the something is ultimately

elusive.  It gets displaced.  Rather than resolve the alleged contradiction of the title (“Life
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and Myth”), the information-filled document102 serves to perpetuate the myth part.  The

person remains a cipher.  And one still can’t stop staring at El Indio’s face.

Emilio Fernández’s face is something to be reckoned with, as is its proliferation.

His image is, even now, visible on newsstands, book covers and alive on TV and movie

screens.  The power of his gaze, his awareness of the meaning of each of his features, his

head thrown back in laughter (particularly when villainous, as in his portrayal of the cruel

Mexican general in Sam Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch [1969]) are uncategorizable in

ordinary structuralist terms.  These excesses touch the realm of nonverbal “outsides”

postulated in criticism and philosophy-- the obtuse, the abject, the supplement, the

carnivalesque.  Fernández claims that what he is doing with his own face and those of his

favorite actors is carrying on an Aztec tradition:  “To ‘have a face and a heart’ means to

define the personality, according to the Nahuas” (Fernández, 19).  However, whenever

face and physiognomy are glorified as national essence one is also in the midst of racial

discourse, analyzable in terms of both the “obvious” and the “obtuse” (Barthes 1977)-- of

which there is a strong visual history in Mexico (Katzew). What is so compelling about

Fernández is how the epic effort at complete control of the structure (of both his

“biography” and his artistic production) cannot be complete, and how there is something

of the uncanny about it that exceeds calculation.

                                                                                                                                                      
101 Unfairly, according to some.  De la Vega, for example says that when El Indio’s reputation began to
wane, his decline then, reflected with unfair force on Mexican cinema’s international prestige “which soon
became an object of nostalgia” (2000, 89)
102 From Adela Fernandez’s book: El Indio had a hard childhood and was mistreated.  When El Indio was
in Cuba, Fulgencio Battista gave him a gift of a beautiful thoroughbred named Malik (93).  El Indio hated
to see women with short hair and when he saw them in cafes he called them traitors to Mexico.  He also
hated the sight of fat people.  He studied and admired Chinese culture (132).  He felt people show their true
essence when they drink and distrusted people who do not drink (148).  He taught Vittorio di Sica and other
famous people to drink Mezcal (149).  He served six months in jail, in Torreón, for murder (224).  He
violated parole and did more time in Mexico City (225).  He endured many insults, many friends
abandoned him, critics were no longer kind (230).  Yet many friends remained loyal.
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PICTURE 59: El Cine Por Mis Pistolas
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PICTURE 60: Vida y Mito

As an example of the odd paths laid out through the “obvious” practices of labels

and names, I quote here a story from the opening section of Paco Ignacio Taibo 1’s

biography of El Indio: El Indio Fernández, El cine por mis pistolas (the cinema for my
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guns [implying in trade for]).  The book attempts the difficult task of untangling fact and

fiction—the same unrealized aim of Adela Fernández’s book.

In 1961 the Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune103 came to Mexico to work in a
film titled “Ánimas Trujano,” directed by Ismael Rodríguez.

Toshiro had been contracted to play the part of a Mexican and it was said
that his type (his “look”) wasn’t far from that of certain indigenous Mexican
types.  Working with Toshiro in the film was the actress Columba Domínguez,
who had been married to Emilio “Indio” Fernández.  Columba told Toshiro that
“Indio” had been born in Hondo.  Toshiro became very interested in meeting
“Indio,” who was at that time working on his film Pueblito, in which Columba
was also appearing.

Toshiro was very insistent about meeting “Indio,” not only because he was
interested in his films, but also because, as would be revealed later, he thought
that “Indio” Fernández had been born in Japan.

Hondo is an island of a Japanese archipelago, and the Hondo where
Emilio Fernández was born is a town in Coahuila, near the Sabinas river, a bit
more than 20 kilometers from Juárez and close to the great lake Venustiano
Carranza.

For Toshiro Mifune it wasn’t strange that “Indio” would be Japanese since
he himself had just played a Mexican in a film (13-14).

El Indio was born in northern Mexico but became enamored with an imagined lo

Mexicano based on the indigenous center and south (and in part inspired by the Russian

Sergei Eisenstein).  Fernández justified and explained himself as a representative of all

that is puro Mexicano—“just look at this face.”  Yet a Japanese actor who could pass for

a Mexican mistook Fernández for Japanese.  And Fernández’s formative critical audience

103 Famous Japanese actor best known in America for his role in Seven Samurai and other Akira Kurosawa
films.  There are many connections (direct remakes, like Seven Samurai and Magificent Seven,  as well as a
general thematic resonance) between the world of the Western---mythical post Civil War USA (and the
cowboy’s diminishing relevance in it) and the much-narrated mythical world of Feudal Japan with its
Samurai warriors.  Quentin Tarantino’s Kill Bill 1 and Kill Bill 2 (2003 and 2004) recently drew on the
generic and thematic closeness of Westerns and Asian martial arts films.
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was in France.104  Later, Fernández worked as “Second Unit Director” on The

Magnificent Seven (John Sturges, 1960), a remake of Akira Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai

(1954) that had starred Toshiro Mifune.  The Magnificent Seven was reviled in Mexico,

where it was shot.  It was widely considered a work of supreme contempt for Mexico, or

at least ignorance, on the part of U.S. producers, based on its portrayal of Mexican

villagers as unable to protect themselves and in need of gringo saviors.105  These tales of

recognition and misrecognition index complicated transnational discursive paths, not only

of movies, genres, and people, but of unmoored, imagined physiognomies of race and

nation that become part of what constitutes the “cinema-related.”

The history of Mexican national cinema I sketch here highlights the threads that

lead to Durango and become most relevant from that perspective. Two of the most

important (and related) binary oppositions refigured in the Durango context are

Mexico/United States and authenticity/pragmatism.  In each case, terms that were

formerly opposed become related by recourse to regional ideology (as opposed to

national), and the charismatic human-shaped figures like Emilio Fernández I call

“carriers of cinema.”  During the early years of Mexican film, under the Porfiriato, film

was allied with science and charged with portraying “real-life” truth.  During the “Golden

Age,” “truth” in film was displaced to nationalist “authenticity” on the level of content as

well as aesthetic power, with films (like other art forms in Mexico at the time, notably

painting) attempting to represent visually the idea of lo mexicano (that which is truly and

profoundly Mexican).  In the blatantly commercial Durango era, “authenticity” gets

displaced from the screen images onto the “real life” personae of the filmmakers and

actors involved, as well as the “character” of the region, a concept that bleeds into the

filmic idea of landscape.  Men like Raúl de Anda, having constructed themselves as

                                                  
104 Acevedo Muñoz writes that Fernández was the first Mexican filmmaker embraced by a group of critics
such as Andre Bazin , later being supplanted by Luis Buñuel with the advent of Los Olvidados.
105 For commentary on the making and reception of  The Magnificent Seven in Mexico, see the
“supplemental material” on the DVD (MGM, 2001)—particularly the reminiscences of actor James
Coburn.
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Northerners, are then being authentic by being pragmatic, by being “businessmen” as

opposed to “artists.”  Similarly, Mexico and the U.S. are then no longer opposing terms.

Northerners are like Americans.  As Pepe pointed out, they wear the same hats as

American cowboys, not those big ridiculous (Southern) Mexican ones.

However, as I have also noted, these alliances and identifications are not rigid.

Durango is between Mexico City and Hollywood.  The industry players who moved to

Durango from Mexico City retained political and economic connections to the capital.

By being in the middle (spatially, geographically), with “legitimate” claim to affiliation

with either Mexico City (official, high culture, state-sponsorship) or Durango (unofficial,

lowbrow, profit-driven, international) they are able to make use of a structure of

“plausible deniability” based on two disparate versions of “the obvious.”   The figure of

“plausible deniability” is accomplished visually and spatially more than linguistically, by

standing with an attitude of extreme confidence on one “stage set” rather than another.

This is the same logic that allows a young guy to ride the bus wearing a baseball cap with

his state name (“Durango,” “Sinaloa”) and a marijuana leaf on it.  It is a mute and spatial

affiliation.  If he gets hassled, he can say it is “just a hat.”

Whereas the Golden Age, state-sponsored cinema industry had taken pains to

mask U.S. influence behind overtly nationalistic, folkloric themes, the “Golden Age of

Cine Churro” reveled in its international character.  Although the Golden Age films may

have been “co-productions” in the sense that they conformed to “suggestions” by the U.S.

government in return for support and film stock, the collaboration was not an explicit

one.  No such pretense existed in the Durango era.  Hollywood, Mexico and producers

from any other country were welcome in Durango, a sphere in which an ideology of

convivencia and the mutual--now explicit-- pursuit of profit virtually replaced overt

artistic ambition.
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The Durango era of “co-productions” began when Mexican producers and

politically-connected businessmen collaborated with Hollywood.  Early Durango

productions like White Feather and The Wonderful Country had Mexican investors as co-

producers and Mexican directors as “assistant” or “second unit” directors (Tejada).

Prominent Golden Age directors who adapted to the commercial industry by working as

assistants on co-productions and making Mexican genre films cite the international

convivencia of the productions, the pragmatic need to make a living, and the Mexican

ability to roll with the punches as mitigating factors for the sting of reduced technological

and artistic standards (cf. Galindo in Reyes-Nevares, Tejada).   Later, Mexican producers

began using the Hollywood-built sets for their own productions.  As Rodolfo de Anda

(son of Raúl) put it: “the sets were there and we had plenty of cows, so we made

Westerns” (quoted in Patiño Diaz).

Various scholars have pointed out that since the 1950s, Mexico has had  “two

different cinemas”--different unions, different studios, different exhibition networks (cf.

de la Vega, Paranguá).  One “cinema” was shown on Mexico City screens, seriously

reviewed, funded by the state and sent to international festivals.   This “official” Mexican

cinema was very limited from the 1950s-1970s.  It’s two major figures were Roberto

Gavaldon (El Gallo de Oro, 1964), who carried on the Fernández-Figueroa tradition of

“quality” nationalism, and Luis Buñuel.106  The other “cinema” encompassed the vast

majority of films that were produced and consisted of genre films aimed at a popular

market (Paranguá, 92).  These were shown on screens across the country, including tiny

rural villages.   These were the films most people actually went to see, the ones they

“took to their heart,” (Alejandro Galindo, quoted in Reyes Nevares).  They still loom

                                                  
106 For a fascinating contextualization of Buñuel’s fit within the Mexican Cinema industry see Ernesto
Acevedo Muñoz who argues-- contrary to prevailing scholarship that tends to call Buñuel’s thirty-year stay
in Mexico an abberation--that Buñuel thrived in Mexico, more because of than in spite of its excessive
preoccupation with nationalism and genre.  According to Acevedo Muñoz, these structures suited Buñuel’s
surrealist bent by begging to be just slightly altered in order to expose the insanity within the familiar.
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large in a Mexican (and immigrant Mexican) nostalgic imaginary, and it is these churros,

principally the Westerns, that are the defining films of Durango’s “Golden Age”--roughly

1969-1985 (see Appendix).

Durango’s emergence as a cinematic “elsewhere” for both Hollywood and

business-oriented pioneers from Mexico City resulted in Durango’s identity as a Tierra

del Cine whose peak period of production--late 1960s through the mid 1980s—is known

in Durango as The Golden Age of Cine Churro.” In the Mexican national context, it was

part of an “other” cinema, along the same ideological lines that the North was “another

country (cf. Alonso 1995, 5).  Its definition was predicated on its otherness: The Golden

Age vs. The Golden Age of Cine Churro.  Since the mid-eighties, the slow death of the

Western genre and film in general as a medium of production, have meant that

production in Durango has dwindled to the occasional (see Appendix).  The little movie

theaters in the pueblos, formerly sites for the shared sociability of moviegoing, eloquently

evoked in Juan de la Riva’s films, closed down.    What shoots in Durango now is most

likely to be scenes in a big-budget film, commercials or music videos.  The market at

which the churros were once directed (working class, provincial, migrants to the US) is

now served by TV and the straight-to-video extensions of the c h u r r o

genres—“videohomes”—cheap productions shot all over the country but particularly

concentrated around the border. The once-powerful theatrical exhibition sector has

become almost irrelevant, except in the cities where it is completely dominated by

Hollywood blockbusters.

However, this narrative of Durango’s industry has to be interrupted by a detour

into the “meanwhile” of Mexico City. In the early sixties, while commercial cinema
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reigned, scholars and filmmakers in Mexico City, demoralized by the demise of serious

cinema, started the Nuevo Cine movement--putting out a journal and loosely modelling

themselves on the French Cahiers du Cinema.   In 1963, the Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de Mexico (UNAM) established a film school Centro Universitario de

Estudios Cinematográficos (CUEC), the first film school in Mexico (Paranguá, 93).

These accumulating events set the stage for the massive revitalization of Mexican cinema

that occured in the 1970-1976 presidential sexenio of Luis Echeverría.

The Echeverría administration sponsored an enormous explosion of experimental

and artistic cinema in Mexico.  What was going on in the capital had effects all over the

country, fostering a renewed enthusiasm for film production, including an unprecedented

openness to amateurs and new talent.  One way the new climate manifested itself was in

the contests and festivals of experimental cinema (in affordable eight millimeter and

super eight formats) that sprang up in many cities.  This nationwide diffusion of youth-

oriented, left-leaning experimental cinema was linked to global youth culture in general

(Mexperimental Cinema catalog).  Duranguenses Alberto Tejada and Juan Antonio de la

Riva participated in this “ochero” movement and hung around the Durango sets during

production of Hollywood films and churros.  They were inspired and influenced by the

commingling of “both” cinematic worlds.

Some commentators have speculated that perhaps, when Echeverría took office he

was trying to make amends for the horror of the previous administration’s massacre of

University students during a protest rally.107 Whatever the reason, the grumbling over the

107 On October 2, 1968, police and soldiers fired on a protest rally of students and workers at the national
University, in the Tlatelolco Plaza in Mexico City, killing an estimated 300-500 people.  There were
attempts to cover up the extent of government involvement at the time.  This was a tragedy on many levels
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state of Mexico’s cinema, which had gained momentum over the decade of the sixties,

was virtually quenched in a breathtaking overhaul of the industry.  When he took office,

Echeverrría put his brother, an industry insider (actor) in charge and basically

nationalized the film industry.  Production companies were formed (CONACINE,

CONACITE AND CONACITE 2) and lent money by the Banco Cinematográfico.

Innovative films that directly questioned Mexico’s ingrained ideologies as well as their

portrayal in the genre films—for example machismo and the emblematic figure of the

charro—appeared for the first time.108

The presidential sexenio following Echeverría’s was that of José Lopez Portillo

(1976-1982), whose attitude toward cinema could not have been more different from his

predecessor’s.  The only similarity was that he too placed his sibling in charge, in this

case a sister--Margarita Lopez Portillo--an infamous figure for historians of Mexican

film.  State support was drastically reduced and gone was any encouragement of

experimentation, new blood or socially progressive themes.  The prescription was now

for inoffensive, “family-oriented” fare or sexycomedias, a genre of churro particularly

offensive to politically progressive tastes.  It was really during the Lopez Portillo years

that the polarization of the “two cinemas” was made explicit in public exchanges of

vitriol.  On one hand, you have the point of view voiced by film scholar David Maciel,

and extremely demoralizing for young Mexicans who had been convincing themselves that times were
changing and there was hope (cf. Aguilar Camin and Meyer).
108 The films of Luis Buñuel were exceptions in that they were always critical.  And despite his 30-year
Mexican career, he is usually considered an “outsider,” although this depiction has been the subject of
debate (cf. Acevedo Muñoz).  And, his subversiveness was more on the level of detournement than the kind
of explicit critique that characterized the films of the 1970s.  For example in El (1953) Buñuel carries the
assumptions of “normal” machismo to their excessive (yet logically motivated) conclusion--in the dark
realm of psychosis.

For a detailed discussion of the films of the Echeverría years and their reflection of and impact on
the Mexican national consciousness, see Ramírez Berg (1992).
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who is clearly speaking from the Mexico City perspective when he laments the free rein

given to private producers—now (again) the only game in town.

With the state diminishing its support for production and excluding an entire
generation of directors, the private sector once again returned to the forefront of
national film production, exhibition, and distribution . . . At the same time that
Margarita López Portilla spoke of family-oriented films, the private productions
were the complete opposite.  Three cycles—U.S.-Mexican border issues, cheap
risqué comedies, and action films—dominated the scene . . .  The fact that the
state gained revenue from the distribution and exhibition of these films offset their
offensive nature.  If there was ever a basis for censorship on the grounds of
‘artistic supervision,’ it would be with these films (Maciel, 210-211).

On the other, you have longtime private-sector directors like Alberto Mariscal

(discussed at length later) criticizing the spendthrift Echeverría years and embracing a

return to “cinema made by those who know how to make it”—meaning the old-time

commercial producers (Maciel: 208). When Tejada, in an unpublished interview from his

“anecdotes” manuscript, asks Mariscal “What is the current state of Mexican cinema,”

Mariscal makes his position clear.

Well, pretty lamentable because we are in bankruptcy.  The giving away of who
knows how many millions of pesos in the last sexenio (here he is referring to the
Echeverría administration) has brought us to a crisis not only for the country but
the cinema—which is ultimately just another entity integrated into the national
apparatus.  So the situation is very violent.  We are making cinema amid many
limitations.  The disposition of the new president has been that one makes films
with the people who know how to make films and he’s stopped giving out grants.
No longer can they make films of forty or fifty million pesos like they were doing
during the last sexenio, for which we are now paying the consequences.  Now we
can’t make all those films like they were doing before, and above all, we can’t
make them for the price they were making them for.  We didn’t participate in the
privilege of those films but we are participating in the disadvantage of having to
remedy the situation, right?

Mariscal’s view is echoed too in a recent interview given by Churro king Jorge Rivero to

a reporter for LA Weekly.  Rivero starred in the Durango-made Western Indio (“Indian,”
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Rodolfo de Anda, 1972), among many others (including some wrestling films).  He

echoes prevailing Duranguese attitude when he calls the state-funded directors of the

Echeverría period intellectually arrogant.

They thought that they were better than the rest. They were very communistic,
wearing T-shirts with USSR flags on them and claiming to have studied in
Moscow . . . You can't fool people. They knew they were being looked down
upon. Most of the moviegoers had hard lives in the first place -- they wanted to be
entertained, not subjected to demagoguery (quoted in Treviño, 3).

However, Mariscal, Rivero, and others discussed in the next chapter, are pushed

into affiliations that they must justify as “authentic,” even if they are adapting to shifting

political landscapes.  For example, Mariscal was one of the few commercial directors

who received some favorable critical reception in the artistic, experimental climate of

1970s Mexico city.  His links to that milieu, however, were aggressively quashed by his

subsequent vocal condemnations of the era’s excesses, whose authority stemmed in part

from his status as a director of Westerns and his norteño identity.  The already-sad state

of the national industry in this period was punctuated by a tragic fire in the Cineteca

(government film archive and exhibition house) in Mexico City in 1982, in which prints

of over five thousand films were destroyed (Maciel, 211).  This event, which could have

been prevented through proper storage (something bureaucrats had reportedly been

warned about), is widely regarded as a brutal example of the gap between the official

statement (regarding the importance of film as national patrimony) and what actually

occurs, especially if it requires money (cf. Maciel, 212).

The antagonism between the public and private sectors of the film industry brings

certain ideological connections to the surface.  The “entrepreneur” side of the

artist/entrepreneur binary is made to correspond to “country” in city/country, and to the
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US in US/Mexico.  Art is assumed to be inherently non-commercial and becomes stuck

to the idea of state-sponsorship, which in turn is stuck to the geographic location of

Mexico City.  Also, perhaps most recently in this mix, is the question of production

quality.  During the Golden Age, the country-themed comedias rancheras and city

comedies, although aimed at the masses, were technically very well made (often reaching

the standards set by Hollywood studios).  Even if their politics was condescending, they

looked good, the sound was good and there was an overall professionalism in their

production that fell apart in the post-Golden age.  When the industry changed again, post-

Echeverría, and became once again the domain of the private producers, it became

necessary to explain the drop in quality by recourse (again) to narratives of authenticity:

Churro producers were practical men who have to make a living, not the coddled

spendthrifts of the Echeverría era.

The common-sense result was the acceptance that there was something decadent

and “fake” about spending too much on entertainment for the masses.  As Pepe

Velásquez said to me (citing conversations he’d had with producers over the years),

“poor people aren’t interested in whether the sound is perfect, they just want to see things

they can relate to.”  He also told me that churro producers don’t even want their product

released in Mexico City and reviewed by critics.  They don’t want the hassle.  They

would rather send it straight to the provinces because that is where they make the money.

The bifurcation of Mexican cinema produced an ideological geography that put

technology and art with the city and foreigners.  Taken even further, it put art in Europe

(especially France) and technology in the USA.  People striving in either direction could

then be derided in the practical, “country” sphere for trying to be what they’re not. The
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“country” audience, according to Pepe and his sources, wants only to see horses, guns

and “people who resemble them” --which, as I’ve been arguing, can be a tricky category.

In addition, the technical quality of a production is not only a matter of money.

Questions of both priority and training are also important, and this is a sticky subject.

When Pepe Velásquez rails against young directors today, the ones who hunch over video

monitors instead of physically staging things on the spot, he voices an anxiety with

generational, gendered and geographic connotations.  It’s anxiety about obsolescence in

several domains.  Production has become much more specialized and is virtually

incomprehensible in terms of the old codes.   And, as ever, a way of life centered around

horses is threatened by a still-encroaching modernity, both onscreen and off.  This

anxiety has a seriousness about it because Pepe’s life in cinema was his logical birthright

(he took over from his father), an extension of his real-life ranchero social position, and

something he learned by doing, “not from books.”

Thus, a major textual theme of Westerns--the encounter between tradition and

modernity--is transposed as metacultural explanation by present-day Durangueses like

Pepe Velásquez.  The inherent nostalgia of the Western genre (for a time when men were

tested as individuals against “nature” and each other) becomes a nostalgia for the

production of the Western, as a social arena for these same kinds of men to use their

skills.  This couldn’t be more different from the attitude of the younger film school

graduates working in Mexico City now (the country’s two main film schools are there).

These directors grew up with the churros and certain of them (Guillermo del Toro and

Leopoldo Laborde for instance), are happily tweaking those forms in all kinds of novel

directions making use of the new technology with which they’re very comfortable.
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Movements and appropriations between (and behind) rigidly regionalized

ideologies of identity demand a certain level of schizophrenia (lo stress?), best

exemplified throughout my study by Alberto Tejada (the subject of Chapter 5).  Tejada’s

regional pride and fundamental grounding in its ranchero ideology (including a cynical

pragmatism as well as hard-won access to Durango’s inner circle) alternates with an

exalted notion of cinema as la septima arte (“the seventh art”) and a temperament more

contemplative and artistic than practical. The director Alberto Mariscal, whom Alberto

greatly esteemed, had to swing back and forth in order to continue to work in industry

defined by political whim and entrenched power interests.  And even Pepe, in his own

script ideas and in his reverence for Alberto’s creativity, exhibited complicated

affiliations of both “art” and “business” that had to be constantly renegotiated behind the

screen of the cowboy hat.

The way in which Mexico’s film industry is at the mercy of political forces that

change radically from sexenio to sexenio, as well as the (well-founded) feeling that

everything can just disappear in a puff of smoke at any moment, as happened with the

fire at the national cineteca, joins with generic precedent to fuel an ongoing cultural

impulse toward documentary--in Mexican film history as well as the style of its

scholarship.  For example, Emilio García Riera is a venerated scholar of Mexican film

whose magisterial, multi-volume, Historia documental del cine Mexicano provides data

and commentary on virtually every Mexican film ever made.  Although it contains many

interesting insights and humorous asides, its distinguishing characteristic is completeness.

García Riera’s work has served as a crucial resource and starting place for almost all

further research.  Alberto Tejada was clearly basing his Durango-centered scholarly
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projects—the book of datos, the anecdotes--on García Riera’s example.  Alberto’s book

echoes the form of the national document, but on his own regional-international terrain.

This documentary way of thinking is also manifested in the endless lists produced by the

Dirección—exhibiting a pervasive anxiety, in part I think, lest the whole history should

disappear, just like the crumbling sets or all those films.109

The movies Durango became associated with were of the commercial, churro

variety, but in the imagination these distinctions are not clean.  Associations move along

all kinds of potential lines.  Despite the historical, industrial and ideological “truth” of

“two” kinds of Mexican cinema, and the pragmatic affiliations of producers on one side

or the other, “cinema” also remained an open category that could include any movie from

any place.  Idiosyncratic, local imaginations of cinema, emerge from practice, and

include considerations of access and “irrelevant” material. This is evidence by what

constitutes a “canon” of film history in Durango as opposed to anywhere else.  The father

of filmmaker Juan Antonio de la Riva was an itinerant projectionist who showed movies

to provincial audiences based on what he could get their hands on, and these practical

considerations had effects, including influencing how people conceive of the category

“cinema.”  What I address in the following chapters is how the “truth,” the “illusion” and

the ongoing permutations of “two separate cinemas,” as well as their counterparts in the

broader, international sphere, affected the particular Durango arena of production as well

as the specific aspirations and careers of two duranguense filmmakers.

                                                  
109 This impulse to documentary and to portrait is also expressed musically in the traditional Mexican
corrido.  See Wald’s Narcocorrido for an overview of the genre’s revival in recent years.
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Chapter 4

Authenticity and Pragmatism,  Convivencia and Engaño

Throughout this dissertation I argue that the pleasure of making categories and

rigid definitions permeates both popular and authoritarian representations and discourses.

People, like “DORoteo Arango,” are rigidly defined by their tierra natal.  They are a

product of it and belong to it and embody it.  Yet this very rigidity sets up a condition of

possibility for transgression, something that affords perhaps even more pleasure, lurking

at the brink of the surreal or uncanny, as “Pancho Villa” undoubtedly does.  The model of

a “cinemascape,” composed of map, mood and materiality, posits a “map” emerging

within an “affect” being punctuated and redirected by “material.”  The most potent

“material” of Durango’s “cinemascape” manifests in the human-shaped “carriers of

cinema” who at once belong to and refigure the “scape”—they’re in it and they are it.

When they’re in it, they create paradoxical “backstage” spaces of blankness, or “room for

maneuver” (deCerteau, Chambers, Barthes), related to what I have described as

“plausible deniability.”110  As embodied “material,” they exceed commonsense ideas

about what they “represent.”  This chapter is organized around some of the figures—both

human shaped and formulaic--that mark and operate in Durango’s “Western” sphere of

convivencia (“conviviality”) and engaño (“deception”) like little nerve centers.   Among

these: Hugo Stiglitz, Mario Almada, El Santo, the border, the Western

110 This is related also to Taussig’s (1999) discussion of the “open secret” in Defacement.
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In November 2004 there was a piece in the Durango newspaper El Siglo de

Durango describing a recent celebration of Fifty Years of Cinema in Durango.111  The

honored guests of the governor were the actresses Salma Hayek (Mexican) and Penélope

Cruz (Spanish), who have decided to revive the Western genre yet again.  Their new

project, Bandidas112 will be shot in Durango and everyone is delighted.  The article

illustrates how hope springs eternal for the revivification of a genre and the way of life

that attends its production, as well as showing the exemplary (high, low and sideways)

juxtaposition of folk attending the event.  Present at the soiree, along with the governor,

various political “players” and this pair of “A list” actresses, were Hugo Stiglitz and

Mario Almada, two kings of the churro world and “carriers of cinema” who have spent

enough time in Durango to be considered honorary native sons.

From the starting point of the cocktail party tableau vivant evoked by the

newspaper article, I zoom in on the figures of Almada and Stigliitz, whose contrasting

personas have been fairly consistent considering they’ve made a staggering 267 and 151

films respectively.113  Almada is the rigid figure while Stiglitz is the free-floating one.

Within the Durango movie universe, Almada has been more aligned with the de Anda

family’s production house, Stiglitz with the Cardonas (particularly René Jr.), and their

acting styles and personas perform the aesthetic expectations of these affiliations.  The

Cardona churros tend toward sexy silliness, horror and fantastic schlock whereas the de

                                                  
111 Dinora González, “Conoce algunas cintas famosas en las que dan vida a Pancho Villa,” El Siglo de
Durango, 19 November 2004, p. 2B.
(www.elsiglodedurango.com.mx/hemeroteca/2004/11/19/19dgo01b.pdf.)
112 A remake of the French film Viva María (Louis Malle, 1965) starring Jeanne Moreau and Brigitte
Bardot.
113 Compare these numbers to the number of films made by Cary Grant (74), Humphrey Bogart (71) or
Clint Eastwood (58).
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Anda style is more macho cool, tending toward naturalistic, straight-ahead action.114

And, the de Anda style is more self-consciously “Mexican,” in that even when the

protagonists are named “Morgan” or “Jim” they behave with recognizably ranchero

decorum.   In contrast, Cardona films frequently strive for cultural

invisibility/neutrality—perhaps in anticipation of international sales.

PICTURE 61: HUGO STIGLITZ (Still from Leyendas)

HUGO STIGLITZ

Hugo Stiglitz, churro actor par excellence, is a legend in Durango.   His repeated

presence, over many years, has earned him the kind of collective, indulgent forgiveness

people reserve for “our own” and speak about in diminutives, despite the stories of his

outrageous excesses (likely embellished and definitely savored vicariously).  He has

114 The distinction isn’t without exception.  The de Andas have done horror (Zona del Silencio 1990, for
example) and the Cardonas, particularly early on, did westerns and Revolutionary adventures (La Mula de
Cullen Baker, 1971, El caballo prieto azabache, 1964), but broadly speaking, the general trend has been
the other way.
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honorable duranguense status even though his performance of self is a far cry from the

grown up, formal respectability of the local ranchero ethos.   Even his name has an

international ring.  I asked Pepe Velásquez, based on the name, if Hugo Stiglitz was

German.  He was laughingly dismissive, telling me Stiglitz was from Mexico City and

“his real name is really Rodríguez or González.”  Pepe’s insinuation was that Stiglitz’s

pose as an international man of mystery was really an affectation, an engaño, which is

somehow why he deserved to be an honorary duranguense.

Alberto Tejada, my director/author/actor/bureaucrat friend, idolized Hugo Stiglitz

and tried to copy his signature blend of macho earthiness and free spirit

experimentalism—a persona with links to both the Euro-artsy and the California-kooky).

Tejada and Stiglitz acted together in El Loco Bronco (Alberto Mariscal, 1990) and again

in Alberto’s own film (Leyendas de Amor y Muerte, 1991).   Watching both films, you

can see Alberto using elements of Stiglitz’s acting style yet with a freshness and subtlety

that makes it his own, and in my opinion surpasses the master.  I am a sincere and

unqualified fan of Alberto the actor.  Alberto’s friend Pepe Velásquez also thought

Alberto the better actor.

Pepe and Alberto liked telling me about Stiglitz’s prodigious appetites and how he

got out of this or that difficult situation using his vast reserves of savoir-faire (their

word).  Do you know what savoir-faire is?  (I’m telling Pepe’s joke now).  A man is

screwing another guy’s wife in the bathroom during a party.   The husband opens the

door, sees them, says “excuse me” and closes the door.  Is that savoir-faire?  No, not yet.

What if the husband says, “excuse me . . . please continue” and closes the door.  Still no.

True savoir-faire is when the guy who is screwing the other guy’s wife gets caught by the
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husband, who says “excuse me, please continue,” and the guy does!  He’s the one with

the savoir-faire.

People who live every day in Durango, even if they have their foot in the movie

world, can’t go around smoking joints on the street or picking up teenage girls whenever

they feel like it.  Overall, it’s a traditional, conservative place—a country, mountain place

as opposed to a seaside resort.  People speak using the formal usted form for “you,”

unlike in Mexico City where everyone says tu.  But when movie people come, rules are

temporarily suspended.  There is the tacit responsibility to entertain these outsiders, who

are paying customers as well as guests, and perhaps, if one must, go along for the ride.

These moments of convivencia (conviviality) become the stuff of anecdote.  The

carnivalesque inversion is justified on grounds of business pragmatism.  It is in the telling

of stories that people perform the provincial values they were repressing in front of Ringo

Starr (behaving rudely in a music store) or Belinda Bauer (dancing naked).  Usually these

stories involve an excess of alcohol.  John Wayne, for instance, reportedly drank

prodigious amounts.  In John Candy’s case, there was also the fascination with food: six

chickens every day in the weeks leading up to his untimely death.  “Six chickens and a

bottle of whiskey.”  The humor of the stories is often of the slapstick/farcical variety,

emerging in the deadpan recitation of the absurd lengths people were forced to go in

order to procure chickens or find some obscure brand of whiskey.  “There I was, one hour

before dinner, chasing the last scrawny chicken down the street with my knife . . .”

In the realm of the Durango anecdote, Stiglitz is the indulged practitioner of the

Nietzschean “yes”— to movie roles, to substances, to high-risk activities, to life (a sort of

Mexican Klaus Kinski).  In addition to many Mexican churros, his very long resume
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includes appearances in “quality” films such as John Huston’s Under The Volcano

(1984), a starring role in the (now semi-acclaimed, albeit in marginal circles) Italian

horror film Incubo sulla città contaminata (“City of the Walking Dead,” Umberto Lenzi,

1980), and a turn as Robinson Crusoe (René Cardona, Jr., 1969).  Robinson Crusoe was

his favorite role, and he reprised it in several sequels.  He also starred in the much-

beloved (by all my Durango acquaintances) Día de los Albañiles II (“Day of the

Bricklayers II,” Gilberto Martínez Solares, 1985).  That film is part of a popular 1980s

churro genre--the sexycomedia--consisting of films celebrating albur Mexicano, a kind of

salty, workingman’s vernacular full of slang and double, triple and quadruple entendres

(which is also employed in joking “real life” and is very difficult for foreigners to

decipher).  In the last ten years Stiglitz has worked mainly in narco-action videohomes.

Even in the most chaotic and amateurish-looking videohomes, one can appreciate

Hugo Stiglitz for turning in his signature performance, seemingly unfazed by the

diminished context of his efforts.  Exhibiting that kind of showbiz bravado, of being “a

survivor,” no matter what the vicissitudes of the industry might be, is heroic--the same

quality, in a different register, that made Emilio Fernandez live on in the national

mythology long after he stopped making good films.

The one place Hugo Stiglitz draws the line, Pepe Velásquez told me, is TV.  That,

for him, would be the last straw.  He will act in virtually any movie, and has obviously

appeared in some of the worst imaginable, but he won’t do TV.  Pepe explained it to me

sympathetically, in Stiglitz’s voice.  “It is tempting because it’s steady paid work, but the

pay is lower than for films and the schedule deadly.  The problem with TV is you become

a captive.  They take away your freedom.”  There is a cowboy-style romance to being a
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globetrotting “for hire” film actor, and Stiglitz works it to the hilt.  Jorge Rivero, on the

other hand (a churro star along more “sexy,” hearthrob lines), appears on TV but draws

the line at the videohomes.  He refuses to “stoop” to video.  Now he lives in Hollywood

(Treviño).

In Alberto’s manuscript of anecdotes, he includes interviews with actors and

production personnel he did while hanging around on the sets.  In the case of Hugo

Stiglitz, in place of an interview, there is a “Self Analysis of Hugo Stiglitz, Actor,”

elicited in 1977 during the production of Bloody Marlene (Alberto Mariscal).  I reproduce

(and translate) the entire “analysis” here:

Self Analysis of Hugo Stiglitz, Actor.
Identity Card.
DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: 28 August, 1940, Mexico.
ZODIAC SIGN: Virgo
HEIGHT: 6 feet
WEIGHT: 70 kgs.
HAIR COLOR: Blond
EYES: Blue

Arts and Letters.
NOVELIST: Hector Hugo
PREFFERED WORK: The Men of the Sea
POET: Pablo Neruda
WORK: 20 Love Poems and a Desperate Song
PHILOSOPHER: Socrates
PAINTER: Gauguin and Van Gogh
PAINTING: The Mona Lisa
SINGERS: The Beatles
RECORDS: All
SCIENCE: Fiction
WISEMAN/SAGE (“Sabio”): Leonardo da Vinci
HISTORICAL PERSON: Marco Polo
FICTIONAL PERSON:  Nieper Carson (from Edgar Rice Burroughs)

Private Life.
CIVIL STATE: Married
LEVEL OF STUDIES: University
FOREIGN LANGUAGES: English, Italian, Portuguese
CAR: Porsche
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SPORTS: Skiing, underwater diving, tennis, horseback riding
GAMES: Backgammon and Bridge
CHARACTER: Strong
QUALITIES: Love of nature
DEFECTS: All
APTITUDES: Many
COMPLEXES: All
ENTERTAINMENT: Sailing
VACATION: On a boat on the high sea
WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY?  New experiences
WHAT IRRITATES YOU?  To not understand things the first time
WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?  Assholes (“pendejos”)
WHAT DO YOU SMOKE?  Everything
WHAT IS YOUR AMULET? A Buddha
WHAT MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION DO YOU USE?  A safari and a caribe (?)
DO YOU STAY UP ALL NIGHT? Once a week
DO YOU GET UP EARLY? Every day except the day after I stay up all night
WHAT DO YOU COLLECT? Everything
ARE YOU SUPERSTITIOUS? No

Career
DRAMA SCHOOL: Yes, in Mexico with Dimitrio Sarrás and José Luis Ibáñez.
AGENT: Lonka Becker
THEATER: No
FILMS: Twenty million (“veintitantas”)
PRIZES: In Spain, for Robinson Crusoe, in Brazil, for Robinson Crusoe, in Spain, at the Festival
of Terror, with Night of the Thousand Cats; another in Spain with the second version of Robinson
Crusoe and at the Cartagena Festival.
FAVORITE FILM: Robinson Crusoe.
FAVORITE ACTORS: Paul Newman and Sean Connery
DECEPTIONS: Thank God few.
PROJECTS: Many.

About Tastes and Colors.
FAVORITE HOUR: from 9 in the morning to two in the afternoon
DAY: Friday and Sunday
MONTH: All
SEASON: All
NUMBER: Nine
LETTER: S and G
COLOR: Blue and white
COLOGNE: Paco Rabanne
FLOWER: Lily
TREE: Palm tree
STONE: Emerald
METAL: Silver
SOUNDS: Of the flute
MAMMAL: Lion

Scenes, Screens, TV
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THEATRICAL WORK: Lewis
DIRECTORS: Huston, Coppola, Kubrick, Spielberg
MEXICAN ACTOR: Armendáriz
MEXICAN ACTRESS: María Félix
FOREIGN ACTRESS: Jacqueline Bisset
COMEDIAN: Chaplin

Of Food and Drink.
APERITIF: Tequila
SANDWICH: Cheese
MEAT: Seal meat
SEAFOOD: All
VEGETABLE: Artichoke
CHEESE: Camembert
FRUIT: Orange
PASTRY: Chocolate soufflé
DRINK: Red wine
LIQUEUR: Cointreau with cognac

I include this entire thing because the form is important, both the fact of the

“identity card”/ “questionnaire” format and the seeming obviousness of the categories

within it.  There really is a widespread pleasure in categorization and naming, which

takes place on levels way below the “official” yet mimes its forms.  At this point, I can’t

ask Alberto how he came up with the particular categories or whether Stiglitz did or to

what extent it was a collaboration.  Another point is that this “auto analysis” became a

kind of study guide for Alberto, with tossed-off, “silly” answers to “random” questions

taking on a kind of weight as they became increasingly dogeared, just like the typing and

retyping of “anecdotes.”

MARIO ALMADA

One could not ask for a more distinct contrast to the rakishly dissolute,

“international,” scene-stealing persona of Hugo Stiglitz than Mario Almada

(interestingly, though, they both frequently play villains).  Mario Almada is dignified,
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competent and above all, Mexican.  He is a man of action rather than histrionics, the very

incarnation of the epitaph John Wayne chose for himself: “feo, fuerte y formal.”  Indeed,

there are so many parallels that John Wayne might easily be called the American Mario

Almada.  Both seemed old, even when they were young; both had very long careers

(Almada’s is still going--267 movies so far, lately mostly videohomes); both project a

paternal, conservative aura onscreen; and both are widely assumed to be “authentic,”

meaning that their screen selves are close to their “real” selves.  And, they both made

many films in Durango.  They even look a bit alike.

There is an anecdote in Alberto’s unpublished manuscript describing how John

Wayne once accidentally showed up at the set for Por Eso (Rogelio González, 1970)--a

Mexican Western starring Mario Almada--instead of the set for Big Jake (George

Sherman, 1971), his own production.

Both companies were filming in Lerdo de Tejada, within several kilometers of
each other.  John Wayne arrived at the location and was baffled by the very small
crew and the fact that he didn’t recognize even one of them.  Rogelio González
stepped forward, introduced himself as the director, and asked if he might be of
service.  Wayne then realized that he was at the wrong place, that it wasn’t his
film.  Excusing himself, he got back in his car to be driven to his own set.

Picturing that scene points to what must have been the huge contrast between the set of a

big, Hollywood production and that of a barebones churro.

Almada was born on a ranch in Sonora, in the north, then moved to Mexico City

where he and his brother Fernando became owners of a nightclub--the Cabaret Señorial--

in Mexico City.  Fernando began acting in films and Mario got involved in production. In
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1965, Almada took an acting role in a film he was producing (Los jinetes de la bruja,

“Riders of the Witch,” Vicente Oroná, 1966) by chance-- when the actor Bruno Rey was

injured during shooting.  Since then he has appeared in hundreds of action films and

Westerns.  He has won some awards--a Diosa de Plata as Best Male Co-Star for El tunco

Maclovio (Alberto Mariscal, 1969)--and was twice nominated for Ariel awards--for La

viuda negra (Arturo Ripstein, 1977) and Tacos de oro (Alfonso Arau,1985) (Wilt).

Almada’s biography is important in that it makes his movie trajectory logical, and

within certain circles (such as Durango), very admirable since it was begun, not as

frivolous showing off, but as a practical response to a business situation (injured actor).

Again, if something can be described as necessary for business, it can be justified.

Almada exudes ranchero “authenticity” and can be seen doing many of his own, fairly

dangerous stunts, even in his old age.  He has made so many films that there is a new

Mexican word for them—Almadazos.115

Proof that Almada’s image works as a particularly powerful brand name is

evident in the VHS packaging for Los 12 Malditos (“The Twelve Bad Guys” [“damned

ones,” literally], Tony Sbert, 1974).  The movie itself is period Western with period

costumes and rifles.  The box for the video, however, ignores this fact and is totally

unrepresentative of the film’s.  It was designed as a pragmatic response to the film

becoming newly-available on video, and thus a videohome.  Videohomes tend to be about

narcos wielding machine guns and Almada has made quite a few of these.  So, the box

115 In an article about the film El gavilán de la sierra, journalist Angélica Rosas uses the word
“Almadazos” to describe the churned-out action product that Almada is best known for.  She is
distinguishing El gavilán, a “quality” movie, from these films.  See
www.todoelcine.com/estrenos/resenas/res_gavilansierra.html
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pictures a present-day Almada (twenty to thirty years older than when the film was

made), in contemporary dress (pleated chinos, a belt, a button-down shirt) posing with a

machine gun and a resigned expression on his face.  He’s Almada and Almada is in the

film.  What more would anyone need to know?  It’s an Almadazo.  It conforms to the

logic of the slot, or category, as opposed to what gets put in it.  It also illustrates what I

have been describing as a series of displacements regarding “truth” and “cinema”—from

documentary, to a cine-truth centered on action, to authentic nationalist representation, to

regional authenticity located on the man (be he director, actor or something else).
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PICTURE 62: Los 12 Malditos
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CONVIVENCIA AND ENGAÑO,

In conversations with people who worked on Durango films, I was struck by the

recurring themes of convivencia (conviviality) and engaño (deception).  Common sense

recourse to both these ideas is also manifested in the voiceover and interviews in the TV

documentary about Durango given to me by Juan leza (then the Assistant Director) at the

Dirección in the summer of 2002.  Here is the basic logic: film is the most expensive art,

therefore one cannot present reality unedited (the implicit ideal of Mexican film since its

inception).  The reason for shaping reality is thus economic, rather than artistic, and film

must necessarily be a performance of “engaño” (deception). The engaño is a necessary

compromise resulting from financial restrictions and it’s also exciting in that it retains a

residual aura of the forbidden based on an ingrained cultural correlation of film with truth

and documentary.  The filmmakers and the audience are “accomplices” in an engaño

(Patiño Diaz). Films are judged along lines of how real they seem.  The convivencia of

the production sphere includes the satisfaction of being “in on” the engaño--of working

together to produce it.  As one local historian (quoted in Patiño Diaz) puts it, “the sum of

artifices makes film the most real of all the fictions.”  This is the appeal of Hugo Stiglitz.

Not only is filmmaking a business, it’s one of a particular, risk-taking kind,

particularly when it takes place in rural “outposts.”  It has accrued to it the narrative of

prospecting, which fits in very well with physical environment of Durango in its various

levels of textedness.  The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (John Huston, 1948, from the B.

Traven novel) is about Americans in the mountains around Durango besotted by the idea

of striking gold (punctuated by Walter Huston’s famously exultant jig—“Gold! Gold!”).

When the outsider, filmmaking pioneers (Hollywood) arrived to Durango in 1954, the

varied terrain—mountains, desert, waterfalls—resonated with a mythic idea of the Old
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West already well in place from movies, books and paintings.  And the region was

already criscrossed with routes previously travelled by smugglers, Revolutionaries and

prospectors.  It had an aura that only increased as the years went on and it became a

known “location.”  Recall the origin myth in which Durango was “discovered” as a film

location by Jack Smith.

And Durango is still a destination for (actual) treasure hunters. Once, with an

American friend who was visiting from California, I went to the fancy hotel, El

Gobernador, for a drink and to watch the Oscars on TV (“fieldwork” of course).  There

in the bar we encountered a group of gung-ho Canadian geologists, absurdly blond,

strapping and laden with high-tech gadgets.  The next day they were headed back out to

their camp in the sierra where they were extracting gold to take back to Canada (they had

to come into the city periodically for some kind of mineral tests).  They saw no problem

with their pursuit--their company had paid for the rights.  It was completely legal, and

their camp, they said, was awesome.  Of the many weird things about the above

encounter, the weirdest news to me was that there was still any gold to be had.

Within a geographic movement economically motivated, and thus, in capitalist

ideology aboveboard and proper, there is also a discernable surfacing of “cultural

modernity” (free spirited poet). That is, film production sites become temporary little

worlds.  These worlds are more complicated than the encounter of “modern” outsiders

with “traditional” locals or Mexico with the US.  They also mix “work” with engaño and

convivencia.  In a sphere of production built by producers overtly seeking shelter from

economic restrictions and laws, the international hodgepodges of “high” and “low” also

demand the suspension of ordinary social rules and hierarchies, creating an atmosphere
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more fun and exhilarating than usual (anybody’s “usual”).  Whatever its pragmatic

economic motivation, the advent of the film industry in Durango also facilitated new

kinds of circulation—including ideas and new senses of possibility.  It is this particular

atmosphere of openness, I think, that is at the heart of what people refer to as

convivencia.  The films that used to film in Durango had long production periods

(frequently two months or more) and people have disjointed memories of the

materialization and evacuation of whole towns.  The decaying sets, some of them quite

large, are left as material evidence, haunted by a spectral throng of merrymaking actors in

period clothes.  There is a sort of bafflement attached to how the laborers who worked on

these sets describe what they used to do and how things are now, like old Don Jorge,

looking at his photos and wondering how he got from “here” to “there.”  This bafflement,

experienced by people of a different class and education, such as Alberto, is expressed in

the need to document.

 I am struck by the fact that even people who did the hardest and least specialized

labor on the films say they miss the old days.  In the context of working lives in which

hard work for low pay is already assumed, film work (as opposed to working in mines or

lumber mills for example) was better than most.  Thus, people voice what seems like

sincere nostalgia for the days of John Wayne when they got to painstakingly clear rocks

off a path in the blazing sun all day.  They say it was in the service of the larger project of

making a film, and they were following the orders of their particular chief.

Similarities between military and cinematic pursuits have often been remarked,

from the gun/camera connection to the hierarchical “tight ship” and off-time camaraderie

of production.  These connections play particularly well in the macho, heavily armed,
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patronage-driven North, where they are easily mapped onto vaquero/ranchero ideologies

and habits.  Films of “action”--such as Westerns--demand mastery of horses, gunplay and

other local talents.   In this context, making something happen, pulling off a dangerous

sequence or getting a difficult shot is cause for excitement and celebration: action as cine-

truth and social truth.  The evocation of a noble, common goal comparable to a military

campaign conspires to keep people happy on low pay.116  Also, the real army is

physically present and visible at the shoots—a legal requirement whenever there is use of

explosives (a “given” in even the cheapest productions).  The fact that someone else is

the one who ultimately profits is a truth that mirrors the obscured economics of ranchero

ideology in which there is the hegemonic illusion of a meritocracy based on gendered

“cowboy” performance.  The context of production provides a unique ambience: a

configuration of sameness, linked to traditional everyday life; along with a difference

linked to modernity and the production of representation.

In the early days, soon after production took hold in Durango, there began to be

habitual “regulars.”  John Wayne liked it so much that he bought a ranch and built an Old

West town on the land adjoining his ranch.   Wayne and his production “posse” became

fixtures on the local scene even when they weren’t working.  The set Wayne built became

the real village of Chupaderos, notable for the way, when production was over, locals

built real buildings behind the wooden facades and moved in, leaving the signs:

“Lawyer,” “General Store,” and “Saloon,” for example, faded but intact. The fake store

became a real store, selling candy, soda and the usual corner store items.  There is also an

alcólicos anónimos.  The land upon which Chupaderos was built was ejido land,

                                                  
116 Sometimes the craftier folk in the mid-levels of production do try to insure a piece of the action for
themselves, mobilizing the “businessman” side of the cowboybusinessman ideology.  Pepe Velásquez, for
example, did once try to shake down Televisa with his own picture of a dead horse.
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communally owned by a group of farmers.117  It was the ejidatarios who first started

living “for real” in Chupaderos and its environs.  Chupaderos was last used as a set in

1993 for the comedy Western Wagons East, starring the late John Candy.  Nowadays,

Chupaderos is an occasional tourist stop (backpacking Germans), although it is very

dilapidated in comparison to Villa de Oeste, a privately owned, well-maintained “family

entertainment” spot marketed based on its history as a former (and occasionally current)

set (see Chapter 1).

The explanation of why Durango is a great location boils down to “the most for

your production dollar.”  It is assumed and understood that concerns of economy are

paramount.  As in the brochures produced by the Dirección (see Chapter 1), people cite

the variety of landscape types within easy driving distance of each other, the

exceptionally long daylight hours and the dependability of the weather.  In terms of

human resources, there are craftsmen to make the Indian costumes and leather goods,

people to play Indians (living and dead) and cheap, available labor for virtually any task

that needs to be performed—from building sets to moving rocks.  For one churro—El

Juez de la Soga (“The Hanging Judge,” Alberto Mariscal, 1972118), the production put a

bounty out for every scorpion people could collect and hundreds and hundreds of

scorpions were brought in.  Then each scorpion’s tale had to be removed before the

scorpions were then placed all over Hugo Stiglitz’s head.  Unfortunately, some of the

tails weren’t properly removed and Stiglitz was stung a couple of times --apparently he

                                                  
117 Post- Revolutionary land reform dictated the creation of these parcels of communal land.  See
Cockcroft.
118 This film was produced by Alfonso Rosas Priego, son of the Enrique Rosas who made the seminal
Automóvil Gris back in 1919.  The producers that director Mariscal works with are repeatedly of the old
guard of Mexican filmmakers, those referred to by Mariscal as “people who know how to make cinema.”
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took it all in stride.119  Interestingly, a book of Durango history tells how the first

Spaniards to arrive in the region were terrorized by scorpions and also paid the locals to

collect as many as they could (Jones, 132).  As these stories pile up, there is a growing

sense of the Durango populace as savvy procurers of items for eccentric

occupiers—chickens, whiskey, scorpions, period furniture.

Interviewed in the Patiño Diaz documentary, Rodolfo de Anda, son of Raúl and a

frequent producer, director and actor in Durango-made films, mentions the same

advantages of the Durango location invoked above.  In addition, he notes (ever practical)

that in order to make a Western, “one must go where the cows are.”  One cannot co-

ordinate a stampede involving five thousand head of cattle as well as the talent to keep

them in line, just anywhere.  Co-ordinating such a stampede might be the work of an

entire family for a week, yet translate into just seconds of screen time.  So in addition to

being able to find things, durangueses also apparently have talents (sewing Indian

costumes, herding cattle) particularly suited to the film industry.  Just as muli-national

corporations justify production in Asia by recourse to the suitability of the workforce it

offers—docile young girls with “nimble fingers” to work in factories—film capitalists in

Durango see the locals as “natural” for their Western film crews.   Many of the extras are

already in costume.

Also interviewed in the Patiño Diaz documentary is Antonio Lozoya, a thirty-year

resident and worker at La Joya, John Wayne’s ranch.  Lozoya worked on many

productions over the years.  He is an old man now (lined face, cowboy hat, broad smile,

                                                  
119 This story is recounted by the producer Gilberto Gazcón in Patiño Díaz’s documentary about Durango
as well as having been told to me by Alberto.
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missing tooth), very enthusiastic in his recollections and says he enjoyed his work very

much.  Once a production asked for six hundred people to play dead and he found three

hundred right away, just on the neighboring ranchos.  When they needed scorpions he got

those too.  He says he loved working because, (a pause), he was disposed to work.  He,

too, mentions convivencia.  When asked which films were his favorites, he waves his arm

and says he never saw any of them.  Nonetheless it was very nice working in the cinema.

The sort of enthusiastic, respectful response given by Antonio Lozoya in the

documentary was similar to how people (including the same Lozoya) responded to me in

interviews.  The character of these encounters was certainly related to people’s probably

dubious attitude toward me (licenciada, foreigner, female, and who knows what else).

Just as Pepe Velásquez’s work in cinema was an extension of his real-life social position,

so it was for people like Lozoya whose position was defined along lines of loyalty and

hard work.  They present themselves as “at your service” but are not sure what you want

to hear.  People always said how great John Wayne was.

PURAS ESCENAS

One of the old working guys I got to know quite well was the ejido spokesman of

Chupaderos, José “Clío” Cleofas.  Jack and I became friends with Clío and his wife Tita

over many visits.  Their tiny concrete house on the edge of Chupaderos (no phone, no

TV) was near a huge eucalyptus tree, with pigs and dogs trotting about outside or

snoozing in the middle of the street.  The Cleofas’ graciously invited us in, introduced us

to some of their grandchildren (they have 16 and all but one are in Chupaderos), fed us

beans they grew there with tortillas and salsa, and told us stories.  Of the two main hat

styles for men--cowboy and baseball--Clío always wore baseball.  Tita was always in
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sandals and they had the Virgin of Guadalupe on the wall.  One of my nicest memories is

of a day I took the bus alone to Chupaderos to visit Clío and Tita.  When it came time for

me to leave, there was a light rain falling.  Both of them insisted on walking to the road

and standing with me until the bus came.  I remember the three of us quietly waiting there

under the shelter and the smell of the rain on the dry dirt.

Clío had been involved in Durango cinema almost since the beginning.  His father

had worked on White Feather (Robert Webb, 1954) and Clío worked with him on almost

every film since.  His favorite job was in the art department, working on set decoration.

He and his younger brother enjoyed making and procuring objects that would create the

effect of the real historical period of the film.  For him, that was the most satisfying part.

Durango was full of old things, and the films gave them the chance to be fixed up and

used.  In between film work and farming, Clío had also crossed the border and worked in

the US for a time, on a mink farm in Idaho.

In Durango, Clío had become affiliated with the famous Hollywood art director

Ray Moyer, who had a profound influence on his life.  Clío said he had never met a finer

person.  Moyer had started as a set dresser in 1920s Hollywood and had worked steadily

as an art director on many important films, winning Oscars for Sunset Boulevard, Samson

and Delilah, and Cleopatra (imdb.com).  By the time Moyer came to Durango he was in

his sixties and comfortably affiliated with John Wayne’s production company, Batjac

(part of Wayne’s “posse”).  People in Durango remember him for his warmth, generosity

and appetite for life.  He hung out, drank, spoke fluent Spanish and even embarked on a

new career as an actor, under the name “Ray Moller” (his name with Spanish spelling) in
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at least three 1970s  churros.120 His obituary on the internet movie database (imdb.com)

describes him as having “lived a most colorful life.”

Clío and his brother had both worked for Moyer in Durango as well as traveling

to Chihuahua to work with him on Catch 22 (Mike Nichols, 1970).  Moyer respected

their work and liked having them on his crew.  When Clío’s brother Efraín moved to

Mexico City after deciding to become a cinema professional and work in the Churubusco

studios, Moyer mentored him by giving him contacts and making phone calls.

Tragically, just as Efraín was beginning his new life, he was hit by a bus and killed.

When I asked Clío which movies were his favorites, his answer was the same as

Antonio Lozoya’s: “nunca las ví” (I never saw them).

“Really?”  I was surprised.121

“No,” he said, “for me they are not even ‘movies’ because I can’t remember the

names (implying that the name is what all the movie “material” gets grouped under in

memory).  For me they are puras escenas” (only scenes).  “Puras escenas.”

120 He plays a doctor in Indio (Rodolfo de Anda, 1972), a telegraph operator in Los Indomables (Alberto
Mariscal, 1971 and also appears in Uno para la horca (Alberto Mariscal, 1972).
121 This does make sense because if you don’t have a vhs player and access to videos you would have had
to see the movies in the theater when they were released.  Many films weren’t even released on video until
recently.  Even with Clío I couldn’t tell if he was really not interested in seeing the movies or just seeming
that way for reasons of dignity or appropriateness.
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PICTURE 63: CLÍO AND TITA
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PICTURE 64: CHUPADEROS Alcólicos Anónimos
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PICTURE 65: CHUPADEROS STREET
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PICTURE 66: CHUPADEROS STORE (NOW REAL)
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PICTURE 67: CHUPADEROS STREET 2
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PICTURE 68: CHUPADEROS STREET 3

A DURANGO EVENT

The director Mitl Valdez, who is also a professor at the CUEC (film school of the

national university UNAM) in Mexico City, made a film based on writings by the famous

Duranguese writer Jose Revueltas (Vuelcos del Corazon, “Jumps of the Heart,”1996).

Valdez came to the cineteca Dolores Del Rio in Durango to “present” the film.  The

cineteca got government funding and was a sanctioned place of “culture” in Durango,

usually showing “serious” films from Mexico City, France and England for a subsidized

price (it had disappeared when I returned in 2002). The cineteca was the only (non-

porno) movie theater showing Spanish-language cinema in Durango.  The other three

movie theaters in Durango (once grand, now shabby) showed only Hollywood movies--
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by law subtitled rather than dubbed.  Churros and older Mexican movies could be seen

on TV or rented in video stores.  For the presentación of Valdez’s film, admission to the

cineteca was free.  There would be a reception, a screening and a question/answer period.

Perhaps because of Jose Revueltas having been a famous (real) person from Durango

(thus part of its “patrimony”)—and it being free--there was an unusually large turnout.

Vuelcos del Corazon, shot in a noir style, turned out to be a relentless tracking of

a tortured writer's (Revueltas') struggle with booze, the Communist Party, the Mexican

government, and the loss of his true love.   It also portrays a romance between the

Revueltas character and a good-hearted prostitute who loves him but whom he hardly

sees because of the above issues.  The film definitely belongs in the category of  the

"unflinching portrayal,” including realistic drunken vomit. Many people got up and left

the theater as soon as the Revueltas character died, and the ones that stayed seemed, for

the most part, either nonplussed or righteously riled.  In the question and answer session

people stood up one by one and said it was undignified and filled with lies--Revueltas

was a great man! Valdez answered that he thought so too, that was what he was trying to

show--but to no avail.  The one “positive” comment came from a guy who said, “the film

was pretty good, I have always enjoyed the work of Revueltas, but I must also say that it

was rather long.”  Valdez had transgressed the tacit, acceptable parameters of form that

allow people to embrace certain deviations from their experience of “the truth” (singing

charros in sequined suits) but not others.  More important than having read Revueltas’

work was the knowledge that he was one of “their own” and that to disrespect him would

be asking for a fight.  Afterwards, at the reception Valdez told Jack and me how difficult

the situation is for filmmakers in Mexico, how it’s virtually impossible to get a

distributor, something we would hear again and again.
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PICTURE 69: TICKET FROM CINETECA DOLORES DEL RIO

HAY PELÍCULA

In Durango, when there is going to be a movie on TV, the newspaper listing says

“Película” (“movie”) and it could be anything, you just don’t know until it starts.  When

the itinerant projectionist in the film Vidas Errantes (Nomadic Lives, Juan Antonio de la

Riva, 1984) arrives in a town he puts up a sign that says Funcción del Cine (“movie

showing”), and the people watch whatever it is when they get there—from Pueblerina

(Emilio Fernandez, 1949) to “one of El Santo.”  The fact of it being a movie comes well

before the knowledge of which movie. Sometimes the “which” isn’t even important to

people, perhaps another surfacing of the logic of the slot.  Sometimes it is more of a

social event (or an escape from the social) than something to be watched carefully.  When
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you go to one of the regular movie theaters in Durango (not the state-subsidized cineteca)

they turn it off before the credits roll.  Alberto told us this was because they don’t want to

waste the bulb.  He and my husband Jack, film purists both, bonded on the horror of the

custom.  Alberto usually overtly placed himself on the “art” side of the art/business

divide.  For Alberto the newspaper’s practice--“hay película”--and the bulb issue bespoke

a distressing lack of respect for Cinema, as well as making him slightly anxious because

we outsiders were witnesses to it.  He would mutter about Mexico’s shameful

disorganization (invoking the recurring figure of the rueful “no wonder,” as in “no

wonder Mexico is so backward compared to the US, look how they do things”).

DURANGO MOVIE DIARY EXERPTS (WITH REAL LIFE ADVENTURES ATTACHED):
Daylight (Rob Cohen, 1996).  This was a Sylvester Stallone disaster movie about getting

trapped in the Holland Tunnel.  I saw it at Cine Durango downtown (once grand, now

shabby) with Gela, a friend of hers and three-year-old Jaimito.  We popped corn before

we went and brought it along in paper bags.  The film was dark (literally), claustrophobic

and interminable but everyone remained festive.

Naked Gun 33 1/2: The Final Insult (Peter Segal, 1994).  This was a double date

Jack and I went on with Jaime and Gela, all dressed up.  Jaime, especially, loved all the

slapstick.  Jack hated it and said so.  Jaime wanted to know why.  We went for pizza and

beer at Corleone Pizza on Calle Constitución, which is decorated with movie posters.

Jaime proclaimed that if he were an animal he would choose to be an eagle or falcon, so

he could fly, which would we be?  Gela said panther, for their grace, I said cat and Jack

said shark, so he could eat humans (perverse as ever).  Gela told us that Maria Félix
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(famous Mexican actress of the Golden Age) was born in 1903 but is very well preserved.

You know why?  One time, by chance in Switzerland, she ate human flesh.  Yes, I

offered, I’ve noticed that many beauty products contain placenta.

Of Love and Shadows (Betty Kaplan, 1994).  From the novel by Isabel Allende,

the poster promised scenes of torrid love between Antonio Banderas and Jennifer

Connelly so Gela wanted to go.  On the way back she told me she wasn’t entirely happy

with Jaime.  She dropped out of school and married him when she was very young--

sixteen.   She's trying right now to get the Mexican equivalent of a GED.  When they

were first married they lived in the fraccionamiento where Jorge lives and she liked that

very much. They moved in with Jaime's parents here in the centro about two years ago.

It’s been hard for her under his mother’s jurisdiction.  However, it is a good business

location.

Jerry Maguire (Cameron Crowe, 1996).  I saw this Tom Cruise movie with my

teenage friends Zintia and Mabel who didn’t even really want to go. They went to please

me and chatted throughout the whole thing.  I found it cringefully American: “show me

the money!” The girls would have preferred to go buy some “cooler” (they liked to drink

Bartles and James peach flavored Wine Coolers) and sit on the hill. I said we could do

that sometime soon, which we did.

THE NIGHT OF THE COOLER.  Zintia and Mabel had invited me over.  We

rented Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown (Almodóvar,  but they were too

restless and wanted to go out instead.  We thought about going to see the Mariachis in the

plaza, but that can get kind of pricey because, as Mabel says in her lovely dead serious
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voice,"hay que consumir" (you have to consume).  Mabel's idea was that we get a few

beverages and go up to the hill and look at the city by night and talk. Don Jorge, their

grandfather, came home as we were discussing what to do.  He was wearing a blue-collar

uniform like mechanics wear with "Vinters" on it and was several sheets to the wind.

Zintia and Mabel kept exchanging glances.  They wanted to get the heck out of there.

“Muy renegado (“anti-social, drunk”), they explained apologetically about Don Jorge.

They directed their grandpa to the food available to him in the kitchen and we left.

Up on the "mirada" they quizzed me about life in the U.S.  and birth control.

Mabel confessed she was in love with someone who loved another and she didn’t know

what to do.  I told her she must act as if she didn’t care, hard as that would be. She said

she would try.  But Mabel’s tendency was to wallow in sad sentiment and her favorite

singer, Joan Sebastian, suited this mood perfectly.  There was one particular tape (Joan

Sebastián con mariachi), that she listened to constantly.

Zintia wanted to know if she should keep seeing her boyfriend Francisco even

though he was a drogadicto (“drug addict”).  What kind?  I asked.  She didn’t know or

think it mattered.  Drugs were drugs.  It came out later that he had been in some kind of

rehab program for marijuana use and was supposedly reformed.  He had also been to Real

de Catorce with some hippy friends and tried peyote.  People are kind and tolerant to

drunks, using the diminutive “borrachito” to refer to them, but have a harsh attitude to

drogadictos.

Driving back from the park we were in a part of the city where I hadn't driven

before and I was confused by a glorieta (“traffic circle,” with rules opposite from the
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ones that apply in New Jersey). I apparently didn't stop where I was supposed to, and we

got pulled over by a police car.  Although Zintia and Mabel did their best to dissuade the

cop, he saw Zintia’s bottle and we had to go to the station where I had to be checked by

an alleged doctor to see if I was drunk. He was a seedy type and the place had peeling

paint with a small rectangle window.  I was alone in the room with the "doctor" and he

put the blood pressure thing on my arm, and although the apparatus didn't even get tight,

he pretended to take some kind of reading and said it was “very elevated.” I did

successfully touch my nose and stand on one foot.  The guy asked me what I did and I

said I was a student at the University of Texas in Austin.  He said he had been at UT El

Paso. He said he would try to give me the "minimum" and looked at me as if I should be

very grateful.  "How much is that?" I asked.  He said that wasn't his department and to go

downstairs.

The youngish cop that rode with us in the car was named "José" and Zintia

especially (but all of us) tried to be chummy with him so they'd give us a break.  He was

from Mexico City and found Durango boring (and very “del rancho”) because the clubs

close too early.  The fine was 430 pesos (about sixty dollars then). I had to go to the bank

machine, accompanied by José, who retained my car keys.  Meanwhile Zintia chatted

with some delinquents whose fine was only one hundred pesos.  When Zintia protested

the discrepancy in the amounts, they lowered our fine to 390 pesos.   Zintia and Mabel

still felt very bad because to them that amount of money seemed an absolute fortune.

Carrington (Christopher Hampton, 1995).  This one was at the cineteca—a

British period piece about the painter Dora Carrington and the scandalous relationships

between artists back then.  I saw it with Mari, an older woman I liked very much.  I met
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her through Doña Carmela with whom she frequently played Canasta.  Mari’s one son

was a cop in L.A., her other son had been an artist with some type of deformity and had

died young—a tragedy that had left her a bit loony still.  She kept his room just as it had

been and burst into tears a lot.  She had time on her hands and was happy to go to the

movies with me any time, and we did often.  She always chatted and commented in full

voice throughout the film but nobody ever yelled at her. She liked Carrington a lot.  I

was concerned that it was a little racy, and she's so Catholic.  She has one of those

stickers on her house that says "This home is Catholic, don't bother us with your

propaganda from other sects."  But she was into it, said it was a very special love story, of

a very special relationship. She asked me if I was a Catholic and I told her my mother had

been and my father was a Jew, so I wasn't raised in a religion.  She didn't miss a beat to

tell me her best friend when she’d lived in L.A. was Jewish, her name was Gail, although

she couldn't remember her last name anymore.  Her memory is fading, she told me.

Reading used to be her passion, but she can't anymore because of her eyes.  They're shot

from too much crying. She is proud that she has a flair for languages and loves to travel.

I told her “me too.”  Her husband, she says, cares for neither reading nor travel.  Just

work.  But he gave her everything.  I never discovered what he did (“business”), although

I knew he rented apartments.  They seemed to have plenty of money compared to the

other people I met who were visibly struggling.  She told me her husband (Filiberto)

drinks too much. He popped in at one point to tell me a joke: how do you say San Luis

Potosí (a city in Mexico) in English?  I was confused.  "San Luis Poto YES!"  As we

looked through the family pictures it came out that in addition to the horrible ordeal of

watching her son die, five relatives died in a plane crash in a plane piloted by a cousin.

Despite all the tragedy she was always funny and upbeat (except when she burst into

tears), making strong coffee and chainsmoking her Marlboro Lights
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QUESTION EXISTENTIELLE: PORQUOI SANTO?

When people speak with affection of the churros they grew up with, no character

is more remembered than “El Santo.”  “El Santo,” whose real name was Rodolfo Guzmán

Huerta, was a star in the Mexican popular cinema of the 1960s and 1970s.  Prior to that

(he was already in his 40s when his film career began), he was a well-known professional

wrestler, and the leading character in a long-running comic book series. He played one

character--“himself”-- in the movies, and, in “real life” went around wearing a silver

mask.  Nobody knew what his face really looked like until he whipped off his mask

during a TV appearance he made on January 26, 1984.  David Wilt describes the

disturbing event and its even more disturbing aftermath--gothic, tragic and easily

rivalling the fiction of Dorian Gray.122

El Santo shocked the other panelists and the viewing audience by--without
previous warning--almost completely removing his mask! The battered, aged face
of Rodolfo Guzman Huerta, El Santo, was revealed to the world after forty years
of secrecy.  Less than two weeks later, on 5 February 1984, El Santo was
performing at the variety theater "Teatro Blanquita."  He appeared in a sketch
with comedian Alfredo "Pelon" Solares.  The skit featured Solares as the night
watchman in a mental hospital, beset by the eccentric inmates.  The first show
went well, but after the second show El Santo began to complain of pain in his
arm and chest.  He was taken to a hospital.  Shortly thereafter, word came back to
the theatre to cancel the third show: at 9:40 pm, El Santo had died of a heart
attack.123

122 Oscar Wilde’s Picture of Dorian Gray, with its theme of displacement, horror and getting away with
things, is a story that seems endlessly apt.  I “see” it everywhere.  In Mexico, I literally see it, on shelves in
department stores, because “Dorian Gray” is an affordable brand of stockings.  There, the words “Dorian
Gray” must be thought by stocking executives to conjure the chic, sleek career gal of the modern world—a
permutation of what I have been discussing as “Businessman.”  The stockings are bought by people like
Gela, who work in banks and shops (Shop-girls).
123 www.wam.umd.edu/~dwilt/death.txt
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PICTURE 70: EL SANTO

El Santo is a figure who perfectly embodies the powerful dynamic of specificity

and blankness.  He is at once “himself” and “in disguise” (after all he is wearing a mask).

He is uncontained by categories such as fiction and non-fiction, but he is always “from

Mexico City.” The generic orientation of Santo’s films don’t remain constant from film

to film—sometimes fantasy elements are present, sometimes not; sometimes he is more
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of a “secret agent” than others, sometimes he’s relegated to an almost-peripheral role as a

deus ex macchina.  Some films look like Westerns, some like horror, some like film noir,

and none are even close to generically “pure” (purity is punctured from the outset

because of the masked presence of El Santo).  Within each actual movie (its particular

narrative récit as well as the space of the rectangular screen) he interacts with all kinds of

other generic figures, be they “fantasy”—werewolves, mummies, vampire women;

“unlikely124”—one-armed maniacs who want to rule the world, disgruntled hunchbacks;

or “run-of-the-mill” criminals. The films are easygoing style/genre mishmashes that were

huge box-office successes in their time (Wilt).  What does remain constant throughout the

films is El Santo’s recognizable (because he’s masked) self,125 and the fact that wherever

he goes, he is a crime-fighting Mexico City wrestler.126

El Santo’s films, and others of the lucha libre (wrestling) genre are the most

commonly cited (for good or ill) examples of the commercial, popular cinema—churros--

that dominated Mexican screens in the post Golden Age years.  Although I don’t think

any Santo films were made in Durango, the people who produced, directed, acted in and

worked on the films were of the same group who worked in Durango—“businessmen” as

opposed to “artists.”  When serious filmmakers and critics of the sixties and seventies

lamented the depths of degradation reached by Mexican cinema, they inevitably cited the

                                                  
124 Deformed people seem to be occupy a liminal zone (“unlikely”) between the “fantastic” and the “run of
the mill.”
125 See Michael Taussig’s Defacement for discussion of the paradoxes of masking and unmasking.
126 I think it’s notable that Santo’s citified identity remains so constant.  In Santo y la Tigresa (“Santo and
the Tigress,” Alfredo Crevenna, 1972), for instance,  Santo goes to the home of a wary campesino and asks
a lot of questions.  When he leaves, the man says to his wife, “I don’t trust that guy, what’s he up to?” and
the wife says “Oh you know those city people from the capital, they’re so curious.”  His distinguishing
feature is his city identity.  No one thinks twice about the silver mask or the fact that he’s a wrestler by
trade.
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lucha libre (wrestling) pictures.127   In contrast, when the film school trained

duranguense filmmaker Juan Antonio de la Riva made his semi-autobiographical Pueblo

de Madera (1990) he included a scene that beautifully illustrates how the relationship

between movies and everyday life can be bizarre, not reducible to “conventionalism

descending from the screen.”   A group of five young guys on their day off from the

lumber mill, all dressed in a nonchalant semblance of Santo-style wrestler regalia

(randomly donned tights and masks), is seen walking (incongruously yet most naturally)

out of town, away from the factory and into the woods.  They go past the open-mouthed

younger kids, to practice their wrestling moves on the leaf-strewn ground and we hear

their realistic grunts and thuds.

From a global perspective and in their historical moment, churros pertained to the

same general “trashy” film netherworld occupied by spaghetti Westerns and horror in the

European productions of the same era.  Certain Mexican actors including Jorge Rivero

and Hugo Stiglitz worked internationally as well.128  My friend David in Philadelphia

(whom I’ve known since college) grew up in Bolivia and he told me that as a kid he had

loved a certain superhero (“of mixed race, with bronzed skin and intense blue eyes”)

called Kalimán.  Like El Santo, Kalimán had been featured in comic books and radio
                                                  
127 See, for example, the dialogue between the journalist Beatríz Reyes Nevares and the director Alejandro
Galindo in Reyes Nevares, The Mexican Cinema: interviews with thirteen directors, University of New
Mexico Press,  1976, pp. 39-40.  The strategy of intellectuals regarding  the popular, commercial cinema
has frequently been to ignore it completely, in much the same way as they ignore popular norteño music
(Wald).  In Pennsylvania at someone’s party, I met a woman from Mexico City who had attended the
National University (UNAM).  I told her I was working on Mexican film and she said some of her friends
were filmmakers.  What films was I working on?  I told her and she said, Oh, those films and went off to
chat with someone else.
128 The idea of an international “trash” cinema that operates in a parallel universe to “legitimate” cinema
yet sometimes overlaps came up in a conversation I had with a producer I met in the Austin video store
where I worked.  He told me that the “real” Cannes film festival was not the one in the press with all the
stars but the other, simultaneous one, in which wheeler dealers of lesser “straight-to-video cinema” (porn,
Israeli-made action movies that are shown on buses all over the world, narco action, etc.) make their hotel
room deals.  It may be seedy, but it’s where the money is.
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serials before becoming the subject of several films.  When, because of David, I looked at

the Kalimán films--Kalimán, el hombre increíble (“Kalimán the incredible man,” 1972)

and Kalimán en el siniestro mundo de Humanón (“Kalimán in the sinister world of

Humanón,” 1974) it turned out that they had both been directed by the same Alberto

Mariscal who had shot so many Westerns in Durango.  The Kalimán films had much

larger budgets than the usual churros and the first one was filmed in Egypt with an

international cast.129  Just as many of the Italian horror films and Westerns have received

new critical attention in recent years, there has also been (on a much smaller scale) new

appreciation for the charm and campiness of some of the Mexican films (particularly the

wrestling and the horror/fantasy films). Many are being released on DVD and there are

several interesting websites devoted to them.130   As with Jerry Lewis and American

hard-boiled fiction, the French seem to be on the forefront of El Santo’s recuperation,

with the text of one French website beginning: Question existentielle: pourquoi Santo? 131

“BORDER CINEMA”

Norma Iglesias’ comprehensive study of “border cinema” is one of the few

scholarly treatments of churros (although for her “border cinema” is a “genre” and as

such includes more “highbrow” films as well).  Iglesias’ work was a vital reference for

this project.  In addition to providing hard-to-find data (lists of films, dates, credits,

reviews, plot summaries), her two-volume study demonstrates the difficulty of laying

down the boundaries of a particular category—in this case “border cinema”-- whose

discrete existence is at once so abundantly obvious and so elusive.  Its very abundance,

on so many planes and in so many registers, is paradoxically what makes it so difficult.

                                                  
129 www.kaliman.com
130 www.santostreet.com organized by Brian Moran is one of the best.
131 See: http://afm.infinit.net/dossiers/santo/santo-index.htm
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Her labors with definition, so (generically) important at the outset of a sociological

analysis, illuminate the difficulty of genre in general.

Border cinema is an important cinematographic genre not only because of the vast
number of films it encompasses . . . but also because of its substantial audience.  It
has changed with time and in its definition.  During the initial phase of the genre,
between 1940 and 1957, the border was not visible on the screen; it only appeared
in dialogue or in the context of the tragedies faced by a film’s protagonists when
they return from the border.  With the development and boom of Mexican
Westerns in the 1960s, the border began to appear as a set . . .. In the 1970s, and
particularly in the 1980s, the definition of border cinema became more complex.
This category now included not only films that referred to the border but also to
any film that was produced there (1999: 233-234)

What she is charting here is a movement from the abstract to the tangible as well

as a piling up of all three (meaning one doesn’t replace another—“dominant,” “residual,”

“emergent”).  It is a kind of colonization of different realms, a repeating proliferation in

various strata of the figure of “the border.”  What begins as a meaningful structural

category in the characters’ heads later becomes the explicit site of the story and still later,

the real place in which the fiction of the story (which might now be anywhere) is

produced.  The same kind of preference for one kind of order (the human figure) over

another (its proper discursive realm) that I have been exploring on visual/spatial ground,

repeats here in the realm of narrative.  In narratological terms, the “border” starts out in

histoire moves to récit, and winds up as a “real life” production site--for a film whose

récit and histoire may no longer pertain to the border at all.132

132 Using terms laid out by Gérard Genette, the récit is the story as it is told, or framed, and the histoire is
the implicit pot from which it is drawn; that is, the chronology and larger world of the story which the
reader/hearer constructs based on the récit (Rimmon-Kenan:3). Both are distinct from the real world that
the reader/hearer inhabits.
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VIDEOHOMES

Videohomes now constitute most of the “border cinema” category (the third stage

of Iglesias’ evolution).  The biggest market for these videos is made up of young men

who move back and forth across the US/Mexico border. Videohomes are the boxes one

sees lined up on the shelves of the little Mexican stores (frequently called “Mexican

Store”) all over the US.  They are not meant for Mexican-Americans or for middle-class,

city folk in Mexico.  They are produced, for the most part, under the radar of the cinema

establishments of both countries, for people who move under the radar of the law, speak

only Spanish and are often far from home (see Iglesias, in Maciel, 239).

The best titles are cynical takes on the classics.  Nosotros los jodidos (“We the

Screwed” 2004), for instance, refers to the hugely popular Nosotros Los Pobres (“We the

Poor,”1947) and Ustedes Los Ricos (“You the Rich,”1948), both directed by Ismael

Rodríguez and starring Pedro Infante.  There’s also Un indio quiere matar (“An Indian

Wants to Kill,”1994), which references an old popular song and subsequent film (series)-

-Un indio quiere llorar. (“An Indian Wants to Cry”), as well as endless others along

similar lines.  Those titles are funny and satisfying because they invert official culture’s

paternalistic embrace of the picturesque poor in one simple move: while continuing to

picture them “as is” in terms of loteria-style cultural stereotype (indio, pelado, etc.), they

now put machine guns in their hands!  I also enjoy the liberal use of the word cabrón, a

very Mexican word that means something along the lines of “motherfucker” and works as

both adjective and noun.  Some examples: La ley del más cabrón, (“The Law of the Most

Cabrón,” 2001), Soy más cabrón que mi padre (“I Am More Cabrón Than My Father,”

2001) and En la sierra yo mando cabrones (“In the Sierra I send Cabrones,” Jossue

Guadalupe, 2001).
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However, it is a bit depressing to watch most videohomes, as the witty promise of

their titles seldom carries through to the product in the box.  Gone are the days of the

hardworking masked wrestlers who used their fists to fight evil.  These productions seem

to be about guns as much as anything else.  They do employ the familiar churro aesthetic

of novel juxtaposition (a structural pleasure in matter out of place, as in “Let’s have Santo

go against a werewolf . . . a Chinese werewolf”), but in a much more limited way (“Let’s

give Granny an AK 47”).   As violent showcases for various weapons they are like

catalogs that one browses for stuff, thus mitigating the need for story.  And the weapons

are frequently wielded by ordinary-looking Mexicans, which is something you don’t see

every day (the opposite of the slick aesthetic of the telenovelas).  As Carlos Monsivaís

(1995) points out, there is a tradition of pleasure (magnified for the downtrodden and

marginalized) in seeing people who look like you and the people you know onscreen,

which shouldn’t be underestimated.

There is also an element of homesickness at work.  As we have seen, the titles

index recognizable touchstones of Mexicanness. Characters speak in a distinctively

working class Mexican vernacular, and the videos frequently make use of regional

identities as well, including place names. A lot of the videos have the same titles as

narcocorridos, thus promising to dramatize the stories in the songs.  If the video doesn’t

do what the consumer had hoped, there are virtually no consequences.133  The video gets
                                                  
133 Although, even the videohomes circulate within a small critical sphere, thanks to the internet, and some
filmmakers are trying to do interesting things.  For example, a sympathetic review on the web, by Marco
González Ambriz of Mutantes del año 2000  (Mutants of the year 2000, Rubén Galindo Jr., 1992) begins
(my translation): “Instead of comparing Mutants . .  with $60 million Hollywood productions, we should
compare it to the $100 million ones they also make over there.  The truth is that this Mexican production
isn’t badly realized.  The director makes good use of the camera and suspense to extract the most
enjoyment possible from the few sets at his disposal . . .The effects are shown in a very fleeting manner and
. . .because of the lack of money they are far from the last word in special effects . . .if nothing more for
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returned to the rental outlet or thrown in the trash.   Speaking to the issue of the

frequently lousy quality of “border cinema” (with an insight that would hold doubly true

with the videos), Norma Iglesias notes:

We do have to acknowledge that ‘cinematographic pleasure’ does not depend
solely on audience choice.  Pierre Sorlin asserts that it also depends on various
questions such as the possibilities or alternatives that this audience might have to
attend other cultural activities—the fewer the cultural options, the greater the need
for that activity to which they do have access.  This leads us to think that, in the
case of the audience of border cinema, the preference for cinema is only slightly
related to a decision to individually or socially select from other options.  It is
instead often a matter of being the only option available for creative and cultural
activitity (1999, 239).

The producers know this well.  They are businessmen who are explicitly

manipulating an audience they seem to have scant respect for. Elijah Wald, in his

excellent book Narcocorrido describes how record producers in Los Angeles have added

place names from Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador to their corrido repertoires in

order to cash in on the wide variety of Spanish-speaking markets, and that this logic

works.  When I went to a Mexican store in Austin with my friend (then-coworker) Jorge

(the Duranguese cook from Threadgills who told me about Durango in the first place), he

scanned the wall of video boxes and pointed out the ones that mentioned Durango.  There

were a lot because Durango is famous for its drug traffickers.  There were even more of

Sinaloa, which is one state west of Durango, on the Pacific coast, where there have been

many famous drug kingpins and dynasties.  When Alberto Tejada’s film, Leyendas de

Amor y Muerte (“Legends of Love and Death,” 1991) was finally released on video, it

was re-titled Leyendas de Durango.  In addition, the VHS box added this extra note:

“Totally filmed in natural Durango locations.”  The title change and additional references

were probably added to appeal to shoppers like Jorge.  For a homesick person looking for

daring to make a science fiction movie with the limited resources of a videohome Rubén Galindo deserves
recognition.
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community in a foreign, often hostile place, there is a kind of ratcheting up of the phatic,

emotive and poetic functions of language.  Referential meaning becomes secondary to the

comfort of recognition.  Iglesias writes that when she saw Tres veces mojado (“Three

times wetback,” José Luis Urquieta, 1989) in a “border cinema” theater in San Diego,

“panoramic scenes of San Salvador and Guatemala City drew sighs and comments”

(1999, 243).
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PICTURE 71: Leyendas de Durango
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Iglesias’ struggle with pinning down “border cinema,” even while recognizing it,

from the Golden Age all the way through the videohomes, is mine as well.  In the same

manner that “the border” or “El Santo” can manifest in all those different narrative and

cultural places, so can “country.”  This is what happened when the (slick) depiction of

“country” onscreen in the Golden Age comedias rancheras slipped into “country” as a

rustic (authentic) “real-life” production arena whose very cheapness became part of its

authenticity.  These sorts of displacements also apply to movie stars and stock

characters—they move between realms as well.  Indeed, the star system, and the image in

particular, works by feeding the assumption that (for example) the real John Wayne has

something in common with the characters he plays and these characters have something

in common with each other.  This is why it’s meaningful for durangueses that John

Wayne owned a ranch there.  This also plays into why Pancho Villa’s films, although

made at the border, are assumed to be part of Durango’s film patrimony (see Chapter 3).

WESTERNS, “OUTSIDE” PERSPECTIVES

The movies most associated with Durango are Westerns, perhaps the most generic

of all genres.  The Western is perhaps the one to which the “logic of the slot” most

applies.  Its “emptiness” makes it is ripe for attachment to memory, sentiment and other

cultural “material.”  A full consideration of the Western genre, in its “positive” sense, is

beyond the scope of this dissertation.  What I begin to explore in this section is how the

Western functions when it no longer resonates as a text of mythic national history, how it

appeals to “outsiders” on grounds recognizable specificity as well as blankness. As

something profoundly recognizable, and thus “known,” as well as being available for

appropriation (aesthetic, political, sentimental) or, as in the Durango case, assemblage.

My discussion here concentrates on its blankness.
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Aunt Mary.

Jack’s Aunt Mary in Texas is an elderly widow with leg problems.  She has a TV with a

very big screen and I asked her what she liked to watch on it.

Movies, she said.   Westerns.

Which Westerns?

Oh, any.

Well for instance, I persisted.

Anything with John Wayne, she finally said, and that was as far as she’d go.

Why do you like them?

Tripp liked them.  We used to watch them together.

Peggy Carli.

Peggy Carli, an elderly woman in York, Pennsylvania, had a career as a professional

singer in her youth.  Now she gives voice lessons.  She is quite ladylike and refined and

surprised me when she told me her favorite movies are Westerns.  Why? I asked.  She

grew up in a small midwestern town.  Her father owned a store.  In exchange for allowing

the movie theater to advertise on the outside wall of the store, their family always had

free admission to the movie theater.  Peggy went all the time, and what they mostly

showed were Westerns.  Tom Mix was her favorite.  Watching Westerns now reminds

her of her childhood.  Also, once in Vienna she met the actor Richard Widmark who

graciously invited her for a coffee in the famous café where she’d recognized him.  “Yes,

I am Richard Widmark,” he’d said when she’d stared.  She’d known him at once because

of seeing him in so many Westerns.

Lesley Stern

The film scholar Lesley Stern writes: “The Western: it’s a genre that’s troubling for us

girls, its pleasures perplexing” (36).  She remembers her father, and her childhood in

Zimbabwe (riding horses, watching TV Westerns) as she writes about Ethan
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Edwards/John Wayne (troubled, judgemental, paternal, disturbing) in The Searchers

(John Ford, 1956).

And me.

In Durango, I was aware of myself as a character, an ethnographic persona somewhere

between schoolmarm and “dance hall girl” (as Will Wright delicately describes the

latter134).  These are a) the only possible female roles in a Western (Wright); and b) easily

attached to a gringa traveller.

The (apparently) excessive distance between “female” and “Western,” as an

extreme case, sheds light on the importance of context for any understanding of a “thing”

that is assumed to be “obvious” and go without saying.  In Westerns, there are many

trajectories of nostalgia at work.  First, nostalgia was always inherent, to some extent, in

the genre itself (as an idealization of an imagined frontier experience).  Then, explicitly

so in the genre of the elegiac Western beginning with The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

(John Ford, 1962) and continuing, with more explicitly critical overtones, in “anti-

Westerns” like Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kidd (George Roy Hill, 1969).

Interestingly, in Liberty Valance, the nostalgic longing after what might have been, is

shown first from the female angle.135 Senator Ransom Stoddard (Jimmy Stewart) and his

wife Hallie (Vera Miles) return, old, to Shinbone for the funeral of Tom Doniphon (John

Wayne).  Miss Hallie remarks that things have changed so much—houses, churches, so

many people.  Ex-Marshall Link Appleyard, says, Yup the trains have done all that, but
                                                  
134 Roaming the streets and other public places, too much, are not proper activities for local women but
people respect the idea of doing research and assume that foreign women are different (act improperly).
These assumptions soften what might be harsher judgements.  My companions in Durango tended to be my
teenage friends or older women because women my own age were busy in their homes with their families
and also more subject to social judgement.
135 I noticed for the first time on my last viewing of Liberty Valance that the script was based on a story
written by a woman: Dorothy M. Johnson.
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the desert’s still the same.  Would Miss Hallie like to drive out into the desert?  Yes she

would.  Clutching her citified hat box136 and wearing fancy clothes, she rides in a rickety

bouncing carriage away from town, into the desert to look at the cactus rose and the

house she would have lived in had she married Doniphon instead of Stoddard.

Reaching now into the world of “context,” there is a recurring association of

Westerns with childhood and memory,137 sometimes by complicated proxy, as in the

examples of the (“real life”) women above. And, the foundational place of Westerns in

film history also makes them richly meaningful to filmmakers in their evocation of the

dawn of the movie industry.  Westerns become the most “real” among movies and any

director aspiring to greatness must go through the rite of passage of making one.    In the

Durango context, the nostalgia is for a genre whose production demands the same kinds

of competence that is already valued culturally and that is also being celebrated onscreen.

How people think about Westerns thus has everything to do with memory.  It is

“unrigorous” slippage that structures imagination yet you can’t have slippage without the

illusion of “proper place.”

The kinds of Westerns that are considered “regular Westerns”--the U.S. serials of

the 1930s-1950s--are not widely available and many of them have been destroyed.  These

“plain old” Westerns are the backdrop against which “exceptional” Westerns, by auteurs

136 When one thinks of hats, Westerns and identity one usually thinks of the man’s hat--whether white or
black, of what shape—but women’s hats are also meaningful, usually as markers of “eastern” fashion.  In
Fort Apache (John Ford, 1948) easterner Philadelphia Thursday (Shirley Temple) breaks the ice and
bridges the social gap between herself and the “common” stationmaster’s wife by placing her fancy Boston
hat on the woman’s head--much to her self-important father’s chagrin (Studlar, 57).  One of the most
fascinating aspects of the Western genre is the way it lives so deeply in its trappings.  The hat, for instance,
becomes an ordering principle, and the world arranges itself accordingly around it.
137 My Dad watched Tom Mix and other Hollywood Westerns as a boy in the palatial movie theaters of
Calcutta in the 1930s, chewing Juicy Fruit gum.
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(defined as such in 1960s France and including John Ford, Howard Hawks, Anthony

Mann, Budd Boetticher and others), are measured.  The Westerns most people know now

are the Westerns that are said to “transcend the genre” in one way or another: auteur

Westerns, the anti-Westerns of the 1960s and 70s (cf. Peckinpah) and the European

“Spaghetti Westerns.”  The “Plain Old Western” (the easily dismissed “shoot-‘em-up”)

has become culturally visible in glimpses only, yet is assumed “known” in a common-

sense way.  Even the text-to-context trajectory of children playing “Cowboys and

Indians” has faded into the zone of the residual, charting another potential nostalgic

path.138  Because the “regular” Western is produced (at least in part) in memory and

within a contemporary cultural context, it has become imaginary.

Actually watching Westerns now--within this “contemporary cultural context”--

one cannot but be viscerally affected by the extent and offhandedness of the racism

(toward Indians, above all, but also toward Mexicans and assorted other Others).139

Also, beyond their “content” one can see, in many of the formal features of Westerns (the

tendency to glorify, through camera angles and juxtapositions, the exceptional man and

his fetishized trappings), a correspondence with a fascist aesthetics140--another reason the

genre may be “troubling . . . its pleasures perplexing.”  Particularly if you’re coming from

                                                  
138 Thus, Quentin Tarantino’s use of the song “Bang, Bang” (an old Cher hit sung here by Nancy Sinatra)
over the opening credits of Kill Bill 1 (2003), his martial arts/Western, is eerily evocative and extremely
effective:  “I was five and he was six we rode on horses made of sticks . . . bang bang, he shot me down,
bang bang I hit the ground, bang bang, my baby shot me down.”
139 To complicate things further, these onscreen depictions were produced by real-life Mexicans playing
Indians, Jews playing Indians or Mexicans, and who knows who else.  After watching many movies one
begins to discern the existence of a general Hollywood casting pot composed of “all-purpose swarthiness”
(Jeffrey Hunter, of course, and you spot the same Jewish Indian again and again, Anthony Quinn [Mexican]
plays the quintessential Greek).  See Chapter 3 for Toshiro Mifune as a Mexican.
140 See Kaplan Reproductions of Banality as well as Undergångens arkitektur (“Architecture of Doom”), a
fascinating documentary about Hitler’s aesthetic preferences.  It is interesting (although not something to
be pursued here) that outside the US, the places where Westerns held the biggest imaginative sway
(Germany, Japan, Italy, Spain) also have histories of fascist government.
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(for instance) an Indian, female, Mexican, or “enlightened” point of view.  There’s no

getting around the problem.  Although there kind of is.  Along with a strong impulse to

try.141  And some movies are worse than others.

JOHN FORD

“The Western is arguably the most popular and long-lived form in cinematic

history, and the acknowledged master of that genre was John Ford,” so says the blurb on

the back of a collection of essays entitled John Ford Made Westerns.  The beauty of John

Ford is that although he has become synonymous with the Western, is “its acknowledged

master” and the man who made John Wayne a myth, his body of work defies simple

characterization.  It is complicated and contradictory --full of unexpected ambivalences

toward the very things Westerns are expected to celebrate (or denigrate).  It is the

expectations of genre that make possible the virtuosity of someone like Ford--as he both

meets and subverts them according to his particular vision (after having been

instrumental in “defining” them in the first place).  And (as is discussed in Chapter 2)

genre itself functions by not being as stable as it seems.

Gaylyn Studlar, in an essay about Ford’s work and women—specifically My

Darling Clementine (1946)--writes: “It is surprisingly evasive in fulfilling the logic of a

genre often regarded as uninterested in women at best, overtly misogynist at worst . . .”

(43).  She argues that critics who are eager to appropriate an assumed (and reductive)

logic of Westerns for their own theoretical agendas would be stymied in the face of

                                                  
141 From an American perspective, there is a seriousness, an urgency and an obligation attached to the
Western. Various scholars have pointed to Westerns as mythic national texts (Wright, Slotkin).  This
attitude is missing in the foreign Westerns, they are able to have a lightness and productive lack of
reverence.
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Ford’s actual films.  She argues against Jane Tompkins’ depiction of Western heroes as

hard, silent types who are fundamentally hostile to women and strain to cast out all

potentially feminine traits in themselves-- dancing, looking at flowers, reading, making

conversation—pointing out that Ford’s heroes do all those things.  Her argument is that

although Westerns (Ford’s included) are fundamentally male-centered stories, with

females still occupying either the “schoolmarm” or “saloon girl” slot, their orientation to

“feminine values” is frequently ambivalent and shifting rather than monolithically

derogatory (47).

In a similar vein (switching now from gender to race and ethnicity), Charles

Ramírez Berg writes that factors such as Ford’s own status as an Irish immigrant and his

persistent sympathy for marginalized underdogs complicate and enrich his vision of the

West.  While acknowledging his frequently paternalistic and condescending attitude

towards ethnic and minority groups, Berg argues “it would be a mistake to dismiss Ford

too hastily as one more racist filmmaker” (2001, 75).  He cites Ford’s frequent and

unusually nuanced depictions of the multi-cultural nature of frontier life (including

Native Americans, Mexicans, Mexican-Americans, African-Americans, Slavs, Poles,

Frenchmen, Italians, Swedes, Germans).  In addition, Berg notes that Ford always

addresses issues of class and social position: “a consistent theme in his Westerns is the

tension between ethnics, who have been exiled to the social and geographical margin, and

the elite WASP mainstream who drove them there” (2001, 76).

Both Studlar and Ramírez Berg make arguments based on Ford’s work (and

implicitly the Western genre in general) being not exactly progressive, but much more

interesting and open than one might expect.  The paradox is that the subversion of the
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genre’s expectations wouldn’t have been possible without the original expectations,

which Ford has also been credited with helping to define--yet which are actually quite

elusive.  The important thing is the assumption that rigid definition exists.  Because of

that, the films themselves, as well as the scholarly commentary in their wake, can show

that between the presumed antagonists (women and racialized Others) and the Western

hero there are ambiguities, common ground and “room for maneuver” (Chambers,

DeCerteau). These observations about the actual openness within a seemingly closed

genre (as well as the holes in its apparent hostility) are particularly important here as a

way to set the stage for the boom in Mexican Westerns that occurred from the late 1960s

through the early eighties.

A general textbook on Mesoamerican culture and the children’s television show

Sesame Street both point out that Mexicans were the first real cowboys.  It is something

in the realm of common knowledge.  The word vaquero (“cowboy”) turned into

“buckaroo,” and the words “lasso,” “rodeo,” “palomino,” “corral,” “bronco” and many

others originated in northern Mexico, the original cowboy culture. 142 Pepe Velásquez and

other wranglers and stuntmen I met in Durango readily mention their authentic claim to

the cowboy identity and style.  However, the cinematic genre of the Western (and the

literary, painterly and theatrical genres that preceded and informed it143) originated in the

US where it has attained the status of national myth

                                                  
142 The text continues: “Around the world, what image is more associated with the United States than the
Western cowboy? Time and again our athletes choose to march into the Olympic Games wearing the
familiar cowboy hat.  Yet the mythical “cowboy culture” that we celebrate as our own in literature, movies
and the arts bears the indelible imprint of its origins in northern Mexican cattle culture.  The traditional
cowboy outfit—broad brimmed hat, kerchief, chaps, spurs, “cowboy” boots and “Western” saddle—is of
Mexican origin” (xvi).
143 In addition to novels—such as The Virginian (widely acknowledged to be the first “Western” story) and
the dime novels afterwards, and extravaganzas like Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, painting played an
important role in the invention of the Western myth.  For discussion of how Frederic Remington,
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The northern Mexican orientation to the Western genre is thus unique, at once

both “insider” and “outsider.” “Real” cultural practice and history correspond to the

general “cowboy” way of life that is depicted onscreen in Westerns, so there is a

“natural,” even proprietary connection.  In addition, it is Durango’s landscape that was

chosen by 1950s Hollywood to pictorially represent the legendary West.  After that, the

sets are already right there, materially beckoning further use.  These factors contribute to

the local affinity for the genre—its comfortable appropriateness. Yet, on the other hand,

this widespread, embodied familiarity with “real life” cowboy culture creates a climate of

interpretation that is quite different from one in which (for example) most of the audience

has never ridden a horse.

I am not proposing that onscreen Western stories are somehow collapsible with

either the reality of daily life in Durango or with earlier Mexican genres.  Rather, the

emergent map of visual and generic correspondences magnifies certain elements and

bypasses others, negating the notion of the stable, mythic universe so associated with the

(US) Western.144  As we have seen, in Mexican film discourse, there is a persistent

recourse to the  “authentic” as an overlay to pragmatic adaptation and these jumps are

enacted throughout the evolution of the Western genre in Mexico.  Despite undeniable

connections to various components, the Western as texted whole or predictable system

(Wright) remains a foreign form. Mexican film scholars (usually with disdain)

acknowledge the Western as a lately-arrived genre, noting that although it is related to

                                                                                                                                                      
particularly, informed the later cinematic vision see Edward Buscombe, “Painting the Legend, Frederic
Remington and the Western,” Studlar and Bernstein, 154-168.
144 Or, if not stable, seemingly stable, while being adjusted according to various US ideologies in the
contemporary era.  See Dorst, Slotkin and Wright for discussions of the socio-historical and mytho-
pictorial resonance of Westerns in American cultural life.
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Mexican genres such as the comedia ranchera, the Revolutionary-era Adventure and

stories about heroes like the Charro Negro, it is distinct (cf. García Riera).

In Durango, cinema is most linked to objects and products, its dominant idiom is

business. Hollywood built sets and left them in Durango, so Mexicans, a practical people,

started making Westerns.  Or that’s how the story goes.  They had the people, the cows,

the dead bodies, the scorpions, as well as the nerve and know-how. Their links to the

Western bypass the Hollywood genre to focus on authenticity (being a real Western-like

culture, being the land that “played” the American West) and pragmatism (the sets were

there, why not). A related, also objectified, meaning of cinema in Durango links it to

prestige, to cinema being culture (based on national precedent), and to Durango “having”

it (in part based on status as the “real” [if uncredited] West): patrimony.

Watching the Mexican Westerns of Durango’s glory days, one sees an array of

familiar influences and allusions.  There are elements from melodramas rancheras,

Hollywood “classics” and “standard” cowboy and Indian “shoot-em-ups.”  And, because

of their particular historical moment, they also exhibit the crucial influences of the bloody

“anti-Westerns” of Sam Peckinpah as well as the Italian take on the Western genre,

inaugurated in 1964 with the ecstatic brilliance of Sergio Leone’s A Fistful of Dollars.

Peckinpah’s physical presence in Durango for The Glory Guys (Arnold Laven,

written by Peckinpah) and Major Dundee in 1964 and The Wild Bunch in 1969, makes

his influence even more intense.  Juan Antonio de la Riva identifies Peckinpah as the

most important director to have worked in Durango.  Pepe Velásquez, too, speaks of him

with nostalgic reverence.  He remembers being employed strictly for “ice duty.” I asked
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what that meant.  “I just had to make sure he never ran out of ice . . .I had to keep the ice

buckets full!   He paid me well.  In those days the director’s chair had a special place for

the whiskey bottle. One of the most memorable acting roles taken on (with characteristic

gusto) by the Golden Age director Emilio Fernández was the laughing, womanizing

villain, Mapache, in Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch.  Although the role was certainly an

exaggeration of many negative Mexican stereotypes (cruelty, drunkenness,

impulsiveness), it could be argued that Fernandez’s performance was so raucous and

excessive that it negated any “rational” negativity.145  When, at the end of the film,

Mapache spots the “Bunch” approaching his compound yet again and wearily delivers the

line “Los Gringos otra vez!” it is easy to imagine, from the Mexican point of view, some

sympathy for his situation.  Then he goes out in an operatic, Peckinpahian hail of blood

and bullets.

EUROPE, SERGIO LEONE

The notion of inventory adding up to genre, already present in US Westerns,

becomes elevated as these “things” get launched into the fetishized, surreal landscape

dreamed up by Sergio Leone.   The Spanish “locations” used by Leone in his “Dollars

trilogy” (Fistful of Dollars, 1964; For a Few Dollars More, 1965; and The Good, the Bad

and the Ugly, 1966) are photographed to stand not for the historical “real” of the

American frontier or a symbolic ethical universe (at any rate not the same one), but for

the film world of Westerns, now keyed to a new aesthetic. These films go an extra giant

step into stylization, and the “things” in that world bleed to the very edge of recognition,

like the big red splotch of blood in the opening credits of A Fistful of Dollars. Leone

                                                  
145 Ben Feinberg (personal communication) argues for the applicability of Bakhtin’s notion of the
transgressive potential of laughter to the character of Mapache and The Wild Bunch in general.
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pioneered a particular way of cutting back and forth from landscape to face, and used

closeups, especially of eyes, and chains of gazes, in ways that were so exaggerated they

became transcendent.  And one cannot imagine Leone’s visuals without the music of

Ennio Morricone, who scored all the films.  The Leone/Morricone collaboration was an

extremely potent aesthetic force that produced an alternative (arguably critical) mythic

terrain to the one previously imagined in Hollywood.

Elements of the slick Leone/Morricone style have by now become clichés of

countless commercials, with both the visuals and the music standing as evocative

shorthand for cool “western” style.  But imagined in their historical moment, their impact

must have been both powerful and shocking.  By rejecting the symbolic world of

previous Westerns, the “values” that the “things” of the mise en scene supposedly stood

for, Leone could be understood to be rejecting America itself--and was by some critics

(Edwards).  The films were huge hits and Leone—born to actor parents, exposed to

neorealist art cinema146 then steeped in the technicolor, highly commercial world of

Cinecittà--had managed, with Morricone,147 to forge a daring aesthetic that also had

commercial and popular appeal.  Critics of the time, however, particularly English-

language ones, largely didn’t get it, and Leone’s films were frequently panned.  It isn’t

until more recently that he has been considered seriously, although European productions

are still noticeably absent from scholarly considerations of the Western genre (Edwards,

Frayling).

                                                  
146 Leone was an unpaid production assistant and an extra in The Bicycle Thief (Vittorio di Sica, 1947).
147 Morricone attended a workshop with John Cage after which he became very interested in incorporating
unusual sounds into his music, like the whip cracks and echoes he is known for now.
(www.sensesofcinema.com).
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Looking at the genre from a global perspective, it is important to point out that

although Leone is generally credited with inventing the “Spaghetti Western,” there had

already been many Westerns made in Europe. Starting in 1962 with Treasure of Silver

Lake (Harold Reinl), there had been twelve very successful films based on the German

pulp fiction writer Karl May’s books about Winnetou, last of the Mescalero Apache and

his blood brother “Old Shatterhand.”   After the first Winnetou hits, Spanish and Italian

producers began making cheap Westerns as well, and there were about twenty five of

these made before Leone’s.  It was because of this existing climate that Leone, a mere

assistant director on the “sword and sandal” productions of 1960s Cinecittà, was able to

get funding for his Western remake of Akira Kurosawa’s Yojimbo—something he’d

envisioned since he’d seen the film (Edwards).148   Leone’s audacious Fistful of Dollars ,

while not the first “Spaghetti Western”149 was the film that broke new ground and

revealed an aesthetic approach that was more of a re-invention than an imitation of its

Hollywood model.  It defined the genre by introducing the look that was widely imitated.

Leone’s level of conscious artistry and attention to detail were not the norm for all the

Spaghetti Westerns—of the many films made, the majority of them have the usual

technical and directorial flaws associated with few resources and little time.

Aside from their aesthetics, the success of the Dollars films is important for

pointing up the global traffic surrounding the Western genre.150  Japan, Germany, Spain,

and Italy were all important, in one way or another for its production and perpetuation,

                                                  
148 Leone took the story of Yojimbo without paying for the rights and Akira Kuruoawa sued and won
(Edwards).
149 This depends whether you take “Spaghetti” as synonymous with Italian or to mean a particular style.
Italian Westerns had been made as far back as the 1930s (Frayling, 14).
150 The most comprehensive work on the Global Western has been done by Christopher Frayling.  See
especially  Spaghetti Westerns.
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and these influences find their way to Durango as well—both imaginatively and

physically.  For instance, in 1979 French television came to Durango to shoot Winnetou,

a series based (once again) on the perpetually popular books by the German Karl May

(who famously never set foot in the USA).  In addition, the arena for Spaghetti Western

production was analogous to (as well as overlapping151) the world of churros in Mexico.

Like the horror and science fiction films of the same era, Westerns were popular

entertainments, made relatively cheaply with international casts and crews from the

“lower” rungs of the industry.

ALBERTO MARISCAL

Having identified various “outsider” perspectives onto the Western genre (female,

ethnic, European) and showing the northern Mexican climate of production as at once

both “insider” and “outsider” vis-a-vis the genre, I turn now to a discussion of work by

the director Alberto Mariscal who is generally thought to have made the best of the

Mexican Westerns (García Riera).  A native of the northern state of Zacatecas (just east

of Durango), Mariscal started as an actor, attended law school for a time, then worked his

way up to directing in the serial factory of Estudios América starting in the very early

1960s (Tejada ms).152    He worked in a variety of genres (including wrestling pictures),

and as an assistant director to both Rene Cardona and Raúl de Anda (among others),

becoming particularly associated with rural themes working in the Revolutionary

adventure genre—for instance in films starring the singing charro Antonio Aguilar.153

151 Jorge Rivero, for instance, played the Western hero Sartana in several Spaghetti Westerns and Hugo
Stiglitz worked in Italian horror.
152 As Mariscal’s biography on the www.academiamexicana.com/academia/mh37.htm puts it, he got his
start in the serials made in Estudios América, cintas de pocos recursos y de escasas pretensiones estéticas y
temáticas. (Films of few resources and scant esthetic and thematic pretensions).
153 He assisted Cardona on (at least) two Aguilar vehicles: El Caballo Prieto Azabache (“The Midnight
Black Horse, 1964) and Gabino Barrera (1964)—probably filmed concurrently.   These films showcase
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Although Mariscal was strongly affiliated with the commercial industry, he is one

of the few such directors to be treated seriously by critics.  He directed several critically

praised portrayals of Mexican rural life—Crisol (“Crucible,”1965) and Cruces sobre el

yermo (“Crosses Over the Wasteland,”1967),  “characterized by an intense somber tone

and higher formal and thematic ambitions” before going on to pioneer the Western genre

in Mexico.154  And several critics point out experimental themes in the Westerns as well.

For example, Charles Ramírez Berg treats Mariscal’s Durango-made Western Bloody

Marlene (1978), as a serious work exemplary of its nation-wide cinematic moment.  He

sees the film as a possible critique of the clichéd Mexican obsession with the externalized

items of machismo (guns, horses, cars).

The title of the film refers not to a woman but to a perfect killing machine . . .  a
mechanical device that renders its user invulnerable . . . In effect it turns an
impotent man into a macho, able physically (and symbolically sexually) to
dominate the world he inhabits . . . The fantastic machine gives Timothy (the
film’s protagonist) potency but does nothing to resolve the male’s
ruthless/respectable, hero/outlaw dilemma.  In the end, Timothy unstraps Bloody
Marlene and flings it away (1992, 106).

                                                                                                                                                      
“rural” pursuits in self-consciously “folkloric,” nationalistic fashion. As examples of the (waning, by this
point) Revolutionary Adventure genre, they include extended depictions of horse trading, horse racing,
cockfighting, country fairs with indigenous dances, musical interludes and what appears to be breathtaking
(and almost parodic) misogyny.  For instance, the aging, paunchy Aguilar of the sixties regularly becomes
the object of some highborn, tempestuous señorita’s desire-- but only after he slaps her around.  His
relationship with the girl is repeatedly contrasted with his relationship with his horse--whom he never
beats.  He also has extended poetic discourses about his horse, kisses it on the mouth, and is provoked to
violence only when someone does harm to it.  After getting the girl to succumb he doesn’t give her another
thought.  The ideology of class is interestingly displayed in these films and echoes the points made by
Claudio Lomnitz in his extended discussion of ranchero ideology (1992).  For example, Aguilar’s
character, although he is of humble station, “deserves” the rich girl because he is such an ideal macho and
engaged in the noble pursuits of horse training and trading.  And, Aguilar’s “authenticity” is frequently
played against a mincing, aristocratic, French-speaking rival, as in Gabino Barrera.  The Aguilar persona is
a precise incarnation of the kind of stereotypical Mexican macho that “serious” films of the 1970s called
into question or parodied (cf. Ramírez Berg 1992).
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In Berg’s view, Bloody Marlene’s confused protagonist “Timothy” is exemplary of the

era and of the broad, national condition-- one more sign “that Mexican patriarchy was, by

the 1970s, a badly faltering system” (1992, 106).

Mariscal had the longest and most frequent relationship to Durango of any

(single) Mexican director. He was there near the very beginning--as an actor in The

Wonderful Country (Robert Parish, 1958)--before coming back a decade later to direct El

Tunco Maclovio (“Maclovio the Pig,” 1968) and nine other Westerns.  His last Durango

Western was El Loco Bronco (“The Crazy Bronco” [or “Bronco the Crazy One”] 1989).

Although Durango’s “Golden Age of cine churro” has passed, Mariscal, like Hugo

Stiglitz and Mario Almada, is still at it, working now in videohomes (cf. La Camioneta

gris 2, 2000155).  And, like many veterans of the churro industry, Mariscal vocally

defines himself as a for-hire professional—a “mercenary” within the entertainment

business as opposed to a state-funded, French-speaking “artist.”  As a northerner, a

longtime director of commercial, genre cinema and an honorary citizen of Durango,

Mariscal and his films are uniquely representative of what kind of Tierra Del Cine

Durango was.

154 www.academiamexicana.com/academia/mh37.htm
155 Like many videohomes, the title alludes to Mexican cinema history, in this case indexing one of
Mexico’s most famous early “non-fiction” films: El automóvil gris (“The grey car,” Enrique Rosas,
originally a serial in 1919, later re-edited into a feature film in 1933).  See Chapter 3.
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PICTURE 72: El Tunco VHS

FROM EL TUNCO MACLOVIO TO EL LOCO BRONCO

The first film Alberto Mariscal shot in Durango, and the one Pepe Velásquez likes

best, is El Tunco Maclovio (“Maclovio the Pig,” 1968).  Alberto Tejada, in the anecdotes,
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refers to El Tunco as “a frank copy of Leone” and quotes Marscal saying it was originally

supposed to be a co-production with the US and star Clint Eastwood.  Instead it stars

Julio Alemán, wearing an Eastwood-style poncho and even smoking a cheroot.

El Tunco Maclovio tells the tale of a mysterious one-handed gunfighter who

exiled himself to society’s margins when, as a teenager, he accidentally shot and killed

his best friend.  He only has one hand because, in his grief and despair after killing his

friend, he cut it off and buried it with his friend’s body.  El Tunco is summoned (by a

dying flunky who drank at a poisoned puddle) to do a job for the haughty (and scantily

clad) whip-wielding matriarch Laura Montaño.  As he makes his way toward Montaño’s

ranch, he encounters (and wreaks) much bloodshed.   All the while, he is trailed by a

mysterious figure (played by Mario Almada) who saves his life several times but still

seems sinister, biding his time for some unknown purpose.  Meanwhile, El Tunco makes

friends with an orphaned, Huck Finn-like boy named Marcelo Pavón who lives by an

idyllic waterfall. Tunco periodically visits Pavón and relaxes.  The two enjoy roasted

meat and the beauty of nature together and El Tunco gives him some new clothes, as his

old ones are full of holes. They have a fight when El Tunco shares his dreams of settling

down on a farm someday and the kid answers that he wants to be a pistolero, just like El

Tunco.  This enrages El Tunco, who rides off as tears stream down the boy’s cheeks.  By

the time El Tunco finally arrives at the ranch of Laura Montaño, he has fallen in love

with Montaño’s (also whip-wielding) daughter, “La Niña Sara” who, after being tamed

by their courtship (shades of Aguilar-style “horse” training), puts her whip aside in favor

of earrings and a nice dress.   They are just about to be happy (and El Tunco to re-enter

society) when the mysterious stranger appears to explain himself.  He was waiting for

exactly this moment--for El Tunco to be on the very brink of happiness--so he could kill
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him.  He is “Juan Mariscal,” father of the boy El Tunco accidentally shot so long ago.

The orphan boy, Marcelo Pavón, has also trailed his old friend El Tunco to this

showdown.  They see each other and embrace, El Tunco calls him a friend, and they are

reconciled.  As Juan Mariscal looks at the scene with Marcelo Pavón, something softens

his vengeful heart.  He decides to let El Tunco live.  But there is a shootout with Laura

Montaño’s gunmen and El Tunco is shot and killed anyway.

El Tunco Maclovio makes excellent use of Durango’s locations, from Marcelo

Pavón’s waterfall (El Saltito), to the mountain passes (around Los Organos), to the final

shootout, filmed in the courtyard of The Posada Duran, an old hotel in the center of

Durango, where Dolores Del Rio’s mother once lived.  Now (since 2002) it’s been

partially gutted and turned into a “Sanborn’s,” part of the Mexican coffee-shop chain.

The story of El Tunco Maclovio evokes a hodgepodge of associations--from rural

melodramas to Shane [George Stevens, 1953)--and is distinctly unlike the pared-down,

consciously un-psychological stories in Leone’s Dollars trilogy, the films whose style

Mariscal seems to be so overtly appropriating.156   The gap between the baroque

melodrama, even sentimentality, of El Tunco’s story and any appropriation of Leone’s

spare, mythic visuals is jarring, however.  And, from a critical, “film” point of view,

Mariscal’s application of a style whose distinguishing feature is its sweeping

completeness of vision, is flawed because it is uneven and unsustained. The play of

gazes, for example, in Leone is orchestrated—with the music, the landscape and

                                                  
156 The eminent Mexican film scholar Emilio García Riera, a fan of neither the Spaghetti Western nor
Mariscal’s attempt at the genre writes: The influence of the Italian Western of Sergio Leone is evident in
Mariscal, with its excesses of violence and cruelty, its run-of-the-mill formal exhibitionism (in the abuse of
the “zoom,” for example), its picturesque costumes, and, not for a change, its displays of “strong”
eroticism” (García Riera, 268).
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everything else—working to create the rhythmic pulse that propels the film as a whole.

When Mariscal tries it—first in a shootout scene at the beginning of El Tunco--it makes

no sense because the timing is off.

Although on one level, El Tunco might be seen as a bad Leone rip off, it cannot

be reduced only to that.  It is far too exuberant, heterogeneous and strange. For one thing,

it is relentlessly fetishistic with the severed hand, the lingering shots of boots and guns,

the whips, and the strange shots of Laura Montaño, whose face we never see--only her

torso and breasts through a transparent nightgown in trippy double exposure over the

landscape. There is also a shot of the kid Marcelo Pavón’s rear end through the hole in

his pants, continuing the visual theme of flesh and fabric that runs through the movie.

Even the salacious description of Laura Montaño, by a rough ne’er do well in the saloon,

dwells on the fabric: “imagine, her warm body, lying there in those see-through garments

they wear to sleep.” There is also a nice splash of horror-movie gore in an early saloon

scene when someone gets shot in the head and we see a lengthy shot of his bloody brain.

The twists on (and excessive magnification of) the externalized trappings of machismo

that Ramírez Berg noted in reference to Mariscal’s Bloody Marlene (1978) are already

present here, in a film made a decade earlier.
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PICTURE 73: El Loco Bronco VHS
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By the time of El Loco Bronco (1989), Mariscal’s last Durango film and one that

also has a label-like, proper name title, indicating the film as a portrait, Mariscal had

more or less dispensed with the “Spaghetti” style.  The look of El Loco Bronco harks

back to earlier, US-made “classics,” as does the music, which is now “traditional” instead

of aspiring to Morricone-style experimentation.  The directing style, too, is more

consistent and assured (if slightly staid) and the story, while having many similarities to

El Tunco, is much more conventional.  And gone now are the trippy double exposures

and explicitly sadomasochistic overtones.

Here, Hugo Stiglitz plays the heavy, Virgilio Rojas, a greedy caudillo who

terrorizes the town but dotes on his little daughter Emilia.  Alberto Tejada plays the

bought-off, cowardly Sheriff.  Ramiro Orci, a veteran of Mexican cinema (both high and

low), plays Bronco, a reclusive mountain man who lives on the town’s margins and visits

from time to time to be with his girlfriend Mara, the proprietress of the local saloon.  In

one of the first scenes we see a family with all their earthly goods loaded up (Joad-like).

They are fleeing “for the south” because Virgilio Rojas has driven them from their land.

Bronco is incensed about this and learns from other townsfolk that Rojas has been

displacing everyone and stealing their land.  Bronco exchanges words with the Sheriff,

who tells him to butt out.  Rojas’ men kill the town’s priest, who had been advising the

villagers to rise up against Rojas’ tyrrany.  For Bronco, this is the last straw and the

brawny Bronco is seen carrying the fragile dead priest in his arms (Pietá-like).  Then, he

comes up with his plan.

Bronco kidnaps Emilia, the daughter of Virgilio Rojas, in the middle of her piano

recital, and spirits her away to his cave in the mountains.  She’s a plucky little girl
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wearing ruffly pink bloomers.  In the mountains, away from corrupt society, Bronco

tenderly takes care of her.  He makes her hot chocolate and roasts a rabbit on a spit as he

explains to her why her Daddy has to be put straight.  He also fashions a doll for her that

she names “Bronco.”  Rojas’ men come to get Emilia and several die in traps set by the

crafty Bronco.  The Sheriff says Virgilio Rojas will give back the land, and Bronco is

about to turn Emilia over, when Gonzáles, Rojas’ mustachioed and volatile lieutenant,

steps in.  He thwarts the exchange and more people die.  The Sheriff quits working for

Rojas.  Gonzáles drags Mara at gunpoint to Bronco’s lair.  Mara accidentally steps in a

trap Bronco has set and gets shot in the gut, staying alive long enough to utter some

tender words before dying in Bronco’s arms:  “My Bronco, I don’t understand your

craziness. ”  Bronco, enraged and grief-stricken, kills Gonzáles.  Finally, a swap is

arranged after Rojas sends word that he will give the land back and stop terrorizing the

locals.  Bronco rides into town with Emilia in tow.  Rojas had originally planned to have

his men shoot Bronco after the exchange, but Bronco has told Emilia about what a great

deed her father has chosen to do and how he’s “the hope of the pueblo.” In light of this,

Rojas cannot have Bronco gunned down in front of Emilia, so he calls off his men and

lets Bronco ride back into the mountains.

Both El Tunco Maclovio and El Loco Bronco have plots structured around

children as agents of redemption.  The hands of both villains--Juan Mariscal (Almada) in

El Tunco and Virgilio Rojas (Stiglitz) in El Loco are stayed in each film’s climactic scene

because of the presence and innocence of children.157  There is also the recurring theme

of the rejuvenating power of nature.   Both El Tunco and El Loco Bronco have beautifully

157 This is a recurrent theme in René Cardona’s work—even in his horror films.  For instance in El
Horipillante besta humana (“Night of the Bloody Apes,” 1968), the killer ape-man hybrid who rapes and
butchers women lets a whistling young lad with a loaf of bread pass by unscathed.
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filmed scenes of men bathing in lakes. The scene in El  Loco Bronco is particularly

lyrical, with rain falling softly as the burly Bronco shaves, a lone figure in the middle of

an awesome panorama.  And, there is the recurring (Mexican) Western motif of men

cooking and enjoying food outdoors. When Tunco shares a meal with Marcelo or Bronco

cooks a rabbit for Emilia, the food is a particular source of strength and power because of

being prepared in nature.  Mariscal’s portrayal of excessively masculine heroes

constructing their own domestic spaces (the waterfall, the cave) on their own terms (and

without women), is an interesting departure from a US Western convention in which

women always inhabit the domestic sphere (luring men to it).  Mariscal imagines and

shows an alternative, masculine possibility.  When El Tunco dreamily proposes that he

and Marcelo Pavón could buy land and work hard farming it, he makes no mention of

any females on the horizon.   Mariscal also invokes the recurring ranchera convention of

the smart horse (vouched for in real life by Pepe Velásquez, see Chapter 1)—as in El

Tunco when the Montaño henchman gives in to his thirst and drinks from a poisoned

puddle.  His horse whinnies and refuses while the man dies a painful death. Mariscal

excels at photographing landscape and framing and filming through different kinds of

plants and rocks.

In low budget churros, the interiors, if shot on-location (as they usually are), are

usually the hardest because they demand specific technical prowess and equipment (in

lighting especially), as well as detailed decoration that is difficult to achieve away from

the studios and with no money.  As a result, interior scenes tend to look strikingly

amateurish in contrast to the outdoor ones.  Clío, my friend in Durango who worked in

set decoration, told me about how much work it was constructing Bronco’s cave.  He and

the other crewmembers were also very proud of Mara’s bedroom, which was lit, in part,
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with a real fire and decorated with period antiques.  When I watched the video (long after

hearing about if from various Durangueses) I was very impressed by those two interiors.

Knowing what I know about what they had to work with, and comparing the scenes with

other low-budget efforts, the job they did seems almost miraculous.

El Tunco and El Loco fuse the themes and imagery of the US genre with a

specifically Mexican cultural and generic perspective—very distinct from the mythic

“nowhere” invented by Sergio Leone.  In this sense, they differ from other Durango-

made Westerns, in that the stories are meant to be Mexican and have characters with

Mexican names.  Mariscal’s filmography includes many “anglo-name” (David Wilt’s

term) Westerns as well, among these Bloody Marlene (1978), Con la muerte en ancas

(1978), El juez de la soga (1972), and Una para la horca (1972). Mariscal’s defining

influence is still felt in Durango.  It was at its peak in the seventies when Alberto Tejada

and Juan Antonio de la Riva first started making films and is evident in both their work.
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Chapter 5

Alberto Tejada

By virtue of the fact that Alberto was my first and most consistent “informant,”

and situated at the crossroads of so many discourses and streams of humanity (in spite of

being, so often, paranoid and barricaded inside his little house), he is at the center of this

dissertation.  The tragedy of his death propels his story into melodrama, which I think he

would have enjoyed.  This section is about Alberto.

Alberto wraps himself in a cape.  He squints when he smokes and shrugs like a

Frenchman.  In the land of the cowboybusinessman, he is an artist--filmmaker, painter,

actor, scholar and brujo.  To identify oneself as an artist and to live this way in Durango

requires substantial effort and sometimes Alberto’s performance of self-importance is

excessive. In the middle of nowhere, in lousy health, with boils and bruises and very little

money, he nonetheless exudes “attitude.” This can be irritating.  But it’s also

understandable and often beautiful. The people around him, especially at the Dirección,

resent his haughty mien and are not very sympathetic when he goes downhill.  Alberto

insists they started it.  A chicken/egg loop.

His marital history has been sad.  His second wife, whom he adored, died of

cancer.  Pepe and others told me that this was when Alberto began drinking heavily.  His

first and third marriages ended in divorce.  He has two sons he doesn’t see much.  He’s
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on good terms with his most recent wife from whom he was divorced in 1988.  But they

all live far away.

His real family now, he tells me, is cinema.  Here is the introduction to his only

published book, Durango Filmografia July 1954-October 1997, a chronological listing of

all the movies, foreign and domestic, made in Durango during that period.  It’s slim but

very precious; just the datos and a few photos:

When you make films, you live and breathe the cinema and sometimes experiences
are shared . . .

To breathe CINEMA is not only to cultivate a written story, or the actions of
characters, or the movement of the camera, or to cut the image exactly where we
think that it should be . . .

All of the people that participate in the development of a film know what they are
doing.  At times their work is good, at other times, excellent, and then—a disaster.
But it is CINEMA that is lived and breathed.  Not everyone knows how to do it.
But they have dreamt about how they would do it.

This is not a technical book.  It’s merely information about dates and statistics
accumulated over the years that now can be published thanks to Juan Antonio, to
his love for the image and perchance, having literally been born on a movie
screen.  When you work there are always surprises and disappointments.  When
all is said and done, this is the life we live, and this is the CINEMA. (ellipses and
emphasis in the original).

There is a lot in this introduction.  First, it is flowery, which stands in stark relief

to the content of the book itself, which is composed of (“mere”) lists of dates, credits and

some photos.  With its manifesto-like language it shows the influence of the radical,

ochero movement of which Alberto was a part during the 1970s (discussed later in this

section).  It is also proof that Alberto had enough of a documentary attitude, very early
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on, to treat Durango films and the sites of their production as worthy objects of research

and study.  Further, the introduction seems sort of generically inappropriate, a personal

commentary in the learned voice of an established (successful) filmmaker taking a

backward glance, as if the book that follows were about him.  This makes sense because

Alberto did think it was about him.  He claimed a proprietary interest, based upon his

lifelong situation somewhere between the fringes and the glorious center of Durango’s

world of film production.  The imaginary journey from the fringe to the center, the acute

awareness of the gap, and the frustration of having the ground crumble whenever he

gained a foothold--all this was part of Alberto’s story.

And, there is the reference to Juan Antonio. This refers to Juan Antonio de la

Riva, a fellow Durango filmmaker, who like Alberto was part of a group of ocheros

(8mm experimental filmmakers) in the 1970s.  These aspiring moviemakers were all

friends and worked as an informal co-op, helping each other on productions, sharing film

and generally being excited about working on movies.  De la Riva left Durango and went

on to film school and a successful career in Mexico City.  He stayed in touch with his old

Durango friends and helped Alberto publish his book.

De la Riva’s father had been the proprietor of an “itinerant cinema,” meaning he

was the man with a projector and reels of film in his truck who would travel to all the

little pueblos and ranchos in the countryside and screen movies.  The story Juan Antonio

tells is that he was actually born on the family’s movie screen--the screen was used

instead of a blanket.
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De la Riva made an amazing trilogy of films based on growing up in a tiny pueblo

in the Durango sierra (Vidas errantes, 1984, Pueblo de madera, 1990, and El Gavilán de

la sierra, 2000).  These films virtually reinvent rural-themed cinema in Mexico.  In them,

de la Riva performs the delicate operation of turning generic expectations on their heads

while at the same time showing a deep, sentimental affection for them.  The films are

ethnographically rich and beautifully crafted, labors of love accomplished over many

years and between “for-hire” jobs.  Although I will discuss de la Riva more later on, I

invoke him here for narrative purposes, as Alberto’s other, an embodiment (perhaps) of

the “road not taken.”

This way of shaping events was suggested to me by conversations with people

after Alberto’s death.  Nothing like death, especially under mysterious circumstances, to

provoke explicit metacultural (and pop psychological) speculation in its wake.  The idea

that it was the stagnating environment of Durango itself that fueled Alberto’s depression,

alcohol, and (alleged) substance abuse was raised several times, not least by Juan

Antonio.158  Who knows what might have happened had he just left (implicit: as Juan

Antonio did).

This idea is in tension with another culturally pervasive narrative thread in which

a person is irrevocably stuck to and defined by his tierra natal. Traits and personalities

attach to place and vice versa in cycles of animation and freezing.  Puro Mexicano, puro

Durangeño, puro Topiense (for example), right down to the smallest unit.  People tell you

these things about themselves and each other.  On a bus ride into Mexico from the Laredo

border, an elderly guy across the aisle offered me the salient personality trait of each city

                                                  
158 Interview in Mexico City, June 2004
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in Mexico.  He himself was headed to Morelia, where people are very Pushy.  Carlos

Monsiváis notes that the biggest myth Mexican cinema proliferated was the idea of

segmented cultural nationalism: “Where the Regions of the Country are Equivalent to

Astrological Signs” (1995, 123).   That these folksy stereotypes were perpetuated by

cinema points to the state’s overt interest in maintaining a particular, centrally controlled,

regional, folkloric-indigenous “diversity” (Feinberg).  At the same time, the state sought,

through cinema, to exhibit Mexico’s progress and membership in a modern community

of nations.  These parallel goals translated into an exaggerated mapping of

traditional/modern onto country/city, fixed/changing and various other inhibiting

binaries.   Especially for those in the provinces, cinema performed the dual functions of

igniting desire to leave and narrating you into a fixed (highly idealized) little slot.

A couple of years ago, when I saw Alberto’s book listed in the catalog of the

Benson library at the University of Texas, I was surprised and also relieved.  Although I

owned the book, I had to go up to the stacks to actually see it.  It beckoned as “matter out

of place” since it was the first time I had seen an acknowledgement of Durango’s

cinematic history outside of Durango. In encounters with scholars of Mexican film--in

Texas, Mexico City or cyberspace--no one ever thinks Durango is “Tierra del Cine.”

Alberto’s book, a simple listing of titles, dates and credits, makes Durango’s place in an

international history of cinema official (in a small way). Both Alberto’s chronicle and de

la Riva’s films, put Durango on the map (in global circulation)--for once under its own

name rather than as an unnamed, “blank slate,” “Western” location.  In Patiño Diaz’s

made-for-TV documentary about Durango, Juan Antonio de la Riva explains (with some

dismay) to the camera: “For Hollywood, Durango--our State--was nothing more than a

landscape.”  His films stand as a critique of Hollywood’s attitude of “use.”
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Alberto’s published book, his unpublished manuscript of “anecdotes” (which I

have a copy of), and a memoir about the experimental film movement (the ocheros) in

1970s Durango (which I wish I had), are all drawn from material in his many notebooks.

The notebooks are kept piled on shelves in his little house on Pino Suarez Street in

Durango.  Nothing religious and no family pictures visible in that house.  Spare and a bit

ascetic, with books, including shelves of the “source” notebooks, paintings on the wall

(his own, sort of Van Goghish, confidently executed), interesting rocks and shells, a TV

and VCR, a box of videos.  Some of the rocks are from the Zona del Silencio, a Bermuda

Triangle-like place in Durango near the Chihuahua border where radios supposedly don’t

work and where there have been some mysterious goings on.  Alberto solemnly insists

there’s something to it.  Not much in the kitchen.  Nescafe and mescal but no food.
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PICTURE 74: Zona del Silencio VHS
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A large subsection of the notebooks are movie diaries.  Alberto began looking at

film as something to be studied when he was a teenager, and starting then, kept a record

of every film he saw, noting the title, year, selected credits and personal notes, all very

neat and meticulous.  There is a photograph of Alberto the cineaste in his published book,

looking younger, healthier, besweatered and studious on the set of Bloody Marlene

(Alberto Mariscal, 1977). He told me that at that time he had the ambition, with some

friends, of publishing a magazine of cinema in Durango, and it was then that he started

doing formal interviews with actors, directors and production people.  This material is

included in the “anecdotes” manuscript. At his request I brought Alberto some movie and

video guides published in the U.S.—Leonard Maltin and TLA-- and his immediate

response was to begin comparing their reviews with his own notes.  The Mexican film

scholar Emilio García Riera provides the supreme example of the kind of documentary

Alberto aspired to, with his comprehensive, multi-volume Historia documental del cine

mexicano.
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PICTURE 75: ALBERTO IN A SWEATER  Photo: courtesy of Alberto Tejada

Something I’ve thought about often since I started going to Durango in 1996 is

the huge explosion of information on the internet.  Things have changed enormously.

Now I can plug in even the most obscure Mexican movie and there will be at least some

mention of it, if not a new DVD available.  The land of cyberspace is something Alberto

would have liked but he was intimidated by computers and didn’t have much access.

During his tenure at the Dirección they still used typewriters.  He did use Pepe

Velásquez’s email address sometimes, but the whole setup was antiquated and

undependable.

Another recent information source is the “supplementary material” included on

many DVDs.  This is usually in the form of interviews and running commentary by
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producers, directors and actors about the circumstances of production.  If you press a

certain button, you can hear these conversations and comments while watching the film

itself—a material encroaching of context into text.  This commentary is of the same

variety as Alberto’s “anecdotes,” basically insider information and stories about

production, although the style of their airing is quite different.   The DVD performances

cultivate an impression of throwaway spontaneity, and the fact that they are tossed off

verbally is consistent with the usual definition of “anecdote.”159  Alberto’s, on the other

hand, are written and rewritten, jealously guarded and distributed with high secrecy.  That

difference is an expression of the difference between being in the center and being just

outside it.   In the cases of both the internet and DVDs, the recent hunger for “content”

might have served Alberto’s purposes, giving him access to new markets or informational

arenas (always related these days) that you don’t need much money to enter, and in which

you can be “connected” but work alone.

My everyday relationship with Alberto revolved around movies but also had a

farce-like subplot of me avoiding (yet more) Mescal as well as halfhearted (culturally

obligatory) suggestions of romance.  In addition, Alberto was adept (highly accurate, for

whatever reason) at reading Tarot cards and palms, claiming to be a brujo who had

learned all he knew from the mother of his second wife in Campeche, where witchcraft

and sorcery are rampant.  This former mother-in-law, an amazing person, has now been

rendered mute because of jealous black magic, he told me, and forced into retirement.  He

159 An example is the recently released DVD (MGM 2001) of The Magnificent Seven (John Sturges, 1960).
The “commentary” features the actor James Coburn and various other production people reminiscing about
the film’s production, including problems they had with Mexican censors who objected to its portrayal of
helpless Mexican villagers needing to be rescued by gringo gunfighters.  Coburn says (in gee-whiz style) it
wasn’t ‘till years later, when the Mexican actress Katy Jurado confronted him at a festival, that he
understood what all the fuss was about.  One of the promotional videos used by the Dirección uses the very
recognizable Elmer Bernstein musical theme from the Magnificent Seven (also used in the old Marlboro
ads), one of many enduring “shorthands” invoking the Western genre.
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was taking some defensive precautions in order to avoid this fate himself.  As with many

topics, I was never sure how serious he was.

I watched a lot of videos at Alberto’s house and we spent a lot of time talking.  He

would tell me about the anecdotes and whatever else he was working on. He himself had

scripts in progress and had also amassed a collection from other people.  I was frequently

nonplussed by his taste, which ran to broad, physical comedy and also to the spooooky

and creeeepy, but we both loved James Bond (Sean Connery of course, but even Roger

Moore).  He said he’d written a book about James Bond and would show me the

manuscript but never did.  He was crazy about Wagons East, the comedic Western

starring John Candy that had been filmed in Durango.  One of his pet projects was a

(dogeared) script he’d once gotten from some Englishman, a comedic Western called A

Handful of Stones, a slapstick parody of A Fistful of Dollars.

In an article by Ana Alonso about the town of Namiquipa in the northern state of

Chihuahua (next to Durango) she refers to a well-known Namiquipan corrido called “A

Handful of Dirt” (1990).  Exactly how relevant (or known) “A Handful of Dirt” is in

Durango I’m not sure, but there is definitely something to be learned from lists and

linkages of titles.160   They are historical artifacts of particular moments in far-reaching,

global cinematic (and other) fashions as well as indexes of what will play

locally—rhymes of taste.  And they are bridges, provoking mimicry and wordplay.

Glancing at the list of movies made in Durango (see Appendix), certain titles lead

to distinct elsewheres.  The Italian spaghetti Westerns of the 1960s were hugely

                                                  
160 See my related discussion of videohomes in Chapter 4.
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influential and you see this in the titles of Durango-made Westerns like Su precio unos

dolares (“His Price a Few Dollars,” Raúl de Anda, 1969), Lo Blanco, lo rojo y lo negro

(The White the Red and the Black,” Alfredo Salazar, 1978) and, in the same “Good Bad

and Ugly” vein, El Viejo, el niño, y la montaña (“The Old Man, the Boy and the

Mountain,” Ismael Rodríguez, 1978).   John Wayne, who died in 1979, picked out his

epitaph several years before his death.  He asked that it be “in Spanish please, and read,

like in Mexico: ‘John Wayne.  Feo, Fuerte y Formal’” (“ugly, strong and formal,” Tejada

unpubished ms).  An old Mexican dicho, yes, but maybe also appealing for its resonance

with the three-word titles that were popular at the time.

As I have argued, film genres work, in part, through a poetics of inventory.  Hats

+ horses + cactus + guns = Westerns as surely as any plot, especially after these elements

were yanked (“freed,” some might say) by the Italians out of their particularized U.S.

frontier mythology.  Just as the film convention of a “bridge” links scene with scene,

pieces of inventory, including movie titles, link local and global cinemascapes.  An

example of a bridge: close-up on scorpion belt buckle worn by Jorge Chavez in the

restaurant in Austin, dissolve to identical buckle in Durango market, or to a live scorpion

skittering along, or---best of all--to the (realistically) agonized face of Hugo Stiglitz

swarming with live scorpions.

I thought of Alberto when I read a New Yorker article about the director Peter

Bogdonovich that describes how young Peter, the son of Serbian émigrés to New York’s

Upper West Side, kept a record of every movie he saw starting from age twelve.  He kept

his notes on meticulously maintained index cards in a box.   Then I started to see the

trope of the emerging film director narrated all over the place: Martin Scorsese, the
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would-be priest; lonely Jacques Demy in the attic with his puppets, John Woo, dirt poor

and living on a Hong Kong street until he was sponsored by US Christians and sent to

school--and countless others.  The director trope that resonated best with Mexico

(“country” Mexico, like Durango, that is) is that of the manly swashbuckler, represented

by US directors like John Huston, John Ford, Raoul Walsh and Sam Peckinpah and

former Mexican charro stars like Raúl de Anda and René Cardona.  In Mexico City,

however, film school-trained young directors looked to Europe, a tradition in which there

is more space to be (and seem like) a scholar.

In considering the persona of a film director as itself a discursive production and a

narrative genre, one recognizes yet again that there are particularly strict rules about

authenticity in Mexico.  When Carlos Monsiváis says cinema disseminated the myth of

“segmented cultural nationalism,” he is referring to more than the text of the film.  The

genre system, the star system, the publicized biographies of directors and producers, all

these cannot be separated from “common sense” geographic assumptions.  For example,

although El Santo transgressed many boundaries, he always remained a “wrestler from

Mexico City.” While the Hollywood narrative is often the story of immigrants (or

midwesterners--outsiders, anyway) who come to a place to make their name and fortune,

the Mexican narrative demands that one come back to Mexico and be what one truly is:

Mexican.161  This trajectory fits within larger histories of Mexican workers in the US,

traditionally migrant as opposed to immigrant.  As usual, the story told by El Indio

Fernández is iconic:

161 Ramírez Berg makes the point that the most of the immigrant directors in Hollwood (Frank Capra, Elia
Kazan, F.W. Murnau, Ernst Lubitsch, Fritz Lang, Billy Wilder, Fred Zinnemann, Erich Von Stroeheim)
strove for a “naturalized” (in terms of both citizenship and ideology) American cinema rather than stressing
“ethnic” or immigrant themes (2001: 99, note 9).  These directors were not saving up (training, money,
experience) with the thought of going back home, as the Mexicans were.
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I had been a supporter of Don Adolfo de La Huerta, and when he was defeated we
had to leave the country . . . and I had to earn a living in Los Angeles any way I
could.  I worked at the most menial tasks . . . I had a glimpse of Hollywood and it
interested me.  It finally interested me because of Don Adolfo himself, who told
me something I have never forgotten . . . ‘Mexico does not want nor does it need
more revolutions.  Emilio, you are in the mecca of films, and the cinema is the
most effective instrument that man has invented to express himself.  Learn to
make movies and come back to our country with that knowledge.  Make our very
own films and in that way you’ll be able to express our ideas in such a way that
they’ll reach thousands of people.  You will never have a better weapon than
film.’ I understood that it was possible to create a Mexican cinema, with our own
actors and our own stories, without having to photograph gringos or gringas or tell
stories that had nothing to do with our people . . . From then on the cinema
became a passion with me, and I began to dream of Mexican films162 (quoted in
Reyes Nevares, 13-14).

Fernández’s story is comprehensive.  It hits all the bases: the Revolution (warrior

background), the exile, the struggle, the apprenticeship, the return for the good of

Mexico.  And many directors of that era narrate their stories along similar lines,

preferring to gloss over the (also) pragmatic nature of their migration: Spanish language

cinema moved, as an industry, from Hollywood to Mexico City in the 1930s.

The director Alejandro Galindo, of the same generation as Fernández, started with

documentaries before moving on to features.  Asked by the journalist Beatríz Reyes

Nevares about his beginnings in cinema, he responds:

I began like everybody else . . . in the United States working in a film laboratory
and studying dramatic art at night.  I studied writing, acting, set construction, and
other similar things.  I certainly can’t complain about the facilities.  I had
everything I wanted.  They lent me books and anything else you can think of.  I
really milked the gringos as far as knowledge is concerned (23).

                                                  
162 Fans and critics (including his own family) have noted El Indio’s tendency to invent or at least
embellish his biography depending on the occasion.  See Taibo, Fernández.
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Both Fernández and Galindo give voice to a conception of Mexican cinema as art being

threatened by the commercialism of Hollywood.  Although this may be true, of course, it

has the problem of displacing the dichotomy of art/commercialism to truth/fantasy which,

rather than freeing anybody, recapitulates Porfirian-style positivism and Golden Age

nationalism and adds more constraints to would-be filmmakers.  The historical,

generalized antipathy of the Latin American intelligentsia toward U.S. cultural

imperialism weighs heavily, and contributes to an atmosphere of prohibition, guilty

pleasure and cynicism.  These “atmospheres,” as I noted in Chapter 3, are directly related

to economic and political interests (national and transnational) that are often only

pretending to be at odds.163

Alberto is part of a worldwide, imagined community of Cinema and yet deeply

enmeshed in the local.  The scholarly/artistic inclination is at odds with the pragmatism,

literalism and prizing of “nerve” characteristic of ranchero ideology and culture.  The

way traditional/modern maps onto local/global, but imperfectly, makes for tension and

even violence on the bodily and biographic terrain of someone like Alberto whose nerves

were definitely shot.164  I keep picturing that scene in Alien (Ridley Scott, 1979) where

the creature pops out of that guy’s stomach and emits an ungodly squawk (“the poisoned

gift for all who would be modern!”165).

163 This obsession with authenticity may be waning somewhat, judging by the recent crop of eclectic
directors and themes.
164 For another way of conceiving of this tension, see Urban’s Metaculture in which he proposes that we
are in a global climate dominated by a “metaculture of newness.”  “Metacultures of tradition,” in contrast,
are in retreat but still active.  A metaculture of newness is one that values and scrambles about looking for
novelty and ways to disseminate it.  It is related to entrepeneurism and the spread of capitalism as well as a
particular, proper (with that word’s attendant class connotations) way of responding to and evaluating art.
A metaculture of tradition, in contrast, values exact replication, as in Urban’s example of the recitation of
their origin myth by the Shokleng people of Brazil.
165 Dilip Gaonkar’s phrase describing the recognition of dual “selves” in modernity.  See Chapter 1.
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It’s not surprising that of all Alberto’s artistic pursuits, the one in which he

excelled was acting.  According to Pepe Velásquez, Alberto’s best performance was in

Ah! Silenciosa, a student film (I haven’t seen) shot in 1999 by the Duranguese/Los

Angeleno Marcos Cline-Marquez who is now an onscreen reporter for the US Spanish

language channel Univision.  The film tells the story of Ambrose Bierce’s soujourn in

Mexico during the Revolution, traversing the same ground as the film Old Gringo (Luis

Puenzo, 1989, from the novel by Carlos Fuentes).  I watched Old Gringo twice with

Alberto.  He was very interested in the fact that a particular action sequence involving

stopping a train had been lifted verbatim and used in a Mexican TV production.  Rewind,

play, rewind, play.

LEYENDAS DE AMOR Y MUERTE

I had known Alberto about three months before I saw his film, Leyendas de Amor

y Muerte (1991), which received its second Durango “premiere” (función de gala) at the

cineteca Dolores del Rio on November, 15 1996.  The film had not found a distributor

since its original opening in Durango three years earlier. The film itself is actually made

up of four mini-films, each recounting a different traditional legend from Durango

folklore.  Alberto wrote the script and directed two of the vignettes and Humberto

Martínez Miraño (an established Durango-based director to whom Alberto was attached)

directed the other two and produced the film.  Hugo Stiglitz, Alberto’s favorite actor,

stars alongside Alberto himself in the movie.
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An article in the Durango newspaper, on the day of the función de gala166 made

much of the authentic, duranguese character of the film, and this identity was stressed on

several different levels.  First was the obvious theme--the traditional legends of Durango.

Secondly, the locations used, whenever possible, corresponded to the real places where

the legends allegedly occurred.  For example the vignette about Beatríz, the lovesick nun

in the cathedral, was actually filmed in Durango’s cathedral.  “The Bet,” which recounts

the story of four drinkers who dare each other to go into the graveyard at night where

they are picked off one by one, was actually filmed in the graveyard, and so on.  Finally,

the production personnel, from actors to technicians to extras, were nearly all

durangueses.

The newspaper, on the day of the “re-premiere,” also published an interview with

Alberto Tejada.167  Here is an excerpt of that interview:

-The film “Legends of Love and Death” is a picture made in Durango by
Durangueños.  What does that mean to you, Alberto Tejada, to direct cinema in
Durango?

-It’s a great satisfaction.  By making this film . . . we could demonstrate to the
film industry, above all in Mexico City, that in Durango there is personnel
completely able to realize a production from beginning to the end, not only
technicians or actors or extras, but in the creation of the concept itself--the legend,
the stories, are of Durango.   . . .  we would be delivering a completely duranguese
product, based on four legends very particular to the region: The Alacrán
(“scorpion”); The Visit of the Seven Temples; the Bet;  and The Nun of the
Cathedral.  It is a great satisfaction to have brought in (from outside Durango)
only Hugo Stiglitz, Fernando Sáenz and Thea Ricordi for the starring roles.  This
was necessary because any film needs some “names” in the credits—actors or
actresses already known on a national and international level.

-And what resulted from this presence of in cinema at the national level, in terms
of continuing producing, or even getting distribution for this film that was first
released in 1993?

                                                  
166 “Leyendas de Amor y Muerte,” 15 November 1996,Victoria de Durango (C1).
167 Verónica Virgen Rodríguez Gil, “’Leyendas de Amor y Muerte,’ Una Satisfacción Muy Grande Para su
Director Alberto Tejada,” 15 November 1996,Victoria de Durango (C3).
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-The associate producer, Jorge Martínez Miraño, has the rights to the film, to its
exhibition and distribution.  He has had some problems due to the high costs of
the copies—which are necessary for distributing it adequately in the theaters.  We
are trying to get distribution by IMCINE and TELEVICINE168 but as of now
everything is still in talks, nothing more, nothing concrete for exhibition at the
national level.

-Have there been screenings in other states?

-No, only here in Durango and in the capital.

-How are the people responding here in Durango? . . .

-It has been very gratifying that we could make what is, in a way, a family film.
Even with the principal actors, for example with Hugo Stiglitz, we’ve already
known him for many years, from many prior productions.  There was already an
atmosphere of friendship, which is how it was possible to ask him to work with us
for free, which he did.  We had only to cover the costs of transportation, food, a
place to stay, some daily expenses . . . but he didn’t charge us anything.  He didn’t
charge us even a penny for his participation in the film. And for his part, he is
thinking about returning very soon to make two films, with a minimum of actors
and crew from Mexico City, (instead using) all the personnel from here in
Durango.  In the case of Fernando Sáenz, we had already collaborated with him
on several (music) videos, which was the same situation with Thea Ricordi . .  .

-Do you think this experience will work as a good point of departure in terms of
interesting the state authorities in financing these projects of durangeño cinema
and promoting production?

-I would say that in that we will have to see . . . although there is interest there are
not the economic resources to do it.  Besides, the current crisis of Mexican cinema
isn’t limited to the high costs of material or of production, but includes finding an
adequate distributor who won’t pirate the film. This is the main problem with
respect to the cinema.  Since the breakup in exhibition, there really aren’t theaters
that show Mexican cinema, not since COTSA169 folded and more than three
thousand movie theaters across the republic closed.  You can see that this
situation is very critical.  Also, the economic turnaround in terms of cinema is no
longer very profitable, it is a long time before someone recoups his investment . . .
And the video market is a mess: normally the distributors ask the producers of a
film to pay all the costs of copying, publicity and everything else, which turns out
to be almost as much as the film cost to be made in the first place.  So the

                                                  
168 Production entities funded by the national government.
169 The state-run exhibition network, formerly controlled by US magnate William Jenkins (see Chapter 3).
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economic situation is very difficult.  The “interest ”by the authorities turns out to
be only that: interest, because any concrete support would mean that other
programs would have to be displaced.  It’s logical that, for them, it would be more
important to construct ten schools than finance one film.

- . . . what are you working on now?

-Currently the story that I’m working on, and that Hugo Stiglitz is going to
produce, is a story that I’ve been sitting on for some time.  Originally we did an
adaptation of a story that would be a short of about fifteen or twenty minutes, but
the project was frustrated by economic issues. Some time passed and I decided to
punch up the story.  Now I  have now turned it into a script for a film of an hour
and a half.170  Right now we are in talks with Hugo Stiglitz.  He is very interested
in producing it and working here in Durango.  About seventeen actors and
technicians would come from Mexico City and the rest of the personnel would be
from here in Durango.  This would be another opportunity for the actors from
here to make names for themselves . . .

- The cineteca Dolores del Rio is putting on a gala screening of your film and
afterwards it will begin a weeklong run.  What is your feeling about being newly
before the public?  What would you say to motivate people to attend--the public
as well as the participants in this film?

- . . .   For Durango it is important to have its tradition, its legends rescued so that
they don’t remain only in a book, such as that written by Professor Lozoya
Ciggaroa.  They also need to be displayed in a movie, in the form of image
because there are a lot of people that don’t have access to books and who are not
interested in lectures.  On the other hand, people are interested in TV and video
and movies.  With this film of four Durango legends, the focus is very different
from how it is in literature.  We can’t say, for instance in The Bet, as Prof. Lozoya
does: “There were four friends that got together in a bar and talked about life, love
and death.” That’s all that it says in the written legend, but in reality, what
happens during seven minutes on the screen?  The fact that the version that we
present, the cinematic version of the legends, is completely different from the
written version or the oral tradition, is something that should be taken into
account . . .

-As a screenwriter and director, do you plan to make a popular film for the
general public?

- I have been trying to say that  this IS a popular film, really popular, because
these are stories from the popular folklore.  If you want to make popular cinema,

170 He’s talking here about another ghost story idea, “Jacinta.”
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why not begin with precisely the kind of stories that are our own?  And
demonstrate that here in Durango, YES, we can make cinema, and cinema of
quality, as I believe was managed in Leyendas?  Why not film stories with our
own actors?  The public’s taste for films of narcotraficantes is passing out of
fashion as the taste for ficheras171 already has.  The point is that we have to look
for new themes but we don’t notice that these themes are surrounding us already.
Why ignore them?  Why not rescue them and make the pueblo participate in our
ideas and our inquietudes?

Many themes that I have previously addressed surface in this interview, including

those of “authenticity” and “pragmatism.” For example, Alberto voices the idea that

people must be authentic by being true to their regional identity (a displacement of the

dominance of national identity in earlier [central] cinematic discourse).  Further, this

authenticity “obviously” entails studying and portraying the region’s folkloric

patrimony—a patrimony fundamentally linked to the Durango “locations” in which the

legends supposedly took place.  A filmmaker’s job entails a didactic aspect.  And, in his

comments about the economic condition of the cinema industry, we see a pragmatic (if

glum) resignation to the fact that profits are ultimately paramount--a knowledge produced

by a lifetime within a cultural climate at least partially defined by “business.”  The

comments in the interview also point to how a strong feeling of regional, Duranguese

identity is linked to a particular antipathy toward Mexico City and its attitude of

superiority.  Yet, there is a yearning for uplift that is distinct from the aims of the usual,

regional producers.  Alberto voices the same kind of wounded incredulity that Juan

Antonio de la Riva did regarding the tendency, on the part of outsiders, to see Durango as

no more than a “location.”  The difficulty of a Mexican film finding theatrical

distribution was also a complaint I heard from filmmakers everywhere—those from

                                                  
171 Ficheras are the melodramatic heirs to the caberetera genre of the 1950s and the dramatic counterparts
to the sexycomedias.  Popular in the seventies and eighties, they deal with the world of loose women, liquor
and lost dreams.
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Mexico City as well as from the provinces (for example from Mitl Valdez, the Mexico

City director who made Vuelcos del corazon).

THE EVENING OF THE GALA PRESENTATION

On the same day as the gala presentation of Alberto’s film there was also an

earlier “presentation” of a book, Lectura del Mundo Nuevo by José Angel Leyva, at the

municipal library—a double feature of cultural events.  The Vinters family invited me to

the library because its director, Cecilia, was a cousin of theirs and another cousin,

Gustavo, an engineering professor at the University, was scheduled as the “opening act.”

I planned to go with my teenage friend Zintia who came around to get me so we could

walk to the two events together.  She was wearing extremely unsensible shoes and was all

dressed up.  She insisted I fix myself up also (ponerme guapa, arreglarme), so I put on a

dress and some lipstick.

The library was tiny with metal chairs set up and people standing around drinking

coffee and eating cookies. There were a bunch of young men there in sweaters and

glasses and one with a goatee.  Cecilia, the Directora, a tall woman in a chic white suit

with an orange colored scarf about her neck, said a few words before the proceedings. A

bunch of press photographers were also there snapping pictures.  We sat with

Alejandrina, Gustavo’s wife and her son Dante.  The author of the book was in his

thirties, born in Durango but moved to the capital.  He was a medical doctor turned poet

and man of letters and his book apparently dealt with the relatedness of poetry and

science.  Cyberspace and virtual reality were already discovered by Dante and Cervantes,

he said.  He spoke passionately of the high costs of education--particularly of

experimental facilities, the lack of periodicals, and the lack of up-to-date information in
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the textbooks.  He also decried the lack of imagination on the part of teachers who want

only to teach from the textbooks instead of learning to question.  Rules are made to be

broken! Nobody asked him anything after his talk.

We hurried from the library to the big event of the evening: Leyendas de Amor y

Muerte at the Cineteca Dolores del Rio. Many of the people from the first event were also

at the second, including the photographers.  It was free to get in.  A striking young

woman (also in a pantsuit and scarf) with glossy side-parted hair introduced the

proceedings without smiling or speaking with much animation. Some of the actors and

crew who worked on the movie were present and were introduced, coming up on to the

stage in their hats (both cowboy and baseball) for a kind of awkward bow. One of these

actors, it turned out, was yet another relative of Zintia's.  Another was Casto Eugenio,

whom I had seen in a starring role in a play at the theater downtown and knew would be

good.  He was the stage actor Alberto had been referring to in the interview.  Alberto

Tejada was also onstage.  Zintia and I sat with Jack and his friend Guillermo (the internet

entrepreneur).

My expectations, after knowing Alberto, listening to him talk, reading the day’s

newspaper, and being imbued with the festive atmosphere of the evening, were quite

high.  I couldn’t wait to finally see the film.  I should have been more realistic, having

been exposed to many student and low-budget independent films before, and I knew

about the frequently large gap between intention and execution.  But, I was disappointed

and even a little shellshocked.  As the credits rolled I tried to think of nice things to say to

Alberto at the cocktail reception that awaited us in the lobby.  Zintia (always cheerful)

said she found the film long and boring but liked the scenes in the graveyard.  And she
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had once been to the restaurant they used in the bar scene.  Guillermo found fault with the

film because, as a Duranguese familiar with the legends, he thought it deviated too much

from the actual stories.  Jack remained silent.

Now, years later, I own it on VHS (re-titled “Leyendas de Durango”), having

purchased it online from a company called Woodhaven Entertainment that specializes in

videohomes.  I’ve watched it many times and can now contextualize it, after also having

watched a mountain of churros and videohomes.  I see its good points and its ambitions

and can understand where it came from in a way that I never could have on that evening

in the theater.  In the lobby they served sodas, wine and mescal with limes.  Alberto

drank mescal and we all did the same and congratulated him.  He seemed pleased that

there was such a large turnout and that he was the center of it.

THE FILM

Technically, the film has the usual low-budget ups and downs.  The landscapes

and outdoor scenes look much better than the interiors, which tend to be flat and badly lit.

The “abuse of the zoom” that García Riera complained about in the work of Sergio Leone

and Alberto Mariscal, is also evident here, with the close-ups serving to magnify the

already-outsize histrionics of Hugo Stiglitz.   Stiglitz stars in the second vignette,

plunging himself into the role of an inmate in a mental ward whose insanity is a result of

an encounter with a female ghost who once rode in his taxi

The spooky, supernatural effects (present in each vignette and definitely a

challenge for a low budget) are actually handled quite subtly and effectively.  The best is

the first segment, in which the prisoner (an innocent campesino, wrongly accused of
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murder in order to facilitate the seduction of his girfriend by the Hacendado’s son) must

spend the night in a jail cell from which nobody has ever emerged alive.  Supposedly, the

floor of the cell is a special portal into Hell, and the Devil comes to get anyone who’s put

in there.  We see two bodies dragged out, one of them being Alberto Tejada, who plays a

Marxist intellectual (stereotypically written but acted very well).  The valiant guy, named

Juan “Sinmiedo” (“fearless”) goes in last.  He gets drowsy and sees the floor open and

red flames leap out.   The Horned One himself appears.  Hands of the damned protrude

upward through the floor, waving in misery, but then Juan blinks and shakes his head and

the horrors disappear as if he might have just been dreaming.  Somehow because he is

strong and resolute in his knowledge that he is right, the Devil is unable to get his soul.

When morning comes he emerges, bathed in sweat but alive, and the guards let him go, to

be reconciled with his beloved Lupe outside the prison gates.  The misty atmosphere of

the nighttime graveyard in the third vignette, “The Bet” is also very nicely done, and

there is a series of beautifully lit and photographed stills of architecture and statues that

seem sinister and almost alive.  In the final segment, about a lovesick nun named Beatríz,

in the convent against her will because her parents disapprove of her love for a French

soldier, there is a similarly affecting scene in which Beatríz is kneeling before statues of

Christ and the Virgin in the cathedral.  The camera looks up at the statues from her point

of view and they too seem alive.

What was so deflating about my first viewing of Leyendas were not the technical

lapses or uneven acting performances (some, such as Alberto’s and Casto Eugenio’s were

great), but the film’s rigidity and relentless predictability--its solemn handling of what

would have been much better presented as horror—as ghost stories as opposed to

patrimony.  All the fun and every potential ounce of humor or imagination (which I well
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knew Alberto to possess) were usurped by the perceived duty on the part of the

filmmakers to both regional authenticity and hightone Cinema.  This straightfaced

attitude is evident in both the script, which tends to be unnaturally speechifying, and in its

palpable reverence for the “authentic” locations.

The theme of the campesino lovers, as well as their appearance in “national”

costumes (echoing those worn by Pedro Armendáriz and Dolores del Rio in Golden Age

classics like María Candelaria), exemplify the kind of “important” tone of the film.

These characters, along with the ranting inmates, the chin-stroking psychiatrist, the

drinkers talking about life, love and death, and the suicidal nun reaching for an imaginary

red rose as she leaps from the tower, all proceed with dull decorousness toward their

anticipated conclusions.   The influence of the spooky churro is mixed with an ambition

toward Golden Age-style didacticism and is delivered with deadpan, provincial formality

(as in the beauty queens with stern faces).  Mainly because it takes itself so seriously and

reveals how high its stakes are, the good points—the acting, the innovative atmospherics

and well done special effects—only stand out in subsequent viewings.   Rooting for

Alberto, as I was, and knowing that his “true” passions were acting, slapstick and spooky

tales of the unknown, I couldn’t understand why his film had to be so flat.172

                                                  
172 Another film made a couple of years earlier, the Rodolfo de Anda-directed Zona del Silencio (1990) has
a similar structure to Alberto’s film in that it is a series of spooky, “legendary” (yet modern) vignettes.
However, it is unabashedly a churro, with a sense of humor about itself (particularly when de Anda’s son--
Raúl’s grandson--playing a hat-wearing norteño, rips off his face, which turns out to be a mask worn by the
alien that he actually is). This makes it much easier to watch.
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JAIL VISIT WITH PEPE VELÁSQUEZ

When I visited Alberto’s childhood friend Pepe Velásquez in jail173 in the summer

of 2002, it had been several months since Alberto’s death.   Rocío, Pepe’s wife, had

already talked to the authorities about me and arranged my visit--clearly she was a

regular and her husband was a high class of prisoner.  Nonetheless we were strip searched

(politely) and I had to change out of my black T-shirt.  Rocio had forgotten to tell me that

you can’t wear black because that’s what the guards wear.  Luckily I had an orange

sweater in my bag.  It was visiting day so there were many children and babies and a

fairly friendly atmosphere--no sinister hallways and catcalling prisoners.  We met Pepe

on an open, sunny patio with tables with umbrellas and a little restaurant.  He looked

healthy and much as I remembered—probably in his late fifties, mustache, light wide-set

eyes, cowboy hat. We spoke English throughout the visit, his was good and the people

hovering around wouldn’t understand it, he said.  He had a good sense of humor about his

situation.  Not nearly as bad as one sees on TV and movies—few fights, no rapes (he’d

been most concerned about that).  The very bad people—rapists and kidnappers--are kept

in a different part of the jail where the situation is very different (horrible).

As for his own situation, Pepe said he had been set up to seem like a cattle thief

through some machinations involving false invoices.  Part of a plot in which he feels the

government’s involvement is obvious.  It could even have been people from the (current)

Dirreción.  The governor himself had personally assured him that everything would be

okay and then turned around and stabbed him in the back (subtext: “Pepe knows the

governor”).  But he said he is getting his sentence reduced for good behavior and for

                                                  
173 Jail is called CERESO, “Centro de Rehabilitación Social.”  When I called Pepe first, not knowing he
was in jail, his wife Rocío told me he was in the CERESO and I was confused because cereso also means
cherry tree.
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teaching.  He has three months left to serve, then has to file some papers and complaints

in Mexico City.  He’s a devout PANista and very optimistic that there will be a changing

of the guard from PRI174 to PAN175 in Durango (as happened in the national presidency).

Nobody else I spoke too thought this was a possibility, as the PRI is so entrenched.  I

remember one of my newspaper reporter friends telling me that the paper he worked for

was the most vendido (“sold”) which I initially thought meant that it was the most

popular, that it sold the most copies.  What he really meant was that it was the most

“sold” to the interests of the PRI, “bought-off,” as we would say.

Pepe has been using his time in jail to write stories, he told me, as well as

teaching the people around him to read and write.  He’s shocked by the vast number of

illiterate people.  Many are too proud to admit it.  He has been inspired by his teaching

activities and feels he has made some difference since more and more people are coming

to learn.  They also have writing workshops every Monday, with an outside teacher

coming in.   So far Pepe has written twenty stories as well as some poems.  One long

poem he’s working on right now is in the voice of a horse.  Also, he has been learning

leatherwork, particularly saddle making, which he enjoys. His passion for horses and

everything horse-related has clearly translated to his temporary surroundings.

He says there are mountains of stories inside that jail just waiting to be told. A

couple of guys write corridos for fun as well as for anyone who pays two hundred pesos.

Most of the people in there are poor guys from the sierra.  One is a bus driver unfortunate

                                                  
174 “Institutional Revolutionary Party” dominant in Mexico and Durango since the Revolution.  The current
president, Vicente Fox, is the first president since the Revolution not of this party.  He is from the PAN
(Party of National Action) associated with the North, business and the Catholic Church.
175 “Party of National Action” –see note above.
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enough to have had a kilo of marijuana on board—why should he be responsible?  But

that’s how it is.  And a great many people are in there for possessing guns.  Although

guns are illegal in Mexico, in rural areas virtually everyone has them.  Police enter

without warrants and can detain whomever they want.  Many innocent people (himself

included) are incarcerated.   There’s one Indian guy from the sierra who told Pepe about

a big bag of mysterious coins he found buried that might be valuable.  He said he’d have

his wife bring one in, but Pepe told him no, to just have her make a rubbing and bring

that instead.  She did and guess what?  It’s old and worth about two thousand pesos.  And

the guy says he has about a thousand of the coins which he’ll share with Pepe if he helps

him get out.  That guy is wrongly incarcerated for participating in a gunfight when in fact

his wound was from being poked with a branch (as the doctor verified but the police

ignored).  Pepe will help him get out--not for the riches, which he probably wouldn’t

accept--but because he believes him.

Gambling is forbidden in jail but people gamble over every little thing in secret

ways.  For instance you’re allowed to play dominoes, so people pretend to play dominoes

while meanwhile on the flipside it’s somehow baccarat.  No playing cards are allowed

but there’s a guy who paints old Telmex phone cards meticulously.  There are many

artists.  They also run races with each other and everyone pretends to ignore them while

actually they’ve placed bets and are watching intently.  There’s some money exchanged

but more than that it’s cigarettes, sodas . . . things like that.  And despite the rules there

are also plenty of drugs inside.  The jail has a very good baseball team (soccer team too

but they’re not as good).  All the games are “home” so they win a lot—partly because the

other team is scared to be there and they try to play on that, psychologically.  Newspapers

are forbidden but TV is allowed.  The guards think the inmates only watch movies but
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really what they watch is the news, so everybody knows what’s going on.  By chance

there was a Hugo Stiglitz movie playing on the patio TV as we talked.   Being in jail has

allowed Pepe time to think and to find out who his real friends are.  Many people he

thought of as his friends have dropped him and although this is painful, as a test of

loyalty it is useful.  Finally, we got around to the subject of Alberto and his death.

Aside from Ermengilda, the secretary at the Dirección who told me he had died of

vicio (“drugs”), and others in the office who said the cause had been drugs, alcohol

“everything,” I hadn’t gotten any explanation of how (specifically) Alberto had died. I

said as much to Pepe that day at the jail, and asked him what really happened.  He said I

was right to be suspicious.  In fact, Alberto had died from some kind of fall.  True, he’d

been alone in his house and probably messed up on something or other, but what had

killed him was a physical trauma—something that might have been fixed had he gotten

medical attention immediately, which he didn’t.  That was the tragedy.  Apparently there

was some horrifying evidence of him having tried to get help but being unable to (phone

off the hook, furniture overturned).

Continuing to fill me on what had been happening in the time I had been gone,

Pepe said that a year ago Alberto had taken a bad fall while drunk in the street.  This was

good in a way because Alberto had been forced to go to the hospital and dry out for an

extended period.  This gave Pepe and some of Alberto’s other friends the chance to speak

strongly to him and convince him to stop drinking.  Since then, little by little, Alberto had

begun to walk and also to work again (although his legs were still weak and he limped).

Friends were helping him and some of his long dormant projects were beginning to look

like they would come to fruition.
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For example, just weeks before Alberto died, Pepe and Alberto met with potential

producers of A Handful of Stones--the Fistful of Dollars parody-- one of three projects

Alberto and Pepe had been pitching for years.  The other two were Jacinta, a ghost story

adapted by Alberto (referred to in the newspaper interview), and Mixteño, a story co-

written by Pepe and Alberto, set during the Revolution, about a horse that falls in love

with a horse on the other side.   When they were offered white wine at the production

meeting, Pepe said “no” in solidarity with Alberto’s challenge of trying not to drink.

Alberto was then able to say “no” also.  It’s difficult to say no in that kind of situation,

but Alberto was trying and his friends were supporting him.

Meanwhile, Alberto’s ex-wife and son had returned to visit Durango.  They

invited Alberto to go to the sierra for a week in the country with them, but Alberto said

no because he had to work like mad on fixing the screenplay for A Handul of Stones.

Hugo Stiglitz, German Robles, Rodolfo de Anda and some other actors were on board for

the project and the producers wanted the script immediately.  The pressure was on.

Alberto was locked in his house working on that script when he died.  Because he lived

alone, it was several days before anyone realized he was dead and nobody knows exactly

what happened.  Pepe cites the fact that there was at least one bottle with tequila still left

in it as somehow significant.

Pepe said he would miss Alberto immeasurably.  They had known each other and

worked together so long—since they were kids messing around on the sets where their

fathers were working (Pepe’s as wrangler, Alberto’s as chauffeur). They were forbidden

to film but had their super 8 camera with them and couldn’t resist trying anyway.  Pepe
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remembers sneakily filming through a hole in a haystack and being thwarted when a

covered wagon parked in front of the hole.

Alberto had always been the actor and better writer of dialogue.  As a director he

was very patient and good at working with actors. He was always trying to get Pepe to

act, which he actually did several times (El Loco Bronco, Ah! Silenciosa), despite being

shy and never having any dialogue.  Pepe said Alberto was the genius but that he was the

action expert, so they complemented each other’s talents perfectly.

 “¡SEÑORES, LOS OCHEROS DE DURANGO ACQUÍ ESTAMOS YA!”

The ochero (super-8 and 8mm) movement in Mexico during the 1970s was an

unprecedented and vital explosion of experimental cinema on a national scale. Within it

were two main currents.  One was an overtly political impulse that had emerged directly

from the student movement and drew strength and purpose from the massacre at the

national university (UNAM) of students and protesters by the Mexican army and police

on October 2, 1968.  Guerilla filmmakers played a heroic role--in documenting both the

massacre and the imprisoning of “radicals” that followed in its wake—their filmed

evidence puncturing the government’s initial denials that either of these things

occurred.176  Oscar Menéndez, the filmmaker who got the footage of the supposedly non-

existent political prisoners, is singled out in Sergio García’s 1973 manifesto Hacia el 4

Cine (Zacatecas, 1973) as the foundational figure of the movement: “This great deed was

the birth of the 8mm movement in Mexico. It was a birth of struggle and testimony, a

political and social birth.”
                                                  
176 Significantly, these events show a resurgence of the historically Mexican impulse to documentary,
harking back to Revolutionary-era filmmaking traditions--now revitalized and imbued with the political
urgency of the new historical moment.
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The overtly political (and documentarian in form) impulse was part of a broad,

Latin American movement known as “Third Cinema,” outlined in manifestos such as

Hacia un tercer cine (1969) and Por un cine imperfecto (1969).177  In this tradition, the

Cooperativa de Cine Marginal made super-8 documentaries on “frankly proletarian”

themes, such as Comunicados de Insurgencia Obrera (1972).  The “Fourth Cinema,” in

the title of Sergio García’s manifesto, refers to another strand of the ochero movement

that rejected what it saw as a rigidly prescribed political agenda. Distinguishing it from

both the “propagandistic” Third Cinema as well as from commercial cinema, García

defines “Fourth Cinema” as “free-form, psychedelic, and more committed to youth

culture than any particular political ideology”—and tied more to rock music than the

leftist appropriation of folk music that was associated with “Third Cinema.”

But these divergent impulses were not always at odds.  Both infused what

participants (including Alberto and other Durango friends) describe as a euphoric

atmosphere in which filmmaking activities were increasingly encouraged and supported

by both government institutions and the media all across Mexico.  This ambience was

part of the general pro-cinema disposition of the Echeverría administration (1970-1976),

during which not only cinema, but critical, progressive cinema, was actively fomented.

                                                  
177 Both texts can be found in the anthology Hojas de Cine. Julio García Espinosa, "Por un cine
imperfecto," Hojas de Cine (Mexico City, 1988), III, pp. 63-78. Octavio Getino and Fernando Solanas,
"Hacia un tercer cine," Hojas de Cine (Mexico City, 1988), I, pp. 29-62.
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The catalog essay for a 1998 show called “Mexperimental Cinema” that took

place at the SoHo Museum178 in New York City describes the peak years of the ochero

movement:

A total of nine experimental Super-8 Competitions were organized by Secretaría
de Cultura y Desportes of the Asociacion Nacional de Actores (“ANDA,” the
actors' union), starting in 1972. Five super-8 events were held at the Universidad
Iberoamericana. Víctor Fosado, Juan José Gurrola and Oscar Menéndez, working
collectively as the Centro de Arte Independiente Las Musas, were among those
who organized the five Concursos de Cine Experimental 8mm.  Other super-8
events were more short-lived, such as PECIME's Concurso de Cine Amateur or
the Festival of Erotic Cinema.  All these events were more successful than other
vanguards in forging connections between the capital and the provinces.
Competitions and exhibitions were held in Puebla, Querétaro, Guadalajara,
Zacatecas, Tepic, Villahermosa and elsewhere. Super-8 groups in Orizaba,
Durango, Veracruz, Monterrey and Chihuahua participated in national
competitions and hosted visiting filmmakers.

This forging of connections between the capital and the provinces worked to ignite the

ochero movement in Durango-- of which both Alberto Tejada and Juan Antonio de la

Riva were leaders.  Alberto frequently talked about how exciting it had been to make

films with his friends— what characters they all were, what energy they had, and how

they had helped each other out.  They travelled to different festivals and saw the country

in a new way--from a vital, youth-centered perspective, from which everything suddenly

seemed possible.  The festivals were explosions of music and celebrated the lifting of

restrictions of all kinds.  Inevitably, there were drugs.  It was at one of these festivals (at

Tlaxcalo) that Edgar Miraño, a member of their group who, by everyone’s account, was

an extremely talented filmmaker, musician and performer and only twenty years old, died

                                                  
178 www.geocities.com/SoHo/Museum/1904/esuper8.html.  The catalog for this show, co-curated by Rita
González and Jesse Lerner, includes a lot of information that I have relied heavily upon and paraphrased in
my own discussion of the ochero movement.  I am also indebted to Isabelle Marmasse’s translation of
excerpts of Sergio García’s manifesto, also from the website noted above.
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of a drug overdose.179  Both Alberto and Juan Antonio were close to him and very shaken

by his death.

Alberto’s formative imagination of himself had occurred during the ochero

movement.  In his manuscript of anecdotes, on the page introducing the 1970s, he writes:

I feel closest to the decade of the seventies because that was when the era of
experimental cinema in Durango was born and reached levels of worldwide
recognition.  I claim the decade because during it there were forty-eight feature
films made, national as well as foreign.  And that number is easily surpassed
when we consider the independent production -- reflected in short films,
competitions, festivals, anecdotes . . . Experiences which gave birth to the idea of
this Art in all its expression and made it possible to shout to an audience of the
world: “¡Señores, los Ocheros de Durango acquí estamos ya!”  (“Gentlemen, the
Ocheros of Durango have arrived!”).  Call it experimental cinema, independent,
or underground, we learned from experience on locations and cover sets, from
going daily to partake of the cinema that breathed itself around our existence.  All
is ours, call us De la Riva, Edgar Miraño, he who writes this, Carlos Majul,
Carlos Luján and all the rest who have felt the need to express themselves
through the image when words are not sufficient.

The Seventies.   The era of cinema protected by the state and the explosion of
ideas and the support of the government toward new filmmakers.  It is the decade
of rupture also, in which new generations of cineastes are now produced in
specialized centers of study.  It is the decade in which censorship is lifted and the
old techniques, the old memories of form and space, are displaced in order to
make way for a new language of the body.  An approach that is personal and
captures new ideas, that paints the ideal moment of a situation and hands it over
to a public accustomed to alienating and degrading cinema.  That ignites a spark
from time to time so that they know we are here, and we are not part of a common
opinion.

It is a moment we lived and a moment that lives in memory.

179 Edgar was the younger brother of Carlos Miraño, the director of the Dirección at the time of Alberto’s
death.
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There is something heroic about the ocheros, both nationally and locally, in that

they are champions of all that is good and new and stand against the forces of apathy and

entrenched corruption.  In the Durango context, when Alberto writes that the Ocheros of

Durango have arrived . . . and we are not part of a common opinion, it is easy to picture

them all on horesback (as The Ocheros, a Western). And, Alberto’s claim to filmmaking

“authenticity” resonates here with the Northern Mexican orientation to the Western genre

(described in the previous chapter)--at once both “outsider” and “insider.”  We see this

revealed in Alberto’s determination, in the quoted passage above, to link theoretical,

manifesto-like descriptions of the ochero movement with the concrete experience of

having been present on film sets and having lived in a place where “cinema breathed

itself around our existence.”  His whole logic depends on an inclusive category of

“cinema” which can encompass both Durango-made churros and the experimental shorts,

in which these worlds are not exclusive or contradictory.  This, in spite of the fact that a

fundamental tenet of the orthodox ochero movement is a modernist break with the past

and with contemporary commercial cinema.  It also runs counter to the rants against the

counterculture by churro figures like Alberto Mariscal and Jorge Rivero (see Chapter

3)—figures to whom Alberto is also connected.  Alberto’s preference for Hugo Stiglitz

(in contrast to de la Riva’s for Almada, has to do I think with Stiglitz’s mobile persona,

his association with both “art” and “business.”

Both Alberto and Juan Antonio de la Riva won prizes on the ochero circuit.  And,

it was fueled by the energy and confidence of that ambience that de la Riva moved to

Mexico City and enrolled in the newly founded (in 1975) CEC (Central Capitación

Cinematográfica) --the second film school (after the CUEC) to exist in Mexico.  De la

Riva would be in its first graduating class.  When I asked Pepe (that day at the jail) about
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de la Riva, fellow ochero and Durango-born filmmaker, his response was defensive and

protective of Alberto.  Clearly I had hit some kind of nerve.  Alberto was the more

talented filmmaker, Pepe said.  Juan Antonio was the one who had idolized him.  The

way Juan Antonio was able to make his movies was by selling out, by moving to Mexico

City and working on music videos and TV junk. Isn’t it curious the amount of time

between Vidas Errantes, Pueblo de Madera and El Gavilán de la Sierra?  These are the

only films de la Riva seems to mention, but he’s made others he’s not so proud of.

Alberto never did this.

When I finally met de la Riva, and sat with him in his office at the CUEC (film

school of the National University where he now works) in Mexico City, he had nothing

but warm words when I mentioned Alberto.  He said Alberto was very talented and

acknowledged having looked up to him enormously when they were young.   What

happened with Alberto is that he remained in an impossible situation.  He should have

left Durango.  Juan Antonio said he had told him this many times.

As a prize-winning young ochero, Alberto froze between the point of view voiced

by Pepe, in which going to Mexico City meant selling out, and a desire for the kind of life

and career Juan Antonio was eventually able to have.  He dawdled past the point of no

return and then it was too late.  The image evoked by Pepe Velásquez, of two teenagers

tempted by the existence of the film sets-- at which they “transgressively” aimed their

own cameras--illustrates the ingrained, local sense of appropriateness to which Alberto

remained tied.  One films on film sets, just as one looks to local (pre-designated) pieces

of “patrimony” for themes and subject matter.  The very different expression of some of
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these same cultural impulses in the work of Juan Antonio de la Riva is explored in the

next section.
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Chapter 6

Juan Antonio de la Riva

“Si cualquier lugar es el centro del mundo, acquí tambien es el centro del mundo”
(“if any place can be the middle of the world then here, too, is the middle of the
world”). –The photographer, Jodelito, in Pueblo de Madera.

I was born in a pueblo in the sierra of Durango called San Miguel de Cruces
where my father ran the only movie theater.  Probably that was the beginning of
an affinity for cinema that would eventually lead me to start making films myself.
When I left San Miguel to go to high school in the city of Durango I was a great
movie fan, especially of the type of film that is more than just entertainment. I was
interested in the kind of cinema that gave me a vision of the world . . . that is to
say, “auteur” cinema.  This is different from the cinema filmed in Durango, which
is cinema of spectacle.  I began to realize that the world that I knew and lived
could also be translated to the screen-- the impulse behind many movies and
novels from all over the world.  The phrase from Tolstoy: “Describe for me your
village and it will be universal,” echoed insistently for me.  In the early 1970s I
began making my first shorts in super 8, together with Alberto Tejada and other
friends.  Some of those shorts sought to recreate aspects of the life that I lived in
the city of Durango, and we exhibited them in schools, neighborhood centers and
unions.  That interaction with a supportive public reinforced my determination to
go to Mexico City and study filmmaking.  There, I enrolled as part of the first
generation at the Centro de Capitación Cinematográfica (C.C.C.), one of the two
film schools that exist in this country.  To make my thesis film, Polvo vencedor del
sol, a project I had planned for many years, I returned to my pueblo.  That short
film tells the story of some workers in a lumber mill who rob the town store, a
story that I later incorporated into my feature film Pueblo de madera.  That was
how I began making films.  Being from the provinces, it was not an easy thing and
I encountered many setbacks and obstacles that, from where I am now, I have
almost forgotten.180

180 Excerpt from one of the first letters I got from Juan Antonio de la Riva, 2 February 2002, answering my
question to him about his beginnings in film and his journey from the sierra to the city of Durango to
Mexico City.
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It was the extremely positive reaction to his thesis film Polvo vencedor del sol

(“Dust, Conqueror of the Sun”), that cemented Juan Antonio De la Riva’s reputation and

his confidence to pursue a career as a filmmaker. His film was seen (by pure chance, he

says) by a scout from the European film festival circuit who invited him to a festival in

Lille, France where his film won grand prize in the short film category.  It then went on

to win an Ariel (Mexico’s equivalent to an Oscar).  For de la Riva, who had frequently

felt hickish and out of place during his film school experience, those prizes were material

confirmation of many things.  Among these: his proficiency as an artist, the validity of

rural themes, and, perhaps most exhilarating, the sense that there can indeed be such a

thing as a cinema auteur from the sierra of Durango.

Where de la Riva is now, is Mexico City-- making films and working at the

CUEC as an administrator.  I met him in person only once, when I visited him in his

office in the summer of 2004.  But after corresponding with him over the years and

seeing his “Durango” trilogy of films many times we had a lot to talk about.  We talked

easily about movies, his influences, his life in Durango, the formality and violence of

rural life versus the casual ways of the city, the importance of movies to all kinds of

people, our families, and many other things.  The things he said resonated because the

ground had been laid for knowing them by my experience in Durango--an experience that

snapped into meaningful focus when I watched his films.  Juan Antonio’s films worked,

for me, as a revelation, an opening of magic doors.  They illuminated a world I had seen--

glimpsed the edges of—but had never been able to really enter.

The genius of Juan Antonio’s work is his ability to reveal cultural particulars

(including scenes social injustice) without stripping away the glamour or mystery
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attached to categories to which people inevitably pertain--without dissolving them in the

earnest drone that tends (so fatally) to signal “socially conscious” filmmaking.  He shows

how dramatic considerations are integral to everyday life in a small village.   Characters

in his films—among them hussies, half-wits, firebrands and dreamers—are seen to

wrestle with the “identity cards” they have been dealt and which they must play out in

their forgotten corner of the world.  Both the acknowledgement and detournement of

stereotypes, within a carefully rendered cultural milieu, are at the heart of the drama in all

of de la Riva’s work.  His three Durango films are aesthetic, critical and driven by love

(as opposed to schmaltz)--in short, everything ethnography should aspire to.

Vidas errantes (1984), de la Riva’s first feature film, is based on the life of his

father, an itinerant projectionist who used to travel between the various ranchos and

pueblos of the Durango sierra in a pickup truck, stopping to show movies to audiences of

rural workers.   The dream of Don Pancho, the protagonist, is to open a cine de lugar

(stationary movie theater)—something de la Riva’s father eventually did in the pueblo of

San Miguel de Cruces.181  Don Pancho has a young assistant, Guillermo, who travels with

him and learns both the mechanics of projecting films and a love for the cinema.182

Guillermo falls in love with a girl in the town where they are building the theater and the

twosome turns into a threesome, with Guillermo teaching Josefina what Don Pancho has

                                                  
181 There is an echo here of a classic Western theme--the contrast between the wandering cowboy and the
settled farmer.
182 The film addresses similar themes to Cinema Paradiso (Giuseppe Tornatore, 1988),” the Italian film
that won all kinds of accolades including an Oscar for Best Foreign Film. For instance it shows cinema as
central to the life of workers in a rural village, and its protagonist is a boy who learns about the larger world
through film and his apprenticeship in its projection.  And, as there is the sense of film as the magical agent
that will save the boy from a life of toil in the village.  And both films have tragic movie theater fires.
However, de la Riva’s film is much better. Cinema Paradiso, is a beautifully photographed exercise in self-
justifying sentimentality whereas de la Riva’s film is neither glib nor aggressively decorative.
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taught him.  There are some lovely scenes of the three characters bumping along in their

pickup truck through the treacherous roads of the sierra.

Present in Vidas errantes are many of the themes and touches that recur and are

elaborated in de la Riva’s more recent work.  Working people are seen to actually

work—under the hoods of cars, at the lumber mill, cooking, scrubbing floors, gathering

wood.  And, in a way that is not heavy handed, de la Riva shows the pleasure of some

kind of work and work-related knowledge183 (gathering the right kind of wood for the

fire, threading the projector, cooking correctly) versus the mind-numbing, soul-

destroying work at the mill.  In portraying the specifics of Don Pancho’s job--handling

and exhibiting film, discussing it with all kinds of people, wrangling different

engagements—de la Riva demonstrates a sort of ideal continuity between intellectual

knowledge, social competence and the performance of physical tasks.  In one scene,

when Don Pancho and Guillermo get ready to go to sleep on the cold floor of their

partially constructed theater, they spread a thick layer of movie posters out under their

blankets for extra insulation.  Things designed for entertainment can also be put to

material use--and back again.184  Later, when the theater they worked so hard to build

burns down, they begin again, showing life as an endless process of doing and re-doing in

the face of circumstances outside their control.185

183 Working “a gusto” (see Alonso 1990).
184 There is also a different scene with a closeup of the movie posters hanging up, on an evening in which
there is a funcción de cine.  One of the posters advertises a film called El gavilán de la sierra, an idea de la
Riva must have already had sixteen years before he made that film.
185 Given the timing of the film it’s possible the fire is a reference to the 1982 fire in the national cineteca
which destroyed much of Mexico’s cinematic patrimony in one fell swoop.
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De la Riva’s long collaboration with the composer Antonio Avitia, who did the

music for all three Durango films, shows in his portrayal of music’s central place in

everyday life.  One strategy de la Riva uses is to employ a minimum of unmotivated

music (increasingly in each film until Gavilán where there is virtually none).  This makes

the musical scenes—dances, drunken men singing-- stand out.  Another technique is to

show the performers performing the carefully chosen (with an eye to both cultural

“authenticity” and narrative relevance) selection of corridos and waltzes.  Cinema, too, is

shown within its cultural context.  Characters in the village are seen thinking the dialogue

from films as they survey their own surroundings.  Then, the camera switches to showing

scenes from the actual film (also chosen for the above criteria).  The (predictable) pan of

the rapt audience members, from children to toothless old folks, skirts the edges of

cheeseball sentiment but manages to avoid it (better, I think, in each successive film) by

having it be narratively motivated instead of gratuitously aesthetic.  In the case of both

music and movies, de la Riva shows the embeddedness and continuity of expressive

forms in the rhythms of everyday life and work.

Pueblo de madera (“Town of Wood,” 1990), while not a strict sequel, is an

ambitious continuation of Vidas errantes in which the lens is widened to include the

whole town. In this film, Don Pancho (here only a minor character) has built his cine de

lugar, to which people flock when they finish work at the lumber mill.  Almost every

able-bodied man and woman in town works at the mill, which is shown as a belching,

industrial organism in the midst of a breathtaking natural panorama, whose rhythms

regulate the life of the town.  There are scenes of huge logs being cut, heavy machinery

being driven back and forth, and people working like ants in the noise and dust.
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The story unfolds from the perspective of three children (mostly two boys) who

have just graduated from elementary school and run around spying on everybody.  They

have not yet been incorporated into adult life and are at the stage of imagining what the

future will be.  The opening shot is of one boy, José Luis, daydreaming with his eyes

closed.  Jose Luis’s best friend is Juan José (de la Riva more or less), and Clementina is

the girl.  The text across the bottom of the screen reads: “es tan pequeño mi pueblo que

cabe en el corazón” (“my pueblo is so small that it fits in my heart”).   Right after their

graduation from primaria, the kids go see the latest Santo film rather than attend a family

celebration with cake.  Several weeks later, Juan José finds out that he will be moving,

with his family, to the city of Durango and says, “the only good thing will be the movies,

you can see a different one every night.”  José Luis, the daydreamer, is going to get stuck

working at the lumber mill like his sad, silent father.

There are many stories woven together in the film.  One concerns a young man,

Nino (Ignacio Guadalupe, the same actor who played the apprentice Guillermo in Vidas

errantes), who chases after Irene, a co-worker at the mill, and ignores his beautiful wife

Marina, who eats fruit in a sensuous manner and can’t pay her bill at the general store.

Marina has an admirer, Aurelio, a trucker who comes and goes from the town and is

having an affair with the shopkeeper, Doña Lupe, to whom Marina owes money.

Aurelio’s truck is adorned with the label: El gavilán de la sierra186, and the gear shift is in

the shape of a gun.  There is a village photographer named Jodelito who knows what’s

going on and is a philosopher as well as a photographic chronicler of events.  There is

also a village half-wit, Malecho (literally “badly made”) who is how he is because of an

186 Another early surfacing of the title of de la Riva’s 2001 film.
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accident in a mine.  He is the object of both mockery and kindness and fully integrated

into the life of the town.187

The other story in the film is the one de la Riva used for his prizewinning student

film, Polvo vencedor del sol, about two guys that rob the town store with tragic results.

The two are Beto and Juventino, restless, pool-playing dreamers who want to leave but

have no specific ideas about where or how.   They hang out with Nino (the cheating

husband) and various other young men in town.  Beto always fantasizes about dueling it

out in a gunfight with Mario Almada (the Mexican Western star plays “himself” in Beto’s

daydreams).  He reads the ads in the back of magazines and considers taking a

correspondence course in acting (“a true story” Juan Antonio told me).

The film’s three constructed social/dramatic centers are the mill, the store and the

cinema.  Church is outdoors, in nature (like the wrestling arena), and there is a beautifully

done scene of a mass under the trees, with a raking Caravaggesque light, and a cappella,

“ordinary” voices singing a hymn: “Santissimo Señor . . .”  A second outdoor religious

ceremony is the funeral for Beto, the failed actor and bandit who gets shot in the

aftermath of the robbery.

Pueblo de madera is full of echoes from a canon of film history that is both

“international” and unique to de la Riva’s own trajectory (Durango [and US] to Mexico

City [and Europe]).  There are references to locally made films--for instance in the

delicacy and knowledge (both intimate and reverential) of the outdoor photography--that

                                                  
187 The parade I describe in Chapter 1, in which each category of person (disabled children, alcoholics,
beauty queens) march through town behind a banner that labels them, is retained, in a way, yet rearranged
in Pueblo, where we see how all these factions interact in the dramatic life of the town.
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recalls the best of Alberto Mariscal.  The use of Mario Almada himself, as himself,

playing Beto’s imagined nemesis is also a profoundly local reference, and further, the

gunfight of Beto’s imagination is modelled on the one at the end of El Tunco Maclovio

(Mariscal, 1968).  And the exalted place of masked wrestlers in the town’s imagination is

a nod to the cultural authenticity of the much-maligned churro tradition.  The influence

of John Ford (who frequently worked with famous Golden Age cinematographer Gabriel

Figueroa) is apparent as well, especially in some of the domestic scenes (where you can

almost smell the food), in the use of music, and especially in the framing shot of José

Luis silhouetted in a window looking out to the sierra in the distance, an explicit homage

to The Searchers.  The placement of the kids in the middle of the story, as well as the

way they are photographed made me think of The 400 Blows (François Truffaut, 1959)

and early Fellini films like I Vitteloni (1953).

The use of imagery of planes and flying is also important.  Flying (like cinema) is

modern magic and represents a potential way out.  The owner of the lumber mill arrives

in a plane and the boys fantasize, “que padre (“how awesome”) it would be to fly in a

plane.”  There is also a beautiful, dreamy girl who walks (almost floats) around town, and

by whom the half-wit, Malecho, is enchanted.  “Parece avioneta” (“she’s like a glider”),

he says.  In the aftermath of the robbery, when Beto is killed and his carnal Juventino is

picked up by the police plane, we see aerial shots of the spectacular sierra.  This imagery

turns into a dream José Luis is having of being able to fly.  His friend is leaving but he

has to stay and start work.

At the end of the movie we see a TV antenna being delivered to the general store

as Don Pancho watches.  This will be the end of cinema in the pueblo.  The neglected
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Marina finally sleeps with the itinerant Aurelio after her husband Nino tells her he’s

leaving her to go work in el otro lado.  Aurelio leaves Marina money, which she uses to

pay off her debt to the store.  She is neither punished nor judged for this.

Jodelito, the photographer/philosopher takes a picture of little José Luis on his

first day of work at the lumber mill,  “as a souvenir of your first day of getting fucked”

(como recurerdo de tu primer día de chinga).  Jodelito then reassures José Luis with a

line that is obviously key to Juan Antonio de la Riva’s entire aesthetic mission (and that

he had to go to Mexico City in order to be able to see):  Si cualquier lugar es el centro

del mundo, acquí tambien es el centro del mundo (“if any place can be the middle of the

world then here, too, is the middle of the world”).  De la Riva’s trajectory--from San

Miguel to Durango to Mexico City--resonates with the one described by Raymond

Williams in The Country and the City.  Williams describes going from a village to a city

in order to study and finding out there that “the country” has meanings of which he was

entirely unaware, a literary tradition created by writers in the city.  He must figure the

meaning of, and express, his own (authentic yet invisible) experience within this

city/country constellation.  Williams writes,  “And I find I keep asking the same question,

because of the history: where do I stand in relation to these writers: in another country or

in this valuing city? That problem is sharp and ironic in its cultural persistence” (6).

It was Pueblo de madera that our friend Guillermo, the internet entrepreneur

originally from the tiny hamlet of Topia, said was a perfect and true portrayal of what life

had been like in his own pueblo.  The characters, Guillermo said, were just like the

people he knew.  Later, Juan Antonio told me that wherever he travelled in Mexico,

people who grew up in the provinces approached him and told him that same thing, and
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that no comment could have given him greater satisfaction.  Before turning to de la

Riva’s third Durango film, El gavilán de la sierra, allow me to describe the sierra as I

saw and heard about it—separate from de la Riva’s oeuvre (“before”).

THE SIERRA

The bustling lumber town of El Salto is situated along the harrowing and beautiful

road from Durango to Mazatlán on the Pacific coast.  The road is short in kilometers but

long in hours due to hairpin turns on narrow roads carved into the mountains.  Plus, the

army and the federal police each have checkpoints that could last a long time depending

on their mood.  It’s an infamous route for drug traffic and banditry.  The month I first

travelled the road was September, just after the rainy season, when flowers of dazzling

fuschia and orange hung down over the rocks.  Crosses along the way mark the many

places people died.  When Don Jaime was a trailero, it was along a particularly perilous

part of this route --known as the espinazo del diablo (“devil’s backbone”)—that his truck

dangled off a cliff and he bailed out just in time. Sucking limes is a good way to keep

from vomiting, a lady on the bus advised me.  She also told me I was right to have paid

for the first class bus.  She had done so as well, even though she couldn’t afford it,

because this particular route is notorious for assaults by bandits (who tend to rob the

cheaper buses).

Alberto once told me that the English director, Alex Cox, who directed the film El

Patrullero (“Highway Patrolman,” 1993) survived that road by a miracle.  So eager to

exit Durango was he that once, after shooting all day and then drinking heavily (and

“who knows what else”), he drove at night, through snow and ice, all the way to the

Mazatlán coast.  Nobody in Durango had expected him to make it alive, but he did.
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Elijah Wald, a US musician and writer studying narcocorridos, describes his ride

in a second class bus--probably along the same route (in the “sierra” of Durango,

anyway):

The other passengers did not seem at all put out by the choice of music or
conversation.  Many were dark, slim men who got off in what seemed like the
middle of nowhere, then set out walking along dirt tracks into the sierra.  They
wore jeans, boots, and either cowboy hats or baseball caps.  The baseball caps
were decorated with various combinations of AK-47s and silhouettes of naked
women, accompanied by a town or state name (Sinaloa, Culiacán, Durango,
Nayarit) stitched in the red, white and green of the Mexican flag (49).

I, too, was fascinated by the “dark, slim men who got off in what seemed like the middle

of nowhere, then set out walking.”  Warnings like those from the bus lady and all my

Durango friends only served to heighten the shimmer around figures like those dark, slim

men in hats.  Walking off the road, into the sierra, they were visible markers of the edges

of my Durango orbit, like the doors on the “unsavory” bars.
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PICTURE 76: DOOR OF DURANGO BAR

Jorge, my didactic ex-schoolteacher friend (the “pobresor”-see Chapter 1) who

supplied me with many vocabulary words and pieces of cultural information--was from

the city of Durango but had spent time in many towns of the sierra.  The Mexican
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education system has a practice of sending young male teachers to remote rural places for

their first jobs.  Jorge had lived in both Topia (where he met his future wife Tere) and El

Salto, the bustling lumber town near Juan de la Riva’s home pueblo of San Miguel.  He

told me that he and some teacher friends used to walk from Topia in the mountains to

Culiacán on the Sinaloa coast.  Even then it was dangerous but now would be impossible

because of the different factions of heavily armed narcos as well as federal police on the

take.

PICTURE 77: TRAILEROS NEAR EL SALTO (OUT BUS WINDOW)
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Around the “uniforms” people wear, is an invisible cushion of deniability.  This is

how fashion and ideology operate.188  People who are not involved in drug trafficking

still wear hats adorned by pictures of marijuana leaves and automatic weapons.   I

imagined that even a younger Jorge, walking with his teacher friends, could manage to

look sinister to someone who didn’t know him.  Among young people in the country,

especially since the explosion of the narcocorrido on the music scene, it is the fashion to

look like a narco—jut as inner-city kids in the US affect the gangsta look.

CHALINO

Chalino Sánchez was the pivotal figure who initiated the gangsta rap coolness of

the narcocorrido.189  By incarnating the danger and authenticity of the sierra in the

context of the city of Los Angeles, he defined a new style that also made its way back to

the place that he came from. The myth of Chalino’s early days echoes that of Pancho

Villa--he shot the guy who raped his sister, then fled to LA where he did odd jobs and

engaged in smalltime crime with his brother Armando who wound up shot and killed in

Tijuana.  The story is that Chalino's first corrido was written to preserve his brother's

memory.  Soon after that, Chalino himself went to jail for a few months where he wrote

corridos on commision. He continued to write when he got out, but didn't consider

himself a singer. Pedro Rivera, an L.A. record producer and Chalino’s friend, told the

writer Elijah Wald the story of how Chalino became a performer: the "professionals"

Chalino hired to record what he’d written had no idea how a corrido should be sung,  "he
                                                  
188 They also backfire, as when people are punished for being something they’re not. In one vignette of
Vidas errantes a woman describes to Don Pancho how a kid from the area was beat up and taken away by
police, “he wasn’t a traficante but he knew some of the traficantes and had been showing off. . .”
189 My summary of Chalino Sánchez’s life is largely drawn from Wald’s in Narcocorrido and Sam
Quiñone’s chapter on Chalino in his True Tales from another Mexico.
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got angry and said ‘give them to me, I’ll sing them myself.’  He got up and sang them the

way he thought they should be sung, and that's how they were recorded for all time" (72).

He kept doing it in the same way, saying the clients didn't care about production values or

musical issues.  The point was that they wanted the physical cassette with a song about

themselves on it.  Thus, when an engineer in the studio told him he was out of tune here

or there Chalino didn't care.  In one instance he said "No, loco, it's fine like it is.  I don't

want to sell this, it's just so each cabrón can hear his corrido and so I've got it recorded"

(Wald, 72).

The logic for Chalino, from the beginning, was one of business--production of a

product (the cassette) that could be sold.  For himself, he needed to keep a copy as a way

of documenting what he'd done--for his archive.   Like Mario Almada, who got into

acting because the actor he'd hired got injured, Chalino Sánchez became a star performer

in spite of himself (with the same mobilization of an irritated “gimme that” gesture),

which is itself much more admirable, from a ranchero perspective, than striving to put

oneself in the spotlight.  The fact that the songs were corridos-- sung portraits of bad

guys in which the "truth" was flatteringly skewed in the direction of whomever was

paying (whichever cabrón)-- was (at least part of) the point.  And Chalino himself--the

life he lived, his presentation of himself, his anti-singing style of singing--"I don't sing, I

bark"--spoke to his particular historical moment like nothing else.

This was not a pop norteño band in fancy outfits . . . It was the true voice of the
drug traffic, of the dark guys in the giant pickup trucks whose expensive clothes
could not conceal their country manners . . . Just as rap was forcing the Anglo pop
world to confront the raw sounds and stark realities of the urban streets, the
corrido was stripping off its own pop trappings to become the rap of modern
Mexico and the barrios of el otro lado . . . his style crystallized a moment after
which nothing would sound quite the same.  (Wald, 73).
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Wald also notes that although Chalino's fame had spread from the streets of LA to remote

regions of the sierra, he wasn't universally beloved, "a lot of people hated his records,

attacking them as grating and amateurish.”  But the people who embraced him were

responding to that very grittiness as evidence that Chalino was the real thing, "a fiercely

accurate corridista chronicling the world around him" (72).

In the Chalino discourse, as in that surrounding moviemaking, there is a strange

configuration of truth and pragmatism--a displacement of "objective" truth to a regional

"authenticity" within which pragmatic, "business" concerns are accepted as both

paramount and transparent.  This is an example of a “rhyme” between local specificity

and the dominant global mood.  One of Chalino’s contributions to the corrido genre was

his invention of the corrido de amistad (“friendship corrido”)--an innovation also based

on pragmatic business concerns.  Previously, corridos were only about dead people.

With the corridos de amistad, one could sing about the brave exploits of the still-alive,

and the milieu of the narcotraficantes—full of money, vanity, and tough guy posing--was

obviously a good market for these compositions, a situation Chalino exploited well (72).

That one of Pepe Velásquez’s fellow inmates composed a corrido about him while he

testifies to the wide cultural reach of Chalino’s invention.

The fact that Chalino was a "for-hire" corridista, and that this kind of (potentially

"disreputable") business relationship has historically been part of the corrido tradition,

should, according to some logics, detract from any idea of him as "fiercely accurate."

Paradoxically, though, his personal "authenticity" is what becomes the locus of the

"accuracy," and this “truth” supercedes the truth or fiction of the actual events being
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narrated.  Here, the "life" becomes the ultimate truth.190  This can be seen as the third

stage in a process of “slippage” (or “leakage,” or “line of flight”)--from “objective” truth,

to regional “authenticity” to portrait (or biography), in which the concentration of

“regional authenticity” appears in the shape of one man.  Chalino himself was murdered

in Culiacán in 1992, cementing his status as a mythic outlaw and corridista from the

Sinaloa sierra.191  Wald notes that there were over one hundred fifty corridos written

about Chalino in the wake of his death (75).  The enormous success of Chalino Sánchez

inspired many young corridistas to adopt his style.

 One of Chalino’s many successors is “El As de la Sierra” (The Ace of the Sierra).

Here is a fragment from a corrido by El As:

Rancho del Cañon, donde yo he nacido

Fuenquillo San Marcos, allí me crié yo,

Anduve en la sierra, en aquellos barrancos,

Buscando futuro que nunca llegó

(Rancho del Cañon, where I was born

Fuenquillo San Marcos, that’s where I grew up

I wandered in the sierra, in those ravines

                                                  
190 This construction of authenticity through vocal style and self presentation resonates in many kinds of
musical performance (and the ways in which it's judged), including US country music where  "plainness"
and "simplicity" become consciously invoked "styles" (cf. Fox).  Wald quotes a record producer’s comment
that Chalino purposely retained (and played up) his regional accent and grammatical “mistakes” depending
on the context (72).
191 “ . . . as dawn broke on May 16, 1992, two campesinos found the body of Chalino Sánchez dumped by
an irrigation canal near the highway north out of town.  He was blindfolded, and his wrists had rope marks.
He had been shot twice in the back of the head” (quoted in Wald, 75).
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Looking for a future that never arrived (quoted and translated in Wald, 92).

Those lines evoke a figure of a young man walking in the sierra from a vastly different

(even opposite) perspective to the “out the bus window” one experienced by Elijah Wald

and me.   El As frames his experience of wandering in a corrido--painting a picture in

which the pertinent information is the extreme specificity of his tierra natal seen from the

nostalgic/sentimental melancholia of the (unnamed) “place” he is now.  The corrido

would clearly speak strongly to an audience familiar with those exact places (Rancho del

Cañon and Fuenquillo San Marcos) as well to people with memories of places like them.

Also, even more generally, to anyone capable of seeing his tierra natal from a faraway

perspective, be it temporal, spatial, or both.  The smallness of the figure in the picture that

El As “paints,” the way it is dwarfed by a landscape that is overwhelmingly central,

corresponds to the temporal distance between the “then” and the “now.”  The corrido

manages, as Tolstoy prescribed, to touch something “universal” by way of its intense

specificity.

EL GAVILÁN DE LA SIERRA (2000)

Juan Antonio de la Riva does the same, and on a sweeping scale.  He recognizes

the mystery and allure of the figure in the sierra while at the same time possessing

“insider” knowledge of his desperation.  That figure becomes the absent protagonist of

De la Riva’s most recent film, El gavilán de la sierra, in which he addresses a whole

range of “insider” and “outsider” perspectives by using the process of composing a

corrido as a narrative strategy.  The corridista of the film is Rosendo Nevárez, a man

who returns to his pueblo to investigate the death of his outlaw brother Gabriel, and to

memorialize him in a corrido that tells the truth. Magnifying, in a way, the theme of
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building and rebuilding the theater, depicted in Vidas errantes, the corrido of this film is

constantly being composed and recomposed as the composer is given new information by

all his dead brother’s friends and enemies.

El gavilán is both a detective story and a Western, built around the journey from

the country to the city and back again, and in which meaningful touchstones of popular

cultural life—crime newspapers and corridos—direct the story.  It plays with

chronological time and the unreliability of memory and illustrates, repeatedly, a sentence

that I heard spoken (almost identically) by Juan de la Riva, Pepe Velásquez and

Guillermo Montesinos: “life is very violent in the pueblos of the sierra.”

The film begins when Rosendo, a musician in Mexico City (a singer and

accordion player who entertains passengers on buses) sees, in a nota roja,192 pictures of

his brother Gabriel’s bloody death in the sierra of Durango.  He goes back to his

hometown--again, it’s San Miguel de Cruces--to figure out what happened and to

compose a corrido in his brother’s memory.  The film shows us Rosendo’s own

flashbacks up until the time he left, as well as other people’s memories of Gabriel.  None

of these are wholly reliable and the conflicting information builds up as a testament--to

the impossibility of exact knowledge as well as to a cultural will toward mythmaking.  In

the end, before Rosendo has finished his own corrido, he hears another one—someone

has beaten him to the punch.  He hears it blasting from a radio in the prison yard during a

visit with Melitón Meraz, an old coot who is the last surviving member of Gabriel’s

outlaw gang.  In the radio corrido, Gabriel is given the nickname El gavilán de la sierra

                                                  
192 Sensational crime newspaper avidly read in Mexico, with detailed photographs of bloody carnage.  I
think the nota roja is yet another tentacle of the national obsession with documentary.
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and the facts are all wrong.  Melitón waves his arm and says who cares, people like it,

echoing the sentiment of “print the legend,” spoken at the end of The Man Who Shot

Liberty Valance (John Ford, 1962).

When the character of Rosendo first goes home, he is concerned about his

father—Don Joaquin--who is played by none other than Mario Almada.  De la Riva’s use

of Almada, in a part that he says was written with him in mind, is a way of coming full

circle.  In Pueblo de Madera, Almada plays “himself,” he is in quotes, exported virtually

whole from El tunco Maclovio.  In El gavilán, he plays himself as well, but it is a part

that lurks at the edges of all of his performances, his implicit self, emanating from his

characters in countless churros and Westerns.  Here it becomes explicit.  He actually

plays The Father--the undemonstrative, formal father from whom the motherless son

longs for approval.  The performance is, of course, exactly right.  Juan Antonio said he

never considered casting anyone else in the part.

We learn that long ago the Nevárez family had owned a small aserradero

(“lumber mill”) which was foreclosed upon, an incident that Gabriel could never let go

of.  Also, that Rosendo and Gabriel’s mother died when the boys were young, that

Rosendo, the eldest, missed her most, and that Don Joaquin had “given her a hard time”

(not specified, probably other women but maybe even physical violence).  Don Joaquin

had favored his dead son, Gabriel, because they were alike. Gabriel was always getting

into fights and was full of pride and fire—admirable ranchero qualities but difficult to

reconcile with the economic role he’d been reduced to-- wage laborer at the large lumber

mill.  Rosendo, on the other hand, had always been more adaptable, thoughtful and

dreamy.  A pivotal scene is Rosendo’s flashback to a wedding reception he attended with
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Gabriel and some friends in a neighboring village, in which Rosendo spots a pretty girl

and asks her to dance.  As they are dancing, the girl asks him if he wouldn’t mind asking

his brother to please dance with her.  Gabriel dances with Soledad, and that is that.  They

stay out all night and the next day she comes to live with Gabriel in the little house he

shares with his father and brother.  Not long afterwards, Rosendo, driven wild by

jealousy and resentment, boards a bus for Mexico City.

After Rosendo leaves, Gabriel becomes an outlaw.   A fight at the lumber mill

over being underpaid escalates into a situation in which Gabriel and his friends rob the

mill office.  They throw the money to the workers and retreat to hide out in the sierra

with Melitón Meraz, an old horse thief.  From there, they have no choice but to become

criminals “for real,” robbing buses on that infamous route between Durango and

Mazatlán.  This is the period of Gabriel’s life that leads up to his bloody assassination

and about which the stories people tell are so markedly different.  All the different

versions are shown as the projections of different people’s memories (like Rashomon

[Akira Kurosawa, 1950]).   In the face of this onslaught of “versions” Rosendo is seen

piecing together his own picture of events, starting and re-starting his corrido and

wondering if his brother and his friends had really turned into greedy, bloodthirsty

criminals or were Robin Hoods victimized by circumstance.

El gavilán de la sierra was many years in the planning and it shows. It is

confident, restrained and very tight, with lots of perfectly conceived flourishes.  It is also

a full realization of many ideas you can see building throughout the earlier films.  The

most obvious of these is the way music is used.  Although music was always central in de

la Riva’s films, here it becomes the very structure.  And, there is absolutely no
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unmotivated music in the whole film (in this fact alone it is the anti-churro).  The only

scene in which we don’t see the source of the sound is when Gabriel’s bullet-riddled

corpse is carried to his family’s home and there is a funeral dirge being played

somewhere.  From the early scenes of Rosendo singing in the buses and cantinas, to the

bands playing at the dance and at the wedding reception, music is integrated into the flow

of life itself.  The way de la Riva does it in a lot of scenes is to play the music before we

see the source, then move to a shot of (for example) Rosendo playing his accordion and

looking out over the canyon.

The violence is graphic.  This is “authentic” on a number of levels.  As I was told,

“life is very violent in the pueblos of the sierra.”  And, people love to look at those

bloody pictures in the sensational crime papers.  Also, the cultural icon of the bullet-

riddled corpse has been a historical source of fascination—from the film documentaries

of the Revolution and the photos of Villa’s corpse, to recent martyrs like the corridista

Chalino Sánchez.  De la Riva makes the nota roja pictures Rosendo sees of his brother

the provocation for his journey home. He then stages (in various flashback versions)

Gabriel’s death in a bloody, operatic style that is directly influenced by Peckinpah (the

most important US director to shoot in Durango, according to de la Riva).

There is also another very important violent scene that precedes and balances the

tragic scene of Gabriel and his friends being gunned down.   It is one of their triumph, in

which they stand together, side by side with guns blazing, and wipe out a whole band of

corrupt federal police.  The scene comes right after one in which the police are shown

mercilessly beating a handcuffed teenager as his mother screams, held back by another

policeman, because the kid owes money to the narcos.  The scene is very satisfying
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emotionally, which is fairly transgressive since they are murdering the police.  And, this

is the scene that most links the film to the Western genre.  The camera pans from face to

face--Gabriel, his carnales El Roque and Meno, the old coot Melitón--and there is a

feeling of delirious solidarity and wonder when the shooting ends and they realize that

they have survived (although Melitón is wounded, a fact that saves him from the later

massacre).  They are an outlaw group characteristic of what Will Wright calls the

“professional” Western, a post-1960 permutation of the genre where “a pattern emerges

in which men can work together for money yet through their work build a common bond

of respect and affection that transcends any private desire for personal gain” (112).  In

this world, the group commitment becomes the most important consideration, and dying

together preferable to joining society or splitting up.  The others follow Gabriel’s lead

without hesitation, and engage in a shootout with the police even though there is no

material gain to be had and such a shootout will probably lead to their deaths (which it

does).  That particular scene also touches on what I think is the main appeal of the

“trashy” videohomes, in that it shows ordinary, familiar-looking guys triumphing over an

oppressive force through the use of firearms.  The fact that, in this case (unlike in

videohomes) we actually have an emotional attachment to the characters because there is

a real story--makes it all the better.

A final element of the film worth mentioning is that, as in Pueblo de madera,

there is a character of a portrait photographer (played by the same actor).  In one of

Rosendo’s flashbacks, he and Gabriel get their picture taken (Rosendo holds his

accordion).  After the photographer takes the picture, he tries to convince the brothers to

have it retouched.  He wants to put fancier clothes on them, or bigger mustaches.

Rosendo holds out, asking to be portrayed “just as he is,” while Gabriel allows the
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photographer to paint a tie on him.  The resulting photo is seen hanging on the wall of the

Nevárez house throughout the film.  That visualization of Gabriel, allowing a certain

embroidery of reality foreshadows the dilemma of corridistas in the wake of his death

and, in a way, licenses their deviations from complete “accuracy.” It is another

manifestation of “print the legend.”

Upon completion of El gavilán de la sierra (2000), the magazine Proceso

published an article/interview entitled, “Juan Antonio de la Riva cree en el cine rural”

(“Juan Antonio de la Riva believes in Rural Cinema”)193.   It begins:

As in Vidas errantes and Pueblo de Madera, the filmmaker Juan Antonio de la
Riva expounds in El gavilán de la sierra . . . the conditions of life in the sierra of
Durango.  He feels fortunate to return to the rural theme at a time when urban
cinema prevails.

The article then quotes de la Riva describing El gavilán as  “

a costumbrista (film showing customs) . . .  a  rural story that occurs in the present
time.  Disgracefully, at the same time as modernity exists, in this country and all
over the world, there exist marginalized regions.  It's not that Durango is totally
marginalized but the conditions of life there are very different than in Mexico
City where everybody lives in a constant atmosphere of modernization.

The different conditions of life de la Riva refers to make up the narrative world (histoire)

of his films. They are also manifested in myriad other cultural scenes I have already

invoked in this dissertation.  Among them, El As of the Sierra, waiting for a future that

never arrives, Jaime and Gela dressed up and waiting for clients, Chuy’s Venetian bistro,

shuttered and abandoned, Zintia’s setting out to study computación in a school with no

computers, the decaying movie sets, and the newspapers’ endless chronicling of

reappearing potholes and sadsack petty criminals.  Also the bustling activity at the

Dirección—marketing the state by writing and re-writing the brochures.   All these

                                                  
193 Vértiz, Columba, “Juan Antonio de la Riva cree en el cine rural,” Proceso, 9 December 2000.
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produce and attest to the potentially overwhelming “affective dimension of millennial

capitalism” (Comaroff and Comaroff)—of which I believe Alberto Tejada was, in a way,

a casualty.  Other people are survivors, though, and keep looking for angles, drawing

strength from events like the recent visit to Durango of Salma Hayek and Penélope Cruz.

Both Alberto Tejada and Juan Antonio de la Riva were compelled, in their work

and presentation of themselves, to be authentically duranguese--although their

interpretations of what that entails turned out very differently.  Both predicated their

personas and justified their ambitions by recourse to their fathers and their childhood

experience--Alberto’s on the Hollywood sets where his father worked as a driver and

assistant to the stars; Juan Antonio’s making the rounds with his own father, the itinerant

projectionist.  Both had been motivated and energized by the ochero movement of the

1970s, an artistic movement that disseminated a spirit of experimentation well beyond its

origin in Mexico City.  Both made used exemplary figures from Durango’s “own” churro

cinema in their artistically ambitious films: de la Riva, Mario Almada and Tejada, Hugo

Stiglitz. And, both succeeded in producing texts (Alberto’s book and film, Juan

Antonio’s films) that presented Durango to the world as a place with a name and place in

movie history.

Juan Antonio’s realization that stories drawn from the “everyday” world he knew

could be brought to the screen, and were as worthy as any other stories, came slowly and

as a (partial) result of his migration from San Miguel to Durango to Mexico City.

Alberto, despite his artistic temperament and demeanor, never really got out of the

mindset in which things are pre-defined and dictated from without, in which “stories”

remain other to everyday life rather than inside it, in which one casts about for “legends”
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and then films on “sets,” and in which concerns of “business” inevitably tower over

everything else.

In the story I have told here, Juan Antonio de la Riva emerges as the survivor and,

in a way, the winner.  I have said that by leaving Durango he was able to see it and render

it artistically in a way he wouldn’t have been able to had he stayed.  Film school and the

city gave him an expanded consciousness and the cultural tools for dealing with this

“poisoned gift for all who would be modern,” and even more crucially, linked him with

an international sphere of artistic production--an audience and a network through which

he could forge a career.

But “success” is relative.  De la Riva’s films win awards in Mexico and he is

established there, but few people have heard of him in the US.   None of his films has had

a theatrical run or been released on video or DVD as a “foreign film” with subtitles.

Getting distribution is still extremely difficult.  You can order Vidas errantes and Pueblo

de madera, as well as several films on which de la Riva worked as a for-hire director,

from the California company OXXO—a distributor of Spanish language videos, but as

for El gavilán, it is still only available in Mexico.  Perhaps de la Riva’s films haven’t

been picked up because their themes, and the world they represent, are not sexy or flashy

or youth-culture-y enough for the “arthouse” market.  They are dignified and understated,

neither really hip nor aggressively controversial--unlike recent Mexican films that have

been successfully released here, like El crimen de Padre Amaro (Carlos Carerra, 2002), Y

tu mamá tambien (Alfonso Cuaron, 2001) and Amores perros (Alejandro González

Iñárritu, 2000).  Although de la Riva has reached a position where he can make films, he
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is still subjugated to a world market in which he is considered marginal194 and in which

decisions of “business” ultimately prevail.  Nonetheless, with his Durango trilogy of

films, Juan Antonio de la Riva has been able to draw an insider’s portrait of life in the

sierra, and to decisively answer back to Hollywood and anyone else who presumes to

treat Durango as nothing more than an unnamed“location.”

                                                  
194 Once at an academic conference I read a paper about the ubiquity of Villa’s image in Durango--on
buildings, soaps and candles—and someone asked me afterwards if that wasn’t just like the picture of Ché
Guevara on T-shirts.  Here, the hip Mexican movies by those young directors correspond to the image of
Ché, whereas the image of Villa (older, rural, less sexy, like Mario Almada too) corresponds to de la Riva’s
films of the Durango sierra.
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Conclusion

The visual is essentially pornographic, which is to say that it has its end in rapt,
mindless fascination; thinking about its attributes becomes an adjunct to that, if it
is unwilling to betray its object; while the most austere films necessarily draw
their energy from the attempt to repress their own excess . . . Pornographic films
are thus only the potentiation of films in general, which ask us to stare at the
world as though it were a naked body.  On the other hand, we know this today
more clearly because our society has begun to offer us the world—now mostly a
collection of products of our own making—as just such a body, that you can
possess visually, and collect the images of . . . movies are a physical experience,
and are remembered as such, stored up in bodily synapses that evade the thinking
mind

Frederic Jameson, Signatures of the Visible

What, in the end, makes advertisements so superior to criticism?  _Not what the_
moving red neon sign says--but the fiery pool reflecting it in the asphalt.

Walter Benjamin, Reflections

The raising of personal preoccupations to the dignity of philosophical problems is
far too likely to lead to a sort of shop-girl metaphysics . . .

Claude Levi-Strauss, Tristes Tropiques

But, the human-shaped figure of the weary shop-girl, staring over the shoulder of

a coughing customer at the Spanish boots of Spanish leather, that she can’t afford, and to

which all sorts of longings and memories that have nothing  “to do” with footwear (and

much “to do” with “cinema”) are attached, is ubiquitous in this incomplete, disorganized,

unevenly-paced modernity.  “She” deserves to be raised to the dignity of a philosophical

problem because in larger or smaller proportions, embraced or resisted, “she” is

increasingly part of subjectivity in this global capitalist world. “She” (and she) incarnates
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the link Jameson describes above, between the “mindlessness” of the visual and a world

of “products.”  In Levi-Strauss’s imagination, she represents a peril--the clearest

metaphor for an absence of reason, “someone” who must consequently be disregarded,

even repressed, at all costs.  If you so much as raise your hat to her in an academic work

it might pollute the whole thing, rendering it chaotic and nonsensical.  Yet, it is

abundantly obvious, in a thousand empirical ways, how much “she” has “to do” with

cinema.

My challenge in this dissertation has been to begin to show this ethnographically.

I wanted to point out the contextual configurations and flows of meaning and non-

meaning, or in visual terms, the hyper-figurative and the purely abstract, around the topic

of “cinema” in Durango.  Using a tri-partite model of a “cinemascape” (map, mood,

materiality) I have tried to follow the surface manifestations (pictured and discursive) of

an amorphous category--“cinema”-- from the perspective of a particular “marginal”

location.   I have been particularly concerned with how the metonymic logic of the

emblem works in practice, presenting a rigid identifiable front for movement, flux, and,

in Deleuze’s language, “lines of flight.”  These flightlines, both motivated and

“machinic” create maps, in part by moving from material to material, especially, I have

argued, excessively figurative images like those associated with film, advertising and

Mexican state culture.

This work is ethnographic according to Marcus’s recent propositions:  it engages

a “multi-sited research Imaginary” (1997, 3); works from a deeply probed mutual affinity

(1997, 15)—“cinema;” and uses the cinematic metaphor of montage in writing (1994).

Although I don’t claim “depth” of communication, or to know what the people I spent
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time with “really” think (a possibility I have doubts about even at home), I argue for the

critical value of the sustained proximity I did have.  Negotiating physical space, eating,

talking, standing silently in the rain, and having some sense of “cinema” (among other

topics) as a partially-overlapping (as opposed to shared), frame of reference, dictated the

form of this work.  The historical points I researched in books were suggested by what

people told me and what I saw in Durango.  The generic and nostalgic links I address--

between Durango cinema (Hollywood and Mexican), Spaghetti Westerns, El Santo and

recent videohomes—would never have occurred to me had I not been in Durango and

given those points of departure.  And I certainly would never have realized the

importance of Mario Almada, Hugo Stiglitz, Chuck Roberson or the ochero movement in

the local (and migrant) imaginary had I not been immersed in the unique cinematic world

of Alberto Tejada .

My vision could be called the opposite of many approaches seeking to create

open, dialogic texts--although the goal of destabilization is similar.  In the same way that

a pile of figurative images can become strange in the juxtapositions of montage,

kaleidoscopic cubism or surreal excess, I have tried to adhere to the “logic of the chunk,”

imitating the map/mood/materiality “reality” I want to evoke by juxtaposing discrete

“scenes” (material) in the flow (map) of the text.  These chunky scenes are meant to

invite disassemblage (into piles or diagrams) and reassemblage, and to preserve, through

the concepts of foreground and background, the element of chance, or machinic

connection.  In scenes and juxtapositions I have hoped to point up the excess related to

the repressed shop-girl-- part of an overall global affect (mood) in which things seem at

once familiar and a little bit off.
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APPENDIX

Movies made in Durango 1954-1999

(List Adapted From Alberto Tejada, Durango Filmografía, Fondo de Promoción
Turistica Durango, 1999).

Year Movie Nationality Director
1954 White Feather USA Robert D. Webb (Rene

Cardona, Jaime Contreras,
Assistant Directors)

Robber’s Roost USA Sidney Salkow (Alejandro
Galindo, Jaime Contreras,
Assistant Directors)

1955 El tunel 6 Mexico Chano Urieta
The Tall Men USA Raoul Walsh
Comanche USA George Sherman

1958 Estampida Mexico Raúl de Anda
La Cucaracha Mexico Ismael Rodríguez (Gabriel

Figueroa photography)
The Wonderful Country USA Robert Parish (Alberto

Mariscal acts)
1959 The Unforgiven USA John Huston (Emilio

Fernández, Second Unit)
1960 La carcel de cananea Mexico Gilberto Gazcón
1961 Geronimo USA Arnold Laven
1964 Major Dundee USA Sam Peckinpah

The Glory Guys USA Arnold Laven (Peckinpah
Script)

1965 The Sons of Katie Elder USA Henry Hathaway (Joselito
Rodríguez, Second Unit)

El mal Mexico Gilberto Gazcón
1966 The War Wagon USA Burt Kennedy

Hour of the Gun USA John Sturges
Un dorado de Pancho Villa Mexico Emilio Fernández

1967 The Scalphunters USA Sydney Pollack
Guns of San Sebastian France Henri Verneuil
Tarzan- Mountains of the Moon USA Harman Jones (Jaime

Contreras, Assistant)
Day of the Evil Gun USA Jerry Thorpe (Rafael Sevilla,

Assistant)
1968 Five Card Stud USA Henry Hathaway

The Wild Bunch USA Sam Peckinpah
Joaquin Murrieta USA Earl Bellamy
A Man Called Horse US/GB Eliot Silverstein
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1969 The Undefeated USA Andrew V. McLaglen (1st

John Wayne in Durango)
Su precio unos dolares Mexico Raúl de Anda
El Tunco Maclovio Mexico Alberto Mariscal
Chisum USA Andrew V. McLaglen (Emilio

Fernández, Second Unit)
El Sabor de la Venganza Mexico Alberto Mariscal

1970 Macho Callahan USA Bernard Lee Kowalski
Lawman USA Michael Winner (Jaime

Contreras, Assistant Director)
La mula de Cullen Baker Mexico René Cardona
Por eso Mexico Rogelio González
El Topo Mexico Alejandro Jodorowski
Big Jake USA George Sherman

1971 Buck and the Preacher USA Sidney Poitier
Something Big USA Andrew V. McLaglen
Los indomables Mexico Alberto Mariscal
Indio Mexico Rodolfo de Anda
Duelo a atardecer Mexico Raúl de Anda
Kid Blue USA James Frawley
Jory USA/

Mexico
Jorge Fons

1972 Cahill USA Andrew V. McLaglen
Los hombres no lloran Mexico Raúl de Anda
The Wrath of God USA Ralph Nelson
The Train Robbers USA Burt Kennedy
El juez de la soga Mexico Alberto Mariscal
Una para la horca Mexico Alberto Mariscal
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid USA Sam Peckinpah

1973 The Deadly Trackers USA Barry Shear
The Bank USA Burt Kennedy
El Buscubullas Mexico Raúl de Anda

1974 La gran aventura del Zorro Mexico Raúl de Anda
Antonio and the Mayor USA Jerry Thorpe

1975 Nevada Smith USA Gordon Douglas
Devil’s Rain USA Robert Fuest (Rafael Portillo,

Second Unit)
The Return of a Man Called Horse USA/Great

Britain
Irvin Kershner

Hermanos del viento Mexico Alberto Bojórquez
The Great Scout and Cathouse Thursday Great

Britain
Don Taylor (Second Unit
supposedly Alberto Mariscal,
see interview in Chapter 4)

1976 Vibora Caliente Mexico Fernando Durán Rojas
El diabólico Mexico Giovanni Korporaal
Cananea Mexico Marcela Fernández Violante

(photography Gabriel
Figueroa)
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1977 Cuchillo Mexico Rodolfo de Anda
Who’ll Stop the Rain USA Karel Reisz
Goin’ South USA Jack Nicholson
Deseos Mexico Rafael Corkidi
Matar Por Matar Mexico Tony Sbert
Bloody Marlene Mexico Alberto Mariscal

1978 The Eagle’s Wing Great
Britain

Anthony Harvey

Lo blanco, lo rojo y lo negro Mexico Alfredo Salazar
El Viejo, el niño y la montaña Mexico Ismael Rodríguez
Tres de Presidio Mexico Raúl de Anda, Jr.
Con la muerte en ancas Mexico Alberto Mariscal

1979 Winnetou France Marcel Camus
Blood Barrier US/GB/

Mexico
Christopher Leicht
(photography Gabriel
Figueroa)

Cattle Annie and Little Britches USA Lamont Johnson
El rey de las tahures Mexico Rodolfo de Anda
La cosecha de mujeres Mexico Jaime Fernández
Las Mujeres de Jeremías Mexico Ramon “Tito” Fernández

1980 Caveman USA Carl Gottlieb
El robo imposible Mexico Rodolfo de Anda
Juan Carrasqueado Mexico Rafael Villaseñor Kuri

1981 Quell and Company Germany/
US/Mexico

William Whitney

La fuga indomable Mexico Humberto Martínez Mijares
1982 Triumphs of a Man Called Horse Great

Britain
John Hough

Un reverendo trinquetero Mexico José Luis Urquieta
El extraño hijo del sherif Mexico Fernando Durán

1983 Un hombre violento Mexico Valentín Trujillo (directorial
debut)

La carcel de Laredo Mexico Rodolfo de Anda
Romancing the Stone USA Robert Zemeckis
Vidas errantes Mexico Juan Antonio de la Riva
Samson and Delilah USA Lee Phillips

1984 México contra los Estados Unidos Mexico Humberto Martínez Mijares
Little Treasure USA Alan Sharp
La muerte cruzó el Rio Bravo Mexico Hernando Name
Angel River US/Mexico Sergio Olhovich
Arizona Mexico Fernando Durán

1985 Operación marijuana Mexico José Luis Urquieta
Power USA Sidney Lumet
Forajidos en la mira Mexico Alberto Mariscal
Bestia nocturna Mexico Humberto Martínez Mijares

1986 Firewalker USA J. Lee Thompson
1988 Old Gringo USA Luis Puenzo

Revenge USA Tony Scott
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Auf Achse Germany Werner Masten
Fat Man and Little Boy Great

Britain
Roland Joffe

1989 El Loco Bronco Mexico Alberto Mariscal
1990 Pueblo de Madera Mexico Juan Antonio de la Riva

Cabeza de Vaca Spain/
Mexico

Nicolás Echevarría

Los fugitivos Mexico Victor Ugalde
La monja ensangrentada Mexico Victor Ugalde

1991 Leyendas de amor y muerte Mexico Alberto Tejada and Humberto
Martínez Mijares

El patrullero Mexico Alex Cox
1993 La reina de su casa Mexico Humberto Martínez Mijares

Cisco Kid USA Luis Valdez
Wagons East USA Peter Markle

1995 First Knight USA Jerry Zucker
1997 Mask of Zorro USA Martin Campbell

One Man’s Hero USA Lance Hool
1998 Ravenous USA Antonia Bird
1999 Ah Silenciosa (short) Mexico Marcos Cline-Marquez

The Warden USA Stephen Gyllenhaal
Texas Rangers USA Steve Miner
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